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Preface to ”State-of-the-Art Liquid Crystals Research

in UK”

Besides Germany and France, the UK is certainly one of the countries that must be credited with

significant contributions to the research and development of the field of liquid crystals. This is the

case not only from a synthetic chemistry point of view, which laid the groundwork for all modern

liquid crystal display (LCD) applications, but also in terms of physical theory and experiments, as

well as computer simulation work. It is thus fitting to edit a volume that showcases the history

and present-day state-of-the-art research in this area of soft matter research. This Topical collection

brings together a range of leading UK scientists, discussing the recent developments in this highly

interdisciplinary field in all its breadth, from physics to chemistry, and from material aspects to

applications.

Ingo Dierking

Editor
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Editorial

State-of-the-Art Liquid Crystals Research in UK

Ingo Dierking

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL, UK;
ingo.dierking@manchester.ac.uk

A number of countries could reasonably produce a collection represented a name
such as “State-of-the-Art Research in Liquid Crystals”. The history of liquid crystal rese-
arch [1–3] dates back to approximately 135 years ago in the German speaking countries,
when Friedrich Reinitzer (Figure 1), a botanist from Austria, discovered the two supposed
melting points of cholesteryl benzoate [4] at the German University in Prague. In his
article, he clearly described the liquid crystalline behaviour of this compound, including
the phenomenon of selective reflection, but he was unable to precisely explain the observed
behaviour. This explanation was provided within a year’s time by the German physicist
Otto Lehmann (Figure 1), who was the successor of Heinrich Hertz at the University of
Karlsruhe. Lehmann first coined the phrase “liquid crystal” [5] and spent the rest of his
life in research attempting to foster the acceptance of his concepts by much of the physical
chemistry community in Germany, with his greatest opponent being Gustav Tammann.
Today, of course, we know that Otto Lehmann’s view of the liquid crystal state is correct.
This leads us to mention Daniel Vorländer (Figure 1), a synthetic chemist at the University
of Halle, who remains among the top ten most productive listed liquid crystal organic
chemists as the field expands through new research on new phases of matter [6]. Also well-
known in the field of physical chemistry is the name Rudolf Schenk (Figure 1), who studied
chemistry in Halle and later moved to the University of Marburg, where he investigated
liquid crystals [7], producing results in favour of Lehmann’s views rather than those
of Tammann.

Figure 1. The German liquid crystal researchers of the early days: Friedrich Reinitzer, Otto Lehmann,
Daniel Vorländer, and Rudolf Schenk.

At the same time, interest in liquid crystals was also growing in France, where Charles-
Victor Maugin (Figure 2) explored the polarisation properties of twisted liquid crystals and
cholesteric phases [8] and the effects of magnetic fields [9]. Francois Grandjean (Figure 2)
was the first to describe the importance of surface interactions for the orientation of liquid
crystals [10] and developed a method for measuring the cholesteric pitch in wedge cells. It
was finally Georges Friedel (Figure 2) who, in 1922, categorised the then-discovered liquid
crystals according to their structural properties in the first detailed and extensive review of
the subject [11]. He proposed three mesomorphic states, including the nematic, cholesteric,

Crystals 2022, 12, 1725. https://doi.org/10.3390/cryst12121725 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/crystals1
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and smectic. Grandjean had already described the layered structure of smectics based on his
observation of the steps of uncovered droplets on a clean plane glass substrate [10]. Today,
of course, we know that this classification is not remotely detailed enough to account for
all the different liquid crystal phases, nor does it truly make much sense as a method used
to distinguish between the nematic and cholesteric states, as the latter is only the chiral
version of the former, albeit with a greatly different spontaneous structure and properties.

Figure 2. The French liquid crystal researchers of the early days: Charles Maugin, Francois Grandjean,
and Georges Friedel.

Smectic polymorphism and the layered structure of the smectic phase also constituted
the focus of one of the famous early meetings and, quite possibly, the first international
conference on liquid crystals, the Faraday Discussion Meeting of the Royal Society, held in
1933. The contributions and discussions are documented in the Transactions of the Faraday
Society 1933, vol 29, issue 140 (https://ur.booksc.me/journal/24896/29/140, last accessed
on 14 September 2022).

Following the birth of liquid crystal research and the establishment of this fourth
state of matter, research efforts became more international in nature. Arguably, one of
the pioneering figures in the field was the Russian physicist Vsevolod Konstantinovich
Frederiks (Figure 3), who was the first to describe the magnetic [12] and, later, the electric
reorientation of the director by externally applied fields, now known as the Frederiks transi-
tion, the basis of most of the display devices that have enabled the significant progression in
liquid crystal research since the 1970s. In this category, we must also mention the Swedish
scientist Carl Wilhelm Oseen (Figure 3), who was the first to formulate a description of
the elastic properties of nematics [13], and Marian Miesowicz (Figure 3) from the Mining
Academy in Cracow, Poland, who studied the viscosities of liquid crystals under magnetic
fields [14] and later introduced the three viscosity coefficients that now bear his name [15].
Equally worthy of note are Hans Ernst Werner Zocher (Figure 3), a German born researcher
who worked at the University of Prague and later emigrated to Brazil, who is known for his
work on vanadium pentoxide lyotropic liquid crystals [16] but more so for his theoretical
contributions regarding field effects on nematic liquid crystals [17]. The Russian scholar
Victor Nikolaevich Tsvetkov (Figure 3) introduced the orientational order parameter [18],
whose temperature dependence was predicted in the classic publications of Wilhelm Maier
and Alfred Saupe (Figure 3) [19,20], thus producing the first working theory of the nematic
liquid crystalline phase. It took more than 70 years from the time of the discovery of
liquid crystals to their first functional description. This basic field description was later
supplemented by the Landau-type description of the isotropic to nematic transition of
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes (Figure 3) [21], who was awarded with the Nobel Prize for Physics
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in 1991 for his work on liquid crystals and polymers. His book on The Physics of Liquid
Crystals [22] is still considered as a kind of bible for researchers in this field.

Figure 3. Pioneering international liquid crystal scientists before the display era: Fredericks (Russia),
Oseen (Sweden), Miesowicz (Poland), Zocher (Germany, Brazil), Tsvetkov (Russia), Maier and Saupe
(Germany), and de Gennes (France).

By this point, the time was ripe for researchers to not only engage in fundamental
research on liquid crystals and the synthesis of novel, increasingly complicated mesogens
but also to think critically about the applications and structure–property relationships that
enable this synthesis. This was also the time when liquid crystal research truly blossomed
in the UK. Frederick Charles Frank (Figure 4) did not published a great deal on the topic
of liquid crystals, yet his influence was far-reaching, as he revised the theory of elasticity
formulated by Oseen to produce the form in which it is known today [23], with the three
bulk elastic constants describing splay, twist, and bend deformations. Frank’s description
also opened the door to the experimental determination of these functionally vital constants.
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Figure 4. Sir Charles Frank had a lasting impact on British liquid crystal research, despite having not
published many papers on the topic himself.

Having been introduced to liquid crystals by Brynmor Jones, George Gray, Head
of Department at Hull University, published his first paper in the field in 1951, entitled
“Mesomorphism of some alkoxynaphthoic acids” [24]. During the 1960s, George William
Gray (Figure 5) was working as a synthetic chemist at the University of Hull with the aim
of producing liquid crystals at room temperature, the ultimate prerequisite for any display
device. Being aware of the structure–property relationships of liquid crystals, which were
also established during this time by the Halle group in Germany, Gray succeeded in his task,
and the family of the cyano-biphenyls that are still employed today was born, comprising
single-component liquid crystals with room temperature nematic and smectic phases [25].
The melting and clearing temperatures could still be improved using mixtures with similar
rod-like mesogens, and materials which possessed a reasonable nematic temperature range
for the operation of displays were obtained. Ben Sturgeon (Figure 5), a senior scientist
at BDH (later part of Merck) was instrumental in scaling-up the production of the liquid
crystalline cyano-biphenyls, thus enabling the worldwide development of the display
industry that is now a global multi-billion dollar business. This would not have been
possible without the achievements of George Gray, the risks taken by Ben Sturgeon, and the
engineering skills of Cyril Hilsum (Figure 5), an engineer who pioneered the development
of modern display technology, and his political persuasion of the Ministry of Defence.

Figure 5. UK liquid crystal scientists who were instrumental in the development of the LCD technol-
ogy: George Gray, Ben Sturgeon, and Cyril Hilsum.
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The displays of Heilmeier and Zanoni (Figure 6) [26] or Schadt and Helfrich
(Figure 6) [27] could only function and attain market-competitive value with room-temperature
materials such as 5CB (or K15, as it was known in those days).

Figure 6. The pioneers of the invention of liquid crystal displays: Heilmeier and Zanoni (dynamic
scattering display), as well as Schadt and Helfrich (twisted nematic display).

After the development of room-temperature materials and the invention of the first dis-
plays, naturally, both fundamental and applied liquid crystal research continued in the UK.
The mathematical physicist Frank Matthews Leslie (Figure 7) (University of Strathclyde),
together with Jerald Ericksen, who is mostly known for his development of a continuous
theory of the mechanical behaviour of nematics [28], introduced the viscosity parameters
known as Leslie coefficients. Geoffrey Luckhurst (Figure 7), a chemical physicist at the
University of Southampton, has made seminal contributions to the field with respect to the
synthesis and NMR and ESR characterisation of materials, as well as computer simulations
and theory. Peter Raynes (Figure 7), an optoelectronics engineer at Oxford University,
has long been involved in research on display design and characterisation. Together with
Hulme and Harrison, he invented a method for formulating mixtures of cyano-biphenyls,
which was used by Ben Sturgeon at BDH in the commercialization of liquid crystal mix-
tures, such as E7, first used in LCDs. Raynes has also contributed significantly to our
understanding of the electro-optics of liquid crystals. During his time at the Royal Signals
and Radar Establishment (RSRE), he invented the super-twisted nematic (STN) display
(with Colin Waters), which can be found in most of the early alpha-numeric flat-panel
screens. Similarly, Roy Sambles (Figure 7) is an experimental physicist who worked at the
University of Exeter, where he studied the interaction between light and matter, with a
special emphasis on surface plasmons and microwave photonics. Of course, one cannot fail
to mention John Goodby (Figure 7), who worked at the University of Hull and, later, the
University of York. His contributions to research on the synthesis of liquid crystal materials
in the fields of ferroelectric liquid crystals, low birefringent materials, and chiral liquid
crystals, in general, were truly seminal. He later broadened his interests to encompass
self-organising materials and complex fluids, and through his work, he brought partially
ordered fluids into the realm of materials chemistry and functional materials. The late
Mark Warner (Figure 7) from the University of Cambridge was a theoretical physicist, who
was one of the founders of the field of liquid crystalline elastomers and actuators.
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Figure 7. The next generation of UK liquid crystal researchers who made seminal and pioneering
contributions to the field: Frank Leslie, Geoffrey Luckhurst, Peter Raynes, Roy Sambles, John Goodby,
and Mark Warner.

In this Special Issue of the journal Crystals, “State-of-the-Art Liquid Crystal Research in
the UK”, we have collected a range of articles and reviews that reflect on this previous work
and provide an overview of the variety and diversity of current liquid crystal research in the
UK. It includes papers on the history of liquid crystal contributions in the UK, experimental
physics and chemistry, simulations, and novel applications. The publications were mainly
produced by active members of the research community, including researchers from the
universities of Leeds, Aberdeen, Manchester, Durham, Oxford, and York. This range of
contributions demonstrates the breadth of liquid crystal research and provides a useful
cross-section of the work in progress in the UK today.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Acknowledgments: I would like to thank John Goodby for carefully reading the first draft of this
introductory paper and for pointing out several valuable additions to the UK LC story based on the
first draft.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: In the 1960s, a world-wide change in electronic devices was about to occur with the
invention of integrated circuits. The chip was upon us, which instantly created the need for a
revolution in visual communication displays. From the watch to the computer monitor, to TVs,
to the phone, nearly all everyday applications were affected. A strange connection in technology
underpinned these changes; the linkage between silicon semiconductors and organic compounds
that did not know if they were solids or liquids. Liquid crystals had been known since 1888 and had
seen little usage until they were inserted between conducting glass slides and an applied electric field.
Suddenly, the possibility of driving images with low voltage fields became obvious. Many major
companies took up the challenge of commercialisation, but in the UK a curious combination of
government research facilities, electronic companies and one small university came together in
1970 to form a consortium and within two years the basis for new technologies had been founded.
Chemistry is part of this story, with new conceptions, discoveries and inventions, and the luck to be
in the right place at the right time.

Keywords: nematic; smectic; ferroelectric; birefringence; dielectrics; chirality

1. Introduction

The Awakening: Our story is one about a technology push where research and de-
velopment in a new technology drive the creation of new products, rather than market
pull, which refers to the need for a solution to a problem that comes from the marketplace.
The new development was the giant technology shift caused by the arrival in the 1960s
of the integrated circuit—the chip. In the world of liquid crystals, the new technology
meant the interfacing of, as yet unknown solid-state electronic devices with as yet unknown
display concepts. This meant out of the window would go all of the valves and cathode ray
tubes that were used in our TVs, and in would come a myriad of new concepts, discoveries,
materials, devices and applications, to the world of communications, see Figure 1. To major
international communications laboratories there was a recognition that only two things
were important to their businesses—silicon and displays. Both required unifying inventions—
solid-state semiconductor devices and new flexible liquid-like materials. Here, we discuss
revolutions made in materials, and in particular liquid crystals.

Figure 1. Technology push from the valve to the chip, where X means redundant and ? means
possibly continuing in use.

Crystals 2022, 12, 825. https://doi.org/10.3390/cryst12060825 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/crystals9
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Close to the beginning of the development of silicon-based electronics in the UK, an
odd figure stepped onto the stage, no less than John Stonehouse MP, who served in Prime
Minister Harold Wilson’s government as Minister of Posts and Telecommunications [1].
In March 1967, Stonehouse made his first visit to the Royal Radar Establishment (RRE)
to meet with the Director, Dr. George MacFarlane [2,3]. Between them, they discussed
monetary returns from inventions, with MacFarlane noting a story that the UK royalties
paid to the American company RCA on the shadow-mask colour TV tube were thought
to have been more than the development costs for the supersonic jet Concorde. Given the
rapid technology changes, and seeing the opportunity, Stonehouse reported back after
the meeting that the UK should mount a programme to invent a solid-state alternative to
the cathode ray tube. MacFarlane met with his senior staff and discussed with them the
possibilities of RRE developing a flat panel colour TV. One might expect the answer to
come back as no, but in typical fashion the answer was that a Working Party to study the
topic should be set up. Subsequently, the Party had to assess components and materials,
unknown at the time, for such a programme. The CVD (Committee for Valve Development)
was responsible for their procurement, and contractual and funding arrangements for the
Armed Services. Among the topics identified early in 1968 as being of interest were liquid
crystals. Things were now starting to move in a direction to meet the wishes of Stonehouse,
but what happened to him? Later in his career the national newspapers reported he was
a Czech spy, who then walked into the sea at Miami, before resurfacing in Australia, and
subsequently, spent time in jail over financial offences [1].

Turning back to the research developments, to quote Hilsum [2,4], there was a recom-
mendation “in December 1969 that the UK Government should fund research on flat-panel
electronic displays, with LCs as the first priority”. Though formal approval of this recom-
mendation would normally have taken some months and indeed, was never granted, The
Royal Radar Establishment (RRE) had anticipated approval and justified their action on the
urgent need for displays for the portable radar sets they had invented. They established two
consortia, one for materials, involving the Royal Radar Establishment (RRE was formed in
1953), Hull University and BDH Chemicals (originally BDH stood for British Drug Houses,
and in 1973 BDH Chemicals was acquired by E. Merck of Germany when Glaxo decided to
concentrate on its mainstream activities), and one for devices, involving RRE, the Royal Air-
craft Establishment (RAE was formed in 1892), the Services Electronics Research Laboratory
(SERL formed in 1945), Marconi (Chelmsford, UK), and Standard Telephone Laboratories
Ltd. (STL), Harlow, UK”. It appears in reality that one Consortium was created at the
beginning and later split into two, one for displays, the other for materials, whereby a UK
collaboration between the MoD, industry and universities through consortia was already
an established policy [2]. Such consortia were valuable to the fundamental base of science
in the UK as they also allowed universities still to have access to Research Council grants
as well as government contracts.

Therefore, in the following, we focus on the story of the chemistry of the design of
molecular structures of liquid crystals for the purposes of applications, as George Gray
commented, “ . . . I was happy to see that society in its widest international sense was benefiting
by my science, and was not too troubled that the coffers of Electronic Companies did not profit
thereby. It did however please me that the UK chemical industry benefited financially from my work
- a conveniently forgotten fact. Also, I would like to emphasize some other much wider, and to me
equally important advantages and consequences, that stemmed from our simple discovery of the
cyanobiphenyls . . . ”

2. Materials and Methods

In the following sections, there are a number of differing materials classes under sepa-
rate subheadings, for which there is a description of results and a short discussion of their
applications. Extensive and detailed synthetic procedures, methodologies, equipments,
techniques, and modelling and simulations are given in the references section, also with
permissions of the funding bodies.
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The Consortium on Materials: We turn now to the next steps in the process of the
creation of liquid crystal consortia. Between 1968 and 1971, there was a concerted effort to
acquire information and in some cases samples of devices and materials on liquid crystal
displays (LCDs). Turning inwards to the UK, an effort was put in to see what the academic
community could offer, and what technologically advanced companies might become
involved with. In typical fashion a “Town Meeting” was subsequently arranged which took
place on 1 October 1968. During the meeting the lead speaker, regarded as a UK authority
on liquid crystals, became confused in answering questions from the floor, which were put
to him at the end of his talk. In searching through a book, he spilled his notes onto the
floor. In the ensuing panic a quiet voice from the rear of the audience said, “I wonder if I
can help”. This was George Gray. In conclusion, at the end of the meeting, Cyril Hilsum
commented, “We must put the man from Hull on a contract”, even though at the time it was
thought that “Liquid crystals would make no impact on Black and White or Colour TV”.
The stories of these events can be found in various publications by Hilsum, Gray and in a
Royal Society memoir about the life of George Gray [2,3,5–8].

In April 1970, CVD offered Gray a two-year contract to work as Hull University’s
contract holder (PI) on “Substances Exhibiting Liquid Crystal States at Room Temperature”
at a maximum expenditure of GBP 2177 pa. This allowed Gray to appoint a fresh post-
doctoral research assistant called John Nash on 1 October 1970. The first meeting the pair
attended was in early 1971, with RRE, RAE, SERL and Marconi Ltd. also being present.
At any new venture, the start was based on what was happening in the current research
environment. Consequently, Hull began by examining potential structures for new liquid
crystals for devices based on materials and devices reported by RCA (Radio Corporation of
America, New York, NY, USA) and IBM (International Business Machines, Armonk, NY,
USA) [1,9–13]. The preferred devices at that time utilised the dynamic scattering (DSM) [13]
and cholesteric-nematic phase change modes [14], which often required materials of nega-
tive dielectric anisotropy (−Δε), and so low melting materials with rod-like structures and
lateral dipoles relative to the molecular long axes were sought after.

3. Results

3.1. Purity of Materials

Common materials used in the USA and Europe in various liquid crystal applications,
including displays, were based on the Schiff’s bases MBBA and EBBA [9,15], see Figure 2,
and on alkyl carbonato-alkoxyphenyl benzoates. Heilmeier at RCA reported privately a
three-component formulation at that time, which gave the best transitions for a nematic
phase of 24 to 76 ◦C. In the UK, it was well known that such materials were electrolytically
unstable, easily oxidised and could degrade on exposure to UV radiation. This can happen
in their preparation, storage and usage. Their use in dynamic scattering mode devices
was found to result in displays having differing lifetimes depending on material purity.
Hull worked on a variety of synthesized Schiff’s bases, stilbenes, carbonates, carboxylic
esters, ultra-pure Schiff’s bases, etc., but to little effect. There were difficulties in purifying
them. In particular, there were problems with low melting variants, which, when it came to
recrystallisation at a low temperature, one would need to sit inside a large-size refrigerator
to perform vacuum filtrations at −10 ◦C so that emulsification or the formation of lyotropic
phases did not occur.

Figure 2. Schiff’s bases (a,b) have negative dielectric anisotropies, whereas compound (c) is positive.

Although coloured, Schiff’s bases, in addition to having negative dielectric anisotropies,
are relatively easy to prepare, thereby providing a variety of materials for use in multicom-
ponent mixtures. However, even in the design and preparation of these materials they still
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had further problems due to exchange reactions occurring whilst being located in devices.
As a consequence, the components of mixtures were required to possess structures where
one of the exchangeable moieties is the same. For MBBA and EBBA, the exchangeable
unit is the right-hand side of the molecules as shown in Figure 2. The aniline part of the
molecule can flip from MBBA to EBBA without changing the mixture composition. This of
course limits the selection of material components for mixtures. The fact that electro- and
photochemistry is still ongoing in devices is often not realised, particularly where small
changes in purity can affect properties. Not only is this apparent in DSM devices, it also
can occur in smectic A devices, dye devices, OLEDs, etc.

Nevertheless, MBBA was still particularly popular with the industrial laboratories in
the 1970s because it was found to be a room temperature nematogen, however, the feedback
on its transition temperatures was somewhat variable. It was not appreciated at the time
that the purity of a material for use in an electronic device should be aimed at reaching a
purity that was near that of the electronic components of the device. Therefore, it became
an objective to provide a supply of ultrapure MBBA of purity greater than expected from
organic laboratories.

There were also big problems of materials analysis in those days to evaluate purities
as there were no Fourier transform instruments, or high-performance chromatography
equipment, thus making pure materials dependent on the skills of the chemist and the
use of thin-layer chromatography (TLC). To this day, there are many materials that are
commercially available or from academic laboratories that are not pure enough. In the
following, the preparation of MBBA is described using the methods of that era in the UK.

MBBA could be prepared via the condensation of equimolar amounts of 4-butylaniline
and 4-methoxybenzaldehyde by heating them in ethanolic solution with a trace of glacial
acetic acid as a catalyst. However, the products from such a method produced other
materials that were not so easy to separate. So, the first point was to use a method
that produced less in terms of by-products. Thus, it appeared important to allow the
reaction mixture to stand in the dark for 12 h after the reaction had been completed, but
longer times were found to yield more highly coloured products. Deep refrigeration of
the reaction mixture gave crystals that could be filtered off, which were often difficult to
separate from solution because any rise in temperature during filtration would result in the
formation of a gel or lyotropic phase. The transition temperatures for a purified product
were Cryst to N at 21 ◦C and N to liquid at 41–43 ◦C, which was similar to commercial
materials. Two crystallisations with light petroleum (bp 40–60 ◦C) gave constant transition
temperatures of Cryst to N at 21 ◦C and N to liquid at 45 ◦C, determined by thermal
polarised light microscopy [16,17]. Distillation via vacuum sublimation under reduced
pressure did not improve the situation. MBBA was also found to be sensitive to moisture,
and prolonged evacuation over CaCl2 was necessary. Various storage conditions were
then applied, and it was found that being under vacuum in the presence of P2O5 at room
temperature for several days improved the transition temperatures from Cryst to N at
21 ◦C and N to liquid at 47 ◦C. These constants have not been improved since, and the
temperatures are considered to be those for pure MBBA. Such a product was found to give
a single spot-on neutral TLC plate (N.B. slightly acidic or basic plates produce a cleavage
of the Schiff’s base). The analysis of the purified material was found to be consistent
with IR spectrum and mass spectrometric data for the structure of MBBA. Within the UK,
pure samples of MBBA were supplied to various team members, either to be stored in
sealed ampoules or when in use in a vacuum over a desiccant such a P2O5. Under these
conditions, in comparison to commercial samples, the ultrapure material was much paler,
and preliminary information indicated that an electro-optic effect was found under normal
electrical addressing. For such a pure product, it was estimated that MBBA could be
prepared at a cost of around 0.1 pence per gram for an overall yield of ~47%. In contrast,
commercial samples of MBBA were found to be considerably impure, wet or both, and
as such the physical studies of such samples were doubtful, and applications could be
rendered worthless.
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Generally, the measurements of dielectric coefficients εıı and ε⊥ became possible,
along with the determination of the resistivities of nematogens. High purity MBBA had
a resistivity of 2 × 1011 Ωcm. It is interesting that at such high resistivities, dynamic
scattering devices had relatively short lifetimes, lasting approximately 10 h, indicating that
these devices required the incorporation of ionic dopants in order to generate more stable
displays (the need to incorporate ionic dopants in “DSM-type” devices tended to make them
unsuitable for commercial applications). Under these conditions, MBBA has a resistivity
of ~1010 Ωcm. In comparison, materials used in the twisted nematic construction [18]
were required to have resistivities of ~109 Ωcm. Consequently, high purity Schiff’s bases
possessing terminal-substituted cyano-units and resistivities in the region of 1010 Ωcm
were a factor in obtaining good quality devices, and to chemists, measurements of the
purities of their materials became determined by resistivity.

Thus, MBBA was found to be useful only as an experimental material that would
never be applied in practice. For practical applications, a material should be as pure as
possible, and in a simple experiment, TLC can be used to indicate if the material is a single
species (such tests are used today in lateral flow tests for COVID infections). In the cases of
electronic devices, purities should be in the region of 99% or have resistivities of ~1010 Ωcm
or better. A material should also give reproducible physical results. Its transition tempera-
tures should remain constant with time and temperature, and without decomposition [19].
As George Gray would retort: “To be a reputable synthetic chemist is to supply collaborators
with materials checked to be of the highest purities, and for recipients in doubt, TLC can be used as a
check for worries over purities”.

3.2. Materials Designed to Fit

Once purity was recognised as important, two other items came into view in the
development of device materials. With the inventions of new property-testing methods,
property-structure correlations were amassing and allowing for the specific design of the
structures of new molecular entities via feedback mechanisms. The utilisation of materials
in various mixture formulations for a variety of devices requires upscaling for the produc-
tion of materials, which meant at that time, the development of new synthetic methods
in order to move from grams to tens of grams to kilograms of high purity compounds.
With discovery aspects ongoing at Hull, BDH was contracted to provide a supply of se-
lected materials, thereby increasing the pace of the activities of the UK Consortia. As noted
above, MBBA still remained popular because its negative dielectric anisotropy suited ap-
plications in DSM devices. However, owing to its stability issues, with lifetimes rarely
exceeding 3000 h, it started to become replaced by azo-benzenes and carbonate esters as
reported by Heilmeier [12], which also had negative dielectric anisotropies, but of a stronger
level in comparison, due to the larger lateral molecular dipole. At Hull, azo-benzenes were
not perused due to their poor UV stability, whereas the carbonate esters were more stable,
but unfortunately, they had higher melting points. By placing a polar group at the terminus
in analogues of MBBA, a dipole pointing along the molecular long axis was achieved, the
dielectric anisotropy was positive, and the material was suitable for use in the twisted
nematic display (TNLCD) of Schadt and Helfrich [18,20,21]. Other devices also came into
play [22], including the phase change device and the electrically controlled birefringence
(ECB) display, which now required further tuning to the molecular design.

Materials such as Schiff’s bases sufficed for the early work, but with low values of
−Δε, they were soon replaced with carbonate esters, which had larger lateral dipoles.
Carbonates are not particularly stable and so derivatives of trans-stilbene were thought to
be suitable alternatives. For such materials, a lateral polar unit (Cl or CN) could be placed
in the linking chain between the phenyl moieties. However, the stabilities of stilbenes
with respect to cis–trans isomerisation were in question, as were the difficulties in their
syntheses. At a similar time, heterocyclic systems were also being investigated where a
phenyl unit was replaced with a pyridine ring, where the nitrogen atom could be located in
different positions. Although of interest, they still had cis–trans stability issues and high
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transition temperatures. Therefore, the family of carbonate esters was also extended via the
preparation of 4′-alkoxyphenyl 4-alkoxybenzoates.

Many materials at this particular time were unsuitable to be used in devices; they
did not have suitable transition temperatures, were too high melting, unstable in de-
vices, impure, difficult to synthesise, etc. Gray’s futuristic targets before the discovery of
cyanobiphenyls in 1972, included materials based on the incorporation of bicyclo-octanes
and bicyclo-octenes and ring systems such as cyclohexyl moieties [23,24], see Figure 3,
which no doubt he may have discussed previously with Dewer, who was his PhD exam-
iner. Indeed, the abstract from Dewar and Goldberg’s 1972 paper [25] states that “Many
compounds forming nematic mesophases contain p-phenylene units. It is shown that these perform a
dual function, providing rigid linear groupings and contributing to the polarizability of the molecule.
These conclusions are based on a comparison with compounds where benzene rings are replaced by
cyclohexane or bicyclo[2.2.2.]octane”. The inclusion of such moieties in molecules possessing
rod-like structures (see the top of Figure 3) was probably not envisioned to be for materials
with positive dielectric anisotropies, but the lower structures in the figure were probably
being considered. It was not obvious at the time, nor was there an immediate need to
produce them because of the synthetic complexities involved.

Figure 3. Chemical moieties to be possibly incorporated into rod-like mesomorphic materials.
The upper moieties were prospective possibilities, whereas the lower compounds were realised
by others.

It should be noted that subsequent work by Gray and Kelly resulted in the production
of bicylo-octane mimics of cyanobiphenyls [26–31]. The use of cyclohexyl moieties in molec-
ular architectures was performed by Deutscher et al. [32–34], Osman and Revesz [35] and
the well-known device materials by researchers at E. Merck [36–41]. Frustration, however,
was growing as most materials were missing the mark. George Gray sought for a common
feature in molecular design of all of the materials that he thought might be causing a
problem, and he settled on the linking unit between phenyl rings. Its removal, he thought,
could provide the change in structure that might make the materials useful liquid crystals.

3.3. A Scientific Revolution

Across research laboratories in the USA, UK and Europe, by the middle of 1972, it
appeared that there were still problems with the purities of Schiff’s bases, the quantities of
materials were still tight, the temperature ranges not suitable, and the dynamic scattering
mode was not fully reproducible even though it appeared better than the twisted nematic
device; something had to give. Gray’s futuristic concepts were set aside, and the simple
idea of eliminating the central linkage (-CH=N-, -CH=CH-, -COO-) from the materials
previously prepared to give 4,4′-substituted biphenyls took precedence. Gray had already
used biphenyls along with lateral fluorination (see later) 15 years earlier [42] in the study
of smectic liquid crystals. A second accompanying idea was the use of the nitrile (CN)
group in the terminal position to give colourless materials with strong positive dielectric
anisotropies. The cyano-equivalent in Schiff’s bases were first reported in Castellano in
1968 [43], and later by Boller and Scherrer [44]. The remarkable combination of biphenyls
and nitrile resulted in nematic materials that would operate at room temperature in devices
that used materials with positive dielectric anisotropy [45–47]. Thus, in 1972, with many
still working in the area of light scattering devices, 4-pentyl-4′-cyanobiphenyl (5CB, K15)
took to the stage, and when it was incorporated into the Schadt-Helfrich (+Δε) device, the
revolutionary twisted nematic display (TNLCD) [18] was born.
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As a consequence, Gray would often use the discovery of cyanobiphenyls as an
example of the importance of basic research; to quote him from his award of the 1995 Kyoto
Prize of the Inamori Foundation of Japan [48], he said, “I knew what I was doing by using
the cyano-group to compensate for loss of molecular length, while at the same time providing the
strongly polar molecular structure needed for the electric field to switch on the display. This I stress
was not luck . . . the fundamental science was secure . . . we knew what we were doing”.

To us, and many others, George Gray emphasised “the idea behind the programme
was simply the elimination of the central linkage in all of the previous systems to give
stable 4′,4-disubstituted biphenyls, and that Ken Harrison undertook their syntheses”.
However, we knew about the extensive fundamental studies on liquid crystals Gray had
performed over the previous 20 years.

In reporting the invention of the cyanobiphenyls to the Consortium, members were
reminded of the confidential nature of the work and that the new materials were the
invention and property of the group in Hull, and it was the duty of the rest of the group to
protect their position. The realisation of the Hull outcome struck home with the need for a
more secure source of materials. So, it was decided that BDH would also supply the new
materials, leaving the Hull group free to carry on with research, and BDH would become
subsequently a full member of the network.

Gray also raised a number of points that he thought were important for the develop-
ment of cyanobiphenyls [48], of which we identify a few that are relevant here.

“Production of a new class of commercial materials cannot be driven to maximum
advantage by an individual or a university group. The success therefore owed
much to the partnership we had with the Defence Research Agency at Malvern
and the commercial producer of our materials—BDH Chemicals Ltd. in the
UK-now Merck (UK) Ltd. (London, UK). Without these alliances, the impact of
the materials would not have occurred. The importance of collaboration also lies
in the ease with which development problems and new needs can be tackled
swiftly. The rapid commercialisation of the new materials owed a great deal to
the easy relationship which developed between the University chemists and the
large-scale industrial chemists and to the marketing skills of the staff at BDH Ltd.
(Poole, UK)”

After the discovery and development of the cyanobiphenyls, the group at Hull became
involved with the syntheses of various analogues of the cyanobiphenyls. The family of
biphenyls included the alkoxy-cyanobiphenyls, alkyl- and alkoxy-terphenyls, and chiral
cyanobiphenyls, di-esters and fluorenes, as shown in Figure 4. It is interesting that many
of these motifs for materials construction were discussed in Gray’s textbook “Molecular
Structure and the Properties of Liquid Crystals”, published by the Academic Press Incorporated,
London and New York, in 1962 [42]. Figure 4 shows how close Gray was to preparing
cyanobiphenyls in 1962 and even to materials of interest today [49]. For example, the
nitrobiphenyls and nitroterphenyls shown in Figure 4, are mimics of the cyano analogues
as they have strong longitudinal polarities and large positive dielectric anisotropies, the
biphenyl carboxylic acids are synthetically only one step away from the cyano-materials,
whereas the lateral halogeno-materials are the forerunners of lateral-fluorinated compounds
that dominated material design in the 1990s through to today. Surprisingly, Gray also
prepared a lateral nitro-substituted biphenyl-carboxylic acid that was later found to exhibit
a new phase called the D phase [50], and subsequently characterised as being cubic or a
bicontinuous phase [51,52].
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Figure 4. Mimics of cyanobiphenyls, synthetic possibilities in carboxylic acids, and lateral substitu-
tions by nitro- and halogeno-units. The mesomorphic labels refer to Gray’s identification of materials
that are liquid crystals [42].

In terms of lateral substituents in Schiff’s bases, Gray also examined many property–
structure correlations for smectics and nematics and found many trends. In combination
with Dewer [25], the group efficiency order obtained by Dewer was

NO2 > CH3 > N(CH3)2 > CH3 > Cl > Br > H.

After the initial discovery of 4-pentyl-4′-cyanobiphenyl (5CB), various alkyl and alkoxy
cyano-substituted materials, as shown in Figure 5, were prepared in order to provide a
range of materials for mixture formulations. The terphenyls were to be used to raise the
clearing points, and the chiral analogue, derived from (S)-2-methylbutanol, was used for
chiral nematic mixtures and potential applications in phase change devices. The fluorene
materials were designed to give the phenyl units in a potentially flat molecular architecture
in the hope of improving relative physical properties. However, their melting points were
much higher than the biphenyl analogues, and either the materials were non-mesogenic or
had very low clearing points, and so they were not pursued further.

Figure 5. Range of structures of materials subsequently prepared based on the cyano-biphenyls [46,53–55].

In 1962, Gray [42] also reported on 4-methoxy-4’-nitrobiphenyl, as shown in Figure 4;
but as it was nonmesogenic, a question was left open—could the nitro terminal group
offer a better option than the nitrile as a terminal substituent? Therefore, a separate
property–structure investigation was launched to prepare the nitro analogues of the alkoxy
cyanobiphenyls as shown in Table 1. The table shows the comparative transition tempera-
tures for the alkoxy cyano- and nitro-biphenyls with the same alkyl chain lengths (C5 to C8).
It can be seen that the nitro-analogues had comparatively lower clearing (isotropisation)
points than the nitrile compounds, and also shorter mesophase temperature ranges. It was
concluded for practical purposes that the nitro-compounds were not competitive with
the nitrile-analogues. Thus, this was the start of the development of numerous structure–
property correlations for applications of materials in devices.
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Table 1. Transition temperatures of the 4-alkoxy-4′-cyanobiphenyls and the 4-alkoxy-4′-
nitrobiphenyls (◦C) for property–structure correlations related to the use of cyano- over nitro-terminal
groups [56].

X Y Cryst—Sm, N or Iso Liq Sm—N N—Iso Liq
Temp. (◦C) Temp. (◦C) Temp. (◦C)

CN OC5H11 48 - 67.5
CN OC6H13 58 - 76.5
CN OC7H15 53.5 - 75
CN OC8H17 54.5 67 90

NO2 OC5H11 54.5 - (<42)
NO2 OC6H13 67 - (32.5)
NO2 OC7H15 36.5 (30.5) 38.5
NO2 OC8H17 49; 51.5 49.5 51.5

Abbreviations: Cryst—crystal, Sm—smectic, N—nematic, Iso Liq—isotropic liquid.

3.4. Formulation of Mixtures

Property–structure correlations certainly gave the synthesis of materials at least
some form of prediction on target design, but for practical applications there is always a
need to formulate mixtures with wide temperature ranges, including room temperature.
This means there is a requirement to know details about the eutectic points, for example,
the relative proportions of the components in the mixture at the eutectic point. Why the
eutectic point?

For two-component systems, provided that the equilibrium relies only on temperature,
pressure and concentration, the phase rule states that the number of degrees of freedom
(F) of the system is related to the number of components (C) and of phases (P) present at
equilibrium by the equation: F = C − P + 2. At the eutectic point, the solids of the two
components are in equilibrium with the liquid phase. There are consequently three phases
present, and since the system involves two components, there can be only one degree of
freedom according to the phase rule. Since the pressure is arbitrarily fixed at 1 atm, this
represents one degree of freedom, and therefore the system has effectively no degree of
freedom. This means that the eutectic point is completely defined and there is only one
temperature where this equilibrium is possible. The point at which this happens is the
lowest temperature at which any liquid mixture can be in equilibrium with the solid phases
of the two components and is also the lowest temperature at which any mixture of the
two will melt. Thus, the eutectic point similarly appears to be the melting point of a pure
compound. With the liquid-crystal-to-isotropic-liquid transition, the nematic and liquid
phases are fluids, and the transition temperatures from the nematic phase to the liquid tend
to vary linearly with concentration in binary mixtures. Therefore, the broadest temperature
range nematic phase appears to be between the lowest melting point (eutectic) and the
corresponding clearing point (N to I).

In principle, the eutectic mixtures from two different binary phase diagrams can be
used to produce a third eutectic point, thereby reducing the relative melting point of the
third eutectic composition of four components. This means that the solidification can be
suppressed, whereas the clearing point can be weight-averaged. Ultimately multicompo-
nent mixtures can be developed to further suppress the melting point while at the same
time weight-averaging the clearing point. In practice, for binary mixtures the eutectic point
can be determined experimentally, whereas for a multicomponent system determining the
eutectic point is very time consuming, and a hit or miss process. Rapid evaluations are
therefore required by theory and verified by experiment.

Early studies were performed on mixtures of MBBA and EBBA, but with cyanobiphenyls
the aim by experiment was simply to obtain the lowest possible melting points consistent
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with not sacrificing nematic thermal stability too greatly. The objective being to obtain
mixtures melting, as distinct from solidifying at <0 ◦C and giving nematic properties up to
about 50 ◦C.

The results were obtained by optical microscopy using heated or cooled stages,
whereby the confirmations of melting temperatures were obtained by differential ther-
mal analysis (DTA) [17]. DTA was used because of the problems of detecting the melting
point by microscopy due to the paramorphotic defect textures of the solid state affecting
or overpowering the textures of the liquid crystal. The results obtained were reasonable
attempts to produce mixtures that could be compared to results found via various theories.
However, to yield mixtures with the highest N-I value and the lowest mp at the time would
have been serendipity. Better theories started to be deployed in 1973 for the estimations of
eutectic points of mixtures, in the shape of the Schröder–van Laar Equation (1)

Ti = ΣΔHoi ÷ [Σ(ΔHoi/Toi) − ΣR In xi] (1)

where ΔHoi is the molar heat of fusion for component I, Toi is the melting point of pure
component i (K), R is the gas constant and xi is the mol fraction of component i. The results
obtained were not as accurate as desired and so the theory was extended for determining
the eutectic point of multicomponent mixtures via a semiempirical form of the Schröder–
van Laar equation [57–59]. Melting points of eutectic mixtures were usually obtained to
within 5 ◦C of the experimental results. These methodologies were used to create mixtures
such as E7, E8, etc., as shown in Figure 6, with E7 becoming one of the most popular
formulations used in research.

Figure 6. The components of the commercial mixtures (a) E7 and (b) E8.

From the beginning of the consortia in 1970, over a period of around 6 to 10 years,
the development of the flat-panel industry was being revolutionised by international com-
panies, universities and research establishments. Firstly, in the UK there were searches
for information on displays and their developments from external sources, such as with
companies as RCA, Bell Laboratories Ltd., TI Instruments and Ilixco, the formation of the
Optel Corporation, input on materials from Merck, papers from conferences at the 1970
IEEE conference on Display Devices in NY, the International Conference on Liquid Crystals,
articles from leaders (Castlelarno, Helfich and Schadt) in the field, etc. There were also
an extremely large variety of inputs from the various members of the consortium, which
included a number of government establishments, companies and surprisingly only one
university (Hull). Externally, there were other inputs from materials suppliers and skill sets
from universities and academics. People also joined the consortium, noticeably for Hull, as
the university’s short contract was extended with an increase in research assistants to two,
when Ken Harrison joined John Nash towards the end of 1971. Even in the first year of exis-
tence many new ideas were floating around the materials side of the network. For example,
it was realised that for the development of the dynamic light-scattering mode (DSM) and
electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) devices, materials with larger negative dielectric
anisotropies (−Δε) were required, and in addition, methods for material formulations
in mixtures were critical to expanding operational temperature ranges. For devices, new
methods were being developed for the homeotropic and homogeneous alignment of the
liquid crystal mixtures and for bonding devices.
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3.5. Recognition

At this juncture, individual desired materials had been prepared in large quantities,
they had been used in formulating various eutectic mixtures, which were finding ways
into the marketplace for utilisation in flat, thin displays, and so the commercialisation
process was under way. The research successes and transformative applications brought
recognition in the form of the “Queen’s Award for Technological Achievement” to various
members of the consortia, including RRE, BDH and Hull University. For Hull, it was the
first award of its type to a university in the UK. Figure 7 shows a photograph of Kirton,
Hilsum, Raynes (RRE), Gray (Hull), Sturgeon and Pellatt (BDH) at the University of Hull
for the Queen’s Award, along with the physical appearance of 0.5 kg of 5CB in a one-litre
flask at room temperature. Below is the quotation from the document announcing the
Queen’s award for technological achievement.

Figure 7. Left, John Kirton, Cyril Hilsum, Peter Raynes (RRE), George Gray (University of Hull), Ben
Sturgeon and Martin Pellatt (BDH) at Hull for the Queen’s Award for Technological Achievement in
1979; centre and right: the chemical structure of 5CB and its physical appearance at room temperature
in a one-litre flask.

THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF HULL

Greetings!

We being cognisant of the outstanding achievement of the said body as manifested in the
application of Technology in Our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Our Channel Islands and Our Island of Man and being desirous of showing Our Royal
Favour do hereby confer upon it

THE QUEEEN’S AWARD FOR TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENT

For a period of five years from the twenty-first day of April 1979 until the twentieth day
of April 1984 and do hereby give permission for the authorised flag of the said award to
be flown during that time by the said body and for the device thereof to be displayed in the
manner authorised by Our Warrant of the fifth day of April 1976.

And We do further hereby authorise the said body during the five years of the currency
of this Our Award further to use and display in like manner the flags and devices of
any current former Awards by it received as prescribed in the eighth Clause of Our said
Warrant.

Given at Our Court at St. James’s under Our Royal Sign Manual this twenty-first day
of April in the year of Our Lord 1979 in the twenty-eighth year of Our Reign.

By the Sovereign’s Command
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The materials effort in the UK continued to focus on the development of new and im-
proved nematogens for applications in displays such as the TNLCD device. Other displays,
such as the dynamic scattering device, lost favour, whereas other new concepts vied for
interest. Thus, there was a need for materials for the two-frequency switching mode, the
supertwist nematic device (STN) and for multiplexed passive and active TFT addressed
displays. These new applications required faster and sharper switching modes, bistable
operation, better contrast and brightness, a wider viewing angle and lower operating
voltages, and materials were sought with appropriate physical properties to meet these
demands. In the meantime, the quantities of liquid crystals required grew into the tonnage
scale. Applications other than displays also became of interest, for example in telecom-
munications, sensors, spatial light modulators, beam steering and switches, polymers for
adhesives and alignment agents, etc. But for materials research? Gray commented on the
discovery of the cyanobiphenyls, “Many alternatives that did emerge during the next eight
years were in fact cyanobiphenyl mimics or look-a-likes. Once chemists understood the strategy we
used, cyclohexyl, pyrimidyl, and dioxanyl analogues appeared. The point is however that to be of
greatest effect, an invention has to be timely—again bringing in something of the element of luck or
chance.” [48].

In its academia links to the consortia, Hull was free to research into other areas
that that were still in their infancy. Liquid crystal research areas of interest included
smectic and discotic phases, new synthetic methodologies which would allow access to
nematogenic materials that were hitherto inaccessible, and high and low birefringent
materials for display and nondisplay applications. Overarching these topics was also
the possibility of introducing chirality either at a molecular level or in a structure of a
mesophase. As Gray began this new frontier, he was joined by other academic staff in Hull,
including Drs Toyne, Scrowston, Biggs and Lacey, and subsequently, near his retirement, he
was joined by his selected successor Goodby, brought back from AT&T Bell Laboratories,
USA, whom Gray had arranged to be an industrially funded reader in Hull by Thorn EMI
and STL. A year later Goodby became professor and the consortium contract holder in
Hull, head of the Liquid Crystals Group and Organic Chemistry, and subsequently head
of the Department of Chemistry. The chart shown in Figure 8 shows how the materials
activities expanded rapidly in the new areas laid down by Gray and Goodby, starting
with compounds based on cyano-biphenyl where interests lay now in their optical rather
than electrical properties. Both high and low birefringencies were of interest, with high
values being investigated for non-display applications and low values for thin display
devices. Chirality and ferroelectricity were also topical for bistable fast switching devices.
Therefore, the interconnected activities expanded rapidly as shown in the chart in Figure 8,
along with an expansion in research applications, reporting, publishing and patenting.

Conversely, the establishments and agencies of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) were re-
organised and streamlined in 1991 by creating the Defence Research Agency (DRA), which
included RAE and RSRE. In 1995, this metamorphosed to include other agencies in the
formation of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA). Subsequently in 2001,
the MoD split the DERA into two: QinetiQ, which became the sixth largest defence contrac-
tor in the UK, and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl). Goodby steered
the research activities of the consortium group at Hull through all of these changes until
defence needs became redefined.

3.6. Nonlinear Optics

Nonlinear optics was a forthcoming area of interest to those working in liquid crystals
in the 1980s, particularly on materials with positive dielectric anisotropies that would
have donor–acceptor groups. Second and third order effects were being explored in the
examination of the surface organisation of molecules, in beam steering devices and wave
guides, light scattering modes, optical processing, optical filters and in various switching
effects, e.g., for telecom devices [60,61].
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Figure 8. Topics of research on materials starting from ~1970, expanding around 1980, and ending in
~2012. The size of the discs indicated the degree of activity on each topic.

Many organic materials that exhibited NLO effects had similar structures to cyanobiphenyls,
and therefore it was easy to take a side-step switch to explore new material designs.
Often infrared and microwave light were the target for novel device concepts, particularly
in the areas of optical-switching, frequency-doubling and frequency-tripling applications.
Often this meant having control over the birefringence of a mesophase; for example, high
birefringence was of interest in microwave applications (Δn ~0.3 to 0.5), whereas low
birefringence was of more interest in thin displays, such as those found in surface-stabilised
ferroelectric devices (SSFLCDs, Δn ~ 0.05 to 0.2).

There were also differences between material systems possessing rod-like shaped
molecules and those having disc-like molecules. With rod-like molecules, materials could
be designed to have donor and acceptor groups, and hence could exhibit second and
third order effects, whereas the symmetry of disc-like molecules meant that such materials
favoured third-order properties. Thus, the Universities of Leeds and UEA joined the
materials consortia collaborating with Hull on certain aspects of synthetic methods.

Knowing how to control the magnitude of the birefringence became one of developing
structure–property correlations. Raising the birefringence (Δn) became a task of basically
increasing the number of delocalised π-electrons, and relative polarisability (Δα), within a
molecular architecture without losing mesophase properties or other required materials
properties, such as colour in dyed systems. Conversely, lowering the birefringence became a
task of replacing π-bonds with σ-bonds. In Figure 9, a chart is shown for pentyl-substituted
molecules, with C5H11 denoted as R. Starting at the left-hand column, the structures of
the molecules are essentially the same with the only major change to the acceptor groups
on the right-hand side, i.e., CN to NCS and the addition of F; the terminal polar groups
increase the longitudinal dipole and so the electrons are moving left to right and therefore
the birefringence increases, which is mirrored by an increase in the polarisability, whereas
the values for the order parameters remain roughly the same. For the centre column,
the argument is slightly different as this time, the left-hand sides of the molecules are
donating electrons into the central core, but the result is the same: the birefringence
increases down the column but not to the extent that it does in the first column. In the
right-hand column, the central core of the molecules is increased, extending the extent of
the delocalised electrons. Coupled with this are changes to the terminal polar groups, but
for the molecules, the longitudinal dipoles increase, thereby the birefringence also increases.
For the three columns, the order parameter (S) does not appear to play a major role in
determining birefringence, but the linked polarisability and the polarity have a degree of
balance in determining the birefringence.
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Figure 9. Correlations for birefringence in rod-like materials based primarily on biphenyl motifs.

Such linear correlations shown in Figure 9 can be expanded into a larger number with
some crossovers between the correlations, thereby creating arrays of linkages between
the physical properties of the materials. For instance, Figure 10 shows how a number of
property–structure activities can be linked together to create a two-dimensional landscape
for materials that have donor–acceptor molecular structures. The arrays allow for projection
beyond those materials that had been synthesised, thereby leading to the prospect of target
selection at a distance away from the original development strands and improving the
possibility of discovery and invention.

Acceptor groups for materials that might be predicted to exhibit mesomorphism in-
clude NO2, CN and NCS, whereas donor groups include R, OR, SR, NH, etc. In addition,
the length for a rod-like material affects the charge separation between the acceptor and
donor (A and D) groups, and thereby the polarisability and dipole. The larger the lon-
gitudinal dipole, the greater the birefringence. However, the longer the molecule is on
average, the greater the effect is on the melting point, with the bigger the molecule, the
higher the melting point. Unfortunately, for certain applications a lower melting point was
desired. For disc-like molecules, due to their symmetry, usually there are no donor and
acceptor groups, and so the strength of any nonlinear effect is dependent on the number of
π-electrons and the polarisability. Overall, numerous materials were prepared, and many
examples of families of materials, their property–structure correlations, birefringencies
(n| |, n⊥ and Δn), polarisabilities (Δα) and order parameters (S) were reported in the
literature [62–69].

3.7. Nematogens and Smectogens with Negative Dielectric Anisotropies

This particularly important research programme was based on the Nobel Prize awarded
to Heck, Suzuki and Miyaura in 2010, for innovations in synthetic chemistry utilising
palladium-based coupling reactions [70–72]. In the Suzuki variation, a double-bond-
containing molecule is replaced by an organoboron substrate, with palladium acting as
a catalyst in a cross-coupling procedure between two different substrates, one featuring
the organoboron moiety and the other a good leaving group (Br, I, triflate), thereby it was
possible to link two different phenyl units together to give asymmetrically substituted
biphenyl and terphenyl products. Studying the publication by Suzuki and Miyaura in
the late 1980s, Ken Toyne thought that the synthetic technique could be employed in the
synthesis of laterally substituted fluorinated terphenyls, which might be used to make
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materials with negative dielectric anisotropies. Similar thoughts were ongoing at E. Merck
(now owner of BDH), and so the two teams met through the consortium to discuss relative
activities. At the beginning [73,74], both groups worked generally on the synthesis of a
variety materials, but ultimately E. Merck took the lead in research on nematics for large
area displays, whereas Hull tended to focus on smectics for small area microdisplays, and
for larger area bistable multiplexed devices.

 

Figure 10. Linked property–structure correlations for birefringencies in donor–acceptor liquid crystals.
The coloured boxes are used to identify correlations of materials families, the colour depicting
overlapping families.

For nematics with negative dielectric anisotropy, it was already known that it was
possible to create electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) displays. In the off state, the
molecules are aligned orthogonally with respect to the substrates of a device. Upon applying
an electric field, the molecules tilt away from the orthogonal state to give a bright on
state. Such devices were being examined within the network in the early 1970s. This so-
called vertically aligned configuration was much later called VA, after vertical alignment,
and in the initial devices, switching times of around 25 ms [75] were possible. It was
also found that VA displays could provide a high brightness with good viewing angles.
The reasonable response times and the possibility of creating controlled multidomains that
could give symmetrical and wide-angle viewing meant that this mode might be adapted
for TV applications.

For VAN/ECB-LCD modes, materials [76] were needed that possessed large dipoles
located across the molecular long axes, so that the materials would have a large negative
dielectric anisotropy. In addition, they were required to have suitable birefringencies
relative to the spacing thickness of the device, and with a relatively low viscosity for fast
response times.

In comparison, materials with positive dielectric anisotropies possess longitudinal
dipoles, and as such molecular rotation around the long axis, which is fast (1011 s−1) and
has less effect than for materials with negative dielectric anisotropy, where the lateral
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dipole is more affected by the slower rotation of 106 s-1. In addition, the incorporation of
multiple polar groups positioned along the long axis was not easy to achieve synthetically
or to have them all point in the same direction across the molecule, unless they were
fixed to the same phenyl ring. Furthermore, the lateral moiety that is polar would also
have to be relatively small in order to retain mesomerism and at the same time not to
increase viscosity. Consequently, fluorine was preferred over moieties such as nitrile, which
has the adverse effect of raising viscosity due steric hinderance. So, as with nematogens
of positive dielectric anisotropy, fluoro-substitution held the key to developing practical
device materials for negative dielectric anisotropy. Achieving all of these goals was taking
molecular engineering to a new level, which was only possible at the time via use of the
Suzuki–Miyaura coupling methodologies in synthetic pathways.

Deploying fluorine instead of nitrile in the material design did have some drawbacks
in terms dielectric anisotropy as shown in Figure 11. Some examples of nematogens that
possess two lateral polar groups (F and CN) fixed to the same side of a phenyl ring are
shown along with the relative dielectric anisotropies. The materials have much larger nega-
tive dielectric anisotropies as one might expect. However, materials designed in this way,
with two substituents on the same ring, have additive effects from the polarities of both
polar groups. Comparatively, two fluorine atoms attached to adjacent positions on an aro-
matic ring, when combined, have a polarity a little bit less than a nitrile unit, but at the same
time imparting less towards the viscosity, as shown in the figure. Moreover, additional
fluoro-substituents can be added to give di-, tri, and tetra-analogues, with little change
to the dielectricanisotropy. In addition, the conversion of one of the aromatic rings to
cyclohexane can generate important nematogens that are suitable for displays.

Figure 11. The effect of the incorporation of polar lateral groups in disubstituted terphenyls and
cyclohexylbiphenyls [77].
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Interestingly, the mesomorphic behaviour is determined by the lengths of the exter-
nal aliphatic chains, and whether or not they are alkoxy or alkyl, as shown in Table 2.
Similarly, the location of the phenyl ring carrying lateral polar group(s) can be used to
determine mesomorphic behaviour in terms of transition temperatures, phase sequences,
dielectric anisotropies and viscosities, and to what devices the materials are best suited
for. Apart from nematic devices, the materials as shown in Table 2 also exhibit smectic C
phases, as the aliphatic content is extensive. If the materials shown are substituted with
a chiral aliphatic chain instead of a normal chain, the smectic C phase will also become
chiral, or alternatively, if they are doped with a chiral material, then the mixture will also
exhibit chirality. In both cases if this results in a chiral smectic C phase being formed,
then it will exhibit ferroelectric properties. At this point a divergence had occurred in the
research paths of Merck and the consortium, and Hull followed a path along research into
the syntheses and various properties of ferroelectric materials.

Table 2. Comparison of transition temperatures (◦C) as a function of terminal chain length for the
dialkyl-2′,3′-difluoroterphenyls.

Structure Mesomorphic Behaviour

Cryst 60.0 N 120.0 Liq

Cryst 36.5 (SmC 24.0) N 111.5 Liq

Cryst 42.5 SmC 66.0 N 110 Liq

Abbreviations: Cryst—crystal, Sm—smectic, N—nematic, Liq—isotropic liquid.

In the design of smectogens that will either act as hosts or be chiral, it is important
to understand the elements that will drive the molecules to tilt in the smectic state, and
thereby to form synclinic (ferroelectric) smectic C or anticlinic (antiferroelectric) smectic CA
phases. The generation of the smectic C phase has been thought to be related to what were
termed “outboard” terminal dipoles, or the location of a polar atom between a terminal
aliphatic chain and a rigid core unit, as shown by the materials in Figure 12. The presence
of terminal polar groups was theorised by McMillan [78] to reduce the molecular rotation
around the long molecular axis, thereby allowing for a molecular torque to occur in the
planes of the layers in the smectic phase, resulting in the generation of a molecular tilt and
hence the formation of a potential smectic C phase. This result is also obtained for the
fluorinated terphenyls in the figure, whereby oxygen being located at one end or both ends
of the aromatic core unit can be used to control phase sequences, transition temperatures
and other related properties.

Although we have shown studies with difluoro-substitution on one phenyl ring, as
noted, the mesophases properties depend on which ring in terphenyl, for example, is
substituted. It is possible to have fluorination on adjacent rings and also have more than
two fluorine atoms attached to the aromatic core, see Figure 11. For terphenyls, this gives a
plethora of possible substitutions and associated isomers that may be prepared, and which
might suit certain mesophase types and applications. Moreover, although configurational
isomers can be fixed by synthesis, conformational variants have not been fully explored,
in particular in relation to rotations about the phenyl–phenyl bonds in terphenyls which
cause interannular twisting. The possibilities of examining conformational interactions
have been examined through dielectric studies of both anisotropy and biaxiality and
theoretically through computer simulations [79]. However, to this date only a small
area of the isomer landscape has been accessed; nevertheless, such materials have found
practical and commercial uses in displays for example in VAN-, SSFLCD- and τvminLCD-
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mode devices. In the development of materials created via coupling reactions, Kingston
Chemicals Ltd. was created in 2000 to serve small technology companies and universities
with advanced organic materials, mostly based on fluorinated compounds.

Figure 12. The effect of the incorporation and position of the polar lateral fluoro-substituents in
disubstituted terphenyls on the dielectric anisotropy, birefringence and viscosity. The curved arrows
show the potential movement of electrons from electron-rich areas to electron-deficient locations. In
turn, this gives an image of electronic polarisation.

3.8. Gels and Polymers

Apart from the design, synthesis and applications in low-molar-mass rod-like systems,
the use of coupling reactions was important in the creation of discotics, gels, oligomers,
dendrimers and polymers. These topics covered various applications in areas such as
adhesives, ferroelectrics, pyroelectrics, filters, coatings, alignment and high yield strength
materials. The basic science and topics are wide ranging and so we cover only a few
examples here.

Crossing over from low-molar-mass materials to polymers we enter the area of gels
based on the research of Hickmet [80,81]. We prepared gels composed of a cross-linking
monomer unit and a mixture of mesomorphic materials. In the design of the formulation,
the compounds were selected to be of a similar size and chemical nature and polymerised
to give a desired gel network [82–84]. Figure 13a shows a typical formulation for a gelating
mixture of liquid crystals based on an achiral host mixture of difluoroterphenyls, a chiral
dopant to impart ferroelectricity, and 10 wt % of a cross-linking monomer to produce a
gel [85]. When subjected to photopolymerisation, a gel existed in a nematic phase above
98.5 ◦C; on cooling, a smectic A* phase was formed followed by a ferroelectric smectic C*
phase at 83.0 ◦C. Of course, the gel did not crystallise at low temperatures below −20 ◦C
before starting to show semblances of glassifying. At room temperature, the response
time in the ferroelectric phase was just 40 ms in an electric field of 10 V mm−1, i.e., a
response time much faster than for the host/dopant mixture without polymerisation.
Therefore, we move from conventional low-molar-mass materials to gelated forms that can
be manipulated in many different ways.
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As shown in Figure 12, the upper two materials (a) and (b), with a single alkoxy group,
show the same phase sequences and similar transition temperatures, whereas material (c)
with no alkoxy groups still exhibits a smectic C phase, but at a much lower temperature.
This indicates that the difluoro-substituted unit is still contributing to the induction of
the molecular tilt. With respect to the upper two materials, the dielectric anisotropies are
different, with the lower material (b) having the higher value, which is associated with
the conjugation between the oxygen and fluorine atoms, whereas this is not the case for
material (a) where the polarisation through conjugation is weak. For compounds (a) and
(c), the dielectric anisotropies are similar, indicating that the major contribution to the
formation of the smectic C phase is through the molecular packing, but the lower transition
temperatures for (c) indicate that the contribution is less than for (a), which has a larger
outboard dipole associated with oxygen. Consider now the pair of compounds (c) and
(d). They are analogues of one another with the two terminal chains swapped around.
They have very similar transition temperatures indicating that the positions of the alkyl
chains do not greatly affect mesomorphic behaviour. Compound (e), having two terminal
outboard dipoles, has the classical structure for a smectic C material. It has the highest
thermal stability for the smectic C phase. Overall, the least polar materials (c) and (d) have
the lowest viscosity, the lowest tilt angle, whereas (e) has the highest tilt and the highest
viscosity. Therefore, formulated mixtures need to have a balance of components to give
optimal properties.

It is of course possible to take monomers such as those employed in making gels
and to polymerise them on their own in order to form networks. In the example below,
shown in Figure 13b, we use a novel prepolymeric system based on diallylamine to create a
network. The mesogenic unit is again based on a difluoroterphenyl and exhibits smectic
C and nematic phases in which photopolymerisation can take place. Preorganisation of
the monomer species can retain to some degree its organisation in the photopolymerised
nematic or smectic C phases. Such organised networks are of use in preparing polarisers,
colour filters, and optical compensators. Without the use of a mesogenic unit between the
diallylamine groups, materials can be created that are of use in coatings, adhesives, ionic
liquids, etc. Two spin-off companies were formed by DERA to exploit various possible
applications, one called NPS in 2002 and the other IPS in 2005.

3.9. Nematic Disc-like Materials

In the late 1970s, Hull became involved with the synthesis of disc-shaped molecules
based on hexa-substituted benzenes and triphenylenes. This area of research became re-
visited at a similar time as research that was ongoing on terphenyls because there were
some analogies in the synthetic methodologies. Research thus went into the synthesis
of bowl-like molecules and oblong-shaped coordination complexes, for columnar ferro-
electricity and nematic biaxiality, respectfully. However, by the mid-1990s, research had
switched to a search for nematic discotic triphenylenes possessing negative birefringencies
and potentially negative dielectric properties with the possibility of searching for biaxial
nematic phases.

The first method used in 1978 to produce the 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexamethoxytriphenylene
involved the oxidative trimerisation of veratrole with a third of an amount of chloranil.
The process was tedious and produced low yields. A second method involved the cy-
clisation of veratrole in the presence of iron (III) chloride, which also gave low yields.
However, synthetic refinements learned through collaborations with UEA in the consor-
tium gave almost quantitative yields of the hexa-methoxytriphenylene. Demethylation with
boron tribromide gave suitable yields of 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene, which
could be derivatised to give discotic liquid crystals. Some of the more important mate-
rials that were prepared are shown in Figure 14. These materials are the hexa-benzoate
derivatives of hexa-hydroxytriphenylene, where the benzoate esters could be designed to
incorporate lateral groups, which might be polar (halogens) or apolar (aliphatic chains).
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Figure 13. (a) A formulation of an achiral host mixture, a chiral dopant and a liquid crystal monomer
for use in forming a liquid-crystalline gel [85] and (b) network polymeric materials formed via
photopolymerisation of substituted diallylamines [86]. * indicates the location of a stereogenic centre.

 
Figure 14. Template for targeting nematic discotic liquid crystals.
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Stacking of triphenylene units together is more likely to form columns of molecules,
and therefore, the incorporation of benzoates seemed a likely way to generate discotic
nematic phases. To achieve this, substitution that prises apart the molecular discs was
postulated, for which a wide variety of substitutions were tested, as shown in Figure 15.
It was found that if the substituents in the benzoate were too large (C2H5, etc.) or too
polar (F, etc.), nematic phases were not achieved. A methyl substituent, in the two or three
positions of the outer benzoate moieties, were the only material types that would support
nematic phase formation. Figure 15 shows the aromatic region of benzoate-substituted
triphenylenes. The left-hand model has no substituent in the external benzoate ring,
whereas the right-hand model has a large tert-butyl substituent; in this way, the separation
of adjacent triphenylene rings can be illustrated. The large tert-butyl moiety sterically
hinders the internal packing of the discs and twists the benzoate rings out of the plane
of the triphenylene core, the benzoate rings then prising apart the molecules, thereby
preventing columnar formation (and in this particular case actually preventing nematic
phases forming). It appears that the methyl substituent is the right size to partially prise
the discs apart allowing for the formation of the nematic phase.

 

Figure 15. Steric hinderance by the benzoate esters around the central core region of triphenylene
prises apart the molecules so that they look like disordered piles of pennies in the nematic discotic
phase. Modelling simulations performed using ChemDraw 3D.

Table 3 shows the structures of triphenylene-2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahexayl hexakis(4-alkoxy-
2 or 3-methylbenzoate(s) where the methyl group is either pointing inwards towards the
triphenylene core (inner) or away from the core (outer), where the exterior alkoxy chain
is also varied in length. All of the examples shown exhibit discotic nematic phases, with
melting points around 100 ◦C and clearing points for the most part beginning around 200 ◦C.
These temperatures are much lower than those of the nonmethyl-substituted analogues, which
have greater tendencies in also forming columnar mesophases. These property–structure
correlations show that lateral substitution in external benzoate rings is of practical use in
the design of nematic-discotic materials for a variety of applications [87–90].
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Table 3. Comparison of transition temperatures (◦C) as a function of terminal alkoxy chain length
and lateral substitution in the Triphenylen-2,3,6,7,10,11-yl hexa-4-alkoxybenzoates.

R’ X Y Cryst DT Drd ND Iso Liq

C6H13 H H • 186 • 193 • 274 •
C8H17 H H • 152 • 168 • 244 •
C10H21 H H • 142 • 191 • 212 •
C12H13 H H • 146 • 174 •
C6H13 CH3 H • 126 • 233 •
C8H17 CH3 H • 134 • 223 •
C10H21 CH3 H • 103 • 192 •
C12H13 CH3 H • 99 • 163 •
C6H13 H CH3 • 172 • 230 •
C8H17 H CH3 • 126 • 198 •
C10H21 H CH3 • 109 • 165 •
C12H13 H CH3 • 105 • 129 •

Abbreviations: Cryst—crystal, DT—tilted columnar, Drd—rectangular disordered discotic, Iso Liq—
isotropic liquid.

The control over the synthetic pathways developed between Hull, UEA and Leeds
Universities for such materials, and the high yields which could be achieved for their
production, meant that they would be of practical use. As with the ferroelectric materials
described earlier, it was possible to create polymeric networks (EU Orchis network 1989),
with interest being in various areas of molecular electronics. In other areas of R&D their
properties of negative birefringence of nematic discotics were of interest in optical films,
in particular for applications in optical compensation films for various devices. The beau-
tiful work at Fuji film on these films and related materials resulted in the invention and
development of films for wide viewing angles in nematic displays [91].

3.10. Chiral Materials—Liquid Crystals and Dopants

Various forms of chirality permeate throughout liquid crystals from molecules [92]
to mesophase structures [93]. Knowing the connectivity and relationships between the
left-hand and the right-hand can be invariably important. An amusing story about this
was told by George Gray: “BDH Ltd. sold commercially both Hull’s right- and left-handed
compounds. Customers could choose which to use. One customer decided to do better than everyone
else and to use some of each additive. Of course, the two cancelled out and the effect was zero- and
he complained most bitterly that our products were no good. He had to be gently educated”.

Gray’s story is amusing given that the first chiral cyanobiphenyl was prepared in 1973,
and at that time there was no relationship between stereogenic architecture and mesophase
macrostructure other than the physical properties of enantiomers would be opposite to
one another. However, for mesomorphic materials, there was a need for the purposes of
mixture formulation to either reduce helical pitch length or expand it. In 1976, relationships
between stereochemistry, molecular structure and helical twist direction were developed
for materials with single stereogenic centres, with the following relationships:

Rel→Sed

Rod→Sol
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where R and S are the Chan, Ingold, Prelog systematic labelling systems for asymmetric
centres, o and e are the parities (odd and even) for the number of atoms the centre is
removed from the central rigid molecular core, and d and l (dextro and laevo) being
related to the optical rotation direction for the helical structure in a chiral nematic phase.
These Gray and McDonnell rules [55] were applied for formulations that did not necessarily
have single enantiomers in their mixtures [94].

For smectic C ferroelectric liquid crystals, they too are dependent on the relationships
between stereochemistry and broken symmetries on the macroscale [95], but in this case
extra relationships are needed for the development of formulations. These include the
direction of the spontaneous polarisation (Ps+ and Ps−) and the direction of the dipole
at the stereogenic centre (+I, −I), thereby giving us similar rules to those of Gray and
McDonnell, but with two extra terms as shown below [96].

(+I) Rod (Ps−)→(−I) Rol (Ps+)

(+I) Sol (Ps+)→(−I) Sod (Ps−)

(+I) Rel (Ps+)→(−I) Red (Ps−)

(+I) Sed (Ps−)→(−I) Sel (Ps+)

Many property–structure correlations were drawn up for ferroelectric smectic liquid
crystals that related helical twist and spontaneous polarisation directions to molecular
stereochemistry in an attempt to formulate mixtures where the values of the spontaneous
polarisation and the helical pitch length were maximised. For devices, this optimised
situation meant that helicity did not affect alignment, and a high polarisation reduced the
switching voltage. A simple correlation between molecular architecture and properties is
shown in Figure 16, which can be applied to some degree to nematogens and smectogens
that have single stereogenic centres.

Figure 16. Property–structure correlations for chiral rod-like mesogens that exhibit either chiral
nematic or ferroelectric smectic C* phases.

3.11. Serendipity—Polar Nematics

As the consortium network was nearing to its end, York (our new location) was asked
to participate in two new projects; one on low birefringent ferroelectric materials that
operated at ambient temperatures and another on extremely polar nematics. The first, we
have somewhat discussed earlier on in this article, and as usual, to lower the birefringence
required the inclusion of alicyclic ring systems, but the downside to this approach was
tilted smectic phases were not usually favoured. Using an end-group design and new
synthetic methodologies, this was achieved.

For the second project, achieving extremely high polarities meant using singular or
multiples of strongly polar substituents. Discussions at the start of the programme focused
on the use of nitro units as the polar moieties, see Figure 17. Therefore, to generate a high
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polarity meant having as high a proportion of nitro units as possible in the molecular struc-
ture of the target. A small molecule with a single nitro unit that mimicked cyanobiphenyls
was considered, but it was already known from Gray’s results, shown in Table 1, that the ni-
tro analogues were poor nematogens. However, from Gray’s 1962 textbook [42], it was also
known that nitro-substituted methoxyterphenyls were mesomorphic. Furthermore, having
previously synthesised re-entrant nematic materials, such as the DBnNO2’s, [97] based on
the research of Hardouin et al. [98–102], we additionally knew that nitro-substituted three-
ring reversed and normal esters would support nematic phase formation. However, the
problem with this approach was that the melting points were expected to be high and well
above room temperature.

Figure 17. Outline plans for the design of highly polar nitro-, and polynitro-substituted mesogens.
* indicates the location of a stereogenic centre.

To lower the melting points, we had to take a number of well-known pathways in
molecular design by using dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc., [103]. Using property–structure
correlations, we knew that the incorporation of lateral aliphatic chains in three- and four-
ring rod-like molecules would not only depress the melting point, but would also depress
smectic mesophase formation, thereby favouring nematics [104]. By joining a lateral
aliphatic chain of varying lengths to a similar rod-like molecule in order to create a lateral
supermolecule, we could depress crystallisation to temperatures below 0 ◦C. For example,
by joining two laterally substituted dimers together to give a tetramer, we had also shown
that we could produce materials that were nematic with useful transition temperatures
via having differing arms on dimers and tetramers [105,106]. For all of the materials
types, there was also the possibility of improving on the number density of nitro groups.
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There was one problem with all of these concepts, and that was high viscosities and that
switching would be slow, but this was not seen as a problem for the potential applications.
Thus, a strategy was put in place for the start of the project (see Figure 17), but it was
not long before en-route novelty appeared in the presence of an extra nematic phase for
compounds RM230 and RM734.

Compounds RM230 and RM734 were materials that were made during the exploratory
research and which were originally thought to exhibit nematic re-entrancy [107] after
formation of a smectic C phase from a nematic phase on cooling from the liquid. It was
only later that it was concluded that the materials did not have smectic C phases, and that
we were on the cusp of a direct nematic-to-nematic phase transition [108,109], with the
lower temperature nematic phase later classified as a new splay nematic phase [110].

In the original article concerning compound RM734 [108], the electrical field studies,
using a triangular waveform and a frequency in the range of 0.1–20 Hz (ACLT property
tester), gave the dielectric anisotropy in the upper temperature nematic phase to be ap-
proximately 8.5, and 6.2 in the lower phase, with Kirkwood factors of g ~0.262 and ~0.117,
respectively, indicating that there was a greater antiparallel pairing in the lower temperature
nematic phase. In addition, the higher temperature nematic phase also had a reasonable
degree of pairing. Electrical field studies were further conducted by Clark et al. [111] and
they concluded that RM734 exhibited the first ferroelectric nematic phase. In the Physics
World magazine, the discovery of a ferroelectric nematic phase was listed among the
“Breakthroughs of the Year” finalists for 2020, (10th Dec issue, see citation below). At a
similar time to our report, Nishikawa et al. [112] also saw such behaviour in completely
different materials. In these days of fast-moving discoveries, Merck reported on a material
that exhibited a ferroelectric nematic phase on cooling from the liquid state and was still
in that phase at room temperature [113]. Thus, we seemed to be coming around full circle
from the 1980s–1990s when the work at Hull focused on ferroelectrics for microdisplays.

First observation of a ferroelectric nematic liquid crystal (From Physics Today)

To Noel Clark and colleagues at the University of Colorado Boulder and the University of
Utah in the US, for observing a ferroelectric nematic phase of matter in liquid crystals
more than 100 years after it was predicted to exist. In this phase, all the molecules
within specific patches, or domains, of the liquid crystal point in roughly the same
direction—a phenomenon known as polar ordering that was first hypothesized by Peter
Debye and Max Born back in the 1910s. Clark and colleagues found that when they
applied a weak electric field to an organic molecule known as RM734, a striking palette
of colours developed towards the edges of the cell containing the liquid crystal. In this
phase, RM734 proved far more responsive to electric fields than traditional nematic
liquid crystals. Although further work is required to identify materials that display the
phenomenon at room temperatures, ferroelectric nematics could find applications in areas
from new types of display screens to reimagined computer memory.

As George Gray would say “For the greatest effect, an invention has to be timely—again
bringing in something of the element of luck or change”.

4. Conclusions

Over the time of the existence of the consortium and the networks of government
facilities, industry and academic institutions, many aspects of combined and individual
successes were recognized. The first recognition of the consortia members was the Queen’s
Award for Technological Achievement as described earlier. This was followed by the
Rank Prize Award to a number of individual members. For the contributions made by
chemistry research, recognition was made by the Royal Society of Chemistry to the Depart-
ment of Chemistry at the University of Hull, as follows below in a part of the University
press release.

Royal Society of Chemistry Landmark Award
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The University’s chemistry department has received a prestigious National Historic
Chemical Landmark Award for its role in the development of liquid crystals.

Over the past five decades, Hull has played a crucial role in the development of liquid
crystals. Initially undertaken by Professor George Gray, and continued with distinction
by Professor John Goodby until recently, the work has led to major developments in liquid
crystal technology. It is now being used in everything from cameras and mobile phones to
the latest flat-panel computer monitors and TVs.

The award was presented to the Vice Chancellor by Professor Jim Feast, President Elect of
the Royal Society of Chemistry, at a special ceremony on 7 November 2005.

The highest individual award was the Kyoto Prize made in 1995 by the Inamori
Foundation of Japan to Professor George Gray. Congratulatory messages were sent to the
three recipients of different categories by the President of the United States, Bill Clinton,
and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, John Major. The contents of their messages
are as follows [3,48]:

Bill Clinton—President of the United States of America

Greetings to everyone gathered for the presentation of the 1995 Kyoto Prizes. I am
pleased to congratulate this year’s distinguished recipients for their contributions to the
betterment of humanity.

This year the Inamori Foundation marks the beginning of its second decade of honoring
lifetime achievements in the fields of Advanced Technology, Basic Sciences, and Creative
Arts and Moral Sciences. The 1995 honorees have enriched our fundamental under-
standing of the universe, increased our ability to apply scientific knowledge to achieve
technological progress, and advanced the conception and impact of art in our society.

Dr George William Gray’s seminal contributions to liquid crystal research and develop-
ment have provided the basis for the liquid crystal display technology essential to virtually
all contemporary computer and electronic products. Dr Chushiro Hayashi’s theories on
the birth and evolution of the stars and on the formation of the solar system have made
him one of the giants of twentieth century astrophysics. Mr Roy Lichtenstein has formed
the symbols and artifacts of contemporary society into potent artworks that redefine both
the nature and purposes of art.

Each of these extraordinary individuals exemplifies the deepest resources of the human
spirit. For what they have given us—and continue to give—we are immensely grateful.
Best wishes to all for a memorable event.

John Major—Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

I am delighted to have this opportunity to send my warmest congratulations to the 1995
Kyoto Prize Laureates: Dr George William Gray for his contribution to research and
development of liquid crystal materials; Dr Chushiro Hayashi for his contribution to
the maturation of modern astrophysics; and Mr Roy Lichtenstein for his influence on
contemporary fine art.

I am particularly pleased and proud that a British scientist is among those honored.

I warmly commend the excellent work of the Inamori Foundation to support and encourage
research and for its contribution through the highly prestigious Kyoto Prizes to the
recognition of outstanding achievements in Advanced Technology, Basic Sciences and
Creative Arts and Moral Sciences.

In addition, to these recognitions a number of individuals received awards for their
various contributions, in part or in full to the consortia. In 2005, Goodby moved the
research team to the University of York, and in 2012, the remaining research contract ended.
Over 40 years, Gray and Goodby with their post-doctoral researchers and doctoral research
students produced in excess of 150 patents and 800 research papers on liquid crystals.
On his internal move at York to become “Emeritus” Goodby commented to Cowling,
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“Bernard Shaw said two things—Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine what you
desire, you will what you imagine, and at last you create what you will, and I observed that nine out
of every ten things I did were failures, so I ended up doing ten times more work”.

5. Patents

All patents cited in this article are included in the list of references as they are related
directly to the scientific publications reported.
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Anatomy of a Discovery: The Twist–Bend Nematic Phase
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Abstract: New fluid states of matter, now known as liquid crystals, were discovered at the end of the
19th century and still provide strong themes in scientific research. The applications of liquid crystals
continue to attract attention, and the most successful so far has been to the technology of flat panel
displays; this has diversified in recent years and LCDs no longer dominate the industry. Despite this,
there is plenty more to be uncovered in the science of liquid crystals, and as well as new applications,
novel types of liquid crystal phases continue to be discovered. The simplest liquid crystal phase
is the nematic together with its handed or chiral equivalent, named the cholesteric phase. In the
latter, the aligned molecules of the nematic twist about an axis perpendicular to their alignment axis,
but in the 1970s a heliconical phase with a tilt angle of less than 90◦ was predicted. The discovery
of this phase nearly 40 years later is described in this paper. Robert Meyer proposed that coupling
between a vector order parameter in a nematic and a splay or bend elastic distortion could result in
spontaneously splayed or bent structures. Later, Ivan Dozov suggested that new nematic phases with
splay–bend or twist–bend structures could be stabilised if the appropriate elastic constants became
negative. Theoretical speculation on new nematic phases and the experimental identification of
nematic–nematic phase transitions are reviewed in the paper, and the serendipitous discovery in 2010
of the nematic twist–bend phase in 1”,7”-bis(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-yl)heptane (CB7CB) is described.

Keywords: liquid crystal; nematic; twist-bend phase

1. Introduction

Much has been written about the twist–bend nematic phase since its experimental
identification was published more than 10 years ago. In a recent review [1], Rebecca Walker
observed that:

“The prediction [2,3] and subsequent experimental discovery [4] of the twist–bend
nematic phase, NTB, is undeniably one of the most significant recent developments in the
field of liquid crystals.”

Like many advances in science, this particular discovery has not been without contro-
versy [5], and there are still different views on the structure and nature of the twist–bend
nematic phase. Additionally, there are differences of opinion as to who discovered what
and when, and to whom any credit is due, if appropriate, for the scientific advance. Our
knowledge of the natural world has accumulated through incremental steps due to the
collaborative and interactive research of scientists, and this is true for the discovery of the
twist–bend nematic liquid crystal phase. That is not to dismiss individual claims for the
first or significant breakthrough, and not unnaturally we all want to be recognised for our
ground-breaking discoveries. The case of the twist–bend nematic phase is no exception,
and at one time there were three universities around the world all claiming the exclusive
credit for the discovery of this new type of liquid crystal. Such stories are part of the process
and deserve to be recorded, and this article reviews the development of the science behind
the discovery of the twist–bend nematic phase. The author admits to an interest since
he was one of those involved in the initial discovery, but it is the intention to present as
fair and documented account as possible, recognising the work of many scientists who
contributed to the initial discovery.
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To set the discovery of the twist–bend nematic phase in context, traditionally liquid
crystal phases were classified as nematic with no positional order, smectic with one degree
of translational order, and columnar with two degrees of translational order. In recent
times various sub-categories have been described, such as “banana” phases formed from
bent-core shaped molecules, and our knowledge of the detailed structures of increasingly
diverse liquid crystal phases has vastly increased. Within the established classes of liquid
crystals, a variety of different structures have been identified, but for the nematic phase
there have been only two types—the simple nematic formed from rod-like or disc-like
molecules, and the chiral nematic or cholesteric phase formed from optically active or chiral
(handed) molecules lacking a centre or plane of symmetry. There have been reports over
the years of other nematic phases, of which the biaxial nematic phase with two optic axes
but no translational order is one example. The optical differences between the nematic and
chiral nematic phases are dramatically clear using a polarising microscope, and indeed it
was the chiral nematic or cholesteric phase of cholesteryl benzoate that was the first liquid
crystal to be identified [6]. The difference between a nematic phase and its chiral equivalent
is that in the former, the orientation of the optic axis, or director, is distributed randomly
through a non-aligned sample, whereas in a chiral nematic a helix forms, such that the
director is at right angles to the helix axis. This rather remarkable structural difference does
not seem to have much effect on the physical properties of the chiral and achiral nematic
phases, but it does have a big effect on the optical properties.

The close packing of chiral or handed molecules inevitably produces a twist between
adjacent molecules, and so the formation of a twisted structure for a chiral nematic phase
is expected. Twisted structures are also found in some smectic phases formed from chiral
molecules, such as twist–grain boundary phases and chiral tilted smectic C and related
phases, and for such layered phases the director is not usually at 90◦ to the helix axis or
layer normal but tilted at some smaller angle. Introducing another symmetry axis such as a
helix raises the possibility of a biaxial phase. Such a biaxial nematic phase was proposed
in 1970 by Freiser [7], and there has been a considerable research effort to identify such a
phase. For a review, see [8]. A biaxial nematic phase should be distinguishable through
various physical properties, and potentially has a number of applications.

For nematic phases there is no layer normal, but in chiral nematics there is a helix axis
of molecular twist, to which the director axis is perpendicular. Macroscopically, the phase
remains uniaxial, but locally, within a single period of the helix twist, the structure is biaxial.
The essence of this local biaxiality is restricted rotation about the long axes of the molecules,
which drives the formation of a macroscopic twist perpendicular to these long axes, but
there is no reason to exclude a chiral structure in which the nematic director is tilted to the
helix axis at less than 90◦. The formation of twisted nematic phases seems to be dependent
on the molecules being chiral, but the induction of twist through a local molecular tilt is an
unanticipated development in the structure of fluid phases. The introduction of molecular
tilt to a nematic phase is another way of lowering the symmetry and generating new and
perhaps interesting properties. There are no clues as to how to engineer a molecule to tilt
with respect to an axis of twist. Furthermore, the properties of such a structure are hard to
fathom. It is perhaps for this reason that, in contrast to the biaxial nematic, there was no
concerted research effort to find a tilted nematic phase, and its appearance had to await its
serendipitous discovery. This is the story we wish to relate here.

2. Structures of Liquid Crystal Phases

A traditional approach to the understanding of the microscopic structure of liquid
crystal phases is from the perspective of molecular shape. Thus, rod-like molecules result
in nematic and smectic phases, while disc-like molecules can form nematic and columnar
phases. Other molecular shapes can introduce new features to the molecular organisation,
and in the recent past attention has focussed on bent-core molecules [9]. The latter have
not disappointed, and a host of so-called “banana” phases B1 to B8 have been discovered
with a variety of phase structures and properties. A banana shape representing a bent-
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core molecule is of lower symmetry than rods and discs, and it can have an associated
dipole, electric and/or steric, perpendicular to its major axis, which can influence the
molecular assembly in condensed phases. The interactions driving molecular organisation
in liquid crystals are a combination of repulsive (shape) forces and attractive forces of
dispersion, electrostatic (polar) and hydrogen-bonding, and all of these are linked through
the molecular structure, which may itself have intrinsic flexibility.

Molecules do not have to be polar, i.e., possess a dipole moment, to form a liquid
crystal phase, though many are. The polar group or groups in a molecule have a direct
effect on the dielectric properties, but in structurally organised phases such as liquid
crystals, polar interactions can influence the local structure [10]. Intermolecular interactions
may cause the dipole moments on adjacent molecules to favour a parallel or anti-parallel
arrangement, and this can be dependent on the overall molecular shape. Thus, rod-like
molecules with longitudinal dipoles favour anti-parallel correlations, while those with
transverse dipoles have a tendency for a net parallel alignment of molecular dipoles [11].
The reverse arrangements apply to disc-like molecules, and for molecular shapes such as
bent-core or flexible species, the situation becomes more complicated. These effects are often
magnified in smectic phases where there can be monolayer or bilayer modulation of the
molecular polarisation, and for some symmetries a macroscopic ferroelectric polarisation
can develop.

It was Pierre Gilles de Gennes (Nobel Prize for Physics, 1993) who provided the
basis for our physical understanding of liquid crystals through his publication in 1974 of
“The Physics of Liquid Crystals” [12], in which the existence of different types of liquid
crystal phases is discussed. As far as we know, there is only one type of gas, unless
one counts an ionised gas, a plasma, as a different phase. Similarly, there is only one
liquid phase, although many different liquids are immiscible, but their fluid properties
are similar. Different crystalline structures are distinguishable by topological and optical
symmetries, and for some materials there can be phase transitions between them. For liquid
crystals, distinguishable types were identified in the earliest research, but until recently
only two species of nematic phase have been experimentally acknowledged: the nematic
phase and the chiral nematic phase. This article focuses on the theoretical background and
experimental evidence for an additional nematic phase, which has been identified as a
twist–bend nematic.

De Gennes, in the first edition of his book [12], discusses the possibility of another
nematic phase with a biaxial symmetry, and also (p. 244) a transition to a conical phase from
a cholesteric phase induced by a magnetic field. Such a transformation could be possible if
the bend elastic constant is anomalously low, and this prediction of a conical phase in which
there is a component of the director parallel to the helix axis is attributed to R. B. Meyer [13],
although it is noted that such a phase had not been observed. The idea of a heliconical
nematic phase is developed in a subsequent publication by Meyer [2], except that the
driving force for the formation of a conical phase is identified as spontaneous polarisation.
A perpendicular component of the polarisation couples with the bend distortion of the
director to give a nematic state with non-zero bend. Meyer suggested that non-chiral bent
molecules might be able to form a state of finite torsion and bend, and he identified this as
a helical twist–bend nematic phase. A similar coupling between the parallel component of
the polarisation with a splay distortion could result in a non-uniform splay–bend structure.
Spontaneous splay or bend distortions can only exist in phases with vector order and the
existence of polarisation can in principle stabilise splay–bend or twist–bend phases, as
shown by Meyer.

A number of examples of nematic–nematic transitions have been experimentally
identified. Such transitions were observed in liquid crystals formed from poly-ethers [14,15],
but the structure of the nematic phases, labelled n2, involved in the phase change were not
fully characterised. The transition was tentatively attributed to a competition between the
rigid and flexible parts of the polymer, which could result in two uniaxial nematic phases
of different order parameters.
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So-called dimeric liquid–crystal compounds consist of two rigid rod-like molecular
fragments connected by a linking group and have been the subject of many investigations.
The linking group may have a fixed molecular geometry, which gives rigid bent-core
mesogens (molecules that form mesophases) or may be a flexible unit such as an alkyl chain,
which allows the liquid crystal-like fragments to adopt a number of orientations. A study
of dimeric phenyl alkoxybenzoates linked by flexible diiminoalkylene spacers [16] revealed
a nematic–nematic phase transition in a single compound, which the authors attributed
to changes in local structure resulting in the NX phase, a precursor to forming a B6 phase.
Further studies of structurally related rigid symmetric dimers of phenyl alkylbenzoates
linked through an oxadiazole unit [17] suggested the existence of an unknown X phase.
It was reported that these investigations using calorimetry, X-ray scattering, and optical
microscopy provided evidence for the formation of molecular clusters, and their segregation
into domains of opposite chiral handedness. This remarkable feature of symmetry-breaking
was observed in an achiral fluid with chiral separation, such that domains of opposite
chirality formed. Clark and others [18] had already shown spontaneous separation of
equal and opposite chiral domains in an achiral bent core smectic C phase, but not in a
nematic phase. Similarly, Lagerwall [19] proposed that achiral molecules could organise
in domains of left- and right-handed helices in a smectic C phase to give a twist–bend
structure. Spontaneous symmetry breaking has also been seen in a planar-aligned nematic
device containing a bent-core liquid crystal [20].

The speculation of Meyer concerning other nematic phases has been added to by other
predictions from theory. For nematic liquid crystals composed of bent-core molecules,
Lubensky and Radzihovsky [21] predict a number of lower symmetry nematic and chiral
nematic phases, but do not mention a heliconical nematic. Similarly, Mettout [22], using
group theoretical arguments, proposes a variety of novel nematic phases of molecules of
differing symmetries. Using Landau theory, a twisted conical phase following the melting
of a hexagonal columnar phase of long polymer molecules was proposed by Kamien [23].
If the condition is satisfied that the twist elastic constant (k2) is greater than the bend elastic
constant (k3) then the conical phase may be stabilised, but this experimental condition is
rarely satisfied.

An asymmetric distribution of electric charge in a particle is conveniently quantified
in terms of an electric dipole. Asymmetry in particle or molecular shape is sometimes
described as a steric dipole, which represents a skewed structure having an imbalanced
distribution of mass along a particular direction. This steric dipole is a vector, but there
is no generally accepted definition of such a quantity. In 2001, Dozov [3] proposed that
nematic phases of finite torsion and bend, or splay and bend, similar to those suggested
by Meyer, could arise for achiral banana-shaped molecules if the bend elastic constant
became negative. For these shapes, the steric dipole (d) can be represented by the radius
of curvature (r) of the bent shape, d = (�/r2)r where � is the length of the banana-shaped
molecule. The steric dipole d can couple with the bend distortion of the director, giving rise
to nematic states of permanent twist–bend or splay–bend, and for a negative bend elastic
constant, these can become the stable ground states. The pathological behaviour of the
bend elasticity constant for banana molecules approaching zero, or going negative, causes
spontaneous symmetry-breaking and the “splay–bend” and “twist–bend” phases become
stable. In achiral systems, the twist–bend is two-fold degenerate, and domains of left- and
right-handed twist are expected to develop, but Dozov does not explore the details of the
domain structure or the defects which might stabilise it.

Phase transitions are macroscopic phenomena, and so attract macroscopic interpre-
tation rather than a molecular model. Phase properties are conveniently categorised by
symmetry, of which the simplest, O(3), is an isotropic fluid such as a gas or liquid. When
two phases have the same symmetry, the transition between them must be first order
with a non-zero entropy of transition. Liquid crystals are characterised by orientational
phase transitions associated with rotational symmetry breaking. In the absence of external
influences such as electric, magnetic, mechanical, or surface forces, spontaneous symmetry
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breaking derives from molecular interactions resulting in structures with various degrees of
orientational order. Changes of temperature and/or pressure may cause phase transitions
between these phases, which are usually second order or weakly first order. One transition
that is strictly symmetry forbidden is from a non-chiral state to a handed or chiral state,
but it does happen with certain liquid crystals in which domain formation of opposite
chirality preserves the overall achiral symmetry of the phase. Spontaneous deracemization
in achiral smectic phases of liquid crystals has been observed, with domains of opposite
chirality appearing as stripes tilting in different directions, and this has been compared [24]
with the spontaneous deracemization of tartaric acid salts observed by Pasteur.

Fluid phases, and indeed mobile “crystal” phases, have structures which are subject
to thermal fluctuations. Such changes in the local structure can be detected through a
variety of physical properties, most especially through light scattering, and the opaqueness
of liquid crystals is a consequence of these fluctuations. A convenient representation of
the fluctuation modes is as “normal” modes, such that the normal coordinates represent
squared terms in a free-energy expression. Under appropriate conditions, the equipartition
of energy principle can be applied to determine the contributions of different normal modes
to the free energy. In uniaxial nematics, the normal modes for director fluctuations are
“splay–bend” and “twist–bend”, while in chiral nematics they are “planar helical” and
“heliconical modes”. The contributions of the chiral fluctuation modes to optical properties
have been evaluated theoretically [25,26]. Contributions of fluctuations to the free energy
of phases will influence the stability of the phases and the nature of transitions between
phases. For example, unfrozen fluctuations can prevent the formation of more asymmetric
ordered states [22], and symmetry breaking second order phase transitions may become
weak first order transitions [27].

For some researchers, the next best thing to a confirmatory experiment is a computer
simulation. This is as true in liquid crystals as in other areas of condensed matter physics,
and computer simulation studies [28] have been a valuable technique in understanding the
structures and properties of different mesophases. The essence of computer simulations
is a mathematical algorithm, which may be adaptable, that carries all the physics of local
interactions responsible for the structures and properties of the phases of interest. Such
studies can confirm experimental observations or theoretical predictions, but they cannot
probe outside the limitations of the mathematical model that controls the simulation.
Memmer [29] was the first to publish a simulated structure for the nematic twist–bend
phase, using a model of two connected Gay–Berne particles with an included angle of
140◦ to represent a banana-shaped mesogen. There were no centres of charge, and so no
dipole–dipole interactions, but Memmer notes that there is a steric dipole defined by the
connected G–B particles. The computer simulation of twisted structures is influenced by the
periodic boundary conditions and sample size, and Memmer states that the system studied
generated a right-handed helix. For achiral particles, a left-handed structure should appear
with equal probability, but could be separated by a large enthalpy barrier in the simulations.

3. The Discovery of the Twist–Bend Nematic Phase

The extensive introduction above records what, in a patent application, would be
described as prior art up to around 2010. A number of publications had appeared that
reported a new nematic phase, though structural studies and characterisations had not
been sufficient for proper identification. In this section we will review claims of possible
new nematic phases, and the serendipitous discovery of the twisted nematic phase at the
end of the first decade of the 21st century.

Liquid crystal phases formed from bent-core or banana-shaped molecules have aug-
mented the range of identified phase types, and many of these have layered structures
and are related to the traditional smectic phases. In 2003, the famous liquid crystal group
from Halle identified [30] a new nematic phase formed from asymmetric rigid bent-core
mesogens, which they labelled as the NX phase. This was thought to be a nematic columnar
phase formed from bundles of bent-core molecules arranged in a nematic-like order. The NX
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phase exhibited a fan-like optical texture, and under some conditions displayed domains of
opposite handedness, but no suggestion of a twisted structure was advanced. New nematic
phases were reported in a number of other bent-core mesogenic compounds [31,32], and
these were explained in terms of clusters or cybotactic groups forming with nematic order,
often as a precursor to a smectic or columnar phase.

The existence of liquid crystalline order in biological systems has long been recog-
nised, though the phase structures formed are much less studied than for low molecular
weight materials. A suspension of helical flagella isolated from Salmonella typhimurium
is reported [33] as forming a chiral conical nematic phase, though the twist is intrinsic to
the flagella rather than formed through molecular interactions. The helices of the flagellae
intermingle, and their polydispersity prevents the formation of layered structures. It is
proposed that the director follows the helical structure set by the constituent molecules.
Preparations of the flagella suspensions when viewed under a polarising microscope show
a striped texture of alternating birefringence, and the authors concluded that their conical
phase was similar to that proposed earlier by Meyer [2].

Dimeric liquid crystals are a class of compounds in which two mesogenic units are
linked either through a rigid connecting unit or through a flexible alkyl or alkoxy chain of
methylene units. For flexibly connected dimers there has been considerable focus on the
effect of the parity of the alkyl chain, odd or even, on the liquid crystalline phase behaviour
of the compounds [34]. In an extensive study of α, ω diiminoalkylene-linked alkoxyphenyl
benzoates, Šepelj et al. [16] found that one compound exhibited a new monotropic nematic
phase which was labelled NX. The characteristic feature identified for this phase was an
optical texture having spiral domains with alternating handedness, the origin of which
could not be explained.

To establish a new liquid crystal phase requires the characterisation of its symmetry
and its optical properties together with a model for the molecular arrangement in the
ordered fluid, usually based on X-ray scattering. Studies of other physical properties can
give an indication of the internal structure of a fluid, but invariably need some theoretical
model to interpret the measurements. A review of the relationship between the dielectric
properties of liquid crystals and the shapes of the constituent mesogens [35] revealed
that the permittivity components of the dimeric mesogen 1”,7”-bis(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-
yl)heptane (CB7CB), the structure of which is represented in the figure below, showed a
discontinuity at a temperature of 12 ◦C below the nematic to isotropic transition: this was
interpreted as indicative of a phase transition to a new type of nematic phase.

The compound CB7CB was first synthesised in the Southampton liquid crystal
group [36], who made a preliminary examination of the phase properties, noting a ne-
matic phase and a lower temperature phase tentatively identified as a smectic C phase.
Measurements of the dielectric relaxation in flexible dimeric liquid crystals [37] revealed
unusual behaviour and were explained [38] in terms of a model that took account of dif-
ferent conformational states of the flexible dimeric molecules. It was found that lowering
the temperature of the nematic phase of these dimers caused substantial changes to their
average molecular shape, as represented by contributions from different conformations of
the linking flexible alkyl chain. The observed transition to a lower temperature nematic
phase could be attributed to shape changes of the flexible dimeric molecules. Further
studies of the proposed new nematic phase of CB7CB were carried out, and a key observa-
tion [39] was made that the deuterium NMR quadrupole splitting measured for deuterated
CB7CB d4 bifurcated at the transition from the high temperature nematic phase to the lower
temperature nematic phase. This result is indicative of a symmetry-breaking transition
and the formation of equal domains of left- and right-handed chiral molecules. The liquid
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crystal dimer investigated was on average achiral, but particular conformers stabilised by
the flexible alkyl chain could be chiral with equal concentrations of left- and right-handed
species. The origin of the symmetry-breaking was not apparent and clearly needed further
investigation.

Every second year the liquid crystal community gathers for its International Con-
ference, and in 2010 the 23rd such meeting was held in Kraków, Poland. There were
about a dozen talks and posters on possible new nematic phases, including four posters
on nematic–nematic phase transitions in flexible liquid crystal dimers. The author of this
review contributed a talk entitled “A liquid crystal dimer with a bent nematic phase”,
which reported on a collaborative project involving 13 researchers working in six different
institutions around Europe. The talk presented results on the identification and characteri-
sation of a new nematic phase in CB7CB labelled as a twist–bend nematic phase. After the
talk there were a few questions including one from J. K. Vij of Trinity College Dublin, Eire,
concerning details of one of the optical textures presented. Vij had contributed a poster to
the conference on a related compound CB11CB, which exhibited an additional phase at a
lower temperature than the conventional nematic phase. The work by Vij was subsequently
published later in 2010 [40], while the presentation on the twist–bend phase of CB7CB
appeared in 2011 [4].

These publications gave slightly conflicting views of the structure of the new nematic
phase observed in homologues of the α,ω-bis[(4-cyanobiphenyl)-4′]alkanes. The paper
from Vij and collaborators from the Universities of Dublin and Hull confirmed the nematic
nature of the phase in CB11CB using X-ray scattering and concluded from a Landau de
Gennes calculation that the observed periodic deformation in thin films was a result of at
least one of the elastic constants for splay or twist becoming negative. Their investigations
failed to detect any evidence of symmetry breaking due to chirality. On the other hand,
the paper [4] on CB7CB presented as a talk at the Kraków conference gave evidence
from 2H NMR that, for particular methyl protons in the alkyl chain, there were two non-
equivalent sites in the oriented mesogen, consistent with the presence of chiral symmetry-
breaking giving left and right enantiomers. Dielectric measurements indicated that at the
transition from the high-temperature nematic to the unidentified lower temperature phase
a macroscopic tilt developed with respect to the rubbing direction, and furthermore a
calculation of the bend elastic constant of CB7CB predicted that it could be negative. The
conclusion of the paper was that the low temperature nematic phase shared many of the
characteristics of the twist–bend nematic phase proposed by Dozov [3] for materials of
negative bend elastic constant. However, there were still unresolved questions concerning
the identification of the twist–bend nematic phase. Although chiral symmetry breaking in
CB7CB had been demonstrated as a possibility, further optical confirmation was lacking,
and if the phase was heliconical, then it should be possible to determine the pitch of the
helix and the tilt angle. Tilt had been observed at the transition from the nematic to the
twist–bend nematic phase, but no estimate of its magnitude was given.

These and other outstanding questions concerning the new nematic phase were re-
solved to some extent in subsequent papers by a number of authors from different in-
stitutions. In the decade 2010 to 2020 there was an explosion of more than a thousand
publications concerning many aspects of the twist–bend nematic phase. This is illustrated
by the graph of numbers of papers containing “twist–bend nematic” in their titles. Because
of the vagaries of titles, the total number of papers on the topic is much greater than the
numbers given in graph. A few papers became identified as “highly-cited”, and one [4] was
selected by the editors of the American Physical Society Physical Review E as the milestone
paper for 2011.
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4. The Structure of the Twist–Bend Nematic Phase

The explosion of interest in the twist–bend nematic phase that followed from 2011
included key papers providing additional evidence for the proposed structure of the
heliconical phase. In particular, a paper [41] from a large group at the University of
Colorado Boulder presented freeze-fracture measurements on CB7CB, showing a periodic
structure consistent with a helix having a pitch of 8.3 nm with a director cone angle of 25◦.
Freeze-fracture was also among the techniques used by a combined group of researchers
from the Liquid Crystal Institute at Kent State University and the universities of Dublin,
Aberdeen and Hull, who reported further results [42] on the twist–bend phases of CB7CB
and a related mixture confirming the heliconical structure of the phase. Other examples of
the twist–bend nematic phase also were reported [43] from studies of related homologues
of CB7CB.

The absence of X-ray diffraction peaks corresponding to the helix is due to its glide
symmetry, which means that there is no electron density modulation associated with the
heliconical arrangement of molecules. However, diffraction can be observed from the
periodicity of the helix for suitable samples using the method of resonant X-ray scattering
which utilises polarised radiation. A group from the University of Colorado Boulder used
the Advanced Light Source at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to confirm the
helical structure of the twist–bend phase of CB7CB [44], and further demonstrated that the
pitch increases rapidly as the transition to the normal nematic phase is approached from
lower temperatures. A more detailed resonant X-ray scattering study of the twist–bend
nematic phase of a mixture, the component molecules of which were structurally similar to
CB7CB, gave measurements of the helical pitch [45], and demonstrated its increase with
increasing temperature. Further analysis of the scattering pattern revealed that the flexible
molecules modified their structure in the nematic twist–bend environment to adapt to the
helical arrangement in the phase.

The chirality of the twist–bend phase is a consequence of its heliconical structure, but
in an overall achiral system, symmetry-breaking must result in the formation of equal con-
tributions from left- and right-handed helices. Optical textures of the twist–bend nematic
phase provide some confirmation of domain formation of opposite handed structures,
and in the characteristic striped textures, originally labelled as “rope-like domains”, the
birefringence of adjacent domains alternates, with the maximum axis of birefringence
deviating alternately to the left and right by about 10◦. Although consistent with optically
chiral domains, these observations are not definitive. An indirect indicator of chirality in a
sample can be revealed by NMR spectroscopy, since in a chiral phase of flexible molecules,
the equivalence between certain nuclear sites can be removed by symmetry-breaking and
detected through an appropriate NMR diagnostic. This was done for the material CB7CB,
and the results demonstrated [46] that the twist–bend nematic phase of CB7CB was chiral,
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with inequivalent C−H bonds in the alkyl chain related by left-right symmetry and con-
tributing equal intensities to the NMR signal. Optical chirality in homeotropically aligned
thin films of the twist–bend phase nematic phase of CB7CB and other homologues has been
confirmed using circular dichroism [47].

Much of the investigative research on the structure of the twist–bend mesophase
has been conducted on the material CB7CB, which was the first low molecular weight
compound to be identified as exhibiting a twist–bend nematic phase [4]. However, it will
be recalled that the first report of a nematic–nematic transition was described [14,15] in a
series of main-chain liquid crystal copolyethers with semi-flexible biphenylethane groups
linked by odd-numbered oligomethylene spacers. The structure of the liquid crystal phases
of these materials has been reinvestigated [48] using techniques of grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction and polarised infra-red spectroscopy. This work has unequivocally shown that
the phases originally identified as low temperature nematic phases are in fact twist–bend
nematic phases, and so were probably the first materials to be revealed exhibiting such
a phase.

5. Features of the Twist–Bend Nematic Phase

This commentary on the discovery of the twist–bend nematic phase focuses only on a
class of materials that exhibit the characteristic features identified in the low temperature
phase of CB7CB. Thus, other low-temperature nematic phases that may or may not exist in
other bent-core or banana-shaped molecules are not considered, neither are they excluded
as possible new nematic phases. The main identifying feature of the twist–bend phase is a
weak first order phase transition on lowering the temperature to a phase showing no X-ray
scattering characteristic of long-range positional order. The higher temperature phase may
be a normal nematic phase or sometimes an isotropic phase [49], and the low temperature
phase should have features showing the tilt or twist of the director.

The compounds that have been identified in this article as having twist–bend nematic
phases are dimers, oligomers, or polymers, with mesogenic units linked by flexible alkyl
chains. The flexibility of the constituent molecules may be a stabilising aspect of the
twist–bend phase which enables the molecular structure to adapt to the local environment,
self-selecting conformations that result in director tilt or a preferred handed-twist (chirality).
The importance of the molecular structure adapting to the twist–bend phase is signalled by
the dielectric measurements on the material CB7CB, which has two dipolar groups linked
by a methylene chain. In the isotropic phase, the mean permittivity (~10) is what would be
expected of a fluid composed of monomer units of a short alkyl chain cyanobiphenyl, that
is the mesogenic end groups are responding dielectrically as though they are not connected.
On cooling into the normal nematic phase, over a small temperature interval there is a rise
in the parallel permittivity and a fall in the perpendicular permittivity, which would be
expected for a monomeric dipolar mesogen. Then, as the nematic order develops, there
is a dramatic change in behaviour with both components and the average permittivity
falling as the temperature decreases and the nematic order increases. This indicates that
the flexible link is favouring an extended conformation of the connected mesogenic groups,
and the average dipole moment of the mesogenic dimer falls. It continues to reduce on
lowering the temperature until the transition to the twist–bend nematic is reached, when
there is a sharp increase in the rate of decline of the average dipole moment. A few degrees
into the twist–bend nematic, the dielectric anisotropy becomes zero. A careful X-ray study
of a model dimer [45] has provided evidence that molecular conformations do adjust to
the helical structure, such that the gain in translational entropy along the axis exceeds any
enthalpy penalty from a change in the conformational distribution.

A key feature of the twist–bend nematic phase is chirality. Direct evidence of twist
may be manifest by intrinsic optical chirality, but other techniques can observe evidence of
tilt or twist. The optical textures or patterns shown by thin films of liquid crystal viewed
under a polarising microscope have become valuable diagnostics for many phase types.
Some phases show characteristic textures, and for the twist–bend nematic phase, stripped
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textures having an apparent alternating twist, rope-like domains, have been frequently
identified, although other textures can also be seen for different sample preparations. In
achiral systems, the formation of the twist–bend phase results in equal left-handed and
right-handed domains, but the matter of chiral separation has yet to be fully explored.

A model for a twist–bend nematic phase is easily imagined, and the driving force for its
manifestation has been suggested as due to unusual elastic properties and/or ferroelectric
organisation of constituent molecules. Understanding the formation of a twist–bend phase
can only be obtained through careful measurement and interpretation of its physical
properties. Since the materials to be studied are anisotropic fluids, their symmetry will
determine the nature of the properties to be measured, and there is usually a requirement
for samples to be macroscopically aligned. Being liquid crystals, elasticity and viscosity
are key properties, but the complexity of the structure and symmetry of NTB phase make
definitive measurements and interpretation difficult.

The symmetry of a helix can be defined in various ways, but for a sample of achiral
twist–bend nematic it is expected that both left- and right-handed helical structures will
be present with defects between the different chiral domains. To define an elasticity or
viscoelastic tensor for such a system is clearly difficult, and there is the added practical
difficulty of ensuring a controlled alignment to provide measurement of appropriate
components of the tensor properties. For these reasons, measurements of the physical
properties of compounds forming twist–bend nematic phases have mostly been made in
the nematic phases of the materials. There is some evidence that macroscopic alignment in
the high-temperature nematic phase is preserved in the twist–bend phase, so it is possible
to obtain information on the likely structure of the material.

The significance of the bend elastic constant in determining the formation of a twist
bend nematic phase or heliconical phase really emerged from the work of Meyer [13,50,51].
He found that if a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the helix axis of a chiral
nematic phase, then the pitch increased. De Gennes expands on this [52] to suggest that
for a small bend elastic constant, the orientation of the director could make an angle of
less than 90◦ to the magnetic field, and so an induced heliconical phase could be formed.
This was the basis of Meyer’s original conjecture about the formation of a twist–bend
phase. Dozov extended this idea to show that a negative bend elastic constant could, not
surprisingly, result in a permanently bent structure, as represented by the twist–bend phase.
Further theoretical work [53,54] established that a negative bend elastic constant (k3) was
not mandatory, only that k3 was small and less than the twist elastic constant. As explained
above, measurements of elastic properties in the twist–bend phase present difficulties, but
it has been shown [55] that in CB7CB the bend elastic constant as measured in the nematic
phase is smaller than both the splay and twist constants and decreases with temperature
through the nematic phase as the transition to the twist–bend phase is approached. An
alternative or additional driving force proposed for the formation of a twist–bend nematic
phase was the local organisation of transverse molecular dipoles of bent-core molecules
resulting in a macroscopic polarisation, and there have been a number of theoretical and
experimental studies of related phenomena such as flexoelectricity. An electro-clinic effect
has been observed [56] in the twist–bend phase of CB7CB, which proves the chirality of the
phase, and analysis of the results provided an estimate of the short pitch of the helix and a
value for the heliconical tilt angle.

Over the past 50 years, nematic liquid crystals have been transformational in the
display industry, so it is natural to look for new applications of the twist–bend nematic
phase in the area of opto-electronics. It is possible to electrically switch the optical appear-
ance of thin films of NTB, and preliminary measurements [57] indicate that Fréedericksz
transitions occur, but the structures of the switched states need further study. It has been
suggested [58] that the electric field-induced distortions of the twist–bend nematic phase
are similar to those observed in chiral smectic A phases and include a sub-microsecond
flexoelectric-induced rotation of the optic axis. There are many aspects of the structure
and properties of the twist–bend nematic phase that remain to be understood, and as has
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often been the case, a determining factor in the research will be the availability of suitable
materials exhibiting the phase at convenient temperatures. However, this constraint on
experiments does not inhibit theoretical studies. For example, a model for bend distortions
in the twist–bend phase based on the Frank free energy has been developed [59], which
might add to our understanding of complex structures in thin films.

6. Conclusions

A liquid crystal phase with a heliconical structure is a concept that follows from the
models that we have for the chiral nematic phase. Robert Meyer recognized this around
1969 when investigating [50,51] the effect of a magnetic field on the structure of a chiral
nematic phase formed from a mixture of p-azoxyanisole and cholesteryl acetate, as related
in the book by de Gennes [52]. Such a field-induced heliconical phase occurring in a
chiral material would require an anomalously small bend elastic constant. Meyer later
proposed [2] that a helical state of finite torsion and bend is possible in a nematic if there
is a non-zero polarisation perpendicular to the local director but noted that no helical
structure had ever been reported in a non-chiral nematic. Thus, the factors identified for
the stability of a heliconical nematic phase were a small bend elastic constant and/or a local
perpendicular polarisation, yet the appearance of a chiral structure in an achiral material
seemed unlikely.

In the decades following Meyer’s observations, there was no research effort to find
a heliconical nematic phase, although there were occasional reports of possibly novel
but unidentified nematic phases [15–17]. In 2001, Dozov explored the consequences of a
negative bend elastic constant in the context of Landau theory and predicted [3] that a state
of continuous conical twist–bend could be stabilized with a two-fold degenerate twist left
and right.

Like so many liquid crystal discoveries, the experimental identification of a twist–
bend nematic phase was dependent on serendipitous studies of a particular material. A
class of liquid crystals known as dimeric mesogens includes the compound CB7CB, which
had presented some unexplained properties [37,38]. A careful study over a few years by
a number of collaborating research groups through Europe established that this liquid
crystal did indeed exhibit the features of a twist–bend nematic phase proposed by the
theoretical work of Meyer and Dozov. The publication [4] of these results stimulated a
flurry of research activity around the globe, and confirmation of the twist–bend structure
was rapidly established by a number of research groups [41,42] in a variety of compounds.
There followed a great increase in the investigation of novel nematic phases, a number
of which were revealed to have characteristics of the twist–bend phase. Science does
not provide a template for nature, and the structures of liquid crystal phase variants are
determined by particular intermolecular interactions in different materials.

The emergence of the twist–bend nematic phase has been a consequence of the research
of many scientists. Collaboration between groups has aided the evaluation of the structure
of the new phase and should enhance the investigation of new properties with possible
applications. Liquid crystals are examples of soft matter, and the variety of structures
observed, including the twist–bend nematic phase, might be important in understanding
the structure and growth of natural materials.
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Article

Reappraisal of The Optical Textures of Columnar Phases in
Terms of Developable Domain Structures with Relaxed
Constraints and a Rationale for The Striated Texture

John E. Lydon

Faculty of Biological Sciences, The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK; j.e.lydon@leeds.ac.uk

Abstract: Optical textures pictured in the seminal 1974 textbook, The Microscopy of Liquid Crystals, by
Norman Hartshorne, have been reappraised. Some of these, which were described by Hartshorne
(and many others) as confused focal conics, were of chromonic and discotic phases, which had not been
identified at that time—and would now be recognized as developable domain structures of columnar
phases. It is suggested that the rigorous constraint of isometry in these is relaxed in regions of the
director field under high stress. A rationale for the characteristic striated appearance of columnar
textures is proposed, in which the molecular columns are bundled together, forming twisted ropes
within the domains. It is also suggested that the regular alternation of opposing domains in M ribbons
minimizes the slippage of columns required as the mesophase develops, and an explanation of the
characteristic multi-pole appearance of the brushes in the optical textures of columnar structures
is proposed.

Keywords: Hartshorne; Bouligand; liquid crystals; optical textures; developable domains; columnar
hexagonal phases

1. Preface

This article is divided into three numbered parts, Section 1, which includes the
Introduction and background, Section 2, which describes the reappraisal of Norman
Hartshorne’s inferences drawn from his observed optical textures in light of subsequent
published work, and Section 3, which contains original material: new tentative hypotheses
for the striated texture and the multi-nucleated appearance of discontinuities in the optical
textures of columnar structures.

In the years between 1930 and his death in 1982, Norman Hartshorne was among a
small handful of internationally recognized experts on optical microscopy in general and
of liquid crystals in particular. In 1974, he wrote the first book dealing specifically with
the optics of mesophases, The Microscopy of Liquid Crystals, Volume 48 in The Microscope
Series [1]. This comprehensive small volume covered the optical microscopy of the then-
known world of liquid crystals, lyotropic and thermotropic. It included descriptions of
mesophases which would now be recognized as developable domain structures of columnar
phases [2,3]. Previously, his textbook, Crystals and the polarizing microscope, co-authored by
the geologist, Allan Stuart, [4] was regarded as the definitive volume on the subject (and
ran to seven editions). In his later life, after retiring as Reader in Physical Chemistry at the
University of Leeds, he ran courses in optical microscopy under the banners of both the
Royal Microscopical Society and the London branch of the McCrone Research Institute.

The came at a time of rapid expansion of the subject [5]. Prior to this, things had
been relatively simple and neatly compartmentalized into lyotropic mesogens, which
were largely the possession of the soap and detergent industry, and the thermotropics,
which were synthesized by organic chemists and studied by a few physicists. Their only
property, which was seen as being exploitable at that time, was the thermochromic nature,
of cholesteric phases, for temperature mapping, in medicine (for detecting cancerous
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growths) and for military night vision devices [6]. There were occasional far-sighted papers
such as Bernal and Fankuchen’s article on the mesophase formed by the tobacco mosaic
virus in 1941 [7], but these were isolated and were in no way mainstream liquid crystal
literature works. Reviews of liquid crystals rarely mentioned carbonaceous phases or
biological materials other than lipids. The aggregation of dye molecules in solution was not
mentioned in the context of liquid crystalline phases. Each area had its own terminology,
and the papers dealing with them were usually published in different journals. The first
specialist journal dealing with liquid crystals, Molecular Crystals (which was to evolve into
Molecular Crystals and Liquid Crystals), appeared in 1966. Its rival journal, Liquid Crystals,
started in 1986, and Liquid Crystals Today in 1990.

In the following decades, the situation became rapidly more complex. Chromonic
phases were identified [8–10], and discotic thermotropic phases appeared [11–13], in spite
of Vorländer apparently “proving” that they were impossible [14]. Liquid crystal displays
had started to cover the world. There was increased funding for liquid crystal research, and
the rate of publication of articles about mesophases began to increase exponentially. The
fascinating complexities of blue phases, banana-shaped mesogens, twist grain boundaries,
and liquid crystalline elastomers were all well below the horizon, waiting to be discovered.

Over the years since the 1970s, there has been a sequence of invaluable textbooks on the
optical textures of liquid crystals, including those listed in [15–17], but Hartshorne’s book is
of particular historical importance because of the work it stimulated. It was written when
discotic and chromonic phases had been produced and studied, but not yet characterized
and recognized as radically new families of liquid crystals. He had accurately described
their optical textures and optical properties (i.e., their optical textures, birefringence, and
refractive indices) in detail, but he was not able to deduce their structures. Like everyone
else at that time, he was attempting to define them in terms of the known mesophase
structures, i.e., the nematic and smectic thermotropic states and the lyotropic neat and
middle phases.

The frontispiece of Hartshorne’s book (the only colour illustration in the volume) is
shown in Figure 1a. His caption reads: “These batonnets and spherulites are characteristic
of the lyotropic mesophase, M, of disodium chromoglycate (INTAL), Fisons new anti-
asthma drug. They are formed on cooling an aqueous solution saturated at about 65–70◦ to
about 50◦”.

The features identified here as “spherulites” would now be recognized as developable
domain structures [2,3] formed by M phase columns curving into circular arcs. I suggest
that the richly decorated straight-sided polygon (resembling a miniature item of art deco
jewellery), described as a “batonnet”, is actually a single crystal of Intal, with added surface
detail formed from epitaxially positioned strands and circles of the M phase. Note that
the larger circular decorations tend to occur above the edges and corners of the crystal,
whereas the linear and rectangular features lie in lines on the horizontal surface of the
crystal, usually along prominent crystallographic axes. I interpret the complete anulus,
shown on the lower right of the photograph, as a ring of chromonic M phase, formed
around an air bubble.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1. (a) A reproduction, with the permission of Microscope Publications, of the frontispiece in
Hartshorne’s 1974 textbook, The Microscopy of Liquid Crystals, [1] showing regions of the mesophase
of Intal forming in the isotropic liquid [1]. (b) The molecular structure of the Intal. (c) The habit of
a single crystal of Intal. (d) Enhanced image of the decorated “batonnet” in (a), with some circular
features outlined.

2. Introduction

2.1. Diisobutylsilane Diol and Intal

I described previously how I came to be given an early copy of Hartshorne’s book in
1974, at one of his courses in London (where, to my considerable embarrassment, I had to
give the introductory lecture when he became ill) [8].

The early chapters of this book contained the standard groundwork for that time: basic
microscopy, hot stages, birefringence, lyotropics and thermotropics, optical textures—schlieren
patterns of nematics and focal conics—director fields of smectics, cholesteric phases, etc.,
with familiar drawings, such as those of Dupin cyclides and the polygonal texture of smectic
phases. However, the final chapter was surprising and certainly not what you would expect
to find in a textbook intended for beginners in the field. It was entitled simply Some unusual
mesophase systems. Norman Hartshorne was highlighting material for further investigation.
Its fifteen pages covered two topics. The first was the optical textures of the mesophases of
the small thermotropic mesogen, di-isobutyl silane diol, shown in Figure 2 [12]. Its compact
molecules did not resemble those of any known mesogen and did not look in any way
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suitable for mesophase formation. It occurred to me that the mesogenic units of the discotic
phase might actually be the hydrogen-bonded dimers shown in Figure 2b.

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Molecular models of the monomer of diisobutyl silane diol (a) and the dimer (b) that was
proposed as the structural unit of the discotic phase [12].

The second half of the chapter described the lyotropic phases formed by aqueous
solutions of the then new anti-asthmatic drug, produced by Fisons. This was disodium
chromoglycate, commercially known in the U.K. as Intal (from Interference with Allergy)
and in the USA as Chromolyn. The first compound was arguably the first discotic meso-
gen to be characterised [12], and the second became the archetypal chromonic liquid
crystalline mesogen [11,12].

In 1974, reading and re-reading Hartshorne’s book, it dawned on me that although
his observations would almost certainly be faultless, his interpretations of them might not
necessarily be correct and that he might not have taken into consideration the possibility
that he was dealing with radically new types of the mesophase that did not conform to
any of the then-known structures. Perhaps the familiar terms such as spherulites, batonnets,
and focal conics, which he had used, were not appropriate. Puzzlingly, in his comments
about the two mesophases formed by Intal, he described the textures of the more dilute N
phase as resembling those formed by small-molecule thermotropic nematic phases and the
textures of the M phase as resembling those of lyotropic middle phases, with hexagonal
arrays of cylindrical micelles, as shown in Figure 3. In this, he was perfectly correct, of
course, but he did not comment on the apparently paramorphotic relationship between
their two textures nor suggest that both mesophases were built out of the same stacks of
molecules, nor appreciate that there was something unusually precise about the curvature
of the director field within the domains in the optical texture. In addition, he specifically
commented on the unusual fine detail of striations that develop with time, but did not
suggest any explanation.

Bearing in mind the similarity of the optical texture of the M phase of Intal and the
middle phase of conventional lyotropic systems, I wondered if they were both composed
of cylindrical columns, as sketched in Figure 3.

It seemed almost heresy to question the work of such a monumental figure, and it
was not until I had talked the matter over with George Gray at Hull that I decided to risk
proposing new models for both systems [8,11] and eventually coined the term “chromonic”.
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Figure 3. Stylized representations of hexagonal columnar phases. (a) The M1 middle phase of
an amphiphile/water system, showing a hexagonal array of cylindrical micelles in an aqueous
continuum. The wavy radial lines represent more-or-less fluid aliphatic chains, and the small
peripheral circles around each cylinder represent the hydrophilic head groups, with ionic or hydrogen
bonding properties. (b) The hexagonal columnar structure of the chromonic M phase, showing the
stacked aromatic molecules held face-to-face by π–π interactions. The rectangles drawn on the
face of the discs indicate the random orientation of the stacks of aromatic groups in the columns.
The peripheral hydrophilic groups attached to the aromatic cores make the columns soluble in the
water continuum.

2.2. Developable Domains

The crucial factor determining the structures of developable domains is that columnar
structures splay requires relatively high energy and the easiest distortion is bend. This leads
to textures composed of units termed developable domains (discussed below), with isometric
packing, of a hexagonal array, where the closest separation of the columns is constant
throughout the structure.

A developable surface is a smooth surface that can be flattened onto a plane in some
way by folding, bending, rolling, cutting, or gluing, without distortion (i.e., it can be bent
without stretching or compression). Cylinders and cones have developable surfaces. All
developable surfaces are ruled surfaces, but the converse is not necessarily true. The sphere
is not a developable surface, and cartography is forced to be a two-stage process. First, part
of the Earth’s surface is projected onto a developable surface (a cylinder in the case of the
Mercator projection) and, hence, onto a plane.

The cylinder-to-plane transformation is sketched in Figure 4a; industrial examples
occur in large-scale engineering, such as shipbuilding, where plates (curved in one dimen-
sion) for the hulls of vessels are formed from flat sheets of metal in a rolling mill. An ancient
example of the use of developable domains is the cylindrical seal used for authenticating
official documents, shown in Figure 4b. This was rolled across wet clay, sealing a document,
to identify the contents.

Isometry: Structures are said to be isometric if the distances of the closest approach be-
tween all neighbouring columns are constant and equal. The sketches shown Figures 5 and 6
illustrate the distinction between isometric and equidistant arrangements.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) An example of a developable surface, where a cylinder is unrolled into a plane. This
surface is also ruled, and the pattern of parallel straight lines drawn on the cylinder surface is
preserved during the transformation. Figure (b) shows an ancient Mesopotamian cylindrical seal
(dating to about 5000 BC) and its imprint. [18].

Figure 5. Isometric and equidistant structures in two dimensions. (a) shows an isometric arrangement,
where the distances of the closest approach between all neighbouring columns are constant and equal.
Note that the columns lie in a family of concentric circular arcs. (b) shows an equidistant array, where
the distances of the closest approach are constant along the length of a pair of neighbouring fibrils,
but are not equal throughout a domain. The pattern shown in (c) is neither isometric nor equidistant.
Redrawn from Atkinson et al. [19].

Figure 6. Isometric and equidistant structures in three dimensions. (a) A fragment of a developable
domain structure, where all columns are curved in arcs of circles, but not splayed or twisted, and
where the distribution of columns in any perpendicular plane shows the same hexagonal lattice
of column axes. If the hexagonal distribution shown in (b) is distorted, for example into a centred
rectangular lattice, as shown in (c), the structure becomes equidistant, but is no longer isometric.
Redrawn from Atkinson et al. [19].
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2.3. Compression Structures

The middle phase (M) of lyotropic systems was so-called because it occurs in the
concentration range between that of the neat phase and of the isotropic liquid. It shows
a range of paramorphotic optical textures, depending on how the mesophase had been
created. In particular, the herringbone texture, shown in Figure 7a, appears when the
concentrated isotropic solution is cooled. Until about 1980, it was widely assumed that
every optical texture not immediately recognizable as a schlieren texture of a nematic phase
was a focal conic image from a smectic phase. The explanation given for textures of this
kind, was that the solute molecules are at their lowest energy state when they are packed
in layers. This view was abandoned when it became accepted that the middle phases were
columnar. It was then argued that it was energetically favourable for an isolated molecule
to become intercalated within an existing column. When elongating columns become
crowded in a confined space, they are forced to meander and, ultimately, to buckle sharply
into zig-zag layers. As sketched in Figure 8, they are pictured as compressed springs, with
the energy gain from the molecular intercalation being sufficient to cope with the energy
cost of any concomitant long-range distortion of the director field that this may cause.

Herringbone textures, produced by internally generated compressive forces or by
externally imposed stress, occur over a wide range of dimensions from μm in liquid
crystalline materials to meters in geological strata, which have been subjected to massive
tectoidal forces. Figure 7a shows the herringbone texture of the M phase of Intal, formed
by cooling a concentrated solution of the isotropic liquid. Figure 7b shows a geological
formation with strata distorted into chevron bands by external compression [20].

 

a b 

Figure 7. Herringbone textures. (a) shows the optical texture of the M phase of Intal. (b) shows the
chevron distortion of strata in the cliff at Millhook Haven in North Cornwall Cornwall [20]. The
arrows indicate the direction of the compressive stress.

Sketches like that in Figure 8a give the impression that the meandering pattern is
a continuous sine wave, distinct from the zig-zag herringbone pattern, which is clearly
divided into domains. However, this is not the case for narrow stripes of the mesophase,
where the meandering wave is not sinusoidal and is composed of alternating domains, as
will be described below.
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Figure 8. The development of the herringbone texture from the smoothly curved meandering pattern
(a) to the broken zig-zag drawn in (b).

2.4. Optical Textures of Columnar Mesophase Stripes

For columnar phases confined between a slide and cover slip, the only plane in which
the director field can meander in response to the compressive forces is that perpendicular
to the viewing direction. In a recent publication by Bramble et al. [21], a technique for
producing straight narrow stripes of the mesophase is described. This uses a prepared
substrate, with alternating surface bands of a wetting and de-wetting nature, and when
the mesophase is spread over the surface, it separates into distinct bands. In this case,
the mesophase is constrained in both width and thickness, as sketched in Figure 9. The
variety of director field patterns spontaneously created is shown in Figure 10. Although
the stripes are not all identical in appearance (presumably because of minor irregularities
in the dimensions of the prepared surface and the thickness of the mesogen stripe), all the
textures appear to consist of developable domains. Note the interesting “egg and dart”
texture of stripes e and f and the overspill region of g.

Figure 9. The developable domain structure of a thin band of a columnar mesophase, held between a
slide and cover slip. Note that the only plane in which the director field can meander in response to
the compressive forces is perpendicular to the viewing direction, causing all the domains to appear as
nested arcs of concentric circles. The broken lines indicate domain boundaries, and the small circles
show the positions of the poles of the concentric director fields. Redrawn from [21].

Reference [21] also contains a description of a different preparation, which has a
preferred normal alignment of the columns at the mesophase/air boundary, as shown in
Figure 11a. This shows a region of a stripe containing a single disclination viewed between
crossed polars, with a red 1λ plate inserted. Figure 11b shows the inferred director field.
Note the range of the yellow and blue areas, which indicates that there are regions of gentle
splay extending on both sides of the singularity, over a range of about 200 μm, which
gradually bring the director field back to a normal alignment at the edge of the mesophase
stripe. Clearly, the constraint against splay, which gives rise to developable domains, can
be overridden when the opportunity arises.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Taken from Bramble et al. [21], photographed at 150◦ in reflection mode, between crossed
polars. (a) Stripes of a columnar Colh mesophase spontaneously aligned on a patterned silicon
substrate with alternate 25 μm-wide bands of a wetting and non-wetting surface. (b) An analysis of
the director field of the egg and dart patterns in stripes e and f, in terms of the developable domain.
The red lines joining them indicate the domain boundaries.

Figure 11. (a) shows the appearance of a 25 μm-wide stripe of a columnar mesophase around a single
disclination (extending upwards from the centre line of the stripe), when viewed between crossed
polars with a red 1λ plate inserted. In Figure (b), the black lines have been added to indicate the
inferred director field. Note the distribution of the yellow and blue areas, indicating the extent of
the regions of splay extending from the singularity. The orientation diagram shown on the right
shows the alignments corresponding to the blue, magenta, and yellow regions of the image. The
white arc indicates the range of orientations within the director field of the sample. Taken from
Bramble et al. [21].

3. Discussion

3.1. Slippage

The rationale for the developable domain concept, proposed by Yves Bouligand [2],
assumes that the molecular columns are effectively smooth and featureless and that they
are easily bent and can slide past each other when a domain is growing. This picture must
be reasonably valid; otherwise, the structure would not be able to assemble with columns
bending with such a wide range of radii of curvature within each domain. However,
it is perhaps also reasonable to assume that there is at least some small periodic lateral
interaction between the columns, which causes them to prefer to assemble in register and
to stop them building up a cumulative offset strain along the stripe. This could explain
why developable domains are usually paired, as indicated in Figure 12. In these two highly
stylized sketches, the dashed lines indicate columns of molecules in a hexagonal array,
showing how sequences of alternating domains could build up within a parallel region of
the director field, without requiring any large-scale slippage between the columns.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. In these highly stylized sketches, the broken lines indicate columns of molecules in an
M phase structure. The lines have been drawn in this fashion to make the lateral positioning clear.
Note the way in which a pairing of domains maintains the long-range register between the columns.
In Figure (a), the columns are drawn in register at the bottom of the figure and slide out of phase
as they curve through the wedge of the developable domain. In Figure (b), the addition of an
apposed domain cancels the effect of the first and brings the columns back into register. Note that
the long stripes of the developable domain structure shown in Figure 10 contain a balanced pairing
of segments.

3.2. Striations

Lyotropic middle (hexagonal) phases, chromonic M ribbons, and the triangulated
plates and ribbons of columnar discotics have all been found decorated with patterns of
striations, which follow the course of the director field, as shown in Figure 13. No other
optical texture is categorized by features of this kind. Although the striations appear to be
at more-or-less equal spacing, the blocks of colour in the optical textures often show abrupt
and apparently random changes, as shown in Figure 1b. (They are very different from the
regular banding patterns associated with the helicoidal layered structures of cholesteric,
N* phases, where there is a smooth sinusoidal variation of intensity.) The presence of
these striations has been commented on repeatedly, but, as far as I am aware, no detailed
explanation has been offered for their presence.

 

Figure 13. A ribbon of developable domains of the columnar phase of Intal, formed when the
isotropic solution is cooled. Note the pattern of striations following the alignment of the director field.

Hartshorne comments that:

“The well-developed striated textures shown by M phases are frequently dis-
played by M phases between crossed polars, particularly when they have formed
slowly or have aged somewhat”. [1] page 114
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3.3. Helical Bundles

In their beautifully illustrated geometrical analysis of assemblies of one-dimensional
filaments, Atkinson et al. comment:

“The relatively restrictive geometry of equidistant fields raises interesting ques-
tions about the relationship between the problem of packing finite versus infinite
equidistant curves . . . . The structure of finite equidistant bundles may be much
less constrained than equidistant fields. Discrete equidistant bundles of this sort
have ready applications to physical systems, from collagen triple helices and
other dense packed biological systems”. [19]

They discussed the geometry of “almost equidistant” arrays, by relaxing the strict
isometric constraints of Bouligand’s developable domain structure [2,3]. The examples they
discussed were for toroids, which are of relevance to the structures of “spherical” viruses,
where the closed loop of nucleic acid is constrained within an icosahedral capsid. Here,
space is very constricted, and there is no room for the nucleic acids to adopt an unstrained
developable domain structure; furthermore, there is considerable distortion in addition to
bending. I suggest that in the region near the poles in director fields such as those pictured
in Figure 10, pressure from the outer regions of the director field causes the inner regions
near the dislocations, where the director field is highly curved, to become highly distorted.

Bearing this in mind, I suggest that the relatively slow reorganization process, which
produces striations, involves the consolidation of the structure into twisted bundles of
columns—perhaps with equidistant rather than isometric structures—as sketched in Figure 14.

Each individual strand within a twisted multistrand helix is a coiled coil structure,
sometimes called a gyre. The formations of helices and gyres are both ways of relieving
twist strain—as is apparent when an elastic band is twisted under tension and then, relaxed.
If the molecular units are non-chiral, there may be an alternation, or random mixture of
clockwise and anti-clockwise helices, as Bernal and Fankuchen found in the mesophase
formed by concentrated dispersions of the tobacco mosaic virus [7].

As mentioned by Atkinson et al. [19], multiple helices are common in biological
polymer systems. They listed the double chains of DNA, actin fibrils, which spontaneously
wrap around each other to form a double helix, and collagen fibres, which are three-
stranded helices. To this list, one could add xylan (a linear polysaccharide in the cell walls
of green algae), which is also a three-stranded helix [22].

Figure 14. A sketch of a helical bundle of columns, which, it is proposed, slowly forms within
columnar developable domain structures, giving rise to the straited appearance. Redrawn from
Atkinson et al. [19].

3.4. Multi-Pole Nucleation

There is another unexplained characteristic feature of developable domain optical
textures. When columnar phases are formed from the isotropic liquid, they often appear
to grow from a small nucleus and expand outwards. However, as shown in Figure 15, at
higher magnification, the nucleus does not appear to be a single sharp point, as seen in the
optical textures of small-molecule nematic schlieren patterns. It is revealed as two pairs of
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points about 1 μm apart joined by a short length of a straight line. This is evident in the
optical textures of the columnar phases of nucleic acids, shown in Figure 15 [23].

The postulated way in which the multiple nuclei are formed is shown in Figure 15c. In
this, the director field is a consequence of the same mechanical properties of a mesophase
as those that give rise to developable domains. To create a radiating pattern from a single
point would involve an energetically prohibitive level of splay, and multi-pole nucleation
provides a way of avoiding this.

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 15. (a). The optical texture of the chromonic liquid crystalline phase formed by a concentrated
aqueous solution of short-stranded DNA. Taken from [23]. Note the faint, straight line in the middle
of the outlined square, which appears to join the two pairs of poles centring the pattern of striations.
Furthermore, note the way in which the four dark brushes curve as they approach the poles (a pattern
that is repeated in other parts of the micrograph). (b) An enlarged view of the square outlined in (a),
with the pattern of striations superimposed. (c) A stylized sketch of the optical texture in the region
of the multipole nucleus, stressing the curvature of the dark extinguished areas of the optical texture
and showing the proposed pattern of the director field around the complex nucleus.

The helical bundle and the developable domain structure are the only two patterns of
columns that are strictly equidistant [19], and the sketch in Figure 16 shows the postulated
director field between the helical germ and the outer region (which might be first established
as a developable domain and, then, revert to a striated array of bundles of helical columns).
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Figure 16. Taken from [21]. A stylized sketch of the proposed director field pattern when the
mesophase region is extending outwards from a helically wound core. Note that the ribbons drawn
in this figure are intended to give a three-dimensional impression of the alignment within the director
field. They are not intended to imply that the striations are caused by ribbon-like fibrils.

3.5. Helical Fibrils

Some additional support for the hypothesis of helical bundles comes from the study
by Khan et al. of the triphenylene mesogen 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexakishexyloxytriphenylene
(HAT6) [24]. This compound is a bona fide columnar mesogen, exhibiting a nematic and
a hexagonal columnar mesophase with the familiar developable domain optical textures.
However, when it is mixed with an acetonitrile-based solvent, it forms a gel state in a
thermally reversible “physical” process. (In this context, the word “physical” means
without any covalent bonding being involved, and the forces involved in the cross-linking
are considered to be hydrogen bonding or π–π interactions.) The gel is composed of an
open network of strands of columnar material, as shown in Figure 17. Note the banded
appearance of the strands viewed between crossed polars, indicating helical twisting.

Figure 17. The open mesh of the gel phase of HAT 6 fibres dispersed in an acetonitrile-based solvent,
viewed between crossed polars. Note the appearance of a helical gyre structure in the fibres. From
Khan et al. [24]. I am indebted to Professor Richard Bushby for drawing my attention to this work.

4. Retrospect

In 1974, based on its optical texture as described by Norman Hartshorne [1], page 127,
I concluded that the mesophase of diisibutyl silane diol might be composed of an array
of columns of dimeric units. I observed that this phase appeared to have the mechanical
properties of a sheet of paper, which can be curved in one direction, but which cannot
then be curved in a different direction without being torn [12]. This picture falls short of
the concept of developable domains, but points in that direction. I did not possess the
geometrical insight of Yves Bouligand, and his publication did not to appear until six years
later [2,3]. Furthermore, I had not considered the significance of the striations decorating
the domains in the optical textures of columnar mesophases nor noticed that, in the M
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ribbons of Intal, the director tends to follow either straight lines or is curved into apparently
precise arcs of circles.

The great fictional detective created by Arthur Conan Doyle solved cases that baffled
everyone else, by his powers of close observation of apparently inconsequential detail:

“It has long been an axiom of mine that the little things are infinitely the most impor-
tant” Sherlock Holmes, to Dr Watson in A case of identity [25].

Then, he followed a process of inductive reasoning, wherever it led (ignoring any
preconceptions). In retrospect, I see that I had clearly learned little from my extensive
reading of the Sherlock Holmes stories in my childhood.
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Abstract: In this review we consider the relationships between molecular structure and the tendency
of liquid crystal dimers to exhibit smectic phases, and show how our application of these led to
the recent discovery of the twist-bend, heliconical smectic phases. Liquid crystal dimers consist
of molecules containing two mesogenic groups linked through a flexible spacer, and even- and
odd-membered dimers differ in terms of their average molecular shapes. The former tend to be linear
whereas the latter are bent, and this difference in shape drives very different smectic behaviour. For
symmetric dimers, in which the two mesogenic groups are identical, smectic phase formation may
be understood in terms of a microphase separation into distinct sublayers consisting of terminal
chains, mesogenic units and spacers, and monolayer smectic phases are observed. By contrast,
intercalated smectic phases were discovered for nonsymmetric dimers in which the two mesogenic
units differ. In these phases, the ratio of the layer spacing to the molecular length is typically around
0.5 indicating that unlike segments of the molecules overlap. The formation of intercalated phases is
driven by a favourable interaction between the different liquid crystal groups. If an odd-membered
dimer possesses sufficient molecular curvature, then the twist-bend nematic phase may be seen in
which spontaneous chirality is observed for a system consisting of achiral molecules. Combining
the empirical relationships developed for smectogenic dimers, and more recently for twist-bend
nematogenic dimers, we show how dimers were designed to show the new twist-bend, heliconical
smectic phases. These have been designated SmCTB phases in which the director is tilted with respect
to the layer plane, and the tilt direction describes a helix on passing between layers. We describe
three variants of the SmCTB phase, and in each the origin of the symmetry breaking is attributed to
the anomalously low-bend elastic constant arising from the bent molecular structures.

Keywords: liquid crystal dimers; intercalated; interdigitated; twist-bend nematic; twist-bend smectic;
chirality; resonant soft X-ray scattering

1. Overview

Over the last decade arguably the hottest topic in liquid crystals science has been the
twist-bend nematic, NTB, phase following its discovery in 2011 [1], some ten years after its
prediction by Dozov [2]. We will return to the NTB phase later, but widely overlooked in
Dozov’s seminal work was the prediction of twist-bend smectic phases, and in this review,
we trace the discovery of these phases for liquid crystal dimers [3]. Although the aim of this
Special Issue is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art of current UK liquid crystals
research, the work we describe would not have been possible without a close collaboration
between the Universities of Aberdeen and Warsaw. Indeed, the very essence of liquid
crystals research is the need for a multidisciplinary approach, and science should know
no borders. In keeping with this Special Issue’s aim, however, we have attempted to focus
primarily on the contribution to the overall work made in Aberdeen, but note that this
story is fundamentally one of collaboration.
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At the root of this work are liquid crystal dimers, and we begin in Section 2 with a
very brief description of the characteristic behaviour of this fascinating class of low molar
mass liquid crystals. In Section 3, we consider the smectic behaviour of symmetric dimers,
and follow this in Section 4 by describing the discovery of the intercalated smectic phases
for nonsymmetric dimers. We then return to describe the NTB phase in Section 5 and briefly
consider the types of liquid crystal dimer known to exhibit the phase. Pulling together the
themes developed in Sections 3–5, we describe the discovery of the newest class of smectic
phases in liquid crystal dimers, the twist-bend smectic phases in Section 6. We finish this
review with an outlook of what may be achieved in this area in the future.

2. Liquid Crystal Dimers

Liquid crystal dimers consist of molecules containing two semi-rigid mesogenic moi-
eties linked though a flexible spacer normally, but not always, an alkyl chain, and can be
divided broadly into two classes. In symmetric dimers the two mesogenic units are the
same, whereas in nonsymmetric dimers they differ. Detailed reviews of structure-property
relationships in liquid crystal dimers can be found elsewhere [4–6], whereas for the purpose
of this overview we need to consider only what may be referred to as their archetypal
behaviour. Figure 1a shows how the melting points and nematic-isotropic transition tem-
peratures, TNI, vary as the length of the spacer is increased for a series of symmetric liquid
crystal dimers, the α,ω-bis(4-nitroazobenzene-4′-oxy)alkanes, [7]

and these are referred to using the acronym BNABOn in which n refers to the number
of methylene units in the flexible spacer. It can be seen in Figure 1a that TNI initially
exhibits a strong alternation as the parity of the spacer is varied, but that this attenuates
on increasing spacer length. In this alternation it is the even members of the series that
show the higher values of TNI. It is interesting to note that the melting points for this
particular series also alternate on increasing the spacer length, and again the even members
show the higher values, but this is somewhat less regular behaviour than that seen for
TNI, and is not observed for all dimer series. The dependence of TNI on spacer length
and parity in dimers is most often attributed to molecular shape when considering the
spacer in its all-trans conformation. For an even-membered spacer, the two mesogenic
units are more or less parallel, whereas for an odd-membered spacer they are inclined to
each other and the molecule is bent (Figure 1b). The linear shape of an even-membered
dimer is more compatible with the molecular organisation found in the nematic phase
than the bent-shape of an odd-membered dimer, and this accounts for the higher values
of TNI seen for the former. Although intuitively pleasing, this interpretation does not
account for the pronounced alternation also observed in the nematic-isotropic entropy
change on increasing the spacer length, and to do so the inherent flexibility of the spacer
must be accounted for by considering a wide range of conformations and not solely the
all-trans form [5]. For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to remember that, on average,
an even-membered dimer is essentially linear whereas an odd-membered dimer is bent,
and that this difference in average shape decreases as the spacer length increases given the
increasing number of conformations available to the spacer.
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Figure 1. (a) The dependence of the nematic-isotropic transition temperatures, TNI, on the number of
methylene groups, n, in the flexible spacer for the BNABOn series [7]. The circles indicate TNI, and the
broken line joins the melting points. (b) Molecular shapes of BNABO4 (upper) and BNABO5 (lower).

3. Symmetric Liquid Crystal Dimers and Smectic Phases

The interest in liquid crystal dimers can be traced back to the early 1980s and the
suggestion by Griffin and Britt that they may be used as model compounds for the tech-
nologically important semi-flexible main chain liquid crystal polymers [8] whereas their
discovery, many decades earlier, by Vörlander had been largely overlooked [9]. The dimeric
molecular architecture represented a marked deviation in the design of a low mass liquid
crystal. The overwhelming majority of low molar mass liquid crystals up to that point
consisted of molecules containing a single semi-rigid core attached to which were one or
two flexible alkyl chains. In essence, the interactions between the cores accounted for the
liquid crystal behaviour and the terminal chains used to reduce the melting point and drive
smectic phases. In a dimer, this structure is inverted and now the core of the molecule is
flexible, and we have seen already the importance of this in controlling their shape and
hence, transitional behaviour.

The majority of dimers reported in the 1980s showed only nematic behaviour and
Griffin and Britt attributed this to their inherent molecular flexibility suppressing smectic
phase formation [9]. With hindsight, the absence of smectic behaviour was surprising.
It was well-known that molecular inhomogeneity, such as the chemically distinct regions
found in a dimer, drives the formation of smectic phases, and there appeared to be no
fundamental reason for dimers not to exhibit smectic behaviour. It was almost a decade
later, however, before the first family of liquid crystal dimers were reported that showed
rich smectic polymorphism, the α,ω-bis(4-n-alkylanilinebenzylidene-4′-oxy)alkanes [10]:

and these are referred to using the acronym m.OnO.m in which n and m refer to the number
of carbon atoms in the spacer and terminal chains, respectively. The strategy underpinning
the design of this family of dimers was straightforward and centred upon the need to be
able to readily vary the lengths of both the spacer and the terminal alkyl chains, a condition
met by the m.OnO.m molecular architecture. In addition, they may be considered to be the
dimeric analogues of the N-(4-n-alkyloxybenzylidene)-4′-n-alkylanilines known to be a rich
source of smectic phases [11].

The versatility in the synthetic approach used to prepare the m.OnO.m series allowed
for the transitional behaviour of 132 members of the family to be reported [10]. These
included varying the spacer length, n = 1–12, and the terminal alkyl chain lengths, m = 0–10.
These dimers did indeed exhibit rich smectic polymorphism including smectic A and C
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phases, hexatic smectic B and F phases, and soft crystal behaviour. Two novel modulated
hexatic phases were discovered for the odd-membered dimers having the longest spacers
(n = 9, 11) and terminal chains (m = 10), and in a later study, involving even longer terminal
alkyl chains (m = 12, 14), further examples were found [12]. In the higher temperature
phase, the smectic layers have a periodic modulation analogous to that found in the Sm
C ˜ ribbon phase. This modulated hexatic phase is only observed for dimers with an odd
parity spacer, suggesting that the average bent molecular shape drives its formation. This
is a theme that runs through this overview.

The study of the m.OnO.m series revealed that increasing the spacer length for a given
terminal chain length promotes nematic behaviour and this is shown for the 5.OnO.5 series
in Figure 2. This was surprising and contravened the very general observations at the
time that increasing the length of an alkyl chain promoted smectic behaviour in low molar
mass mesogens, and that increasing the length of the spacer in a semi-flexible main chain
polymer also promoted smectic behaviour. It is also interesting to note that the SmA-I
transition temperatures also exhibited a pronounced odd-even effect as the length and
parity of the spacer was varied (Figure 2) as seen for TNI (Figure 1a). This indicates that the
bent odd-membered dimers experience greater difficulty in packing into smectic structures
than their linear, even-membered counterparts. Increasing the terminal chain length for a
given spacer promotes smectic behaviour as seen, for example, for the m.O5O.m series in
Figure 3, and as would be expected.

Figure 2. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of methylene groups, n,
in the flexible spacer for the 5.OnO.5 series [10]. The broken line joins the melting points. Filled
squares denote TSmAI; unfilled squares TSmAN; circles TNI; triangles TSmASmB.

A simple empirical relationship emerged from the study of the m.OnO.m family of
compounds relating the observation of smectic behaviour to the relative lengths of the
terminal chains, m, to that of the spacers, n [10]. Thus, for smectic behaviour to be observed
m > 0.5 n. In addition, all the smectic phases observed for these dimers possessed a
monolayer structure, i.e., the layer spacing, d, corresponded to the full molecular length, l.
These observations are now established as being rather general for symmetric dimers with
only a small number of exceptions known [5], and imply that in the smectic layer the
mesogenic units, spacers and terminal chains may be considered to microphase separate
into distinct sublayers as sketched in Figure 4a. An alternative packing arrangement
of the dimers in which the terminal chains and spacers are randomly mixed to give an
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intercalated structure (Figure 4b), although entropically favoured, was not observed, and
this was attributed to an unfavourable interaction between the terminal chains and spacers
offsetting the favourable entropic term [13].

Figure 3. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of carbon atoms, m, in the
terminal chains for the m.O5O.m series [10]. The broken line joins the melting points. Filled squares
denote TSmAI; unfilled squares TSmAN; circles TNI; unfilled diamonds TSmASmC; filled diamonds
TSmAG; filled triangles TSmASmF; unfilled triangles TSmCSmF.

Figure 4. A sketch of (a) the monolayer smectic A phase (d ~ l) exhibited by symmetric liquid crystal
dimers, and (b) the intercalated smectic A phase (d ~ l/2) observed only rarely for symmetric liquid
crystal dimers.

It is noteworthy that replacing the ether links by methylene links between the spacer
and mesogenic units in a dimer has a significant effect on its transitional properties. This is
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highlighted by a comparison of the behaviour of the α,ω-bis(4-n-alkyloxyanilinebenzylidene-
4′-yl)alkanes [14,15],

referred by the acronym mO-n-Om in which the hyphen is used to reflect the reversal
of the Schiff’s base link compared to the m.OnO.m series, with that of the correspond-
ing ether-linked materials, the mO-OnO-Om series. Surprisingly, for short chain lengths
(m = 1, 2), the mO-5-Om series exhibited a nematic phase and at lower temperatures,
a second mesophase that exhibited a fan-like optical texture in coexistence with regions
of schlieren texture and this was assigned as an anticlinic, intercalated smectic C phase
although its monotropic nature precluded an unambiguous identification using X-ray
diffraction (XRD). This behaviour was noted to be in contrast to that seen for the corre-
sponding mO-OnO-Om series for which smectic behaviour was observed only if the length
of the terminal chains was greater than half that of the spacer, as described earlier for the
m.OnO.m series. By comparison, the even-membered mO-n-Om (n = 4, 6) series with short
terminal chains showed solely nematic behaviour as expected. For long terminal chain
lengths (m = 9, 10), the mO-5-Om series exhibited a G/J soft crystal phase with a modulated
layer structure, whereas the corresponding members of the mO-6-Om series a G/J soft
crystal phase was observed but with a simple layer structure. This difference in behaviour
is similar to that seen for the corresponding members of the mO-OnO-Om series. It is impor-
tant to note that the switch from an ether- to a methylene-linked spacer accentuates the bent
shape of an odd-membered dimer as we will see later. The behaviour of the mO-OnO-Om
series reinforced the view that the difference in shape between odd and even-membered
dimers accounts, at least in part, for the differing smectic behaviour observed, with the bent
odd-members having a stronger tendency to pack into tilted, alternating lamellar phases.
The particularly surprising behaviour seen for mO-5-Om with m = 1 and 2, was later shown
in fact to be a twist-bend nematic phase and we return to this in Section 5 [16].

4. Nonsymmetric Dimers and Intercalated Smectic Phases

We have seen that symmetric dimers have a strong tendency to form smectic phases
having monolayer structures, and that this may reflect an unfavourable interaction between
the spacers and terminal chains inhibiting intercalated arrangements. The question now
arose: what if we overcame this unfavourable interaction by designing nonsymmetric
dimers that exhibited a favourable specific interaction between the unlike mesogenic units,
and could this drive the formation of intercalated smectic phases? To investigate this
intriguing possibility, the α-(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-yloxy)-ω-(4-n-alkylanilinebenzylidene-4′-
oxy)alkanes were studied [17,18]:

The acronym used to describe these dimers is CBOnO.m, in which n and m refer
to the number of carbon atoms in the spacer and terminal chains, respectively. This
general structure was chosen because it was known that mixtures of nematogenic 4-n-
alkoxycyanobiphenyls and N-(4-n-alkyloxybenzylidene)-4′-n-alkylanilines showed induced
smectic behaviour implying a specific favourable interaction between the unlike mesogenic
units [19,20]. The CBOnO.m family of dimers showed new patterns of liquid crystal
behaviour: for example, Figure 5 shows the dependence of the transition temperatures
on the length of the terminal chain for the CBO4O.m series and it is striking that smectic
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behaviour is observed for short and long terminal chains, but for intermediate chain lengths
only a nematic phase is seen. This behaviour contravened a very general observation for
conventional low molar mass mesogens that, for a given series, the smectic A-nematic
transition temperature simply increases on increasing the length of a terminal chain and
at some point, nematic behaviour is extinguished. To understand the behaviour seen
in Figure 5, we must consider how the structure of the smectic phase changes as we
increase m. For short chain lengths, the ratio of the smectic layer spacing to molecular
length, d/l is about 0.5 indicating an intercalated arrangement of the dimers in which
differing fragments of the molecules overlap (Figure 6a), the SmAc phase. The driving
force for this arrangement was attributed to a specific interaction between the unlike
mesogenic units suggested to be an electrostatic quadrupolar interaction between groups
having quadrupole moments of opposite signs [21]. We should note that as sketched in
Figure 6a the intercalated smectic A phase would appear to be polar, but we assumed
that such molecular groupings would be randomly arranged at the macroscopic level
such that ferroelectric properties would not be exhibited. This view was later supported
by the failure to detect macroscopic polarisation in these phases. Returning to Figure 5,
d/l for the smectic phase shown by the dimers with long terminal chains is around 1.8,
implying an interdigitated arrangement of the dimers (Figure 6b), the SmAd phase, and
such an arrangement is stabilised by the electrostatic interaction between the polar and
polarizable cyanobiphenyl groups while the smectic phase results from the molecular
inhomogeneity arising from the long terminal chains. The cross-over from an intercalated
to an interdigitated structure arises from insufficient space between the layers of mesogenic
units, governed by the length of the spacer, to accommodate the terminal chains and so the
layers are pushed apart reducing the specific interaction between the unlike groups. The
disappearance of smectic behaviour for intermediate chain lengths reflects a competition
between these two incompatible arrangements, neither of which wins and hence, only a
nematic phase is observed.

Figure 5. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of carbon atoms, m, in the
terminal chain for the CBO4O.m series [18]. The broken line joins the melting points. Filled squares
denote TSmAI; unfilled squares TSmAN; circles TNI; unfilled diamonds TSmCSmA.
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Figure 6. Sketches of (a) the intercalated and (b) the interdigitated smectic A phases shown by
nonsymmetric liquid crystal dimers.

If we now consider how the phase behaviour changes on varying the length of the
spacer while holding the terminal chain constant, Figure 7 shows the behaviour of the
CBOnO.10 series [18]. Qualitatively similar behaviour to the CBO4O.m series is seen such
that smectic phases are observed for short and long spacers, and exclusively nematic
behaviour for intermediate spacer lengths. In contrast to the CBO4O.m series, however,
intercalated smectic phases are observed for long spacer lengths and interdigitated phases
for short spacers. This is wholly consistent with the view that the terminal chain must
be accommodated within the space between the layers that is governed by the length of
the spacer.

Figure 7. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of methylene groups, n,
in the flexible spacer for the CBOnO.10 series [18]. The broken line joins the melting points. Filled
squares denote TSmAI; unfilled squares TSmAN; circles TNI; unfilled diamonds TSmCSmA.
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Not only was the intercalated smectic A phase shown by the CBOnO.m series but other
intercalated variants including the smectic C (SmCc) and I phases, as well as intercalated
soft crystal phases were observed. It is important to note that tilted intercalated smectic
phases were observed only for dimers containing long odd-membered spacers, and it was
suggested that this reflects the difficulty that these bent dimers experience packing into
an intercalated arrangement. Of particular interest was the intercalated smectic C phase
shown, for example, by CBO9O.6. The anticlinic structure of the phase was identified
on the basis of the observation of a schlieren optical texture containing both s = ±1/2
and s = ±1 defects [22], and the value of d/l was established using X-ray diffraction to
be about 0.5 indicating an intercalated arrangement of the molecules. A sketch of the
molecular arrangement proposed for the intercalated smectic C phase is shown in Figure 8
in which the tilt direction alternates between the layers such that the global tilt angle
is zero but locally, within a layer, is non-zero. This structure was later confirmed using
electron spin resonance spectroscopy that revealed within the intercalated smectic C phase
two distinct directors with azimuthal tilt directions differing by 180◦ [23]. Within a layer
the tilt angle was estimated to be about 18◦, fully consistent with the bent geometry of
these odd-membered dimers in which the mesogenic units make an angle of around 15◦
with the spacer. The intercalation of the dimers has been widely accepted to account for
the measured values of d/l of around 0.5 although a number of issues remain to be fully
resolved as recently discussed elsewhere [24].

Figure 8. Sketch of the molecular arrangement in the intercalated smectic C phase. The arrow
indicates the local tilt direction.

In Figure 5, we saw how the transition temperatures varied on increasing the terminal
chain length for the CBO4O.m series and this surprising pattern of behaviour was under-
stood in terms of the formation of intercalated smectic phases for short terminal lengths
and interdigitated smectic phases for long terminal chains. The behaviour of the CBO5O.m
series was very different; see Figure 9. On cooling the nematic phase shown by the members
with m = 1–9, what appeared to be a smectic phase formed, and the values of the transition
temperature between this phase and the nematic phase decreased essentially linearly on
increasing m. The structure of the lower temperature phase could not be established using
X-ray diffraction due to its monotropic nature. The behaviour seen in Figure 9 was noted
as being unusual and it was also noted that the CBO3O.m series showed broadly similar
behaviour. These observations were thought to reflect the bent shape of these dimers,
but its physical significance was not apparent. As we will see in the next section, however,
the behaviour may now be accounted for in terms of the twist-bend nematic phase. Smectic
behaviour was observed for long homologues in both these odd-membered series and we
will return to this later.
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Figure 9. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of carbon atoms, m, in the
terminal chain for the CBO5O.m series [18]. The broken line joins the melting points. Circles denote
TNI; triangles TNTBN; squares TSmAN; diamonds TSmCSmA.

The intercalated smectic phases were first observed for nonsymmetric dimers and as
noted earlier, the driving force for their formation was attributed to a specific favourable
interaction between the unlike mesogenic units. It was known, however, that a small
number of symmetric liquid crystal dimers also showed intercalated smectic phases (see,
for example, [25]) although always for long odd-membered spacers. This supported the
suggestion that molecular shape was an important factor in smectic phase formation. This
tendency for bent odd-membered dimers to pack into tilted, intercalated smectic phases
to alleviate the difficulties in packing into orthogonal arrangements has similarities to the
behaviour of bent-core mesogens [26]. This view was further reinforced by the behaviour of
a series of 4-decyloxy-4′-hydroxybiphenyl esters of α,ω-alkanedicarboxylic acids reported
by Białecka-Florjańczyk et al. [27]:

The even members of this series showed a tilted soft crystal phase, possibly a G/J
phase, whereas the odd members exhibited the B4 phase previously only observed for
bent-core mesogenic materials. The B4 phase is thought to consist of bundles of twisted,
rope-like smectic ribbons of finite thickness which pack to give macroscopic left- and
right-handed domains [28]. The formation of helical nanofilaments in these structures is
thought to be driven by the instability of the flat layers arising from the mismatch in the
projections of the two crystal lattices associated with each arm of the bent core [29]. The
elastic strain required to connect the two lattices may be relieved, at least in part, by bending
the layers with saddle-splay curvatures. A similar model is clearly applicable to bent odd-
membered dimers although would necessarily have to also include the inherent flexibility
associated with the spacer. The observation of such behaviour for this particular series may
be attributed to the strong lateral interactions known to exist between biphenyl fragments,
a view supported by the observation of the soft crystal phase for the even members. Again,
we see that molecular shape is a key factor in the pronounced differences in behaviour
between odd and even-membered dimers, and the similarities between bent odd-membered
dimers and the semi-rigid bent-core mesogens will be further discussed later.
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5. The Twist Bend Nematic Phase

We now return to the prediction of the twist-bend nematic, NTB, phase by Dozov [2]
and its subsequent discovery by Cestari et al. [1]. At the root of Dozov’s prediction was the
assertion that bent molecules have a natural disposition to pack into bent structures, but
that pure bend cannot fill space and so is forbidden. Instead, bend must be accompanied by
other deformations of the director; either twist or splay. In the case of twist, this gives rise to
the twist-bend nematic phase in which the director adopts a heliconical structure in which
it is tilted with respect to the helical axis (Figure 10). Perhaps the most intriguing aspect
of Dozov’s work was the prediction of spontaneous chirality in a fluid system composed
of achiral molecules having no positional order. The helices formed may be either left- or
right-handed and equal amounts of both are expected.

Figure 10. A schematic representation of the twist-bend nematic, NTB, phase.

Odd-membered liquid crystal dimers with their bent molecular structures (Figure 1b)
provided the ideal testbed for Dozov’s prediction, and some ten years later, Cestari et al. re-
ported the discovery of the NTB phase in 1,7-bis(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-yl)heptane (CB7CB) [1]:

The assignment of the NTB phase was confirmed using techniques including freeze frac-
ture transmission electron microscopy [30] and resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) [31].
The events surrounding this discovery are reviewed by Dunmur in another contribution to
this collection of papers [32]. A striking feature of the NTB phase is that the helical pitch
is very short, typically around 10 nm, corresponding to around 3–4 molecular lengths.
Nematic-nematic transitions had been reported previously for other odd-membered dimers
that, with the benefit of hindsight, are examples of NTB-N transitions [33,34]. A common
feature of these dimers is the use of methylene links to connect the spacer to the semi-rigid
mesogenic units. By contrast, the majority of dimers reported prior to the discovery of the
NTB phase contained ether-linked spacers, i.e., O(CH2)nO, although interest in methylene-
linked dimers had been triggered earlier by a prediction made by Ferrarini et al. [35,36]
that systems containing a high concentration of bent conformers in the isotropic phase
should exhibit a nematic-nematic transition. Again, short odd-membered methylene-linked
dimers provided a testbed for these predictions. It was found that switching O(CH2)nO for
(CH2)n+2 saw the values of TNI fall for both odd- and even-membered spacers but the reduc-
tion was greater for odd-membered spacers. This resulted in a more pronounced alternation
in TNI for the methylene-linked dimers on varying the spacer length and parity compared
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to that seen for their ether-linked counterparts [14,15]. By contrast, the entropy change
associated with the nematic-isotropic transition increased for even-membered spacers but
decreased for odd-membered spacers on replacing O(CH2)nO with (CH2)n+2. These experi-
mental observations were in complete agreement with the predictions of a model described
by Luckhurst and co-workers in which the only difference between the dimers is the bond
angle between the para-axis of the mesogenic unit and the first bond in the spacer [37,38].
For an ether-linked dimer this angle is about 126.4◦ whereas for a methylene-linked dimer it
is around 113.5◦. The change in this angle means that an odd-membered methylene-linked
dimer is more bent than the corresponding ether-linked dimer (Figure 11). The discovery
of the NTB phase reignited interest in the methylene-linked dimers and previously reported
dimers were shown to exhibit the new phase [16]. In addition, odd-membered ether-linked
dimers were also shown to exhibit the NTB phase [39] and led to the reassignment of smectic
phases as NTB phases as shown, for example, in Figure 9 for the CBO5O.m series [18,40].

Figure 11. A comparison of the shapes of odd-membered methylene- and ether-linked dimers:
(a) CB7CB and (b) CBO5OCB.

There is now a large collection of odd-membered dimers known to exhibit the NTB
phase, and structure-property studies have focussed on the nature of the link between the
spacer and mesogenic units [41–49], the length and parity of the spacer [39,50–53], the struc-
ture of the mesogenic units [54–64], and the chemical nature of the terminal groups [65–68].
Although the majority of twist-bend nematogens are odd-membered dimers, other ex-
amples include trimers and higher oligomers [69–74], hydrogen-bonded supramolecular
systems [75–79], rigid-bent core systems [80,81] and polymers [82]. A recent overview of
structure-property relationships in twist-bend nematogens may be found elsewhere [83].

The overarching structural requirement for the observation of the twist-bend ne-
matic phase is molecular curvature. This is in complete agreement not only with Dozov’s
model [2], but also with Maier-Saupe theory for V-shaped molecules that predicts the
NTB phase will be formed by just a narrow range of molecular curvatures with the N-NTB
transition temperature being particularly sensitive to the molecular bend angle [84]. The
uniformity of molecular curvature is also critical in driving the formation of the NTB phase
as revealed by the behaviour of the azobenzene-based dimer, CB6OABOBu [85]:

This dimer shows an isothermal NTB-N transition when illuminated using UV-light
and this may be attributed to the trans-cis photoisomerization of the azo-linkage. This
transition is reversible on removing the light source, driven by the thermal cis—trans
relaxation. The cis isomer is more strongly bent than the trans isomer (Figure 12) and a
priori it may have been expected that increasing the concentration of the more bent isomer
would enhance the stability of the NTB phase. It is clear from this and other studies [86,87]
that quite the opposite is true. This counter-intuitive observation was accounted for in
terms of the shapes of the two isomers. The molecular curvature of the trans isomer is
governed by the geometry of the spacer and hence, is spatially uniform. In contrast, the
cis isomer contains two centres of bend, namely the spacer and the azobenzene fragment,
which results in a change in bend polarity along the molecule. This spatially varying bend
is not compatible with the local structure of the NTB phase.
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Figure 12. The shapes of the (a) trans and (b) cis isomers of CB6OABOBu.

6. The Twist-Bend Smectic Phases

Dozov, in his seminal work, not only predicted the existence of the NTB phase for bent
mesogens, but also noted that the same arguments could give rise to a similar symmetry break-
ing even in apolar banana smectics [2]. This aspect of the study was largely overlooked, and
the search for these twist-bend smectic phases became a focus of our work. At the outset of
our studies, the great majority of the NTB phases reported either vitrified or crystallised
on cooling, and only rarely had smectic-NTB or B-NTB transitions been reported [58,88–90].
In designing materials to potentially exhibit twist-bend smectic phases we identified three
key structural criteria: (i) a uniform molecular curvature compatible with the NTB phase,
and, based on our previous studies of dimeric smectogens, (ii) a specific favourable in-
teraction between the mesogenic units to promote smectic behaviour, and (iii) a terminal
chain that could be readily varied in length to control the packing of the molecules and to
promote molecular inhomogeneity.

The first question to address is how does the more pronounced molecular curvature,
required to promote the formation of twist-bend phases, affect the tendency of dimers to
exhibit smectic phases? Figure 13 shows the dependence of the transition temperatures on
the length of the terminal chain for the CB6O.m series [40,91]:

in which the hexyloxy spacer ensured the necessary molecular curvature for the NTB
phase to be observed [42]. Our initial study of this series included varying the terminal
chain length, m, from m = 1–10, [40] and in a subsequent study we reported the transi-
tional behaviour of the longer members with m = 11–18 [91]. The phase behaviour of the
CB6O.m series with m = 1–10 [40] may be compared to that of the CBO5O.m series shown in
Figure 9 [18]. The bent nature of both series reduces their smectic tendencies compared
to, for example, the linear CBO4O.m series shown in Figure 5 [18]. For the CBO5O.m
series, NTB phases are observed for m = 1–7. NTB behaviour is extinguished at m = 8 and
smectic-nematic transitions are observed for m = 8–10. For the more bent CB6O.m series,
NTB phases are observed for m = 1–10, and smectic behaviour emerges at m = 10 which
exhibits a Sm-NTB transition to be discussed later [40]. This reduction in the smectic tenden-
cies on increasing molecular bend may be quantified by comparing the scaled transition
temperature, TSmN/TNI, for CBO5O.10 of 0.924, with TSmNTB/TNI, for CB6O.10 of 0.909.
It is interesting to note that the value of TNTBN/TNI for CB6O.10 is 0.925, i.e., essentially
the same as TSmN/TNI, for CBO5O.10. It appears, therefore, that increasing molecular cur-
vature increases the tendency to exhibit the NTB phase at the expense of smectic behaviour.
Ironically, Dozov highlighted the challenge in obtaining the NTB phase would be to supress
the formation of smectic phases in bent-core systems [2] in which symmetry breaking had
been attributed to specific polar interactions [92]. For odd-membered dimers the origin of
the symmetry breaking is quite different and may be attributed to anomalously low values
of the bend elastic constant arising from the bent molecular geometry. Thus, the inherent
flexibility and bent shape of these odd-membered dimers suppresses smectic behaviour,
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and the challenge was to design odd-membered dimers in which the tendency to form
smectic phases, rather than the NTB phase, was enhanced.

Figure 13. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the number of carbon atoms, m, in the
terminal chain for the CB6O.m series [40,91]. The melting points are connected by the broken lines.
Unfilled circles denote TNI; filled circles TNTBN; filled squares TSmAI; unfilled squares TSmAN; unfilled
diamonds TSmCTB-SHSmA; filled diamonds TSmCTB-SHN; unfilled triangles TSmCTB-DHSmCTB-SH; filled
triangles TSmCTB-DHNTB; crosses TSmXSmCTB-DH.

In order to achieve this goal, we increased the interactions between the mesogenic
moieties by increasing the structural anisotropy of the benzylideneaniline moiety in the
CB6O.m series to obtain the CB6OIBeOm series [3]:

Again, we chose the hexyloxy spacer to impart the required molecular curvature and
varied the terminal chain length, m = 1–10, to increase molecular inhomogeneity and further
promote smectic behaviour. For short terminal chain lengths, m = 1–6, a transition between
the conventional and twist-bend nematic phases was observed, whereas for m ≥ 7, the NTB
phase was extinguished and up to four lamellar phases were found below the N phase
(Figure 14). The layer spacings in all the smectic phases corresponded to approximately the
molecular length. The lowest temperature lamellar phase, seen for most of the homologues,
m = 2, 4–10, is a hexatic-type smectic phase, designated HexI, in which the molecules tilt
towards the apex of the local in-plane hexagons. The three higher temperature smectic
phases showed liquid-like ordering of the molecules within the layers, and the changes in
optical texture seen on cooling from the nematic phase are shown in Figure 15a. The highest
temperature smectic phase was optically uniaxial and assigned as a SmA phase. On cooling,
a schlieren texture developed, and at the transition there was no change in layer spacing,
only the layer thermal expansion coefficient differed between the phases, both negative in
sign, suggesting both phases to be orthogonal. The observed schlieren texture suggested
that this phase was the biaxial smectic A, SmAb, phase, in which molecular rotation around
the long axis is, to some degree, frozen and this assignment is consistent with the increase in
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layer spacing on cooling. The absence of a polar response under an electric field indicated
that in the SmAb phase the dipole moments of the molecules must be locally compensated.
On cooling the SmAb phase into the lowest temperature liquid-like smectic phase, the layer
spacing decreased continuously suggesting a transition to a tilted phase, but surprisingly a
homeotropic optical texture was restored (Figure 15a) ruling out the possibility of a simple
all-in-one plane synclinic or anticlinic SmC phase. The observed optical uniaxiality of this
tilted phase strongly suggested an averaging of the molecular orientations arising from
the formation of a helical structure. This view was supported using soft X-ray resonant
scattering which revealed that, at the transition from the SmA phase, a resonant Bragg peak
developed corresponding to a pitch length of around 150 Å decreasing to around 117 Å at
the transition to the HexI phase (Figure 15b). The pitch length was incommensurate with
the layer thickness, corresponding to around 3–4 smectic layer distances. This heliconical
smectic C phase was designated as the SmCTB phase and the molecular arrangement within
the phase is shown schematically in Figure 16. The SmCTB phase does not appear optically
active suggesting that essentially free molecular rotation occurs around the long molecular
axis such that the biaxiality is too weak to give rise to detectable layer chirality, and it is
known that optical activity is negligible in chiral smectic phases in which the pitch length
is much shorter than the wavelength of light as is the case here. A resonant peak was
also detected in the HexI phase corresponding to a pitch length of around 100 Å, around
2.2 smectic layer spacings, and this was essentially temperature independent (Figure 15b).
The HexI phase showed a weakly birefringent texture (Figure 15a) with optically active
domains and gave a circular dichroism signal around the absorption band of the material.
This optical activity was attributed to the strongly inhomogeneous electron distribution
across the layer and the tilting of the biaxial molecules, i.e., layer chirality (Figure 17);
this originates given that the bent molecules are tilted with respect to the layer normal
and changing the direction of the bend vector with respect to the tilt plane results in
a non-superimposable mirror image. The morphology of the HexI phase was studied
using atomic force microscopy revealing uniformly oriented entangled filaments with an
average diameter of around 50 nm. These filaments had a uniform twist sense over areas
of micron dimensions. The HexI phase, therefore, exhibits structural chirality at different
length-scales, namely layer chirality, nanoscale helices and mesoscopic helical filaments,
and strongly resembles the B4 phase but this has an internal crystalline structure [28,93]
whereas the HexI phase does not. It should be noted that although all the smectic phases
are single layer type with d~l, in the HexI phase, an additional, very weak diffraction signal
corresponding to 2l periodicity was detected [94], evidencing a tendency towards bilayer
packing driven by a small imbalance in the density of the cyano groups at consecutive layer
interfaces. Based on the RSoXS pattern it was deduced that the structure of HexI phase is
anticlinic with a longer helix superimposed on that of the bilayer unit. A comparison of the
calculated and experimental RSoXS patterns suggests that the layer chirality is coupled to
the handedness of the longer superimposed helix.
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Figure 14. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the length of the terminal chain, m, for
the CB6OIBeOm series [3]. The N-I transition temperatures have not been shown in order to enlarge
the other phase regions. The melting points have been omitted for the sake of clarity. Filled circles
denote TNTBN; unfilled squares TSmAN; unfilled diamonds TSmAbSmA; filled diamonds TSmCTB-αSmAb;
crosses THexI-.

Figure 15. (a) The optical textures observed between crossed polarisers for CB6OIBeO8 on cooling in
an homeotropic cell. A glass bead has been used to indicate that the textures represent the same area
of the slide; (b) temperature dependence of the resonant soft X-ray diffraction signal for CB6OIBeO7
recorded on cooling (taken from [3]).
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Figure 16. A schematic representation of the molecular arrangement within the SmCTB phase (taken
from [3]).

Figure 17. A sketch showing layer chirality in a tilted phase consisting of bent molecules.

The heliconical SmCTB phase was the first unambiguous example of a short pitch
helical structure consisting of achiral dimers arranged into a lamellar phase. The driving
force for the spontaneous formation of this short-pitch length heliconical structure is
presumably the anomalously low-bend elastic constant which may be attributed to the
bent molecules. Such a view is supported by the striped optical texture observed in the
SmCTB phase which, by analogy to the interpretation of the striped texture observed for the
NTB phase [95], suggests that the bend elastic constant is very low. In chiral systems, the
SmCα* phase, found between the SmA* and SmC* phases, has a similarly short pitch length
incommensurate with the layer spacing, typically between 5 and 8 smectic layers, and has
a small tilt angle [96,97]. In this structure, the helix formation relieves the frustration in
systems in which next nearest interactions favour antiparallel tilt. Given the similarity in
structure between the SmCTB phase shown by CB6OIBeOm series and the SmCα* phase,
we designate this SmCTB variant as the SmCTB-α phase. Polar bent core molecules had also
been reported to show a short pitch heliconical smectic phase designated Sm(CP)hel and
this is thought to be associated with the growth of polar order at the anticlinic-synclinic
transition in smectic phases with a small tilt angle [98–100]. Again, the pitch length was
incommensurate with the layer spacing, and typically around three-layer thicknesses.
Earlier, liquid crystal phases containing helices of both handedness had been reported for
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bent-core liquid crystals by Sekine et al. [101], although this was later assigned as a B4
phase, and technically crystalline in nature.

We saw earlier that CB6O.10 was the shortest member of the CB6O.m series to exhibit
a smectic phase (Figure 13) and this was subsequently studied in detail and assigned as a
SmCTB phase [94]. The SmCTB-NTB transition was clearly observed using DSC, but was
not associated with changes in optical textures. This suggested that in both phases there
was a similar averaging of molecular orientation due to the formation of a helix. Only
a small change in birefringence was seen at the SmCTB-NTB transition, evidencing that
the conical angle in both phases is similar, and estimated to be 15◦. Non-resonant XRD
measurements revealed the layer spacing in the smectic phase to be almost two molecular
lengths suggesting a bilayer arrangement with the molecules arranged head-to-head within
a layer. A resonant signal was evident in the RSoXS pattern of the NTB phase associated
with the helix, and showed that the pitch length decreased with decreasing temperature
(Figure 18). At the NTB-SmCTB transition, the resonant signal (q4 in Figure 18) locks at
approximately four molecular lengths and this persists for several degrees below the
phase transition. This signal was purely resonant indicating it was associated with the
helical structure. A signal associated with the bilayer structure was also observed but
off-scale in Figure 18. The continuous evolution of structure at the NTB-SmCTB transition
suggested that in the smectic phase just below the transition, the molecules in adjacent
layers are azimuthally rotated by exactly 90◦ on the tilt cone and this may be described
as an ideal clock structure (see Figure 19a). A model used to estimate the intensities of
the RSoXS signals suggested that deeper in the phase, the structure may be described as a
distorted clock with δ between 60–70◦ (Figure 19b). In such an arrangement the helical pitch
is commensurate with two smectic bilayer spacings; in other words, approximately four
molecular lengths. On cooling the SmCTB phase, the resonant signal (q4) split symmetrically
into two resonant signals, (q4 + qm) and (q4 − qm), with the former much more intense.
This splitting increased with decreasing temperature. A very weak signal at 2qm was
also observed.

Figure 18. The resonant soft-X-ray scattering pattern for CB6O.10 (taken from [94]).
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Figure 19. Schematic representations of the SmCTB phases using the clock model in which the
ellipse represents the direction of the tilt projected onto the layer plane. (a) The ideal clock in which
molecules rotate on the tilt cone by exactly 90◦ between consecutive layers. (b) The distorted clock in
which the azimuthal angle between the projections of the long molecular axis in adjacent layers onto
the smectic plane is no longer 90◦. (c) A change in azimuthal angle to the adjacent layer causing the
four-layer unit cell to rotate giving an additional helical structure.

The RSoXS pattern of either a smectic phase in which the basic four-layer unit repeats
with a regular distribution of the molecules on the tilt cone (Figure 19a,b), or the all-in-
one-plane bilayer structure with alternating synclinic and anticlinic interfaces between the
constituent molecular layers, should contain only the signal q4 and its harmonics. The
splitting of the q4 signal in Figure 18 indicated that an additional modulation, with a
longer periodicity, is superimposed over the basic four-layer unit. It was noted that the
pattern shown in Figure 18 was very similar to that seen for the SmC∗

FI2 phase observed
over narrow temperature ranges between anticlinic and synclinic SmC* phases in chiral
rod-like materials [102]. The SmC∗

FI2 has also a four-layer unit cell in which the molecules
in consecutive layers form a distorted helix such that the azimuthal angle, δ, between the
projections of the long molecular axis in adjacent layers on to the smectic plane is not 90◦
(Figure 19b). In addition, the azimuthal angle increases by some amount, E , with respect
to the adjacent layer causing the four-layer unit cell to rotate giving an additional helical
structure (Figure 19c). The smectic phase shown by CB6O.10 is thought to be similar to this
structure, but it should be stressed that given the molecules are achiral, the driving force
for its formation must be different than in case of the SmC∗

FI2 phase. We termed this phase
SmCTB-DH where DH indicates double helix and show the structure as a distorted clock in
Figure 19c and schematically in Figure 20. An important difference to the structure of the
SmC∗

FI2 phase is that in the SmCTB-DH phase, the modulation superimposed on the basic
four-layer unit is much stronger, and similar to the basic modulation, is on the nanometre
scale. A model used to predict the RSoXS signal intensities has shown that the handedness
of the short four-layer structure determines that of the longer helical modulation. The angle
δ is essentially temperature independent whereas E is strongly temperature dependent
giving rise to the evolution of the helical structure shown in Figure 20. Close to the
NTB-SmCTB-DH transition, we see an almost ideal clock four-layer structure (Figure 19a)
but as E increases on decreasing temperature, the structure evolves towards an anticlinic
arrangement. We should also note that the bent nature of the molecules introduces another
level of structural chirality, the sign of which is defined by the relative orientation of three
vectors: the layer normal, the tilt projection onto the smectic layer, and the molecular bend
direction. This structural chirality is referred to as layer chirality and was described earlier
(Figure 17) [92]. Presumably the sign of the layer chirality is coupled to the handedness of
the four-layer basic unit and hence to the longer, superimposed helix. We have seen earlier
that in the NTB phase steric interactions drive the formation of the helical structure, and the
pitch length decreases on reducing the temperature. On cooling into the SmCTB-DH phase
an ideal four-layer clock helical structure forms, in which the azimuthal tilt angle changes
by 90◦ on passing from layer to layer. As the temperature is reduced, the competition
increases between the tendency to twist and the entropy-driven tendency for molecules
to remain in one tilt plane which allows for easier molecular movement along the layer
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normal, and thus, the structure continuously evolves from the four-layer clock to an almost
anticlinic bilayer arrangement. By comparison, in chiral materials a series of discontinuous
phase transitions have been observed rather than a continuous evolution of structure [96].

Figure 20. A schematic representation of the evolution of the four-layer structure in the SmCTB-DH

phase on increasing E , the difference between the azimuthal angle between adjacent layers. For
clarity the tilt angle has been increased. (Taken from [94]).

A study of the longer homologues of the CB6O.m series, (m = 12, 14, 16, 18) revealed
a sequence of four smectic phases: SmA—SmCTB-SH—SmCTB-DH—SmX below the I or N
phase (Figure 13) [91]. The lowest temperature phase, SmX, was not studied in detail, but
its X-ray diffraction pattern indicated that it is a hexatic-type smectic phase. The SmA phase
was optically uniaxial (Figure 21) and the layer spacing corresponded to two molecular
lengths indicating a bilayer structure in which the cyano groups are concentrated at alternat-
ing interfaces, as seen for CB6O.10. X-ray diffraction revealed that the SmA, SmCTB-SH, and
SmCTB-DH phases are liquid-like in terms of in-plane ordering. The SmCTB-SH phase was op-
tically biaxial whereas the SmCTB-DH is optically uniaxial (Figure 21). The RSoXS pattern of
the SmCTB-SH phase contained a resonant peak corresponding to four molecular layers and
its position was temperature independent, and using non-resonant XRD, a bilayer structure
was observed. SH is used to indicate that the SmCTB-SH phase is characterised by having a
single helix. On entering the SmCTB-DH phase, symmetric satellites of the resonant peak
developed indicating an additional modulation superimposed on the basic four-layer helix.
Unlike the continuous development of this peak splitting seen in the RSoXS pattern for
CB6O.10, the satellites’ peaks change discontinuously with temperature, and this is thought
to be associated with surface interactions. The SmCTB-SH–SmCTB-DH phase transition is not
associated with a change in layer spacing as measured using non-resonant XRD, implying
that the tilt angle does not change. The optical biaxiality of the SmCTB-SH phase suggests a
distorted clock structure for its four-layer unit cell (Figure 19b). In the optically uniaxial
SmCTB-DH phase an additional shift in azimuthal angle, E , between consecutive layers
gives rise to a longer pitch-length helical modulation superimposed on the basic 4-layer
helical structure. This additional helix has a pitch length corresponding to around 16 layers
deep into the SmCTB-DH phase but as the temperature approaches the SmCTB-SH–SmCTB-DH
transition, the pitch length jumps to around 46-layer distances. As we saw for CB6O.10,
this change in the pitch length reflects the evolution of the structure from a bilayer towards
a four-layer arrangement with alternating synclinic and anticlinic interfaces. The equal
intensities of the satellite peaks in the RSoXS pattern for the SmCTB-DH phase imply that
the angle δ must be small such that the basic four-layer unit is a strongly distorted clock in
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which alternating interfaces approach synclinic and anticlinic arrangements. A study of
the SmCTB-DH–SmCTB-SH transition using optical microscopy revealed selective reflection
colours covering the whole optical spectrum at temperatures very close to the transition,
which indicated unwinding of the additional helix of the SmCTB-DH phase (Figure 22) [91].
The selective reflection of light occurs when the pitch of the helix, as it unwinds, becomes
comparable to the wavelength of visible light, and this was the first observation of such
behaviour for achiral liquid crystals.

Figure 21. Optical textures of CB6O.14 observed between crossed polarizers in a 3 μm thick cell with
homeotropic anchoring (taken from [91]).

Figure 22. The optical texture shown by CB6O.12 taken in a 3 μm thick cell with homeotropic
anchoring at the SmCTB-DH–SmCTB-SH transition showing selective reflection. The colours appear
simultaneously because of a small temperature gradient in the sample. (Taken from [91]).

The corresponding dimers containing a thioether-linked terminated chain, CB6O.Sm, [103]

also show the SmCTB-DH–SmCTB-SH transition for m > 13, but the monotropic nature of
these phases prevented their detailed study. This series of bent dimers also showed the
helical filament B4 phase described earlier.

To investigate the effects of increasing the spacer length on the formation of the
heliconical SmCTB phases, we studied the properties of the 1-(4-cyanobiphenyl-4′-yl)-10-(4-
alkylaniline-benzylidene-4′-oxy)decanes (CB10O.m) [104]:
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with the terminal chain length, m = 1–10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. The CB10O.m series shows
a rich phase polymorphism including the N and NTB phases, and six different smectic
phases (Figure 23). All the homologues showed the conventional N phase. For the shortest
members, m = 1–3, the NTB phase was seen. An intercalated SmCA phase emerged for
CB10O.3, and for m = 4–6 the NTB phase was extinguished and a direct SmCA-N transition
observed. The NTB phase remerged with CB10O.7, and the SmCA phase extinguished after
m = 8. The homologues with m = 9 and 10 were exclusively nematogenic, showing both
N and NTB phases. Smectic behaviour re-emerged at m = 12, and the longer homologues
exhibited heliconical SmCTB phases. This pattern of behaviour has clear similarities to
that seen for the CBO4O.m series (Figure 5) for which smectic phases were observed for
short and long terminal chain lengths and solely nematic behaviour for intermediate chain
lengths [18]. For the CBO4O.m series, this was interpreted in terms of the change in the
structure of the smectic phases on increasing chain length from being interdigitated to
intercalated (Figure 6). A similar explanation accounts for the behaviour seen for the
CB10O.m series except that with increasing m we now see a switch from intercalated to
interdigitated bilayer smectic phases. Three homologues (m = 12, 14, 16) show SmCTB-SH
and SmCTB-DH phases whereas for the longest homologue only the SmCTB-SH phase is
seen, presumably the transition to the SmCTB-DH phase is precluded by the formation of
the underlying SmY phase. As described for the CB6O.m series, the SmCTB-SH phase is
optically biaxial implying a strongly distorted clock arrangement (Figure 19b) whereas
the SmCTB-DH phase is optically uniaxial, given the additional modulation superimposed
on the basic four-layer structure leading to space-averaging of the azimuthal positions of
the molecules along the layer normal (Figure 20). It is interesting to note that there is no
apparent change in layer spacing at the SmCTB-SH-SmCTB-DH transition implying the tilt
angle is similar in both. The striking difference in the nature of the smectic phases shown
by m = 3–8, and m ≥ 12 is revealed in the behaviour of an approximately equimolar mixture
of homologues with m = 6 and 16 that exhibited the NTB phase over a broad temperature
range although neither individual component does. This shows that the intercalated and
interdigitated smectic phases are incompatible and destabilised in the mixture, revealing
the underlying NTB phase.

Figure 23. The dependence of the transition temperatures on the length of the terminal chain, m,
for the CB10O.m series [104]. The melting points have been omitted for the sake of clarity. The
dependence of the transition temperatures on the length of the terminal chain, m, for the CB10O.m
series [104]. The melting points have been omitted for the sake of clarity. Unfilled circles denoted TNI;
filled circles TNTBN; crosses TSmCN/NTB; dashes TSmX-; squares TSmAN; unfilled diamonds TSmCTB-SH-;
filled diamonds TSmCTB-DHSmCTB-SH; stars TSmY-.
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7. Summary and Outlook

In this review we have discussed the relationships between the smectic behaviour
of liquid crystal dimers and their molecular structures. These are dominated by the
average shape of the molecule and markedly different behaviour is seen for bent-odd
membered dimers than for linear even-membered dimers. For symmetric dimers there
is a strong preference for the formation of monolayer smectic phases driven apparently
by the incompatibility between the mixing of the spacers and terminal chains. This may
be overcome for nonsymmetric dimers for which intercalated and interdigitated smectic
phases are observed depending on the relative lengths of the spacers and terminal chains.
The stronger tendency of odd-membered dimers to exhibit tilted phases is attributed
to the difficulty associated with the packing of their bent shape into orthogonal phases.
By adjusting the molecular curvature, it is possible to drive the formation of spontaneously
chiral twist-bend smectic phases, and to date, we have reported three variants of the
SmCTB phase. In the SmCTB-α phase, the helical pitch length is incommensurate with
the layer spacing and the phase is optically uniaxial. In the SmCTB-SH phase the helical
pitch corresponds to approximately four molecular lengths, and may be described by the
distorted clock model and the phase is optically biaxial. The SmCTB-DH phase has an
additional helical modulation described by the rotation of the basic four-layer units by
a temperature dependent angle, and thus is optically uniaxial. To date, the twist-bend
arrangement has only been reported for either monolayer or bilayer smectic phases, and
not for intercalated structures. We anticipate, however, the discovery of further variants of
the SmCTB phase as a wider expanse of molecular structure space is explored. More widely,
the spontaneous formation of chiral structures with multiple different levels of chirality by
achiral molecules is an area of intense global interest and of fundamental importance in
the physical and biological sciences. The study of liquid crystal dimers has an exciting and
vibrant future!
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Abstract: Steroid-based liquid crystal polymers and co-polymers have come a long way, with
new and significant advances being made every year. This paper reviews some of the recent key
developments in steroid-based liquid crystal polymers and co-polymers. It covers the structure–
property relationship between cholesterol and sterol-based compounds and their corresponding
polymers, and the influence of chemical structure and synthesis conditions on the liquid crystalline
behaviour. An overview of the nature of self-assembly of these materials in solvents and through
polymerisation is given. The role of liquid crystalline properties in the applications of these materials,
in the creation of nano-objects, drug delivery and biomedicine and photonic and electronic devices,
is discussed.

Keywords: liquid crystal; polymer; cholesterol; block copolymer; self-assembly; polymerisation-
induced self-assembly

1. Introduction

In 1888, botanist Freidrich Reinitzer observed an unexpected double melting point
in a crystal, cholesteryl benzoate, collected from the root of a carrot [1]. The material,
cholesteryl benzoate, was the first liquid crystal and its discovery marks the start of the
modern liquid crystal research. Over the last century, liquid crystals (LCs) have contributed
to some of the greatest technological leaps, such as flat-screen televisions, mobile phones
and sensors [2–9]. Whilst cholesterol by itself is not liquid crystalline, a number of its
derivatives are; most notably, esters of cholesterol [10–14]. These compounds, due to the
inherent chiral nature of sterols, form a chiral nematic (N*) phase. Cholesterol plays an
important role within biological systems. It is an essential component of all animal cells. It
controls the permeability of the cell membrane and plays a key part in the formation of
lipid rafts [15].

Liquid crystal polymers are higher-molecular-weight liquid crystals that exhibit me-
somorphic behaviour. They have been extensively investigated for their fundamental
properties and as thermoplastics, photochromic, semiconducting, etc., materials [16–21].
Even though the N* phase observed back in 1888 was in low-molecular-weight liquid
crystals (LMWLC), it was hypothesised that this phase could be observed in polymers or
other higher-molecular weight liquid crystals (HMWLCs). Early work on liquid crystalline
polymers forming the N* phase was performed with cholesterol and its derivatives [22].
The resulting polymers, however, did not form the N* phase, unlike their corresponding
monomers; instead, they formed higher ordered smectic phases [23,24]. In 1978, Finkel-
mann et al., prepared the first enantiotropic cholesteric polymer by polymerising mixtures
of cholesterol-based monomers with short and long spacers [25]. Expanding on their earlier
work on liquid crystalline polymer synthesis, Fineklmann then proceeded to develop a
polymer series with an N* phase, moving on to describe the first polymer with a biaxial
N* phase [26]. The key step in this process was decoupling the motion of the polymer
backbone from the mesogenic group via a ‘spacer’ group between the two.
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There is a wide arsenal of synthetic approaches for the preparation of monomers
based on cholesterol and other steroids (Figure 1). However, the liquid crystalline order
in their corresponding polymers is highly influenced by the properties of the polymer,
such as its molar mass dispersity, degree of polymerisation and, in the case of block
copolymers (Figure 1A), the weight ratio of each of the blocks. Work by Shibaev in 1979
showed an ambiguous phase formation in methacrylic copolymers bearing cholesterol and
butylmethacrylate [27]. While they displayed textures and a selective reflection similar
to those observed in an N* phase in LMWLCs in bulk, these textures were not observed
in thin films. In thin film they instead showed textures similar to those of standard
smectics. Another example of a polymer forming higher-order structures compared to the
corresponding monomers was observed by Xu et al. [28]. They found that the N* phase was
only observed in monomers, but not in polymers bearing the same mesogen. The polymers
instead formed a smectic A (SmA) phase due to the limited flexibility of the backbone and
spacer units hindering the formation of the helix of the N* phase.

Figure 1. (A) Cartoon representation of a block copolymer. The repeating units are bound together
by a covalent bond resulting in an ampiphilic molecule. (B) Chemical structure of generic sterol and
(C) cholesterol.

2. Liquid Crystalline Polymers Bearing Sterol Side Groups

Synthesis and Structure–Property Relationships

Homopolymers bearing side-chain cholesteryl mesogens tend to form smectic phases
(predominantely SmA) over a wide range of temperatures, with only a selected few show-
ing both chiral nematic and smectic phases [29]. This is due to the choice of the chemical
structures of the spacer groups and backbone. As the cholesteryl molecule is intrinsi-
cally chiral, it only forms chiral phases in polymers when the mesogen is free to do so.
Initial preparation of the homopolymers bearing side-chain cholesteryl mesogens was
achieved using free radical polymerisation. However, this led to the poor dispersity of
the polymer, which hindered the formation of the mesophases. Nowadays, reversible-
deactivation radical polymerisation (RDRP) reactions are employed, which offer a much
more sophisticated approach to the preparation of the polymers. Methods such as reversible
addition-fragmentation chain-transfer polymerisation (RAFT) [30,31] and atom transfer
radical polymerisation (ATRP) [32,33] are commonly used as they offer tighter control over
the degree of polymerisation and narrow polydispersity over the resulting polymer.

The nature and, hence, the influence of the flexible spacer on the polymers is a key
parameter that controls the phases and transition temperatures. It does so by decoupling
the mesogenic units and allowing them to freely form the mesophases. Both the type
of the spacer and the length of the spacer are important [34]. Additionally, the stability
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and formation of the N* phase in polymers can be affected even by a small change in the
chemical structure of the polymer.

Finkelmann et al. also prepared an enantiotropic liquid crystalline polymer with
an N* phase by mixing different equal parts monomers with short spacers and longer
spacers based on alkylbenzene ester [35]. Whilst this was not a homopolymer, it paved
the way for a better understanding of the influence of the spacer group on the resulting
mesophases. The influence of the spacer on the properties of the polymer was further
demonstrated by Hu et al. [36], where they showed that longer spacer length lead to lower
phase transition temperatures and wider LC temperature ranges in polymers bearing
cholesteryl side groups. The selective reflection of the polymers was also shown to blue
shift as the spacer lengths were increased or the rigidity of the mesogens decreased. This
was further explored by Yang et al., who showed that the degree of polymerisation of the
polymer does not have a significant effect on the polymers without flexible spacers and with
a stiffer methacrylic backbone [37]. However, it does have an effect on the more flexible
acrylic backbone where the LC behaviour is observed only upon passing a critical threshold
of molecular weight of 12 × 103 gmol−1. By switching the spacer from an ether (Figure 2A)
to an equivalent ester, (Figure 2B) Yang et al. demonstrated that the transition temperature
to the N* mesophase shifted from −27 ◦C in the ether linker to 72 ◦C in the ester case whilst
having little impact on the clearing temperature [34]. This switching of the spacer from an
ether to an equivalent ester also caused the polymer to display crystallisation rather than a
glass transition. A much more dramatic change was observed when the second ether in
the linker was replaced with another ester group (Figure 2C). In this example, the polymer
only displayed a monotropic smectic phase and no N* phase was observed. For the N*
phase to form, the spacer length had to be increased to n = 10. This arises from the relative
stiffness of the C=O bond compared to C-O, which hinders the freedom of the mesogen to
order itself. Klok et al. showed that the covalent incorporation of cholesterol moiety to a
low-molecular-weight L-lactic acid oligomers resulted in the formation of thermotropic
liquid crystal smectic phases [38]. While the mesogen was a small part of the overall
molecule, its strong tendency to form the mesophase was expressed in the larger molecule.

Figure 2. An example of the influence of chemical differences in the spacer connecting the backbone
and the cholesteryl mesogen, on the liquid crystallinity of the material. The introduction of each of
the ester groups (A–C) gradually increases the relative stiffness of the backbone. N*—chiral nematic,
I—isotropic, G—glass, Cr—crystal and Sm—smectic.

A number of studies have been carried out on block-copolymers (BCPs) bearing side-
chain cholesteryl mesogens. A BCP bearing a chiral but non-mesogenic menthol group
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and a cholesterol mesogen was prepared by Wang et al. [39] The introduction of the non-
mesogenic unit resulted in the lowering of the glass transition temperature, Tg but led to
a narrower mesophase temperature range. The corresponding cholesterol homopolymer
did not form the N* phase, and instead showed a chiral smectic phase. Only upon the
addition of chiral menthol, an N* phase was observed in the BCPs. This, however, lead
to a significant decrease in the temperature range at which the mesophase was observed,
from 145 °C to 24 °C, resulting in limited applications of this polymer system. The self-
assembly behaviour of block copolymers has been a topic of great interest due to their
application potential. Therefore, in the next section, the structure–property relationship of
BCPs and their synthesis methods are covered while discussing their applications.

3. Applications of Sterol-Based Liquid Crystalline Block Copolymers

3.1. Self-Assembly Behaviour: Creation of Micelles and Nano-Objects

Block copolymers (BCPs) are well known to self-assemble in bulk and in solution
due to their intrinsic amphiphilic properties. Hamley et al. studied a series of block
copolymers based on polystyrene and a methacrylic cholesterol monomer [32]. They
reported the formation of a stable SmA phase within all of the polymers with varied LC
content. The copolymers were probed using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) where
multiple scattering peaks were observed. The smectic A monolayer had a distinct and
sharp peak at approx. d = 2.1 nm with a more diffuse peak observed at temperatures
below the smectic transition. These lower-intensity peaks corresponded to smectic-like
ordering with interdigitating groups where the sample was unable to align as a result of
the partial crystallisation of the material. Venkataraman et al. prepared a series of disk-
like micelles and stacked columns of the micelles from mPEG113-b-P(MTC-Chol)11 block
copolymer [40]. Figure 3 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of
aqueous self-assembled nanostructures formed by mPEG113-b-P(MTC-Chol)11. It shows the
various orientations of the stacked structures, including face-on, intermediate ellipsoidal,
edge-on and stacked-disk. This unique formation of micelles was attributed to the self-
association of the cholesterol moieties in smectic order. Depending on the percentage of the
LC content, the disks displayed a unique ability to stack perpendicular to the major axis
in a process driven by the narrow polydispersity (PD) of the copolymer chains, combined
with the liquid crystalline order as a driving force.

Figure 3. (A) TEM micrographs of stained aqueous self-assembled nanostructures formed by
mPEG113-b-P(MTC-Chol)11. Arrows 1–3 show the face-on, intermediate ellipsoidal, and edge-on
orientations of the structures, respectively; arrow 4 shows the stacked-disk orientation (B) Schematic
representation of the mechanism driving the formation of stacked-disk micelles. Reprinted with
permission from Venkataraman et al., Macromolecules, 2013, 46, 4839–4846 [40].
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The morphology of BCP nano-objects as a function of pH was investigated by Guo et al. [41].
for a diosgenyl functionalised block copolymer, mPEG43-PMCC25-P(MCC-DHO)1. Under basic
pH conditions, the polymer formed nanospheres. However, a transition to nanofibres was
facilitated by acidifying the solution (Figure 4). This transition was due to the ionization of
the carboxylic groups, which subsequently repelled each other to promote an increase in the
preferred curvature of the interface. Interestingly, the size of the nanospheres was directly
correlated with the pH. Particles prepared at pH = 2 had a radius of 324 nm and those prepared
at pH = 6 had a radius of 232 nm.

Figure 4. Self-assembly behaviour of mPEG43-PMCC25-P(MCC-DHO)1 as a function of pH in tetrahy-
drofuran/water. Reprinted with permission from Guo et al., Nanomaterials, 2017, 7, 169 [41].

A comprehensive study on the self-assembly of a cholesterol-functionalised liquid
crystalline block copolymer of poly(cholesteryl methacryloyloxy ethyl carbonate)-b-(poly
(ethylene glycol)methyl ether methacrylate), (PChEMAm-b-POEGMAn), in different solvents
was carried out by Li et al. [42]. By controlling the weight fraction of the LC block, a series
of structures was observed (Figure 5). The two factors that dictated the self-assembly,
the smectic order within the LC block and the ampiphilc nature of the copolymer were
expressed differently depending on the solvent. The LC order was found to be absent
in a tetrahydrofuran(THF)/water system, which indicates that the ampiphilicity plays an
important role in the self-assembly process. In the 1,4-dioxane/water system, a smectic
order was observed within micelles, indicating that the LC order plays a more important
role in the growth and morphology of the micelles. This change in behaviour was explained
by the difference in the affinity between the cholesteryl block and the solvents. The Flory–
Huggins interaction parameter (Χ) between the PChol and THF is 0.63, whereas between
PChol and dioxane it is 0.92. This implies that THF is a much better solvent for the polymer,
which results in a reduced driving force for self-assembly and an absence of LC order.
A transition between smectic nanofibers and smectic ellipsoidal vesicles was observed for a
cholesteryl-containing polymer with a biodegradable polytrimethylenecarbonate backbone
(Figure 5). These structures assembled into rods under dioxane, but reoriented from lamellar
to ellipsoidal vesicles upon the addition of water.
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Figure 5. The adaptable nature of the cholesterol-bearing diblock BCP allows it to self-assemble into
a plethora of structures in different solvents and concentrations. Reprinted with permission from
Li et al., Langmuir, 2018, 34, 11034–11041 [42].

Krishnasam et al. investigated the reversible inversion of chirality in block copolymers
of poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(cholesteryloxyhexyl methacrylate) [43]. Chiral-
ity switching is potentially a useful method for the application of block copolymer in
novel electronic and photonic materials, especially when it happens in response to a
thermal change [44–46]. This system of copolymers of poly(methyl methacrylate) and
poly(cholesteryloxyhexyl methacrylate) was the first reported system capable of switch-
ing chirality without chiral dopants, making it additive-free. The inversion of chirality
was also observed in polymers bearing shorter poly(cholesteryloxyhexyl methacrylate)
(PChMA) chains, which posses syndiotacticity (repeating units have alternating stereo-
chemical configurations). The combination seem to lead to tightly packed side chains where
the inversion of chirality overcomes the energy penalty at lower temperature. Figure 6
shows the inversion of chirality observed in PChMA-b-PMMA BCP. The graphs show the
plot of ellipticity measured as a function of wavelength in chiral SmA and SmC phases,
measured through circular dichroic (CD) spectroscopy.

The self-assembly behaviour in aqueous solutions of a cholesterol-bearing block
copolymer PP2-g-LC4 with a flexible hydrophobic backbone was studied by Yang et al. [47].
The BCP consisted of poly(ethylene oxide) block and a mesogenic cholesteryl pendant
group. One of the structures observed was a hollow concentric spherical vesicle with SmA
order in the shells. These structures exhibited an interdigitating smectic A phase, with LC
mesogens grafted onto a backbone of poly-(ethylene oxide)-block-polybutadiene via the
“thiol-ene” radical addition reaction. This also marks the first time a spherical arrangement
was observed for copolymers comprising a polybutadiene backbone and an LC group.
Previously, ellipsoidal or faceted structures were observed [48,49].

A biodegradable BCP bearing cholesteryl mesogen was prepared by Zhou et al. via
ring-opening polymerisation [50]. After solvent switching from dioxane to water, nanofi-
bres were obtained (Figure 7). The vesicular wall possessed a smectic order, leading
to uniform wall thickness. The nanofibres then, upon contact with each other, formed
lamellaes that further transformed into ellipsoidal vesicles.
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Figure 6. Inversion of chirality observed in PChMA-b-PMMA BCP measured through circular
dichroism (CD) experiments. The graphs show the plots of ellipticity, measured as a function of
wavelength in chiral SmA and SmC phases. The blue rods represent the LC mesogens arranged in
layer structures. T represents the temperature. Reprinted with permission from Krishnasamy et al.,
Macromolecules, 2020, 53, 4193–4203 [43].

Figure 7. The morphological evolution of self-assembled nanostructures observed for PEG-b-PMCC
BCP. (A) Chemical structure of PEG-b-PMCC BCP. The schematic representation of (B) the initial
nanofibres formed, (C) the fusion of nanofibres, (D) the formation of lamella structure from fused
nanofibres and (E) the rearrangement of lamellar structures into elliposidal vesicles with LC order
within the membrane.

A unique morphology of self-assembled nanostructures was reported by Jia et al. [51].
Nanoribbons bearing smectic stripes were formed upon nanoprecipitation into dioxane
(Figure 8). These ribbons were flexible enough to form small creases. Increasing the initial
concentration of the BCP during the nanoprecipitation lead to the formation of wider
ribbons with more folds. Figure 8 shows TEM images of these nanoribbons for different
polymer concentrations.
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Figure 8. Nanoribbons formed by PEG45-b-PCpEChol3. (A) Starting polymer concentration =
0.1 wt%; (B) starting concentration = 0.5 wt%. Note that the smectic stripes formed at the sides of the
ribbons. Reprinted with permission from Jia et al., Langmuir, 2012, 28, 11215–11224 [51].

A metal-mediated self-assembly of hydrophilic BCPs was developed as a method for
the facile preparation of organic–inorganic hybrid nanomaterials under aqueous conditions.
Jeong et al. demonstrated that the liquid crystalline order that a cholesterol mesogen
contributes to a chelating double-hydrophilic BCP offers a way of controlling chelating
sites in nanoparticles [52]. This was a novel method for creating the density modulation of
nanoparticles which can be exploited for controlled drug delivery applications.

Jia et al. studied the the self-assembly of a PEG-PAChol diblock BCP system in
THF/water and obtained monodisperse spherical aggregates with no obvious features [53].
However, the same BCP in a dioxane/water system formed higher-ordered structures,
where the smectic order of the cholesterol block was characterised by a striped pattern
observed in TEM images (Figure 9). Due to the highly hydrophobic nature of choles-
terol mesogen, the self-assembly of BCPs bearing it did not tend to result in complex
structures, instead forming spherical structures. On the contrary, the reduced polarity of
dioxane/water mixtures had a tendency to plasticise the particle core, providing enhanced
mobility to facilitate reorganisation into more complex structures, including ellipsoids
and nanocylinders.

Figure 9. Self-assembled structures of PEG114-b-PAChol60 prepared in dioxane/water (14:86) showing
the notable smectic stripes decorated on nanocylinders and ellipsoids (circled). Reprinted with
permission from Jia et al., Polymer, 2011, 52, 2565–2575 [53].

Boisse et al. [30] showed different possible structures formed by a cholesterol-bearing
ampiphilic BCP with a poly(N,N-diethylacrylamide) hydrophilic block. The polymers
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predominantly formed 1D long fibres (Figure 10A–C). A comparative polymer without
LC side groups was shown to instead assemble into vesicles and short cylindrical micelles
(Figure 10D), demonstrating the important influence of LC order on the self-assembly
of BCPs.

Figure 10. TEM micrographs of self-assemblies of (A–C) PMAChol-bPDEAAm at different degrees of
polymerisation (DP) of the hydrophilic block. (A) DP = 103, (B) = 30, (C) = 21. (D) PS136-b-PDEAAm32.
Reprinted with permission from Boissé et al., Macromolecules 2009, 42, 22, 8688–8696 [30].

3.1.1. Polymerisation-Induced Self Assembly

Polymerisation-induced self-assembly (PISA) provides a convenient route for prepar-
ing block copolymer nanostructures with high fidelity and tunable functionality. During the
PISA process, a soluble precursor polymer is chain extended with a monomer that forms
a solvophobic block, resulting in an amphiphilic polymer, which self-assembles to avoid
unfavourable interaction with the solvent (Figure 11). It has been widely used to prepare
nanoparticles of various morphologies, from simple spherical micelles, worms and vesicles,
through to more exotic structures such as ellipsoidal micelles and faceted cuboids. These
sorts of structures also frequently exhibit light-, pH- or temperature-responsive transitions
between morphologies. While PISA with groups bearing LC mesogens is a relatively
under-explored area of research as a whole, it was in fact reported in one of the earliest
known PISA papers by Zhang et al. [54], who polymerised CholA monomer ion in the
presence of a P(AA-co-PEGA) macromolecular chain transfer agent in an ethanol/water
(95:5) solvent to produce poly(acrylic acid-co-poly(ethylene glycol) monomethyl ether
acrylate)-b-poly(cholesteryl acryloyloxyethyl carbonate).
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of the self-assembly process in polymerisation-induced self-
assembly (PISA).

The result was a dispersion of nanocylinders (see Figure 3 in reference [54]) with
internal smectic-type order over a broad range of solid concentrations and relative block
ratios. The radius of the nanocylinders increased as a function of the chain length of the
hydrophobic block. In this case, the LC order was assumed to play a significant role in
the assembly formation alongside the traditional driving forces. The study showed that
the LC order was preserved and the introduction of it to the system led to the preferential
formation of nanofibers over vesicles, observed in an equivalent polystyrene system. An ad-
vantage observed upon the introduction of a LC group was the reduction in the polymer
dispersity (Ð) with higher LC content. While few PISA studies have been performed
with steroid-based monomers, the field is starting to gain traction with recent publications
focused on the introduction of perfluorinated LC, monomers [55–60], biphenyls [61] and
azobenzenes [62–64]. The structures seen within these systems show unique properties
such as physical rearrangements upon thermal stimuli. Analogous to systems mentioned
earlier, the linker length plays an important role in determining the resulting PISA mor-
phology, with a biphenyl mesogen providing insights into the mechanism underpinning
the impact of LC groups within PISA [61]. Longer linkers lead to slower polymerisation
kinetics and only the longest (C = 11) displayed direct liquid crystalline behaviour with
smectic order in the nanorods. The linker also plays a key role in the resulting morphology
of the PISA structures. The shortest linker (C = 0) formed spheres and sphere aggregates,
the intermediate linker (C = 6) led to spheres and worms and the longest (C = 11) led to the
formation of rigid nanorods/nanowires [63].

3.1.2. Cholesteryl Polymer-Based Nano-Objects Showing Aggregation-Induced Emission

Triblock BCP bearing a PEG group, a cholesteryl acrylate block and a tetraphenylethene
AIEgen (aggregation-induced emission material) side group were synthesised by Zham
et al. [65]. The BCP was then self-assembled in a mixture of either dioxane/water or
THF/water. Each of the systems self-assembled into a range of nanostructures. The diox-
ane/water particles formed ellipsodial vesicles with a constant membrane thickness despite
heterogeneity in the overall vesicle diameter. In standard, non-LC PISA systems, the mem-
brane thickness of vesicles is known to be dictated by the solvophobic chain length, where
the chains reside in an intermediate state between collapsed globules and fully stretched
chains [66,67]. In LC polymers, it has been shown that the membrane formed is a bilayer
of fully stretched PAChol groups laying along the normal edge of the membrane. The
nanoparticles formed in THF/water were instead spherical and more monodisperse com-
pared to dioxane/water vesicles. The unique combination of LC and AIE properties was
probed to see their effect on each other. The LC order arising from the cholesteryl mesogen
was undisturbed by either TPE (tetraphenylethylene) or PEG as similar LC behaviour was
observed in homopolymers of the cholesteryl acrylate. Both nanospheres and vesicles
presented AIE properties with a relatively low quantum yield of 0.74% and 0.76%, respec-
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tively. Another triblock BCP bearing tert-Butyl methacrylate (tBA), tetraphenylethylene
(TPE) and methacrylic cholesteryl mesogen was studied by Wang et al., [68] in relation to
the AIE properties. In this system, the AIE group was introduced to the corona-forming
block. While the TPE was still partially dissolved, strong AIE behaviour was observed
after micellisation.

3.2. Biomedical Applications

Artificial tissue regeneration requires a biocompatible 3D scaffold. The incorporation
of liquid crystal order within the scaffold can have the beneficial effect of guiding the
direction of cell growth [69]. Particularly, the incorporation of biocompatible components
such as cholesterol expands the potential applications for medical devices both in vivo and
in vitro. A cholesteryl-bearing BCP has been shown to improve the adhesion and spreading
of fibroblast tissue while remaining biocompatible. While the definitive mechanism is
not fully understood, the improvement was accredited to the smectic liquid crystal order
which helped direct the cells [70]. A triblock BCP was investigated as a potential candidate
to use as implant material for cellular scaffolding for dynamic organs such as heart or
blood vessels.

A cholesterol-based elastomer was prepared for use in artificial tissue regeneration.
The material was made porous by the salt-leaching method in order to promote cell
infiltration and promote growth [71]. The SmA order found in the material acted as a
template for the pore preparation. These properties made it a suitable candidate for the
in vitro growth of neuronal tissue. Xie et al. [72] studied the cytotoxicity of cholesterol-
based elastomers. In particular, they focused on the possibility of using the elastomer
as a suitable substrate for cell cultures. The results, with glass substrates acting as a
control, show that unpolymerised samples are toxic to the cell cultures; however, polymers
display high biocompatibility with the cultures. Additionally, due to biocompatibility
of the substrate, the cells had better spread and morphology and larger diffusion areas,
making these polymers highly suitable for tissue growth and regeneration. Figure 12 shows
a representation of the biocompatibilty of the cholesterol-based elastomers with the tissue
cultures and the resulting tissues samples. The LC content on the surface of the substrate
helps the cells adhere, resulting in higher density of pseudopods.

Figure 12. An illustration demonstrating the biocompatibilty of the cholesterol-based elastomers with
the tissue cultures and the resulting tissue samples. The LC content on the surface of the substrate
helps the cells adhere, which results in the higher density of pseudopods [72].
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A room-temperature smectic elastomer bearing cholesterol mesogen was used for
cell culture [73]. The liquid crystalline order rendered the elastomer softer relative to the
liquid-crystal-free equivalent elastomer. The porosity, an important factor for cell growth,
can be controlled by tuning the amount of cross-linker, and the liquid crystalline properties
were controlled by attaching the cholesteryl to either the alpha or gamma position relative
to the carboxyl group.

Liu et al. [74] investigated the micelles of copolymer bearing poly(ascrobyl acrylate)
and sidechain cholesteryl mesogen for potential applications in the drug delivery of ibupro-
fen and Nile red dye. Polymers were prepared using RAFT polymerisation followed by
desulfurisation and hydrogenolysis. The micelles were then prepared using dialysis over a
course of two days. The drug delivery applications were studied as a function of loading
the drug molecule and the entrapment efficiency. Nile red was studied as an example of a
hydrophobic drug. It was found that having a longer hydrophobic (i.e., cholesterol)-based
block helps increase the loading efficiency of the Nile red (Figure 13A) and ibuprofen, as
well as increasing the entrapment efficiency of ibuprofen (Figure 13B). The increase in
entrapment efficiency was significant (up to 40%) when compared to no polymer at all (5%)
and another polymer studied for this application poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(lactic
acid) (8–9%).

Figure 13. (A) Loading efficiency of Nile red. (B) Entrapment efficiency and loading efficiency
of ibuprofen poly(lactide-co-glycolide)-cholesterol nanoparticles have also been tested for tumor-
targeted delivery of curcumin through intravenous routes, which resulted in low cytotoxicity and
high serum stability. P-1, P-2 and P-3 are polymers with gradually decreasing ratios of cholesterol
content. Reprinted with permission from Liu et al., Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, 2012, 377,
197–206 [74].

A series of BCPs bearing cholesteryl and PEG were prepared via metal-free organocatalyic
ring opening polymerisation [75]. These were then self-assembled into micelles and loaded
with paclitaxel, an anticancer drug notorious for its difficulty of delivery within aqueous
systems. The loaded micelles showed high kinetic stability and demonstrated higher cytotoxicity
compared with other delivery methods. Jia et al. [76] reported the development of robust
polymersomes capable of controlled cargo release in response to the intercellular reducing
environment, which led to the breakage of the disulfide bridge linking the hydrophobic PAChol
block and hydrophilic PEG blocks. The system showed good loading capacity and efficiency of
calcein, and in vitro studies demonstrated high (up to 80%) drug release upon trigger.

Aliphatic BCPs consisting of PEG blocks and a methacrylic cholesteryl group with a
C6 spacer have been shown to form both smectic A and N* phases [77]. These polymers
also possessed a mesophase range much wider then their corresponding monomers. They
also further demonstrated the influence of the spacer on the mesomorphic properties with
longer spacers showing wider mesophase range. The mesophase range extended below
body temperature, making them suitable for applications in site-specific drug delivery. The
incorporation of a cholesterol-bearing sidegroup to a guandium-rich ampihipatic carbonate
BCP was studied for its influence on the complexation to siRNA (small-interfering rinucleic
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acid). The cholesteryl group made it insoluble in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), rendering
it impractical to use for siRNA drug delivery [78].

PEG- and cholesterol-based triblock BCPs were prepared via attaching the cholesteryl
pendant group to a polymer of fixed length [79]. This led to the formation of SmA phase,
spreading to below body temperature. The BCP was then self-assembled by solvent
switching into THF/water, leading to the formation of spherical nanoparticles, similar to
those described in Section 3.1 above. The nanoparticles were then probed for their potential
applications for the targeted delivery of doxorubicin (DOX) for use in vivo. The material
displayed acceptable loading content and efficiency. Switching the pH from neutral to low
promoted drug release [80].

Another promising BCP bearing cholesterol was studied for applications in the deliv-
ery of doxorubicin composed of polynorbonene-cholesterol/PEG [81]. It demonstrated no
cytotoxicity by itself, but showed the steady release of DOX at 2% per day in PBS. It had
additional positive effects, as it showed decreased cardiac accumulation of DOX compared
to free DOX in vivo mice studies.

3.3. Photonic and Electronic Applications

Cholesterol-containing polymers, on top of their excellent biocompatibility, have
shown promise as future materials in photonic and electronic applications. Table 1 sum-
marises some of the recent developments within these fields.

Table 1. List of various cholesterol-containing polymers and their applications in photonic and
electronic devices.

Polymer Type Components Synthesis Method Application References

Elastomers
Poly(methylsilylene),
cholesterylcarbonate

and a cross linker
Hydrosilylation Lasing [82–84]

Block copolymers
Photochromic

spirooxazine and
cholesterol mesogen

Free radical
polymerisation Data storage [85–87]

Homopolymers and copolymers

Methacrylates
bearing cholesterol
pendant group and

methly methacrylate

Atom transfer radical
polymerisation

(ATRP)

Organic field-effect
transistor (OFET) [88,89]

Cross-linked copolymer
Polybenzoxazine

functionalised with
cholesterol

Ring-opening
polymerisation

High-thermal
conductivity and
heat-resistance

[90–92]

Block-copolymers Azobenzene and
cholesteryl mesogens

Ring-opening
polymerisation

Photo-optical
switching [93,94]

Block-copolymers
Polyoxyethylene and

cholesterol
methacrylate

Reversible addi-
tion–fragmentation

chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerisation

Energy storage [95]

Homopolymers

Polyphenylallenes
with various spacers
between backbone

and cholesterol
mesogen

Coordination
polymerisation Fluorescent sensors [96–99]

As discussed in the Introduction, cholesterol-based liquid crystal polymers are well-
known for their chiral nematic phase. Figure 14 shows the colour shift observed for a
cholesteric liquid crystal elastomer as a function of strain. The colour change was observed
due to the change in pitch of the elastomer. This polymer was then used for a low-
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threshold, mirrorless lasing [82] The lasing effect was observed after doping the elastomer
network with a 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-dimethyl-amino styryl)-4-H-pyran
(DCM), a well-known laser dye. It was shown that the laser line of narrow line width,
approx. 3 Å, could be shifted by applying mechanical strain to the elastomer (Figure 14).
Another potential application of chiral nematic-based cholesterol polymers is data storage.
Hattori et al. demonstrated the controlled pitch change of an N* film upon exposure to
UV irradiation [85]. Ndaya et al. [93] prepared a series of responsive copolymers based
on azobenzene and cholesterol mesogens, which displayed a reversible change in their
selective reflection, from near IR to visible light, as a function of temperature. This allows
these materials to be employed as photo-optical switches.

Figure 14. Colour shift observed for cholesteric liquid crystal elastomer as a function of strain. The
colour change is observed due to change in the position of the reflection band of the elastomer as
a function of mechanical deformation with unstrained sample (A) being green through to (B) light
green, with blue in the corners, to strained sample (C), where the entire sample is blue. Reprinted
with permission from Finkelmann et al., Advanced Materials, 2001, 13, 1069–1072.

Dognaci et al. [88] prepared a series of methacrylic homopolymers and copolymers
bearing a cholesterol pendant group and methyl methacrylate. The Cole–Cole plot of most
of the polymers prepared showed non-Debye relaxation behaviours, with the exception of
two individual polymers. A homopolymer with a spacer length of 10 showed promise as
a potential material for applications within organic photovoltaics, as it demonstrated DC
conductivity behaviour at high frequencies.

A series of heat-resistant cross-linked polybenzoxazine-based polymers containing
cholesterol mesogens was prepared by Liu et al. [90]. They demonstrated high thermal
conductivity and showed thermal stability up to 300 ◦C, with a smectic range between
100 ◦C and 220 ◦C. Another potential application for a cholesterol-containing polymer is
within solid-state energy storage and lithium ion batteries. Zhou et al. [95] prepared a
series of copolymers of polyoxyethylene (PEO) and a methacrylic cholesteryl mesogen,
which formed amorphous nanostructures of PEO at room temperature but maintained
their mechanical properties at elevated temperatures. Shape memory polymers (SMPs)
have a wide variety of applications, including withing the field of photonics in the design
of functional and responsive gratings. Mahajan et al. [100] studied SMP based on side
chain cholesterol mesogens. They observed reversible shape transformation after stretching
the polymer at elevated temperature and quenching to room temperature (Figure 15A–C).
Ahn et al. [101] demonstrated the memory effect within terpolymer and explored it within
the context of the smectic order director in relation to the long axis of the film formed
(Figure 15D).
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Figure 15. Shape memory effect (SMP) displayed by a cholesteric terpolymer film (A) stretched at
110 ◦C (B) quenched to room temperature and (C) recovering its original shape upon reheating back
to 110 ◦C. (D) Shape memory effect of a film of a terpolymer and its subsequent recovery on heating
shown as function of time. Red dashed line represents the response as a function of temperature,
blue dotted line shows the strain applied and solid black line the strain response. Numbers 1 and 5
correspond to different isotropic states and 2 to 4 correspond to various SmA polymorphism change
during shape memory effect. Reprinted with permission from Mahajan et al., Macromolecules,2017, 50,
5929–5939 and Ahn et al., ACS Nano, 2011, 5, 3085–3095 [100,101].

As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, cholesterol-containing polymers can be made to display
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) behaviour, which can act as a fluorescent probe. Zhang
et al. [96] showed that a series of hydrogen-bonding polymers, depending on the linker
between the backbone and cholesteryl mesogen, displayed both aggregation-induced
emission and aggregation-induced quenching (AIQ).

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Steroid-based liquid crystal polymers and co-polymers is a rapidly developing area
of research with applications in a variety of fields. There are few reviews available on the
topic of steroid-based polymers discussing the relevant chemical aspects and self-assembly
capabilities [69,102–104]. In this review, cholesterol and related sterol-based polymers are
described and their structure–property relationship is discussed, with particular emphasis
on their liquid crystalline properties and their potential benefit in applications. These
underlying principles, in combination with sterols’ natural biocompatibility, make them
excellent materials for use in drug delivery devices for anticancer, antimicrobial and anti-
inflammatory drugs, as well as for imaging dyes. Their responsiveness has been utilised
for controlled payload release in vivo with mammalian cells and in vitro. Their intrinsic
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liquid crystalline behaviour has demonstrated a positive impact on artificial tissue growth.
Applications of LC cholesterol-based elastomers within biomedicine as scaffolds for tissue
growth have only recently been explored, but show tremendous promise due to low
cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility. This is a feature not commonly found in standard
liquid crystalline polymers, which makes the cholesterol-based polymers more relevant as
materials of the future.

The versatile self-assembly behaviour and responsiveness to changes in the system,
including solvent exposure, light and temperature, make steroid-based liquid crystal poly-
mers and copolymers prime candidates for sensing and imaging applications. Their uni-
form, 1D structures have been shown to adapt, making them suitable for applications
within nanoelectronics as charge carriers for micro- and nano-sized devices. Their liquid
crystalline properties allow them to self-assemble into stable structures otherwise unavail-
able with non liquid crystalline blocks. Future directions of research in this area promise
novel medical and technological developments. Further expanding and optimising the
array of biocompatible polymers with cholesterol is being explored, particularly the po-
tential applications in artificial tissue growth, not just for medical applications but also
for lab-grown meat. The materials are being further developed for applications in the
next generation of photovoltaics and fuel cells. The natural abundance of cholesterol and
their ease of acquisition makes them suitable for scaling up on an industrial scale for the
fabrication of such devices.
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Abstract: Solitons in liquid crystals have received increasing attention due to their importance in
fundamental physical science and potential applications in various fields. The study of solitons in
liquid crystals has been carried out for over five decades with various kinds of solitons being reported.
Recently, a number of new types of solitons have been observed, among which, many of them exhibit
intriguing dynamic behaviors. In this paper, we briefly review the recent progresses on experimental
investigations of solitons in liquid crystals.

Keywords: liquid crystal; soliton; toron; skyrmion; nematic; cholesteric; smectic; micro-cargo trans-
port; dissipative dynamics

1. Introduction

Solitons are self-sustained localized packets of waves in nonlinear media that prop-
agate without changing shape. They are found everywhere in our daily life from nerve
pluses in our bodies to eyes of storms in the atmosphere and even density waves in galaxies.
They were first observed as water waves in a shallow canal by a Scottish engineer John
Scott Russell in 1834 [1], which initiated the theoretical work of Rayleigh and Boussinesq
and eventually led to the well-known KdV (Korteweg, de Vries) equation which has been
broadly used as an approximate description of solitary waves [2]. However, the significance
of soliton was not widely appreciated until 1965 when the word “soliton” was coined by
Zabusky and Kruskal [3]. Nowadays, solitons have appeared in every branch of physics,
such as nonlinear photonics [4], Bose-Einstein condensates [5], superconductors [6], and
magnetic materials [7], just to name a few. Generally, solitons appear as self-organized
localized waves that preserve their identities after pairwise collisions [8]. This ideal non-
linear property of solitons may enable distortion-free long-distance transport of matter or
information and thus makes them considerably attractive to both fundamental research
and technological applications [9–11].

Liquid crystals (LCs) are self-organized anisotropic fluids that are thermodynamically
intermediate between the isotropic liquid and the crystalline solid, exhibiting the fluidity of
liquids as well as the order of crystals [12,13]. Generally, LCs consist of anisotropic building
blocks with rod- or disc-like shapes, which spontaneously orient in a specific direction on
average, called director, n. As a typical nonlinear material, LCs have been broadly used
as an ideal testbed for studying solitons, in which different kinds of solitons have been
generated in the past five decades.

In this review, we first give a brief overview of the early works of solitons in LCs
(Section 2), which is followed by a short discussion of investigations on nematicons
(Section 3) and a discussion of recent progress in studies of topological solitons in chi-
ral nematics (Section 4). The article then continues by overviewing the investigations of
dynamic particle-like dissipative solitons, “director bullets” or “directrons”, which were
first reported by Brand et al. in 1997 but did not receive much attention until recently
(Section 5). This review is mainly focused on the recent experimental investigations on
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solitons in liquid crystals, readers who are interested in this topic can find more detailed
early experimental and theoretical investigations in the excellent book edited by Lam and
Prost [14].

2. Early Works

The study of solitons in LCs was started in 1968 by Wolfgang Helfrich [15]. He
theoretically modelled alignment inversion walls as static solitons in an infinite sample of
nematic order. By applying a magnetic field, H, depending on the assumed orientation of
the director at infinity, there are three types of possible walls, i.e., twist wall, splay-bend
wall parallel to the applied field, and the splay-bend wall perpendicular to the field, which
are analogous to the Bloch and Neel walls in ferromagnetics (Figure 1). Such a model was
later improved by de Gennes who studied the boundary effects of the substrate and the
movement of the walls [16].

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of different alignment inversion walls. (a) Twist wall. (b) Splay-bend
wall parallel to the magnetic field. (c) Splay-bend wall vertical to the magnetic field. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 1968 American Physical Society.

The first experimental investigation of these inversion walls was probably reported by
Leger in 1972 [17]. In this work, a 180◦ twist wall was generated at the top free surface of a
nematic droplet by rotating the applied magnetic field by 180◦ (Figure 2a,b). The migration
time of the twist walls was also measured. However, instead of working with a free surface
geometry, the measurements were carried out in nematic droplets sandwiched between
two rubbed glass plates due to the difficulty of measuring the sample thickness. In this case,
the twist walls were generated near each glass plate and then moved toward the midplane
of the sample. Because the pair had opposite twists, they annihilated each other once they
met. The measured migration time was in great agreement with theoretical prediction [16].
However, because the observation was from the top of the sample, one could not really see
the propagation process of the twist walls in the experiment.

In the same year, a different type of wall was investigated theoretically by Brochard [18]
and experimentally by Leger [19,20]. These walls separate domains in which LC molecules
rotate in two different directions, i.e., the so-called reverse tilt domains [21]. They can
be generated by increasing the applied magnetic field above the Freedericksz transition
(Figure 2c,d). The walls can either form in a straight line state where they are stable and
static or in a closed loop state where they continuously shrink inward and eventually
annihilate to minimize the free energy. The authors investigated the static structure and
the dynamic behavior of the walls. Unlike the twist walls mentioned above, the walls
discussed here move in the plane of the LC cell and can be observed directly.
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Figure 2. Typical image of the free surface of a MBBA droplet within which a twist wall was
generated at (a) H = 3000 G and (b) H = 6000 G, where H represents the magnitude of the magnetic
field. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright 1972 Elsevier. (c) Schematic distortion
of the director structure of different walls. (d) The microscopy of the walls corresponding to (c).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [19]. Copyright 1972 Elsevier.

The interactions between flows and director field in a nematic LC can introduce a
nonlinear term in the director equation of motion. Thus, it is possible to induce solitons
by shearing nematics without applying any external field [14]. In 1976, Cladis and Torza
reported propagating solitary wave instabilities of a nematic in a Couette flow field [22].
They found that for small shears, a “tumbling” instability was observed, which was similar
to the appearance of a solitary wave in a long torsion bar to which is attached a dense
array of pendulums. By slightly increasing the shear rate, a cellular flow instability was
induced (Figure 3a). Further increase of the shear rate, led to a dense mass of disclinations
being formed, which aligned with their long axis parallel to the flow field. At very large
shear rates, Taylor vortices were generated. In 1982, Zhu reported a soliton-like director
wave in a nematic by mechanical shearing [23]. In his work, the nematic film was confined
in a home-made cell with an exciter at the entrance. The nematic was homeotropically
aligned. By moving the exciter, propagating director waves were observed through po-
larized white light as black lines, which travelled through the nematic bulk (Figure 3b).
It should be noted that these solitons were first theoretically predicted and explained by
Lin et al. [24–26]. Later, in 1987, C. Q. Shu et al. reported the generation of two-dimensional
(2D) axisymmetric propagating solitons in a radial Poiseuille flow of homeotropic nematic
LCs [27]. These solitons appear as dark rings in polarized white light and are large enough
to be observed directly by the naked eye (Figure 3c). They are generated by periodically
pressing the rim of the cell and can move through the nematic bulk at a constant speed
with their shape remaining unchanged.

Convection as one of the simplest examples of hydrodynamic instability induces a rich
variety of nonlinear phenomena in a fluid. In conventional Rayleigh-Benard and Taylor
experiments, convective patterns emerge once the temperature gradient across the fluid
layer, and the relative velocity field of the rotating planes, exceed some specific threshold
(the Rayleigh number Ra and Ta). Generally, the convective pattern is composed of spatially
periodic rolls (Williams rolls) with translational invariance, whose periodicity is of order of
the thickness of the fluid layer. In LCs, the convective pattern exhibits similar characteristic
features and can be generated by applying an electric field to a properly aligned nematic. It
was reported that the nonlinear coupling between the convective flow and the director field
may lead to the generation of a number of solitonic structures. In 1979, Ribotta measured
the penetration length of a vortex into a subcritical region by using the electro-convective
instability in a nematic LC [28]. In his experiment, the electrode on one plate is divided into
two parts separated by a small gap of about 5 μm. Convective patterns are generated in one
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region (region 1) by applying an electric field. An electric field with the same frequency but
a relatively low amplitude is applied in the other region (region 2), in which no convective
pattern is generated. One then observes that small portions of individual rolls are “emitted”
from the gap, and propagate into region 2 with a uniform group velocity (Figure 4a). The
rolls behave like solitary waves with their shape and amplitude remaining constant during
the motion. A different kind of soliton was later reported by Lowe and Gollub in 1985
in a convecting nematic subjected to spatially periodic forcing [29]. The solitons (also
called domain walls or discommensurations) are regions of local compression of convective
rolls (Figure 4b) and can be well described by the solutions to the Sine-Gordon equation.
Generally, the convective pattern is stationary and spatially homogeneous with its velocity
field and orientational field being time independent. However, in 1988, Joets and Ribotta
reported a time-dependent localized state of electro-convection in a nematic [30]. These
spatially localized domains exhibit elliptical shape and distribute randomly throughout
the sample. Inside the domains, a periodic structure of Williams Rolls translates uniformly
(Figure 4c). The velocity of the rolls has the same amplitude in different domains, but its
sign changes randomly from one domain to another. The domains themselves do not show
uniform translational motion, instead they fluctuate around an average location. Both the
velocity of the rolls and the shape of the domains can be varied by tuning the applied
electric field.

 

Figure 3. (a) Cellular flow in a nematic LC. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [22]. Copyright
1976 Elsevier. (b) Propagation process of the director wave. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [23].
Copyright 1982 American Physical Society. (c) Propagation of the 2D axisymmetric soliton. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [27]. Copyright 1987 Taylor & Francis.
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Figure 4. (a) Portions of convective rolls “emitted” from region 1 to region 2. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. [28]. Copyright 1979 American Physical Society. (b) Micrograph of a quasiperiodic
convective structure. The solitons (indicated by arrows) are regions of compression of the rolls.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright 1985 American Physical Society. (c) Micro-
graph of localized domains of travelling convective rolls. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31].
Copyright 1988 American Physical Society.

3. Nematicons

Nematicons are self-focused light beams (spatial optical solitons) that propagate in
nematic LCs. The beginning may date back to the early works by Braun et al. in which
optical beams of complex structures, such as the formation of focal light spots, the onset
of transverse beam undulations, and the development of multiple beam filaments, are
realized by interacting a low-power laser beam with a nematic LC [32,33]. Compared to
most materials, the nonlinear coefficient of nematic LC is extremely large (106 to 1010 times
greater than that of typical optical materials such as CS2), making it an ideal system for
investigating spatial optical solitons [32]. As shown in Figure 5, a linearly polarized beam
propagates along the z-axis and enters a nematic cell. The polarization of the beam is
parallel to the y-axis. The nematic LC within the cell is homogeneously aligned with its
director, n, being parallel to the cell substrates but making an angle θ with respect to the
wave vector (k) of the beam. The extraordinary waves of the beam whose electric field E is
in the nk plane propagate along the Poynting vector S which is deviated from k at the angle
δ [34]. The light induces electric dipoles in the LC molecules which interact with the electric
field and produce a torque Γ = ε0Δε(n · E)(n × E), where ε0 is the dielectric susceptibility
of vacuum, Δε = n2

e − n2
o is the optical anisotropy, ne and no are the extraordinary and

ordinary refractive indices, respectively. For nematic LCs with ne > no, the torque reorients
the director and increases the angle θ, leading to the increase of the extraordinary refractive
index ne,θ = neno√

n2
o ·sin2(θ)+n2

e ·cos2(θ)
. Such an increase of the refractive index focuses the

beam, and leads to the formation of a nematicon which propagates along S. The study of
nematicons has attracted a great deal of interest since the beginning of the 21st century
due to its promising applications in nonlinear optics and photonics [35]. Recently, different
kinds of nematicons, such as vortex nematicons [36–38], have been reported. Since this
review is mainly concentrated on topological and dissipative LC solitons, we refer the
readers who are interested in nematicons, to a book and several reviews published by
Assanto, et al., recommended here [35,39–41].

 

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the formation of a nematicon in a planar nematic LC cell. (b) Photographs
of a propagating ordinary light beam (top) and a nematicon (bottom). Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [34]. Copyright 2019 Optical Society of America.
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4. Topological Solitons in Chiral Nematics

Topological solitons are continuous but topologically nontrivial field configurations
embedded in uniform physical fields that behave like particles and cannot be transformed
into a uniform state through smooth deformations [42]. They were probably first proposed
by the great mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss, who envisaged that localized knots
of physical fields, such as electric or magnetic fields, could behave like particles [43].
Kelvin and Tait noticed the importance of this concept in physics and proposed one
of the early models of atoms, in which they tried to explain the diversity of chemical
elements as different knotted vortices [43]. Based on these theories, Hopf proposed the
celebrated mathematical Hopf fibration [44], which was later applied to three-dimensional
physical fields by Finkelstein [45] and led to the increasing interest of topological solitons
to mathematicians and physicists. Nowadays, topological solitons have been investigated
in many branches of physics such as instantons in quantum theory [46,47], vortices in
superconductors [48], rotons in Bose-Einstein condensates [49], and Skyrme solitons in
particle physics [50], etc. The field of topological solitons in LCs started about 50 years ago
with the discussion of static linear and planar solitons, which are actually the inversion
walls discussed above. In this section, the attention will be mainly focused on the 3D
particle-like topological solitons, i.e., the so-called “baby skyrmions”, in chiral nematic LCs
(CNLCs).

In CNLCs, topological solitons such as 2D merons and skyrmions (low-dimensional
analogs of Skyrme solitons) can be generated and have recently received great attention.
The molecules of a CNLC form a “layered” structure. In each molecular layer, the director,
n, aligns in a specific direction. The director of different layers twists at a constant rate
along a helical axis which is perpendicular to the layers. The distance over which n

rotates by an angle of 2π is called the pitch, p. Generally, by applying an electric field
to a CNLC or sandwiching it between surfaces of homeotropic anchoring, the helical
superstructure of the CNLC will be deformed, leading to the formation of string-like
cholesteric fingers [51] and/or nonsingular solitonic field configurations [52]. In 1974,
Haas and Adams [52] reported the formation of densely packed particle-like director field
configurations, called “spherulites” by the authors, which are now known as “skyrmions”,
following Skyrme who developed a 3D soliton model of nucleons [50]. In the experiment,
the CNLC is confined in a cell with homeotropic anchoring. By applying an electric
field to the sample, electro-hydrodynamic effects are induced, and the spherulites can be
generated after removing the electric field. Almost at the same time, similar results were
also reported by Kawachi et al. [53]. However, in their publication, the spherulites were
called “bubble domains”. These spherulites or bubble domains soon attracted a great deal
of interest and fueled an explosive growth of studies in the next few years [54–62]. In
2009, with the help of laser tweezers, different kinds of spherulites or bubble domains
were optically generated at will at a selected place of a homeotropically aligned CNLC
by Smalyukh, et al. [63]. By characterizing and simulating the 3D director structure of
these solitons, the authors recognized that these are low-dimensional analogs of Skyrme
solitons. The solitons are composed of a double-twist cylinder closed on itself in the
form of a torus and coupled to the surrounding uniform field by point or line topological
defects and are called “torons” (Figure 6a). The authors successfully demonstrated the
structure and stability of the torons by the basic field theory of elastic director deformations
and obtained the equilibrium field configuration and elastic energy of torons through
numerical simulations. Later, the same authors reported the generation of 2D reconfigurable
photonic structures composed of ensembles of torons [64–66]. In 2013, Chen et al. reported
the generation of Hopf fibration (Figure 6c) in a CNLC by manipulating the two point
defects of torons [67]. They demonstrate the relationship between Hopf fibration and
torons through a topological visualization technique derived from the Pontryagin-Thom
construction. In the following years, a variety of different kinds of skyrmionic solitons, such
as half-skyrmions, twistion, skyrmion bags, skyrmion spin ice, skyrmion-dressed colloidal
particles, and more complicated structures composed of torons, hopfions, and various
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disclinations, were realized and reported by different groups [68–76]. The self-assembly
of torons (Figure 6d) [77–79] and hopfions in ferromagnetic LCs were later realized by
Ackerman et al. [80]. Furthermore, the continuous transformation of 3D Hopf solitons [81]
and the generation of 3D knots dubbed “heliknotons” (Figure 6e,f) [82] in CNLCs were
reported by Tai et al. Due to the continuous twist of the director field within topological
solitons, they can be used as optical devices for controlling and modulating the propagation
of light [83–86]. For instance, Varanytsia et al. reported that the surface-assisted assembly of
a two-dimensional toron array could be utilized as a spatial light modulator to control the
light transmission and scattering [83,87]. Recently, Hess et al. showed that the skyrmionic
solitons can act as lenses to steer laser beams [84]. Papic et al. showed that the topological
LC solitons inserted in a Fabry-Perot microcavity can be used as a tunable microlaser to
generate structured laser beams. The structure of the emitted light could be easily controlled
by tuning the topology and geometry of the solitons [88]. In addition, Mai et al. recently
showed that topological solitons, such as heliknotons, can be used as micro-templates for
spatial reorganization of nanoparticles [89].

 

Figure 6. (a) Configuration of a toron. (b) Polarizing microscopy texture of different defect-
proliferated torons. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63]. Copyright 2010 Nature. (c) Flow lines
and preimage surfaces of Hopf fibration. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [67]. Copyright 2013
American Physical Society. (d) Self-assembly of skyrmions. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [77].
Copyright 2015 Nature. (e) Knotted co-located half-integer vortex lines in a heliknoton. (f) Polarizing
microscopy texture of heliknotons. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [82]. Copyright 2019 Science.

In most investigations, these topological solitons are viewed as static field configura-
tions in LCs. However, it is found that they can be driven into motion by applying electric
fields. In 2017, Ackerman et al. reported an electrically driven squirming motion of baby
skyrmions in a chiral nematic [90]. By applying a modulated electric field, the skyrmions
behave like defects in active matter and move in directions orthogonal to the electric field.
Such a motion stems from the non-reciprocal rotational dynamics of LC director fields.
During motion, the periodic relaxation and tightening of the twisted region make the
skyrmions expand, contract, and morph, resembling squirming motion (Figure 7a). Both
the direction and speed of the moving solitons can be controlled by tuning the applied
electric field. Such a controllable motion of skyrmions may enable versatile applications
such as micro-cargo transport [91]. In 2019, Sohn et al. reported an electrically driven
collective motion of skyrmions, in which thousands to millions of skyrmions started from
random orientations and motions, but then synchronized their motions and developed
polar ordering within seconds (Figure 7b) [92]. They also showed that such a collective
motion could even be enriched and guided by light (Figure 7c) [93] and could be used as a
model for studying the dynamics of topological defects and grain boundaries in crystalline
solid systems [94]. As we mentioned above, the topological defects and solitons are usually
generated through local relief of geometric frustration of the helical structure of CNLCs.
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As a result, in most works, the topological defects are generated in CNLCs confined by
homeotropic anchoring conditions. Very recently, Shen and Dierking reported the creation
of 3D topological solitons, i.e., the torons, in a CNLC which is confined in cells of homo-
geneous anchoring by applying electric fields [95]. In that work, the authors demonstrate
the transformation between the cholesteric fingers and the solitons and the formation of
“skyrmion bags” with a tunable topological degree. The solitons exhibit different static
geometric textures and dynamic behaviors by changing the pitch of the CNLC system
(Figure 7d). They undergo anomalous diffusion at equilibrium and performed directional
motion driven by electric fields. The solitons could even form aggregates of tunable shape,
anisotropy, and fractal dimension through inelastic collisions with each other.

 

Figure 7. (a) Polarizing microscopy texture of a squirming skyrmion. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [90]. Copyright 2017 Nature. (b) Temporal evolution of skyrmion velocity order. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [92]. Copyright 2019 Nature. (c) Motion of skyrmions guided by light.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93]. Copyright 2020 Optical Society of America. (d) Different
dynamic behaviors of torons. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2021 American
Physical Society.

In this section, the recent experimental studies on 3D particle-like skyrmionic topolog-
ical solitons were briefly introduced. For readers who are interested in more details con-
cerning this topic, an excellent review written by Smalyukh is strongly recommended [96].

5. Dynamic Dissipative Solitons in Liquid Crystals

Dissipative solitons are stable localized solitary deviations of a state variable from
an otherwise homogeneous stable stationary background distribution. They are generally
powered by an external driver and vanish below a finite strength of the driver [97]. Experi-
mentally, dissipative solitons were generated in the form of electric current filaments in a
2D planar gas-discharge system [98]. In LCs, different kinds of dissipative solitons have
been generated and reported recently [99–105].

In 2018, Li et al. reported the formation of 3D dissipative solitons in an electrically
driven nematic, which were called “director bullets” [99] or “directrons” [100] by the
authors (Figure 8). These solitons were first reported by Brand et al. in 1997, and were
called “butterflies”, but did not receive much attention at that time. The directrons (we
will refer to them as “directrons” to distinguish them from other solitons) are self-confined
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localized director deformations. While the nematic aligns homogeneously outside the
directrons, the director field is distorted and oscillates with the frequency of the applied
AC electric field within the directrons. Such an oscillation breaks the fore-aft symmetry
of the structure of the directrons and leads to the rapid propagation perpendicular to the
alignment direction. The directrons can move with speeds as large as 1000 μm s−1 through
the homogeneous nematic bulk over a macroscopic distance thousands of times larger
than their size. They survive collisions and pass through each other without losing their
identities. Unlike the topological solitons, the directrons are topologically equivalent to a
uniform state and disappear right after switching off the applied electric field. The nematic
media in which the directrons were generated by Li et al., 4′-butyl-4-heptyl-bicyclohexyl-
4-carbonitrile (CCN-47), is of the (−,−) type, which means that both the dielectric and
conductivity anisotropies are negative, i.e., Δε = ε‖ − ε⊥ < 0 and Δσ = σ‖ − σ⊥ < 0,
respectively. The basic mechanism of many electro-hydrodynamic instabilities in nematics
of the (−,+) type is now quite well understood and can be explained by the well-known
“Carr-Helfrich” model, in which a subtle balance between the dielectric torque that stabilizes
the initial planar director field and an anomalous conductive torque induced by space
charges that breaks the planar state is reached [106,107]. However, the model cannot be
used to explain the generation of the directrons observed in (−,−) nematics, in which case
both the dielectric and conductivity torques can only stabilize the planar state. Instead, due
to the equality of the frequency of the directron oscillation and that of the applied electric
field, the main reason of the excitation of the directrons is attributed to the flexoelectric
polarization [105].

 
Figure 8. Director bullets in a planar nematic cell. (a) Cell scheme. (b) Transmitted light intensity
map and director distortions in the xy plane within a single bullet. (c–e) Polarizing microscopy of the
director bullets at varied voltages. (f) Polarizing microscopy of the electro-hydrodynamic pattern.
Scale bar 200 μm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [99]. Copyright 2018 Nature.

The study carried out by Aya and Araoka showed that similar directrons can also
be generated in nematics of the (−,+) type [101]. In order to systemically examine the
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influences of the material parameters on the generation and dynamics of the directrons,
the authors used a mixture of two different nematics which are of the (−,−) type and the
(+,+) type, respectively. By altering the concentrations of the two nematics, a continuous
transition of the dielectric and conductivity anisotropies of the mixture could be realized,
leading to the formation of different kinds of electro-hydrodynamic patterns. The authors
found that the conductivity is vital in determining the stability of the directrons. These
directrons can only exist in the limited range of moderate conductivity, 0.8 × 10−8 < σ <
4 × 10−8 Ω−1m−1. The unifying feature of the generation of the directrons in nematics of
the (−,−) type and the (−,+) type is that the conductivity of the nematic host is relatively
low compared to those typically used in exploring conventional Carr-Helfrich electro-
hydrodynamic phenomena (~10−7 Ω−1m−1) [108]. Li et al. reported that the conductivity
of the nematic host (CCN-47) for producing dissipative solitons was about (0.5–0.6) ×
10−8 Ω−1m−1 [99], and the conductivity of the nematic (ZLI-2806) used in the experiments
by Shen and Dierking was about (0.6–1.9) × 10−8 Ω−1m−1 [102].

On the other hand, a recent study carried out by Shen and Dierking showed that
similar directrons could even be produced in nematics of the (+,+) type (Figure 9) [103],
which is unexpected by the “standard model” [109]. In their experiment, a nematic (5CB)
with both positive dielectric and conductivity anisotropies was confined in a cell with
homogeneous alignment. The alignment of the cells was induced through the photo-
alignment technique instead of the conventional rubbing method, the former providing
a relatively weak azimuthal anchoring. The directrons are generated after applying an
AC electric field with a relatively low frequency to the sample. The dynamic behavior of
the directrons is similar to that reported by Li et al. [87,88] and Aya et al. [89]. Directrons
can propagate either parallel or perpendicular to the alignment direction which can be
switched by tuning the frequency and amplitude of the applied electric field [99–101].
The directrons behave like waves when they pass through each other without losing their
identities after collisions. Electro-hydrodynamic instabilities in LCs have been investigated
for decades. Early studies mainly focus on the electro-convection effects in nematics
with opposite signs of anisotropies, e.g., nematics of the (−,+) type, in which electro-
convection rolls, such as the well-known “Williams domains” [110] and “chevrons” [28], are
observed. In most of the cases, the destabilization can be explained by the charge separation
mechanism introduced by Carr [106] and Helfrich [107], which was later extended to a
3D theory, i.e., the “standard model” [109]. On the other hand, most nonstandard electro-
convection phenomena observed in nematics of the (−,−) type can be explained by adding
flexoelectricity effects to the standard model. The standard model predicts no electro-
hydrodynamic instability in nematics of the (+,+) type. However, complicated electro-
convection patterns, such as fingerprint textures [111], Maltese crosses [111], and cellular
patterns [112], were reported in nematic cells with homeotropic alignment. Different
explanations, including isotropic ionic flows [111,113,114], charge injection (known as Felici-
Benard mechanism) [115,116], flexoelectricity, and surface-polarization effects [117,118],
etc., were proposed to account for the origin of the instabilities. However, a rigorous
explanation is still to be found. In the case of homogeneous alignment, only stationary
Williams domains were observed in nematics with small values of the dielectric anisotropy
(0 < Δε < 0.4). For nematics with large dielectric anisotropy (just as the situation in ref [103]),
electro-hydrodynamic instabilities are usually suppressed by the Freedericksz transition
and thus are not expected [119]. The formation of the directrons in 5CB reported by Shen
and Dierking is attributed to the special conditions of their experimental setup, i.e., a
relatively high ion concentration of the nematic host and a relatively weak azimuthal
anchoring of the cells. Both of these factors lead to the strong nonlinear coupling between
the isotropic ionic flows and the director field which induces the directrons [103].
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Figure 9. The structure of the dissipative solitons in 5CB. (a) Time series of polarizing micrographs of
a soliton modulated by an AC electric field. Scale bar 20 μm. (b) The schematic structure of a soliton.
m represents the alignment direction. ϕm and θm represent the azimuthal angle and the polar angle
of the local mid-layer director. (c) Transmitted light intensity maps and the corresponding mid-layer
director fields (black dashed lines) in the xy plane within solitons. v represents the velocity of the
soliton. The color bar shows a linear scale of transmitted light intensity. Insets are the corresponding
POM micrographs, scale bar 10 μm. Red squares 1, 2, and 3 are corresponding to the ones in (b).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [103]. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.

The formation of the dynamic directrons is not the privilege of nematics only. Shen
and Dierking showed that the directrons can also form in chiral nematics of the (−,+) type
and the (+,+) type, respectively [102,103]. In the experiments, the chiral nematic hosts are
prepared by doping a chiral dopant into achiral nematics, and the mixtures are filled into
LC cells with homogeneous alignment conditions. An AC electric field is applied parallel
to the helical axis of the chiral nematics, and the directrons emerge as the amplitude of the
electric field increases above some frequency-dependent thresholds. The dynamic behavior
of the directrons was investigated and compared to those in achiral nematics. It was found
that the directrons in the achiral nematics show a “butterfly-like” structure (Figure 10a), but
the ones in chiral nematics exhibit a “bullet-like” structure (Figure 10b). In both cases (chiral
and achiral nematics), the directrons move either parallel or perpendicular to the alignment
direction, a behavior which is dependent on the applied electric field. Interestingly, the
directrons in achiral nematics behave like waves in that they collide and pass through each
other as reported by Li et al. [99]. The directrons in chiral nematics behave similar to a
wave-particle dualism in so far that they either pass through each other without losing
identity (solitary wave) (Figure 10c), or collide with each other and undergo reflection
(hard particle) (Figure 10d). The authors also showed that the motion of the directrons
can be controlled by the alignment. As shown in Figure 10e, the LC cell is divided into
three regions with different alignment directions by using the photo-alignment technique.
Tuning the applied electric field, the directrons either move parallel or perpendicular to
the alignment direction in each individual region. However, once the directrons move
across the boundaries of different regions, they change their directions continuously to fit
the alignment condition. The directrons can therefore be used as vehicles for micro-cargo
transport [102,103]. As shown in Figure 10f, a directron is induced around a dust particle
once the electric field is applied. It then carries and translates the particle by moving it
through the nematic bulk. Similar phenomena were also reported by Li et al. which was
termed “directron-induced liquid crystal-enabled electrophoresis” [120].
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Figure 10. Dissipative solitons in chiral nematics. Solitons in achiral (a) and chiral (b) nematics.
(c) Two solitons pass through each other. (d) Two solitons collide and reflect into opposite directions.
(e) Motion of solitons in a cell divided into three regions with different alignment directions. (f) Micro-
cargo transport by a soliton. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [102]. Copyright 2020 Nature.

So far, most dynamic solitons have been reported only in nematics. However, recently,
it was shown that particle-like dynamic dissipative solitons can be formed in LCs of
the fluid smectic A phase [104]. A smectic A phase is characterized by the formation of
a layered structure of elongated molecules with orientational and 1D positional order.
Within each layer, the LC molecules are orientated perpendicular to the layer, but their
molecular centers of mass are distributed randomly without any further in-plane positional
order [121]. The smectic phase is usually characterized by the remarkable patterns of
singular ellipses, hyperbolas, and parabolas known as the focal conic domains (FCDs).
In this work, a smectic LC (8CB) is confined in a LC cell with homogeneous alignment
condition. The sample is kept at a temperature slightly below the nematic-smectic phase
transition point. The solitons are formed by applying a low-frequency field with a mediate
voltage to the so-called “scattering state” of the smectic A phase. The solitons exhibit a
swallow-tail like texture under crossed polarizers with a static structure analogous to the
parabolic focal conic domains (PFCDs) (Figure 11). They are characterized by an elliptical
contour, which is generated as a result of the localization of stress. The contour is composed
of the loci of the cusps of smectic layers. Outside the solitons, the equidistant smectic layers
align homogeneously perpendicular to the alignment direction. Within the solitons, the
transmitted light intensity increases, indicating azimuthal deviations of the director field
from the alignment. As a result, the smectic layers continuously deform into curves within
the solitons. The curvature of the curves exhibits a maximum at one of the foci of the
elliptical contour, where a singular defect line is located and acts as the core of the solitons.
The size of the solitons is dependent on the applied voltage, and decreases with increasing
voltage. When driven by a low-frequency electric field, the director within the solitons tilts
up and down due to the dielectric torque, which leads to a periodic shape transformation of
the soliton. The solitons move bidirectionally along the alignment direction with constant
speed, which is attributed to the permeation ion flow perpendicular to the smectic layers.
The solitons behave like particles when they collide with each other. They can also interact
with colloidal micro-particles.
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Figure 11. Swallow-tail solitons in smectics. (a) Polarizing micrographs of the swallow-tail soliton
and its corresponding static structure. (b) Collision of two swallow-tail solitons. (c) Nucleation
of swallow-tail solitons on a colloidal micro-particle. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [104].
Copyright 2021 Royal Society of Chemistry.

6. Conclusions

In summary, we have briefly discussed some important early works of solitons in LCs
and the recent progresses made in the investigations of topological solitons and dissipative
solitons in LCs. Although recent studies of topological solitons and dissipative solitons have
received great attention, many fundamental questions remain unanswered. For instance,
the existence of topological solitons with higher dimensions in biaxial liquid crystal systems,
a systematic classification of the topological solitons, the stability of the topological and
dissipative solitons, the transformation between different topological solitons, the influence
of the topological structure on the dynamics and interactions of topological solitons, the
formation mechanism of the directrons, the role of ions played in the formation and motion
of dissipative solitons, the influence of surface anchoring on the stability, formation and
dynamics of the solitons, the effect of chirality on the structure and dynamics of the solitons,
the interactions between solitons and colloidal particles, the self-assembly and collective
behavior of the solitons, the existence of topological and dissipative soliton in lyotropic
and active LC systems, the relation between the solitons in LCs and the solitons in other
physical systems, etc. All these questions remain elusive and require further experimental
and theoretical investigations to answer.

After over five decades of research, various solitons have been created and described in
different liquid crystalline systems. This not only broadens the research and understanding
of LCs, but also enhances our understanding of solitons in other physical systems. Further-
more, the solitons in LCs may even lead to novel phenomena, such as emergent collective
motion of solitons [92,93], and applications, such as micro-cargo transport [102,103,120],
optic processing [84,85], or fast LC displays [14]. We hope this brief review can arouse more
researchers’ interest in the field of solitons in LC systems.
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Abstract: The 1980s saw the development of ferroelectric chiral smectic C (SmC*) liquid crystals
(FLCs) with a clear focus on their application in fast electro-optic devices. However, as the only
known fluid ferroelectric materials, they also have potential in other applications, one of which is in
heat-exchange devices based on the electrocaloric effect. In particular, ferroelectric liquid crystals
can be both the electrocaloric material and the heat exchanging fluid in an electrocaloric device,
significantly simplifying some of the design constraints associated with solid dielectrics. In this paper,
we consider the electrocaloric potential of three SmC* ferroelectric liquid crystal systems, two of
which are pure materials that exhibit ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, and intermediate phases and
one that was developed as a room-temperature SmC* material for electro-optic applications. We
report the field-induced temperature changes of these selected materials, measured indirectly using
the Maxwell method. The maximum induced temperature change determined, 0.37 K, is currently
record-breaking for an FLC and is sufficiently large to make these materials interesting candidates
for the development for electrocaloric applications. Using the electrocaloric temperature change
normalised as a function of electric field strength, as a function of merit, the performances of FLCs
are compared with ferroelectric ceramics and polymers.

Keywords: ferroelectric materials; smectic liquid crystals; electrocaloric effect

1. Introduction

The electrocaloric (EC) effect, discovered in 1930, is the induction of a reversible tem-
perature change in a material via the adiabatic application of an electric field [1]. The EC
effect has long been regarded as having potential as a cooling technology for cryogenic [2,3]
and, more recently, for room temperature applications [4]. Interest has also grown as it is
considered to be an environmentally friendly alternative to the ubiquitous vapour compres-
sion devices. This is because the typically high efficiency of vapour compression materials
is offset by their large global warming impact. The unavoidable leakage of refrigerant
results in a large environmental impact over the lifetime of the device [5]. In comparison,
electrocaloric materials have a negligible direct impact on global warming as they are not
volatile gases. Additionally, with the continuing rise in computing power, there is a grow-
ing demand for efficient and compact refrigeration technology in microelectronics. Vapour
compression devices that have been proposed [6,7] are cumbersome with significantly
reduced efficiency. Thus, there is a need for alternative refrigeration technologies that are
efficient on a range of length scales and do not rely on the use of greenhouse gases.

For many years, EC materials have offered only small induced temperature (T) changes
(ΔT ~ 2 K) in response to very large applied voltages (several hundred volts), so the
phenomenon was considered to be far from practical applications. However, in 2006 [8],
Mischenko et al. reported ΔT ~ 12 K in the ferroelectric ceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
for fields of 48 V μm−1 at a temperature of 220 ◦C, closely followed by a similarly large
EC temperature change in ferroelectric polymers near room temperature [9]. Significant
research into solid inorganic ceramics and fluorinated polymers as potential EC materials
followed, but there has been only one report of a ferroelectric liquid crystal considered [10],
despite some exciting potential advantages, discussed further below [4,11–13]. This paper
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examines three carefully selected FLCs for their electrocaloric potential, demonstrating both
the current state-of-the-art research and offering insight into how to develop this exciting
application area.

An EC material works as follows: the entropy of a dielectric material can be considered
as being the sum of two contributions, one due to thermal vibrations and phonons and
the second from the ordering of dipoles in the material. Upon adiabatic application of an
electric field, the dipoles in the dielectric material align with the field, causing a decrease
in the dipole entropy. The total entropy of the system is constant in an adiabatic process;
therefore, the entropy due to molecular vibrations, and subsequently the temperature,
increases. The converse occurs when the field is removed adiabatically, resulting in a
temperature decrease. Clearly, for this to work in a device, heat exchange must also occur,
and a common method of heat transfer is to pump a heat-exchanging liquid over the EC
material and into a heat-exchange unit [14–18]. A major challenge with all electrocaloric
device designs is the transfer of heat away from the refrigerated area. There are significant
efficiency losses due to imperfect heat transfer between the heat exchange liquid and
EC material. Alternative methods for heat exchange that do not use a liquid have been
proposed, but there are still engineering challenges [19–22]. Therefore, the potential of
using a dielectric liquid, rather than a solid, as the EC material is exciting as it could be
pumped away from the refrigerated area. Liquid crystals (LCs) are obvious candidates
worthy of serious consideration as novel EC materials; this paper specifically considers the
potential of ferroelectric smectic liquid crystals as electrocaloric materials. In particular, we
aim to: (i) deduce the electrocaloric performance of known ferroelectric, smectic, liquid
crystals; (ii) elucidate the design rules for optimising the electrocaloric performance of new
liquid crystal materials; and (iii) consider how their performance compares to solid-state
ferroelectric electrocaloric materials (ceramics and polymers).

Most of the (rather few) measurements of the electrocaloric effect in LCs have explored
commercially available materials and considered the phenomenon near the isotropic–
nematic transition, with some promising results. Direct measurements of the EC effect in
5CB [23] showed an induced temperature change of ΔT = 0.36 K for an applied field of
19 V μm−1, while indirect measurements [24] suggest a peak change of ΔT = 5.26 K for a
field of 90 V μm−1. A temperature change of ΔT ~ 1.4 K has also been directly measured
in 8CB [25] using a 6 V μm−1 field. The temperature change induced at the isotropic
to SmA transition has been studied using 12CB, with a significant temperature change,
ΔT ~ 6.5 K, measured near the transition using an 8 V μm−1 field [25,26]. The results for
12CB suggest that the greatest EC effect is around a phase transition where the applied field
can induce a comparatively large change in the order parameter. However, a disadvantage
of measurements at an isotropic–LC phase transition is the very narrow temperature range
over which the phenomenon can be exploited—typically a few tenths of a degree at most.

It seems an obvious step to consider the potential of ferroelectric liquid crystals as
EC materials, given that the largest EC effect measured to date has been in solid ferro-
electrics [12,13]. However, we are aware of only one report of the EC effect in ferroelectric
liquid crystals, in which two commercial ferroelectric liquid crystal mixtures designed for
electro-optic displays were investigated [10], with a peak temperature change ΔT = 0.16 K.
We selected three materials as follows: one is a well-known commercial material, SCE13,
which is rather similar to the materials already studied, allowing us to perform a direct
comparison with published data. As is explained in Section 2, a larger electrocaloric effect
occurs for materials that exhibit a larger spontaneous polarisation, so we have also selected
two pure, smectic, ferroelectric LCs (LC 1 and LC 2) with large values of PS, each with
different phase sequences. In all cases, we measured the EC effect indirectly using the
Maxwell approach [27]. We also normalised the maximum EC absolute temperature change
with respect to the applied field as ΔT

ΔE , offering a “figure of merit” for the electrocaloric
effect, which allows a meaningful comparison of the effect across LCs, polymers, and
ferroelectric ceramics. We demonstrate that simple material selection criteria that include
the consideration of the PS and the phase behaviour allowed us to record the largest EC
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temperature change to date for a ferroelectric LC, both in terms of absolute temperature
change and normalised with respect to the applied field.

As already stated, in this paper, the electrocaloric temperature change is measured
indirectly using the Maxwell approach [27]. An expression for the isothermal entropy
change per unit volume, ΔS

V , as a function of electric field can be derived using the Maxwell
relation between the electric field and temperature,

ΔS
m3 =

∫ E2

E1

(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

dE (1)

where E1 and E2 are the initial and final field strengths and
(

∂PS
∂T

)
E

is the rate of change of
spontaneous polarisation with respect to temperature at a constant field strength. Assuming
that the initial temperature and the volumetric heat capacity do not vary with the applied
field, an estimate of the induced temperature change, ΔT, is

ΔT ∼= − T1

CE(0, T1)

∫ E2

E1

(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

dE, (2)

where T1 (K) is the temperature at which the field is applied and CE(0, T1) (J K−1 m−3) is
the volumetric heat capacity at zero field, measured at T1. Equation (2) offers a basis for
indirectly measuring the temperature change of an FLC in response to an applied field,
provided that both

(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

and CE(0, T1) are known.

2. Materials and Methodology

The FLC materials chosen for this study were selected to (i) allow us to evaluate the
influence of the magnitude of the PS and (ii) examine the influence of the phase behaviour
at the transition to the FLC phase. SCE13 is a ferroelectric mixture supplied by Merck, with
the phase sequence shown in Figure 1. As this mixture was designed for use in electro-optic
devices, the phase sequence includes a chiral nematic phase with very large pitch at the
chiral nematic (N*)–smectic A (SmA) phase transition, and the material has a modest
spontaneous polarization (PS ≈ 25 nC cm−2) at room temperature. Liquid crystals 1 (LC 1)
and 2 (LC 2) are shown in Figure 1, together with their phase sequences; they were originally
designed as novel antiferroelectric materials and have a larger spontaneous polarization
(PS ≈ 70 nC cm−2). Full details of their properties are reported elsewhere [28,29]. Both
LC 1 and LC 2 exhibit a narrow (~1 ◦C) smectic C alpha (SmC*α) phase directly above
the SmC* phase. LC 1 also exhibits a twist-grain boundary A (TGBA) phase extending for
~5 ◦C above the SmC* phase, before the material becomes isotropic. LC 2 has a relatively
wide (~17 ◦C) SmA phase directly above the SmC*α phase. The nature of the SmC*α to
SmC* phase transition has been discussed in detail elsewhere [30] and can be first or second
order, a factor that will influence the field and temperature dependence of the spontaneous
polarization. The subphases exhibited by LC 1 and LC 2 are all several degrees below
ferroelectric to paraelectric (SmC*α to TGBA or SmA phase) and do not contribute to the
measurements reported in this paper.

The heat capacity, CE(0,T), is measured via differential scanning calorimetry using a
TA Instruments Q2000 Different Scanning Calorimeter. All heat capacity measurements
were made at zero field (the option of applying a field during the calorimetry was not
available) and taken on cooling at 10 Kmin−1. The data are quoted with respect to a
critical temperature, TO, defined as the temperature where the ferroelectric phase was first
observed. To determine the volumetric heat capacity of a sample, the specific heat capacity
is multiplied by the density of the sample. For this work, the density of the materials was
estimated from literature values for calamitic LCs in the SmC [31–33] or SmA phase [34] at
the phase transition. The range of values reported for density span 0.96 to 1.02 g cm−3, with
an average density of (0.97 ± 0.02) g cm−3. We employed the average value to indirectly
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determine the electrocaloric temperature change and estimate that this contributes to ~2%
uncertainty in our final measurement of ΔT.

 
Figure 1. The phase transitions (measured on cooling) for all three materials studied, together with
the chemical structure of LC 1 and LC 2. The notation of the phases is as defined in the text, with the
following: Cr is crystal; SmC*Fi1 is the 3-layer intermediate phase; SmC*Fi2 is the 4-layer intermediate
phase; SmC*A is the antiferroelectric phase.

The spontaneous polarisation is measured using the current reversal technique with
an accuracy of ±1 nC cm−2 [35]. All measurements were taken in cells approximately
1.8 μm thick treated for planar alignment, purchased from AWAT (Poland). An electric field
with a triangular wave was applied to the cell, and the current associated with the change
in sign of the Ps of the ferroelectric LC, IP, was passed in series to a current-to-voltage
amplifier. The resulting signal was then recorded on a Tektronix 2024C oscilloscope. PS is
determined by analysing the current peak using Equation (3),

PS =
1

2A·R
∫

IPdt (3)

where A is the surface area of the electrodes, R is the resistance of the current to voltage
amplifier, and t is time.

Temperature control is achieved using a Linkam TMS 94 with an LTS 350 hot plate.
The spontaneous polarisation is determined as a function of applied field at temperature
intervals of 0.2 K spanning temperatures from 2 K above to 10 K below the SmA–SmC*
transition for SCE13, TGBA–SmC*α for LC 1 and SmA–SmC*α transition for LC 2. Results
are plotted on a reduced temperature scale with the critical temperature, TO, defined as the
temperature where the ferroelectric phase was first observed using polarised microscopy.

The temperature change, ΔT, that occurs in the FLC as a consequence of applying a
field is determined using the volumetric heat capacity and spontaneous polarisation data
as outlined in the Introduction. For each material, Ps measurements were taken at 0.2 K
temperature intervals across the phase transition while varying the electric field strength
from 3–19 V μm−1 for SCE13 and LC 1 and from 5–19 V μm−1 for LC 2 in steps of ~3 V μm−1.
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The maximum electric field strengths applied to the samples are sufficient to fully saturate
the Ps measurements whilst not inducing a chevron to bookshelf transition [36,37].

In order to determine
(

∂PS
∂T

)
E

and substitute into Equations (1) and (2), a numerical
fit was applied to the experimental data to allow extrapolation between the data points as
follows. The Ps measurements determined for SCE13 and Material 2 for each (constant)
field strength were fit to a Curie–Weiss law (PS = P0(T − TC)

γ) at temperatures up to the
sample’s respective critical temperature, TC. The Ps results for LC 1 were fit to a third-order
polynomial because LC 1 shows a more discontinuous transition into the SmC*α phase. PS
values determined above the critical temperature for all materials were fit to an exponential
decay curve.

The gradient of each of the numerical fits with respect to temperature
(

∂PS
∂T

)
in Equa-

tions (1) and (2) was thus found for each field strength, and this was then plotted as a
function of temperature. Taking a vertical slice through the graph of ∂PS

∂T as a function of
temperature represents ∂PS

∂T as a function of electric field strength at a constant temperature,(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

. Finally, a numerical fit can be made of ∂PS
∂T as a function of electric field strength;

integrating under the fitting curve results in the indirect measurement for isothermal en-
tropy change per unit volume, as described by Equation (2). The electrocaloric temperature
change was indirectly determined by multiplying the isothermal entropy change per unit
volume at a given temperature, T1, by the temperature in Kelvin, and dividing by the
volumetric heat capacity at T1.

3. Results

3.1. Heat Capacity

Figure 2 presents the volumetric heat capacity of SCE13, LC 1, and LC 2 around
the transition into the ferroelectric phase of each material. The magnitude of the heat
capacity is different for each of these materials, a factor that is important in their use as
electrocaloric materials (Equation (2)). A peak is seen in the volumetric heat capacity
around the ferroelectric to non-ferroelectric phase transitions for each of the materials. The
relative magnitude of the peak is quite different for the three samples: LC 1 is the largest,
19% higher than the value 1 K above the transition; SCE13 shows less than a 1% increase,
while LC 2 shows a 6% increase over the baseline value. The relative magnitude of the
peaks is representative of the discontinuity at the phase transition. As will be explained
further in Section 4, this subsequently affects the magnitude and applicable temperature
range of the electrocaloric effect. The SmC*α–SmC transition is seen in the DSC traces for
LC 1 and LC 2; however, the transition is convoluted with the TGBA–SmC*α transition in
LC 1 and the SmA–SmC*α transition in LC 2. The convolution broadens the peak; therefore,
the heat capacity, CE, around the transition stays larger over a wider temperature range.
Subsequently, from Equation (2), the electrocaloric temperature change at all temperatures
is deduced. For these measurements, the critical temperature for each sample is defined as
the peak in the heat capacity.

3.2. Spontaneous Polarisation

The spontaneous polarization determined using Equation (3) as a function of reduced
temperature is shown in Figure 3 over the temperature range around the transition. SCE13
has the smallest absolute spontaneous polarization, taking a value of ~14 nC cm−2 at 10 K
below the transition. The field-induced PS above TC is very small, below the sensitivity of
our experiment, as would be expected from the very small electroclinic effect [38] known
for SCE13. Both LC 1 and LC 2 show evidence of a significant field-induced PS above
the phase transition, an extremely desirable phenomenon for electrocaloric applications,
because this can extend the applicable temperature range. Both materials have a PS of
approximately 71 nC cm−2 10 K below the transition, but as the rate of change is greater
near the phase change for LC 1, a larger EC effect is expected.
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Figure 2. Volumetric heat capacity (CE(0, T1)) (MJ K−1 m−3) measured from 2 K above to 10 K below
the transition into the ferroelectric phase for each material. The critical temperature was defined as
the peak in the heat capacity for each material. For SCE13 (black circles, the peak occurs across the
SmA–SmC* transition. For LC 1 (red triangles), the peak occurs across the TGBA–SmCα

* transition,
and for LC 2 (blue squares), the peak is across the SmA–SmCα

* transition. In LC 1 and LC 2, the
SmCα

*–SmC* transition is marked using dotted and dashed lines (LC 1 and LC 2, respectively).

Figure 3. Maximum spontaneous polarisation (PS) measured as a function of reduced temperature
relative to the SmA–SmC* transition for SCE13 (black circles), TGBA–SmCα

* for LC 1 (red triangles),
and SmA–SmCα

* for LC 2 (blue squares). The uncertainty in PS = ±1 nC cm−2. LC 1 shows a
discontinuous transition, while LC 2 and SCE13 show a continuous transition.

3.3. Field-Induced Isothermal Entropy Change per Unit Volume

Figure 4 shows the peak isothermal entropy change per unit volume, V, ΔS
V , of the

materials, determined using Equation (2), demonstrating the significantly better perfor-
mance of LC 1 over that of the other systems considered. The maximum isothermal entropy
change per unit volume of SCE13 is 0.4 kJ K−1 m−3, less than 20% that of LC 1, which has
a maximum of 2.3 kJ K−1 m−3.
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Figure 4. Isothermal entropy change per unit volume as a function of reduced temperature deter-
mined using Equation (1). The results for SCE13 and LC 1 are for an effective field of 16 V μm−1, and
an effective field of 14 V μm−1 for LC 2. The peak position of SCE13 (black circles) is ~−0.3 K; for LC
1 (red triangles), the peak position is ~−1 K; for LC 2 (blue squares), the peak position is ~−2 K.

Although LC 1 and LC 2 have approximately the same value of PS, LC 1 performs
~25% better than LC 2. This is attributed to the more discontinuous TGBA–SmC*α transition
in LC 1, which results in a larger ∂PS

∂T at each field strength. The peak isothermal entropy
changes of LC 1 and LC 2 occur at ~1 K and ~2 K, respectively, below the transition
temperature. The temperature at which the maximum value occurs corresponds to the
region where the gradient of the spontaneous polarisation, with respect to temperature,
reaches a maximum for every electric field strength measured. These observations confirm
the importance of the value of the parameter

(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

when considering which ferroelectric
LCs will show the largest EC effect; although a large magnitude of PS is important, having
a large gradient is vital. It is also important to consider the range over which a useful EC
effect is available; real systems would typically need to operate over ~10 K. LC 1 maintains
at least 90% of the value of its maximum entropy change over a 0.9 K range, while the
useful range of LC 2 extends over 1.4 K, a noticeably wider temperature range.

3.4. Electrocaloric Temperature Change

An indirect measurement of the EC temperature change, ΔT, was obtained by mul-
tiplying the isothermal entropy change per unit volume by the scaling factor T1

CE(0,T1)

(Equation (2), Figure 5). The importance of a low volumetric heat capacity can be seen
in the relative differences in the maximum values for isothermal entropy, ΔS (Figure 4),
and the EC temperature change ΔT (Figure 5). The lower heat capacity of SCE13 means
that the electrocaloric temperature change is comparatively larger than the isothermal
entropy change per unit volume alone would suggest. It is nonetheless still much smaller
ΔTmax ∼ 0.1 K than the temperature change in LC 1 or LC 2 ( ΔTmax ∼ 0.37 K and
ΔTmax ∼ 0.22 K, respectively). The lower heat capacity of LC 1 serves to enhance the
induced temperature change compared to LC 2.
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Figure 5. Indirect measurement of the electrocaloric temperature change as a function of reduced
temperature for a field strength of 16 V μm−1 SCE13 (black circles) and LC 1 (red triangles) and
14 V μm−1 for LC 2 (blue squares). The peak position occurs at reduced temperatures of ~−0.3 K
(SCE13), ~−1 K (LC 1), and ~−2 K (LC 2).

4. Discussion

Table 1 summarises the maximum values of the physical parameters relevant to the EC
effect in the ferroelectric liquid crystals that are the subject of this paper and the few others
reported elsewhere [10]. For comparison, the table also includes EC values for 12CB at the
SmA–I transition [25] and for a solid-state ferroelectric ceramic device, which is currently
considered state-of-the-art [39]. A figure of merit can be defined [40], ΔTmax

ΔE , where ΔE
is the field required to induce the maximum temperature change, ΔTmax, which offers a
measure of the efficiency of the EC effect in different materials.

Table 1. The maximum spontaneous polarisation (PS), volumetric heat capacity (CE), maximum EC
temperature change (Tmax), figure of merit, and temperature range over which the electrocaloric tem-
perature change remains greater than 90% of the peak temperature change, for the materials studied
in this paper and other systems chosen for comparison. The ferroelectric materials FELIX-017/000
and OB4HOB [10] were studied by Bsaibess et al., while Klemenčič et al. induced a temperature
change at the isotropic to SmA phase transition in 12CB [25]. The ferroelectric ceramic, lead scandium
tantalate, PST, [39] arranged in a multilayer capacitor MLC is also included. The temperature changes
for 12CB and PST are direct measurements, and all other measurements are indirect.

Material
PS

(nC cm−2)
CE

(MJ K−1 m−3)
ΔTmax

(K)
ΔTmax/ΔE

(K m MV−1)
Range Where

ΔTEC/ΔTECmax > 0.9 (K)

SCE13 26 1.6 0.09 0.006 0.2

LC 1 71 2.3 0.37 0.022 0.9

LC 2 71 2.6 0.22 0.016 1.4

FELIX-017/000 25 3.5 0.023 0.003 1.0

OB4HOB 60 7.1 0.17 0.021 0.1

12CB: I-SmA - - 6.5 0.8 <0.1

PST MLC
(Ferroelectric ceramic) 30,000 2.7 3.3 0.19 73

LC 1 shows the largest EC temperature change reported to date for a ferroelectric
liquid crystal, ΔTmax ∼ 0.37 K, compared to ΔTmax ∼ 0.17 K, which was the maximum
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reported by Bsaibess et al. for the ferroelectric liquid crystal OB4HOB [10]. It can be seen
that the main reason for the significant improvement seen for LC 1 over OB4HOB is the
much higher heat capacity (7.1 MJ K−1m−3) and slightly smaller spontaneous polarization
(~60 nC cm−2) of the latter material. Interestingly, the peak isothermal entropy change
of OB4HOB can be estimated from data reported by Bsaibess et al. to be 3.1 kJ K−1 m−3,
which is ~ 50% larger than that of LC 1. An additional important factor in the EC response
is the gradient,

(
∂PS
∂T

)
E

, which is considerably larger for OB4HOB due to its first-order
isotropic to SmC* phase transition (the Ps saturates 4 K below the transition temperature).
LC 1 has a much smaller gradient, and subsequently, the induced entropy change over the
same temperature range is smaller.

As mentioned, the heat capacity is an important factor. Indeed, the heat capacity of
OB4HOB is over three-times larger than that of LC 1 at the temperature where the EC peak
occurs, which results in a lower induced temperature change, ΔT, for a given isothermal
entropy change Equation (2). Clearly, the heat capacity, saturated PS value, and the gradient
of PS with respect to temperature must be compared in ferroelectric LCs to determine the
overall suitability of materials with respect to their electrocaloric effect. It is also important
that the indirect methodology employed here uses the heat capacity measured at zero field.
As discussed in a recent review [12], not considering the field or temperature dependence
results in the heat capacity being smeared and overestimated. Therefore, the indirectly
measured temperature change reported in Figure 5 is an underestimate of the expected
temperature change.

Both of the ferroelectric liquid crystal mixtures designed for display devices, SCE13
and FELIX-017/000, behave unsurprisingly modestly in terms of their EC potential. As
materials that were designed for a completely different application, namely electro-optic
devices, it was desirable to have a relatively low Ps, and the phase sequences were designed
to allow good alignment to be obtained. The optical properties of such commercial mixtures
were also important, with the ideal tilt angle of 22.5◦ being carefully engineered in them.
Their figures of merit are very poor, a consequence of the low values of Ps.

Although having a large gradient,
(

∂PS
∂T

)
E

, is clearly important in maximising ΔT,
there are drawbacks to materials that reach maximum Ps over a shorter temperature range.
Specifically, this will mean that the temperature span over which the electrocaloric effect
decays is also smaller, giving such materials a poor useful range. Table 1 summarises this is-
sue by considering the temperature range over which the electrocaloric temperature change
remains greater than 90% of the peak temperature change, ΔT

ΔTmax
> 0.9. As is shown in

Figure 6, while the figure of merit, ΔT
ΔE of OB4HOB is comparable to that of LC 1, ΔT

ΔTmax
> 0.9

for OB4HOB is a factor of 9 smaller than LC 1. The rate of decay of the electrocaloric effect
as a function of temperature is an important quantity to consider for engineering purposes,
as any electrocaloric refrigeration device must be able to operate over a broad temperature
span. For comparison, lead scandium tantalate, PST, a ferroelectric ceramic, arranged in a
multilayer capacitor, is also shown in Figure 6. This ceramic demonstrates an electrocaloric
temperature change of 3 K over one of the broadest temperature ranges reported, 73 K [39].
Although the figures of merit for ferroelectric liquid crystals are only around an order of
magnitude lower than the very best ceramic EC devices, their useful temperature range is
not yet comparable.

It is appropriate to discuss briefly the liquid crystal system that performs best in
terms of ΔTmax, 12CB. This system was mentioned in the Introduction, and it can be seen
that the field-induced isotropic to SmA phase change offers an enormous figure of merit,
ΔT
ΔE = 0.8 K m MV−1, and a giant maximum induced temperature change, ΔTmax = 6.5 K.
Unfortunately, this exceptional EC performance is unsuitable for applications because of
the very narrow useful temperature range, less than 0.1 K. Both the relatively large ΔTmax
and narrow temperature range are due the physical phenomena behind the EC effect in
this material, i.e., factors that electrically drive the isotropic to smectic transition. The
absorption of latent heat as the LC transitions dominates the electrocaloric effect when
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inducing a liquid crystal phase [25]. Consequently, the effect is only significant across
the isotropic–SmA coexistence region, which is extremely narrow in a pure material, with
the effect reducing significantly on cooling further into the phase. Extending the very
limited usable temperature range in this system to ~ 2 K has been achieved by extending
the coexistence region by mixing nanoparticles into the LC [26].

 
Figure 6. The EC figure of merit, ΔT/ΔE, plotted as a function of the temperature at which the
maximum EC effect was recorded. Results for LCs (triangles and labelled) and a sample of solid
EC materials, including polymers (circles) and ceramics [12,39] (squares), are shown. Data for 8CB
and 12CB [25] and previously reported ferroelectric LCs [10] are also shown for comparison. The
inset graph is an expansion of the dotted rectangle between 330 K and 375 K that expands the region
containing ferroelectric LCs.

One final, but important point for consideration in applications is the actual tem-
perature at which the maximum electrocaloric effect occurs. Figure 6 shows ΔT/ΔE for
the materials considered in this paper together with selected ferroelectric ceramics and
polymers [12,39], the ferroelectric LCs previously reported [10,39], and the cyanobiphenyl
nematic liquid crystals 8CB and 12CB (where the entropy changes at the isotropic to liquid
crystal transitions were considered) [25]. The temperature on the ordinate axis is that where
ΔTmax was recorded. The specific application will determine whether or not a particular
ΔTmax and temperature range of the EC effect is suitable, but it is noteworthy that engineer-
ing phase transition temperatures and physical properties across wide temperature ranges
is well known in liquid crystals. For example, SCE13 was designed to have a ferroelectric
phase from ~−20–60 ◦C to make it suitable for display applications, a relatively low Ps
to optimise switching speed, and a tilt angle of 22.5◦ over a wide temperature range to
optimise the optical contrast of electro-optic devices. Thus, provided FLCs are considered
promising for EC applications and the design rules are known, one might expect them to
be serious contenders in the future. In this case, despite the fact that LC 1 shows the largest
normalized EC temperature change of any ferroelectric LC to date, it is evident that these
materials are currently an order of magnitude less efficient, in terms of ΔT

ΔE , than solid EC
materials. Although a disappointing outcome, it is not a surprising one as the PS of FLCs is
two or three orders of magnitude lower than that of solid ferroelectrics.

5. Conclusions

This work showed that for the development of ferroelectric LCs for the EC effect, both
the isothermal entropy change and volumetric heat capacity must be considered. A large
Ps and small heat capacity are clearly important, but the maximum EC temperature change
coincides with the maximum gradient in spontaneous polarisation with respect to tempera-
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ture,
(

∂PS
∂T

)
E

, bringing a new design rule to ferroelectric liquid crystals for this application.
Furthermore, the variation in the gradient is the most significant factor affecting how
the EC temperature change varies with temperature. Therefore, the development of new
materials should focus on both maximising spontaneous polarisation and optimising the PS
gradient to occur over the broadest temperature range without significantly reducing the
EC temperature change. These are very different design considerations than were relevant
to the development of FLC electro-optic devices with microsecond response times. We sug-
gest that materials with a large PS designed for electroclinic devices would be interesting
candidates for electrocaloric applications, but other systems have also been proposed, e.g.,
antiferroelectric bent-core liquid crystals [41]. However, it is clearly also important that the
heat capacity of the LC material be considered; this changes by a factor of 3 even in the few
liquid crystals we considered here. Finally, it is worth noting that although these current
systems perform relatively poorly with respect to solid-state systems, the fact that we are
considering fluids offers several significant advantages in electrocaloric applications. This is
an exciting application area, especially in these times where sustainability and the efficiency
of energy use are critical, and we demonstrated some important design considerations for
developing liquid crystals for electrocaloric applications.
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Abstract: Over the last decade, the availability of computer time, together with new algorithms
capable of exploiting parallel computer architectures, has opened up many possibilities in molecularly
modelling liquid crystalline systems. This perspective article points to recent progress in modelling
both thermotropic and lyotropic systems. For thermotropic nematics, the advent of improved
molecular force fields can provide predictions for nematic clearing temperatures within a 10 K
range. Such studies also provide valuable insights into the structure of more complex phases, where
molecular organisation may be challenging to probe experimentally. Developments in coarse-grained
models for thermotropics are discussed in the context of understanding the complex interplay of
molecular packing, microphase separation and local interactions, and in developing methods for the
calculation of material properties for thermotropics. We discuss progress towards the calculation of
elastic constants, rotational viscosity coefficients, flexoelectric coefficients and helical twisting powers.
The article also covers developments in modelling micelles, conventional lyotropic phases, lyotropic
phase diagrams, and chromonic liquid crystals. For the latter, atomistic simulations have been
particularly productive in clarifying the nature of the self-assembled aggregates in dilute solution.
The development of effective coarse-grained models for chromonics is discussed in detail, including
models that have demonstrated the formation of the chromonic N and M phases.

Keywords: liquid crystals; molecular simulation; molecular dynamics; dissipative particle dynamics

1. Introduction

In recent years, molecular simulation has become a powerful tool for studying a range
of soft matter systems. Simulations have been extended to bulk polymers [1], polymer
surfaces [2], proteins [3,4], membranes [5–7], self-assembly in solution [8], and molecules
at water interfaces [9,10], in addition to many other systems. In these cases, simulations
aim to provide quantitative predictions to compare with experiment and also to provide
qualitative insights into local molecular structure and order, which are often difficult to
obtain by experimental means. These comments are particularly true for liquid crystalline
systems, where an important part of the contemporary picture of how molecules are
ordered within liquid crystal phases comes from the insights that molecular simulation has
been able to offer over the last few decades [11–14].

Molecular simulation models are part of a traditional hierarchy of simulation method-
ologies which cover different time and length scales from the microscopic to mesoscopic to
continuum scales. For liquid crystals, this hierarchy is particularly significant (see Figure 1)
because it covers the following:

• The quantum mechanical regime, where single-molecule calculations are valuable in
determining molecular properties of single thermotropic mesogens to use, for example,
in the development of materials for displays [15];
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• The atomistic regime where atomistic simulation can, in principle, be used to study the
detailed molecular structure of a liquid crystal and predict bulk properties for simpler
thermotropic phases, such as nematics [16,17];

• The coarse-grained regime where simulations can be used to study the structure of
smectics [18], twist grain boundary phases [19], and polymer liquid crystals [20–23]
and more complex liquid crystal phases where molecular shape and packing (or often
the shape of a larger object such as a colloid) are often significant in determining the
structure of the phase;

• The continuum regime where simulations no longer consider a molecular description
but instead considers a fluid description where the local orientation of the director can
be followed in complex geometries [24].

Figure 1. The time and length scale hierarchy for liquid crystal simulations covering microscopic,
mesoscopic, and macroscopic regimes.

Over the last decade, the possibilities for modelling liquid crystals have been extended
hugely with the realisation of readily accessible parallel computer architectures and sim-
ulation algorithms that can take advantage of them. This has led to a wide range of new
studies [11]. This perspective article, which is part of a collection of articles showcasing
liquid crystal research in the UK, highlights some of the recent progress made in studying
thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystal systems using molecular simulation methods.
It covers both atomistic simulations and simulations carried out using different types of
coarse-grained molecular simulation models. This article concentrates on new develop-
ments and also points to areas where the continued increase in computer power is opening
up new possibilities.

2. Thermotropic Liquid Crystals

2.1. Atomistic Simulations of Thermotropics: Towards the Prediction of Accurate Transition Temperatures

A holy grail of atomistic simulation is to predict the phase sequence, transition tem-
peratures, and local molecular structure of liquid crystal phases. However, this goal is
extraordinarily difficult to realise and, in many ways, is one of the most challenging goals in
soft matter simulation. Thermotropic liquid crystalline systems are often sensitive to small
details in chemical structure. The addition of an extra functional group, or even just a small
change in the length of an alkyl chain, can dramatically change transition temperatures
or even change the sequence of thermodynamically stable liquid crystal phases that a
molecule exhibits. Simulations have helped demonstrate the reasons for this but has not
fully solved the prediction problem!
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Firstly, the stability of thermotropic liquid crystals is a mix of two factors: shape and
attractive interactions. For example, a small increase in molecular length will increase excluded
volume effects and will drive molecular alignment of a thermotropic mesogen in a way
that is better-known for colloidal systems and is well-understood by Onsager theory [25–27].
Moreover, an increase in density of packing (strictly a decrease in free volume) for a thermotropic
system drives molecular alignment by a similar mechanism. However, changes in functional
groups can disrupt molecular packing and also add preferred local interactions that can
alter the phase behaviour. Add this to the further complication that many liquid crystal
molecules can potentially exhibit a range of different unseen phases (i.e., unseen under standard
thermodynamic conditions because they are marginally higher in free energy than the phases
which are seen) and the phase diagram prediction problem becomes exceedingly challenging.

Nonetheless, considerable progress has been made in producing high-quality atomistic
models that can represent structurally simpler liquid crystal phases and predict transition
temperatures within 5–10 ◦C [28]. The key to the successes has been improvements in the
accuracy of molecular force fields.

A typical molecular force field takes the following functional form:

EMM = ∑
bonds

Kr(r − req)2 + ∑
angles

Kθ(θ − θeq)2

+ ∑
torsions

5

∑
n=0

Cn(cos(ψ))n + ∑
impropers

kd(1 + cos(ndω − ωd))

+
N

∑
i > j

[
4εij

((
σij
rij

)12 −
(

σij
rij

)6
)
+ 1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

]
,

(1)

where req and θeq are, respectively, natural bond lengths and angles, Kr, Kθ , and Cn are,
respectively, bond, angle, and torsional force constants, ψ is a dihedral (torsional) angle, kd
is a force constant associated with improper dihedral angles, ω, nd, and ωd, respectively,
represent an improper dihedral angle, its periodicity, and the phase angle associated with
it. σij and εij are the usual Lennard–Jones parameters modelling nonbonded interactions,
and qi, qj are partial electronic charges. Here, we have written EMM in the form used by the
popular General AMBER Force Field (GAFF) [29].

In terms of liquid crystal systems, several things are crucial:

• A good charge distribution to represent the local electrostatic potential around a
thermotropic mesogen;

• Accurate torsional potentials to represent internal rotations, as these can dramati-
cally alter the average shape exhibited by a thermotropic mesogen within a liquid
crystalline phase;

• Excellent nonbonded interactions to represent steric repulsion and attractive interactions.

In fact, the torsional potentials and nonbonded interactions are absolutely critical in
determining transition temperatures. The majority of mesogens have alkyl chains that
are “melted” in a mesophase (i.e., not in the lowest energy conformation but exhibit a
range of conformations). If the torsional interactions are, for example, too stiff, then the
average structure will tend to be elongated, phases will tend to be artificially stabilised; as
a result, transition temperatures will be increased. Likewise, a very small error leading to
an increase in density can dramatically promote mesophase stability by excluded volume
effects and the Onsager mechanism [30], i.e., promoting translational entropy at the expense
of rotational entropy.

With these factors in mind, Boyd and Wilson developed a version of GAFF, GAFF-LCFF
(GAFF-Liquid Crystal Force Field), that was tuned for liquid crystalline systems [28,31]. Their
work involved the careful optimisation of torsional potentials by fitting to high-quality density
functional torsional scans, and (following the approach of previous workers [32–34]), careful
optimisation of nonbonded parameters to reproduce densities and heats of vaporization of
small-molecule fragments. Here, in particular, they aimed, where possible, to fit the densities
of small molecules to better than 1%. Whilst such work has traditionally been extremely time
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consuming, in the future, it is likely to become much easier through developments such as the
Open Force Fields project and automatic fitting tools such as the ForceBalance software [35].

Using GAFF-LCFF, liquid crystal state points and the isotropic to nematic transition
are accessible for simulations extended over ∼240 ns per state point (although simulations
times required are strongly system size-dependent and also depend on the viscosity of the
system). These time scales are very short in comparison to director reorientation in bulk
liquid crystals but on the nanoscale are sufficient to see the spontaneous alignment of a
nematic liquid crystal from the isotropic phase. Figure 2 shows snapshots illustrating the
molecular structure in the nematic phase of the bent-core mesogen C5-Ph-ODBP-Ph-OC12,
including the beginnings of microphase phase separation between core and chains.

Figure 2. Simulation snapshots of 2048 molecules from the nematic phase of the bent-core mesogen
C5-Ph-ODBP-Ph-OC12 at 480 K. (Left): Line drawing representation of the molecular bent core within
the nematic phase. (Right): space-filling representation of C5-Ph-ODBP-Ph-OC12 molecules in the
nematic phase showing molecular cores in green and alkyl tails in gold. The snapshot shows the
beginnings of microphase separation between cores and tails that occurs in a pretransitional region
before the phase transition to a DC phase at lower temperatures.

Orientational order parameters are typically calculated from suitable vectors within
the molecule or, in the case of many calamitic mesogens, from the molecular long axis
obtained from the moment of inertia tensor. The instantaneous average across molecular
vectors in the simulations leads to both a liquid crystal director�n and an orientational order
parameter S2. In practice, these are obtained by calculating the ordering tensor:

Qαβ(t) =
1

2N

N

∑
i=1

[
3uiαuiβ − δαβ

]
, α, β = x, y, z, (2)

where the sum runs over all N molecules. The largest eigenvalue of the Q tensor represents
the following:

P2(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

P2(cos θi), (3)

where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial, and the associated eigenvector is the director
�n(t). S2 is defined as the time average of P2 over a suitable time interval where 〈P2〉 is
unchanging. However, in practice, to minimise system size effects in locating the phase
transitions, S2 is often obtained from −2× and the middle eigenvalue of Q, which fluctuates
about a value of zero in the isotropic phase but equals P2(t) in the nematic phase. Here,
we note in passing that in relatively small simulated systems, there is always a danger of
some uncertainty connected with system size and the possibility of supercooling past phase
transitions. Although this is less of a problem with nematic liquid crystals than many other
soft matter systems where the enthalpy change associated with the phase transition is larger.
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For the systems tested (molecular structures given in Figure 3), GAFF-LCFF provides
excellent liquid crystal clearing point predictions, as shown in Table 1. Because of its
success, GAFF (with GAFF-LCFF modifications) has been used for a range of liquid crystal
systems, including recent studies into de Vries behaviour [36,37].

Figure 3. Structures of the five mesogens used in Table 1 (top to bottom: 1,3-benzenedicarboxylic
acid,1,3-bis(4-butylphenyl)-ester, C5-Ph-ODBP-Ph-OC12, C4-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C7, C4O-Ph-ODBP, and
C4O-Ph-ODBP (trimethylated)).

Table 1. Experimental and simulated clearing points for a series of liquid crystalline systems using
GAFF-LCFF modifications [28,31] relative to the GAFF force field [29].

Molecule
TNI (exp.) TNI (GAFF-LCFF)

/K /K

1,3-benzenedicarboxylic acid,1,3-bis(4-butylphenyl)-ester 452 450–460
C5-Ph-ODBP-Ph-OC12 512.6 ∼510

C4-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C7 507 ∼500
C4O-Ph-ODBP 558 550–560

C4O-Ph-ODBP (trimethylated) 421 420–430

2.2. Simulation Insights into the Structure of New Phases

One of the most valuable features of atomistic simulations is that they can provide
some insight into the formation of new liquid-crystalline phases and shed some light on
liquid–crystalline structures where the arrangement of molecules is unclear from experi-
ments. Figure 4 is from the preliminary work of Yu and Wilson and shows the structure
of the twist-bend nematic (NTB) phase for liquid crystal dimer CB7CB. Here, CB7CB is
gradually cooled from a nematic phase into the underlying phase and equilibrated over
periods of 100 ns per state point. There was originally considerable debate about the
structure of the phases of CB7CB and similar dimers over a number of years, going back to
the original synthetic work where an additional phase of unknown structure was identified
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below a conventional nematic. It was later suggested that this might correspond to the
NTB phase predicted by Meyer [38] and by Dozov [39]. Considerable experimental and
modelling work (including atomistic simulations [40]) has now taken place, confirming,
almost without doubt, that CB7CB shows a chiral phase structure with domains of opposite
handedness [40–43] despite the fact that the molecules themselves are achiral. Up to a
few years ago, atomistic simulation models were not possible for this type of phase, but
good simulation models are now able to provide a molecular level picture of the order
within such phases, subject to the usual constraints of system size and simulation time scale.
Simulations confirm the transition from a nematic to a chiral twisted structure associated
with an order parameter change, as shown in Figure 4, and confirm a helical pitch, order
parameter, and conical tilt angle in agreement with experiment [44].

Figure 4. (Left): Snapshot, with orientational colour coding, showing the structure of the NTB phase
of CB7CB. (Right): The structure of a CB7CB molecule.

In recent work, Boyd and co-workers used atomistic simulations to study the local
ordering of some very unusual liquid crystal phases where the structure of the phase
ultimately arises from local molecular packing. These studies include the following:

• The dark conglomerate (DC) phase where atomistic simulations demonstrate the
presence of molecular layers which undergo a saddle-splay layer deformation [31];

• Studies of B4 phase forming molecules [45,46] where subtle changes in molecular
packing can be induced by the positioning of a (sterically significant) lateral methyl
group at chiral centres in bent-core molecules with a long and short arm. These lead to
changes in the splay, twist, and bend of molecular layers, which ultimately lead to the
formation of twisted filaments and multi-level hierarchical self-assembled structures.

In the early days of liquid crystal simulation, simple coarse-grained models such as
hard and soft spherocylinders, hard ellipsoids, the Gay–Berne model [11–13,47–49], and
models composed of joined hard spheres [50,51] were instrumental in providing insights
into simple nematic and smectic phases and polymer liquid crystals [20,22,52,53]. It is an
interesting question whether a new generation of models can provide further insights into
more complex phases, where phase structure appears to be dominated by local packing
effects. Already considerable success has been achieved by exploring the influence of
packing effects in non-linear rigid particles in a number of key areas:
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• The formation of chiral superstructures from asymmetric bent-cores molecules com-
posed of achiral tangential Lennard–Jones and WCA spheres [54];

• The formation of the NTB phase from crescent-shaped particles composed of tangential
hard spheres [55];

• The formation of biaxial, twist-bend, and splay-bend nematic phases from hard
banana-shaped particles [56].

The latter work is particularly interesting because it shows that in this case biaxial, twist-
bend, and splay-bend nematic phases are metastable with respect to smectic phases but stability
can be induced by the presence of polydispersity in the particle’s length or by curvature in the
particle shape. This is immediately relevant to the design of new colloidal liquid crystals [57]
but is also pertinent to understanding many thermotropic systems; i.e., many of the new
phases that exhibit chiral arrangements of molecules form in systems where shape dominates
the packing of molecules but where there is some “polydispersity” in molecular shape arising
from conformational disorder that destabilises both crystal and smectic phase structures.

Figure 5 shows preliminary work from the work of the Wilson group exploring new
coarse-grained models. Figure 5a shows a snapshot from a model composed of three sphero-
cylinders interacting through the soft spherocylinder model of Lintuvuori and Wilson [23,58].
Here, some “polydispersity” in shape arises from flexibility built into the model through
a torsional potential about the central spherocylinder. Figure 5b shows a snapshot from a
rigid model of a chiral asymmetric-bent-core molecule. In this model, microphase separation
is ensured through the use of Lennard–Jones sites to represent the central aromatic part of
the molecule and WCA sites to represent aliphatic parts of the molecule, leading to smectic
layer formation. Packing frustration is ensured by requiring a larger volume to pack aliphatic
tails and through the presence of a chiral off-axis site that mimics the effects of lateral methyl
substitution in the work of Hegmann and co-workers [45,46]. Here, twisted and splayed
smectic layers are induced from these packing constraints, leading to a helical superstructure
formed from twisted layers forming throughout the phase.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a): Snapshot from a simulation of a simple coarse-grained simulation model of jointed
spherocylinders. 1728 molecules are used with each molecule composed of three bonded sphero-
cylinders interacting through the soft spherocylinder model of Lintuvuori and Wilson [23,58]. The
angle between adjacent spherocylinders is set at 150 degrees. A torsional potential about the cen-
tral spherocylinder is used to control the orientation of the two arms to impose an average planar
conformation corresponding to a typical bent-core mesogen. The snapshot shows a NTB phase
that arises spontaneously on cooling from a higher temperature nematic phase. (b): Twisted layer
structures arising from simulations of 10,000 chiral-rigid-asymmetric-bent-core molecules. Green and
white spheres represent a central aromatic core and interact through a Lennard–Jones potential with
σ/σ0 = 0.75, the pink spheres interact through a WCA potential with σ/σ0 = 0.75. The two arms are
positioned at an angle of 120 degrees.
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2.3. Calculation of Material Properties Using Molecular Simulations

In addition to research aimed at predicting the structure of liquid crystal phases
and their transition temperatures, considerable effort has been invested into developing
methods that might be suitable for predicting material properties. The latter is potentially
important for future screening applications, where simulation could act as a valuable tool in
helping design appropriate liquid crystal molecules prior to synthesis based on predictions
of their material properties. Much of the initial work in this area has been carried out on
coarse-grained models, which can be simulated using large numbers of molecules and
studied over long simulation times. Both of these criteria tend to be important for reliable
calculations of a large number of key material properties.

Of particular note has been the work carried out in developing predictive methods for
Frank elastic constants [59–61]. Here, the most successful approach [59] considers wavevector-
dependent fluctuations in orientational order, which occur naturally during the course of a
molecular dynamics simulation of a nematic liquid crystal at finite temperature. This approach
has been successfully applied to nematic phases composed of hard prolate ellipsoids and hard
spherocylinders [61,62] and to Gay–Berne mesogens [59,60]. However, the large system sizes
required for these calculations make this methodology very challenging to implement for
atomistic models at the current time. In principle, elastic constants can also be obtained from
an approximate approach involving the direct simulation of the Freédericksz transition [63,64]
(although this has proved to be inefficient compared to the fluctuation approach for simple
systems and would be very challenging to carry out accurately for atomistic studies) or from
calculations of the direct correlation function in the nematic phase [65].

Some progress has also been made in the calculation of other display-related material
properties. An example is the rotational viscosity coefficient, γ1, which is important (for
example) in determining the on and off times of a twisted nematic display (toff ∝ γ1,
ton ∝ γ1) and for other nematic devices. γ1 can be determined by a number of techniques
including equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics methods [66–69]. While
extensive work has been carried out on simple coarse-grained models, such as Gay–Berne
potentials, these simulated values do not closely match the values of γ1 measured for real
thermotropic systems [69]. To some extent, this is because most Gay-Berne parametrisations
more closely match colloidal liquid crystals than small thermotropic organic molecules.
However, equilibrium molecular dynamics can be applied successfully, and relatively easily,
to atomistic studies [16], and have the advantage of avoiding the need to couple molecules
to an external field. Here, for example, γ1 can be successfully obtained from the director
angular velocity correlation or the director mean-squared displacement. Both methods rely
on thermally excited fluctuations in orientational order, avoiding the need to perturb the
system by application of an external field.

Atomistic studies have also been successful in calculating flexoelectric coefficients for
a nematic liquid crystal [17]. Here, equilibrium molecular dynamics calculations have been
performed for a series of temperatures in the nematic phase. The simulation data are used
to calculate the flexoelectric coefficients es and eb using the linear response formalism of
Osipov and Nemtsov [70].

A further interesting area where atomistic simulations have been applied successfully
is in the study of helical twisting powers. The helical twisting power (HTP) measures the
ability of a chiral molecule to impart a chiral twist to a bulk nematic phase. Two successful
approaches have been demonstrated involving the chirality order parameter approach
of Ferrarini and co-workers [71–77] and a scaled chirality index arising from the work of
Osipov and co-workers [78] that has been employed for molecular systems [79,80]. Part
of the success of the two methods arises from them being single-molecule techniques; i.e.,
they do not require the simulation of bulk phases. Both approaches have been extensively
studied and the results verified against experiments for a range of chiral molecules [81,82].

Interestingly, the chirality order parameter approach has also been applied to achi-
ral bent-core molecules [83]. It is noted that some achiral bent-core molecules, acting
as dopants, can increase the helical twisting power of a chiral host phase, i.e., the ex-
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act opposite of what would be expected. Calculations of the chirality order parameter,
χ, show that although these molecules are on average achiral, they can exhibit “chiral
conformations, which have extremely large values of χ in comparison to standard chiral
dopants [83–85]. Hence, the suggestion is that these conformations have such large twists
that they lead to a spontaneous asymmetry between right and left-handed forms in a
chiral environment, through chiral templating with solvent molecules or other bent-core
molecules (i.e., the handedness of the phase leads to there being a slight preference for
either left-handed or right-handed conformations for the bent-core molecule). This then
increases the overall chirality of the bulk phase [83]. This hypothesis was tested in bulk
simulations of a simple coarse-grained model that exhibited high helical twisting powers
for chiral conformations [86].

In principle, the HTP can also be deduced from the sampling of torques exerted on
neighbouring molecules in a bulk phase [87,88]. This is a far harder calculation than a
single-molecule based approach to calculating HTP, as it involves the simulation of bulk
phases and the calculation of torques. Its application to atomistic models has been limited
to rigid molecules within a coarse-grained Gay-Berne nematic solvent but the method
does yield the correct sign of the helical twist induced by a molecule and provides a good
approximation to the magnitude of HTP [87].

It is also possible to look at individual chiral dopant molecules within a uniformly
twisted nematic phase of wavevector k = 2π/P (where P is the pitch of the twisted phase).
Here, there should be a chemical potential difference between enantiomers that want to
induce a twist in the same direction as the host phase and those that want to induce a
twist in the opposing direction. In the limit of infinite dilution this difference in chemical
potential, Δμ, is directly proportional to the helical twisting power, β, and the twist elastic
constant K2 [89].

Δμ = μ− − μ+ = 8πβK2k (4)

This was exploited by Wilson and Earl using twisted periodic boundary conditions to
calculate the helical twist power of five atomistic dopant molecules in simple coarse-grained
solvents [90]. Relatively large errors arise with this method, as the dopants must be “grown”
into the solvent in a series of separate simulation steps. In the original paper, this was
performed for spherocylinder and Gay–Berne solvents. However, for a uniformly twisted
nematic solvent, the key quantity of interest is the twist elastic constant, and the exact details of
the solvent potential are not important, providing (of course) a uniform nematic is simulated.
Therefore, in principle, soft-core model potentials [58] could be used to model the liquid crystal
solvent, greatly reducing the difficulty of introducing a chiral dopant into a bulk phase in
which there could initially be strong overlaps between the dopant and the solvent molecules.

Finally, it is worth noting that only very recently have advances in computer power
and parallel algorithms opened up the possibility of studying large atomistic simulations
of several thousand molecules. As computer time continues to increase in the future (and
atomistic simulations increase further in size), it should be possible to look at other material
properties that are currently difficult to study because of system size limitations. Dielectric
anisotropy and ion conductivity in liquid crystals are good examples of such properties.

3. Lyotropic Liquid Crystals

3.1. Surfactant Models, Micelles, and the Formation of Lyotropic Phases

Conventional lyotropic liquid crystals have traditionally been very difficult to study
using molecular simulation methods. At an atomistic level, the self-assembly of surfactants
to give micelles and, subsequently, the self-assembly of micellar aggregates to give liquid
crystal phases, occurs on time scales that are extremely challenging for atomistic simulation.
However, advances in computer time mean that it is now possible to “see” the self-assembly
process occurring for conventional amphiphiles for small aggregates if calculations are
carried out well above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) and simulations are ex-
tended for tens, or (in some cases) hundreds, of nanoseconds. Moreover, coarse-grained
simulation methods have become very useful in studying traditional lyotropic phase dia-
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grams. Figure 6 shows a micelle that has spontaneously self-assembled from a dispersed
group of monomers for the industrially important surfactant LAS (linear alkylbenzene
sulfonate). Here, simulations were carried out at the fully atomistic level using the GAFF
force field in combination with TIP3P water using the completely linear isomer of LAS
shown in Figure 6a (noting that in most commercial applications LAS is used as a mixture
of branched isomers a shown in Figure 6b). Here, micelles form within 100 ns of simulation
for a system with a LAS:water ratio of 1:221, which is well above the CMC.
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Figure 6. Structures and simulation models for versions of LAS (linear alkylbenzene sulfonates).
(a) Molecular structure of a fully linear single chained version of the anionic surfactant LAS; (b) chem-
ical structure of typical branched LAS molecules used in industry, (c) single micelle of LAS in water
(sulfonate head groups are shown in yellow and red, and blue sites represent sodium counter ions,
water molecules are shown in a partially transparent representation); (d) three DPD models of LAS
with the orange bead representing the sulfonate head group, the yellow bead representing the phenyl
group, and the purple beads representing parts of the alkyl chain; (e,f) simulations snapshots from
the phase diagram of the linear form of LAS adapted with permission from Ref. [91], 2018, Sarah J.
Gray; showing (e) the hexagonal phase composed of cylindrical micelles and (f) the lamellar phase.
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For many surfactant systems, the CMC occurs at sufficiently low concentrations that
atomistic studies are not feasible near the CMC because of the number of water molecules
required and also the time scales (beyond the microsecond regime) required for diffusion
of water molecules. However, good progress has been made using coarse-grained models.
Figure 6 additionally shows models and snapshots from a typical dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD) coarse-grained surfactant study. In DPD, soft spheres are used to represent
coarse-grained sites corresponding to groups of atoms within the molecule. Here, soft
spheres interact through a conservative force:

FC,ij = aij(1 − rij/rcut) for|rij| < rcut

FC,ij = 0 for|rij| ≥ rcut
(5)

which leads to a harmonic repulsive potential. The chemical interactions are mainly
controlled by the parameters aij, which govern the strength of the repulsive interactions
between two species i and j. Part of the beauty of DPD is that simulations can be carried out
using large dynamic time steps (due to the use of soft spheres and soft springs linking them)
with a greatly reduced number of sites in comparison to atomistic simulation. This comes
with some loss in terms of chemical specificity. However, in recent years DPD has become
a powerful methodology for modelling surfactant systems and considerable work has been
carried out in mapping the interactions in DPD models to “real” molecular systems [92–96].

Figure 6d shows three models for different LAS molecules that provide good phase
diagram predictions for linear and branched LAS species [91]. Figure 6e shows snapshots
taken from DPD simulations of a linear LAS model in the high-concentration regime, which
corresponds to hexagonal phases composed of rod-shaped micelles and (at slightly higher
concentrations) lamellar phases. The lamellar layers exhibit a spacing of between 3.1 and
3.3 nm, in excellent agreement with experiments (3.2–3.3 nm).

3.2. Models for Chromonic Liquid Crystals

Of significant interest over the last decade has been the study of chromonic lyotropic
liquid crystals [97]. These systems arise from non-conventional amphiphiles in which solu-
bilizing groups are attached to the periphery of “molecular discs” (see Figure 7). Chromonic
mesogens have been seen in a variety of dye and drug molecules, which commonly ex-
hibit these two structural motifs (discs and hydrophilic peripheral groups). Chromonics
have recently found new potentials applications [98] in areas such as biosensors [99,100],
in the fabrication of thin-film structures [101] and in controllable self-assembly of gold
nanorods [102], and interest in chromonic has been extended to drug delivery systems and
to new areas such as “living liquid crystals” [103]. Understanding chromonic self-assembly
is important in all these areas.

For chromonics systems, simple coarse-grained models have demonstrated the forma-
tion of the most commonly seen mesophases: the chromonic N and M phases. Simulations
have confirmed the structure of these mesophases and have allowed for the mapping out
of chromonic phase diagrams as a function of concentration [104,105].

Alongside coarse-grained studies, atomistic simulations have been productive in
the following:

• Clarifying the nature of self-assembled aggregates in dilute solution [106];
• Explaining the origin of different types of stacking motifs [107];
• Explaining the formation of “layer aggregates”, which can lead to smectic or layered

chromonic phases [107,108].

These are phenomena that are difficult to probe experimentally at a molecular level in
dilute solutions and for which simulation thereby provides unique information.
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a) b) c)

Figure 7. (a) The disc-shaped structure of the chromonic dianionic monoazo food dye sunset yellow
in the NH hydrazone tautomer (the stable tautomeric form in aqueous solution); (b) stacking of
sunset yellow molecules in solution into a chromonic aggregate (blue spheres represent sodium
counterions) as seen in molecular dynamics simulations of sunset yellow [106]; (c) schematic diagram
showing typical alignment of chromonic aggregates to form a liquid crystalline phase.

3.3. Studies of Nonionic Chromonics

The structure shown in Figure 8a is of 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexa-(1,4,7-trioxa-octyl)-triphenylene
(TP6EO2M), which consists of a central polyaromatic core (a triphenylene ring) function-
alised by six hydrophilic ethyleneoxy (EO) chains. TP6EO2M is the archetypal nonionic
chromonic where the hydrophobic interactions arising from the aromatic rings induce
stacking into a chromonic column but the hydrophilic interactions of the short EO chains
are sufficient to solubilise the resulting aggregates.

TP6EO2M has become the “fruit fly” of chromonic liquid crystals simulations and
has been simulated by a range of models, as shown in Figure 8. This is partly because the
structure is relatively simple and symmetrical but also because the formation of chromonic
stacks and chromonic phases for this molecule provides a major challenge for modern
methods of multi-scale modelling.

b) c)a)

Figure 8. The nonionic chromonic mesogen TP6EO2M represented by three different levels of models.
(a) All-atom model (b) a MARTINI-style coarse-grained model, and (c) a simple dissipative particle
dynamics model. For coarse-grained models, bonds (not shown) link adjacent sites and angle
interactions help to define molecular shape, blue beads represent different hydrophobic sites, and red
and orange beads represent hydrophilic sites.

All-atom simulations of TP6EO2M (Figure 8a) using the OPLS-AA force field [109]
demonstrate the formation of chromonic stacks. The free energy for association, ΔG◦

agg, can
be approximated from the depth of the “attractive well” obtained from potential of mean
force (PMF) calculations, UPMF(r). Here, a molecule is pulled away from a dimer, or more
generally from a n-mer, to a point where they are no longer interacting. In practice these
can be performed by numerically integrating the average constraint force, fc, obtained at a
series of separation distances, s:

UPMF(r) =
∫ rmax

r

[
〈 fc〉s +

2kBT
s

]
ds (6)
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where r is the distance for the PMF and 2kBT/s is a kinetic entropy term, which accounts for
the increase in rotational volume at larger separation distances [110–112]. Many chromonic
mesogens are assumed to undergo isodesmic association, with the same free energy change
for each subsequent addition of a molecule to an n-mer. This leads to an exponential distri-
bution of aggregate sizes. For TP6EO2M, the binding energy for a n-mer (ΔG◦

agg = −12RT)
is in good agreement with experiments. However, for TP6EO2M, and for many other
chromonics, we find “quasi-isodesmic” association where the binding free energy, ΔG◦

agg,
for two molecules to form a dimer is slightly larger in magnitude (∼−2.5 RT lower for
TP6EO2M) than the binding energy for an n-mer. Typically, for molecules in the interior of a
stack, the entropy loss from chain confinement and orientational ordering upon aggregation
is larger than on the formation of a dimer when the molecules are only confined by the
presence of one neighbour.

Values of the enthalpy and the entropy of association can both be obtained from the
temperature dependence of ΔG◦

agg.

ΔH◦ = R

⎡
⎣∂

(
ΔG◦

agg/RT
)

∂(1/T)

⎤
⎦. (7)

Interestingly, for TP6EO2M, −TΔS◦ and ΔH◦ both contribute favourably to ΔG◦
agg

and at 300 K it is the entropic contribution that is larger, indicating that the confinement
of chains and orientations on molecular association is more than compensated for by the
gain in entropy of the solvent that is released from interacting with the phenyl rings of
triphenylene. This finding is very much in-line with traditional interpretations of the
hydrophobic effect for small molecules at room temperature.

As might be expected, the relative balance of hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions
in these atomistic simulations is critical, and “out-of-the-box”, the GAFF force field which
normally performs well for a range of ionic chromonic systems behaves badly in comparison
to OPLS, with the formation of disordered globular aggregates. With GAFF, the EO units
are insufficiently hydrated to stabilise chromonic stacks.

At the other end of the scale of models in Figure 8c is a dissipative particle dynamics
(DPD) representation of TP6EO2M: A model was designed by Walker et al. [104]. For
TP6EO2M, two things are critical: the balance of interactions between hydrophobic and
hydrophilic beads and also ΔG◦

agg relative to the DPD energy scale, i.e., ε that controls the
magnitude of the reduced temperature kBT/ε. The former can be tuned for many DPD
systems based on experimental infinite dilution activities or chemical potentials obtained
from dilute atomistic simulations. For TP6EO2M, the latter is available from atomistic
modelling (as discussed above).

DPD is sufficiently tractable to allow the full chromonic phase diagram to be simu-
lated for TP6EO2M, producing an approximately exponential distribution of stacks in the
isotropic phase (in-line with quasi-isodesmic association); a nematic N phase at intermedi-
ate concentrations, where columns are sufficiently long to align due to excluded volume
interactions favouring translation entropy over orientational entropy; and a hexagonal M
phase at higher concentrations, where the stacks pack on a hexagonally ordered lattice.

If EO chains are replaced in this model with hydrophobic–lipophobic chains [105] (e.g.,
as might occur, for example, with siloxanes or fluorinated systems) complex supramolecular
aggregates form in which hydrophobic–lipophobic chains are excluded from water by the
joining together of stacks with a single-molecule cross-section into dimers or trimers. This
provides a mechanism for the formation of a novel chiral aggregate and also in the case
of “Janus mesogens” with three adjacent hydrophobic–lipophobic chains, a novel smectic
chromonic phase.

It is also interesting to ask whether an “in-between” coarse-grained model can provide
further insights into the behaviour of TP6EO2M. This was the aim of recent work by
Potter, Wilson, and co-workers who explored a MARTINI-style coarse-grained model
(Figure 8b) where sites are grouped into beads representing two or three heavy atoms
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plus attached hydrogen atoms [113,114]. Such models are quite interesting as they aim
to capture the individual interactions responsible for local order but also aim to capture
the thermodynamics and correct self-assembly and self-organisation over larger length
scales. They aim to perform this while also hitting a “sweet spot” where they employ only a
fraction of the simulation time of an atomistic model, saving CPU cycles through a reduced
number of sites, long dynamic time steps, and a speed-up in phase space exploration.
While the idea of such a “Goldilocks” model is very appealing and has also many potential
uses in related fields such as polymer simulation, membrane studies [5,7,115–119] and
protein simulation, the challenges of making such a model are quite demanding. In fact,
the very act of coarse-graining in an aqueous system alters the balance between entropy
and enthalpy. The hydrophobic interaction in coarse-grained models of chromonics must
incorporate additional enthalpic contributions to the free energy to make up for the loss of
entropic ones.

There are a range of methods available to generate an intermediate coarse-grained model
for a molecule such as TP6EO2M using both “bottom-up” and “top-down” routes [120], i.e.,
starting from an atomistic reference simulation, or starting from experimental structural
and thermodynamic data (see the diagram in Figure 9).

Figure 9. Routes to an ideal (“Goldilocks”) coarse-grained model for chromonic mesogens using
both bottom-up and top-down methodologies; ideally producing a model that is “just right” for
molecular simulation. A Goldilocks model would capture the correct self-assembly behaviour in
solution in terms of the structure of aggregates and the thermodynamics of self-assembly and would
be sufficiently transferable to be used successfully over a range of concentrations and temperatures
(providing of course these were not too “hot” or too “cold”).

Traditionally, structure-based coarse-graining by methods such as multiscale coarse-
graining (MS-CG) in the form of hybrid force matching (HFM) [120–123] or using iterative
Boltzmann inversion [124], do a good job of capturing “molecular structure” and “order”
but produce coarse-grained potentials that do not capture thermodynamics well (particu-
larly mixing thermodynamics). They also tend to produce CG potentials that are extremely
density and temperature-dependent and so have very limited transferability between state
points. While HFM for TP6EO2M using an atomistic reference stack [113] yields quite good
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structures for the CG model, the very high binding energies make this rather unsuitable as
a method to study changes in the aggregation of chromonics molecules with concentration.

It is worth noting that successful chemical engineering theories for mixtures, such as
SAFT (Statistical Associating Fluid Theory), are often useful in predicting phase diagrams
for simple molecular mixtures. These are starting to become useful in providing “top-
down” pathways to thermodynamically consistent coarse-grained models. Of particular
interest here is the SAFT-γ Mie model [2,125–130], which represents coarse-grained sites by
generalised Mie potentials:

UMie,ij = Cεij

[(
σij

r

)λr

−
(

σij

r

)λa
]

(8)

where exponents λr and λa govern the ranges of the repulsion and attraction of the potential,
and the following is the case.

εij =
(
1 − kij

)√σ3
iiσ

3
jj

σ3
ij

√
εiiεjj. (9)

For species that are chemically incompatible for entropic or enthalpic reasons, kij > 0, and
for species where one group is well solvated by another, kij < 0 (recalling that within a
coarse-grained model an entropically unfavourable interaction is often partially translated
into an unfavourable enthalpic interaction due to the reduction in the degrees of freedom).
SAFT was exploited by Potter et al. to develop a SAFT-γ Mie model for TP6EO2M [114].
The balance of kij values was found to be crucial. If ethylene oxide units are poorly sol-
vated, chromonic stacks do not form and instead phase separation, or a conglomerate
of aggregates, occurs. Moreover, kij must be greater than zero for both aromatic-water
interactions and for aromatic-ethylene oxide interactions in order to see stable chromonic
stacks. In other cases, no aggregation occurs, or the system phase separates with the
formation of large non-structured aggregates depending on specific kij combinations.
Chromonic aggregation, therefore, appears only in a small region of parameter space
where the hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance between aromatic, ethylene oxide, and water
is just right.

It is perhaps not surprising that the most successful intermediate coarse-grained model
for TP6EO2M comes from a Martini 3 model of the mesogen [113]. Martini models have
been parametrised to reproduce good solvation free energies for different coarse-grained
sites and, hence, are able to capture the correct hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance required
to see chromonic behaviour. Figure 10 shows two snapshots from simulations of TP6EO2M
using the tuned Martini 3 model of Potter [113] and co-workers, showing the structure of
chromonic N and M phases. The latter occurs at high mesogen concentrations when, as
shown in Figure 10, the columns are sufficiently close to undergo hexagonal packing.

3.4. Ionic Chromonics: A Rich Variety of Aggregation Motifs

Yu and Wilson [107] have used atomistic models to explore the rich variety of chromonic
aggregation that occurs in cyanine dye systems, studying four dyes: pseudoisocyanine chlo-
ride (PIC), pinacyanol chloride (PCYN), 5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-1,1′,3,3′-tetraethylbenzimidazolyl-
carbocyanine chloride (TTBC), and 1,1′-disulfopropyl-3,3′-diethyl-5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-benz-
imidazolylcarbocyanine sodium salt (BIC). Simulations with the GAFF/TIP3P force field
combination allowed a range of aggregate behaviour to be observed and rationalised based
on potentials of mean force obtained from pulling molecules from the end of stacks of two,
three, or four molecules. Both H-aggregates (where molecules exhibit face-to-face stacking
and show hypsochromic (blue) spectra shifts in comparison to monomers) and J-aggregates
(where adjacent molecules exhibit staggered stacking and show bathochromic (red) spectra
shifts) are seen depending on the system, with molecular stacking arrangements leading to
Y-junction and shift defects and sheet-like assemblies of molecules.
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Examples of the aggregate structures seen are shown in Figure 11. What is particu-
larly interesting is the layered structures seen by Yu and Wilson and also by Thind and
co-workers [108], which correspond to a different type of chromonic aggregate to that
normally reported. This layered structure can form the basis for a chromonic smectic phase.
Moreover, it is likely that the layered structures reported represent an intermediate state
that precedes the organisation of molecules into tubular or other higher-order architectures.
In experimental studies, large scale tubular structures have been reported for some cyanine
dyes using electron microscopy techniques [131–133].

(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Snapshot from the N phase composed of 900 TP6EO2M molecules simulated at a
coarse-grained level using the Martini 3 model from reference [113] (54,909 Martini water sites
representing 219,636 water molecules). The snapshot shows short chromonic stacks that are joined
across the periodic boundary conditions. Small blue dots between columns represent Martini water
sites. (b) Snapshot from the M phase of TP6EO2M showing the hexagonal packing of columns in this
phase (9266 Martini water sites).
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Figure 11. (Top left): H and J aggregate structures for PIC, plus shift defects and Y-defects seen in
large aggregates. (Top middle): H aggregate structures for PCYN. (Top right): H and J aggregate
structures for TTBC and a brick-like layer structure seen for TTBC at high concentrations, where
J-aggregation dominates over H-aggregation. (Bottom): H and J aggregate structures for BIC and a
layer structure observed for BIC molecules (side and top view). Figure adapted from Ref. [107], 2021
CC-BY licence, with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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It is extremely challenging to develop coarse-grained molecular models that are able
to capture the same types of aggregation seen with PIC, PCYN, TTBC, and BIC, includ-
ing the thermodynamic equilibrium between monomers, H-aggregates and J-aggregates:
M � H � J. However, such models are required to explore larger-scale aggregation beyond
the time and length scales that are accessible to atomistic studies.

Yu and Wilson have explored this for one perylene dye molecule bis-(N,N-diethyl-
aminoethyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide dihydrochloride, PER (Figure 12) [8].
While bottom-up models fail to capture the correct behaviour of PER molecules in solution,
it is possible to tune a top-down Martini 3 model to capture the same aggregation behaviour
seen by atomistic studies. Moreover, a proof-of-concept hybrid model combining hybrid
force matching (HFM) and Martini 3 was successfully developed. Here, a combined
approach is able to capture the aggregate structure and provide a good representation of
short-range electrostatic interactions that often control the local structure of chromonic
aggregates. The use of Martini water and ions provides a large reduction in the number of
sites within the model and improves the thermodynamics of hydration (which is usually
poorly represented within a force matching approach). In Figure 12, we show the atomistic
and coarse-grained structures seen by Yu and Wilson, together with the potential of mean
force corresponding to the binding of dimer molecules. The phase structures shown in
the lower part of Figure 12 are seeded to produce columns that connect over the periodic
boundary conditions, i.e., effectively columns of infinite length. This makes it possible
to investigate the concentration corresponding to the N to M phase transition, when the
concentration is sufficiently high to see hexagonal packing of columns.
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Figure 12. (Top left): the atomistic structure of PER and a coarse-grained representation suitable for
use with bottom-up coarse-graining methods and the top-down Martini 3 approach. (Top middle):
the potential of mean force for the binding of a PER dimer calculated from atomistic simulations,
together with the lowest energy structure seen at the bottom of the potential well. (Top right): A
snapshot from atomistic simulations showing the typical aggregate structure for PER. (Middle left):
Aggregates of PER from a tuned Martini 3 model. (Middle right): A snapshot from the chromonic
N phase of PER (water molecules not shown) obtained from long simulation runs using the tuned
Martini 3 model developed in reference [8]. (Bottom left): Plan view of the N phase at 30 wt%.
(Bottom right): Plan view of the M phase at 50 wt%. The top row sub-figures are redrawn from
Figures 2 and 3 of reference [8]. Parts of this figure are adapted from reference [8], 2022 CC-BY licence.

4. Conclusions

The huge increase in computer time that has become available over the last decade,
together with new algorithms capable of exploiting parallel computer architectures, has
opened up many possibilities for the modelling of both thermotropic and lyotropic liquid
crystal systems. This perspective article, which is part of a collection of articles showcasing
developments within the UK, has pointed to several exciting areas of research emerging.

For thermotropic nematics, it is now possible to simulate a few thousand molecules,
and, with the advent of improved molecular force fields, provide predictions for nematic
clearing temperatures, TNI within a 10 ◦C (or better) range (see Section 2.1). Current
studies are limited to a few hundred nanoseconds of simulation time for this size of system.
Nonetheless, as shown in Section 2.2, this type of simulation is also able to provide valuable
insights into the structure of more complex liquid crystalline phases, where the details
of molecular arrangements may be very difficult to probe experimentally. Section 2.2
also points to the possibilities of using simpler coarse-grained models to study larger
systems of molecules as a method of understanding the structure of complex layered
phases and/or thermotropic phases where chirality arises from achiral systems. Here,
packing arrangements between molecules are often very important but there are many
challenges arising from the complex interplay of packing constraints, microphase separation
and favourable local interactions arising from the presence of specific functional groups.

Considerable progress has now been made in the development of methods for the
calculation of liquid crystalline material properties for thermotropics. Undoubtedly, coarse-
grained models have proved extremely useful as a testbed for this work, and it has been
possible to test the convergence of results over long simulations with large simulation sizes.
It should be noted that some of these studies point to the need to carry out simulations
that are larger than can reasonably be simulated at an atomistic resolution. However, as
computer time increases, this restriction will gradually be removed. Already good progress
has been made in the calculation of helical twisting powers, rotational viscosities, and
flexoelectric coefficients at an atomistic level.
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For conventional lyotropic systems, formed through surfactants, atomistic simulations
are often limited to the study of single micelles, which can be seen to form spontaneously at
concentrations well above the CMC. However, recent years have seen many developments
in coarse-grained models for these systems, particularly in the area of dissipative particle
dynamics. These models are able to provide a good link to underlying thermodynamic data
measured experimentally or determined by theory or modelling. They can also provide
good predictions for experimentally measured observables, such as the lamellar layer
spacing (see Section 3.1).

Chromonic liquid crystals were also discussed in detail. For these, non-conventional
amphiphiles atomistic simulations have been particularly productive in clarifying the
nature of the self-assembled aggregates in dilute solution (Section 3.2), which have the
potential to be more complex than those seen for conventional surfactants. In recent
years, different forms of self-assembly have been noted particularly in chromonic dye
molecules, from the most common form of association involving stacking into columns
(H-aggregate formation), to defect stacking with shift-defects and Y-defects (leading to
branched structures), and self-assembly into brickwork layers (Section 3.4).

Considerable progress has also been made in the development of different levels of
coarse-grained models for chromonic liquid crystals (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Of significant
interest here is the challenge of capturing the correct local stacking arrangements at the
same time as capturing the correct thermodynamics of self-assembly. Noting that in coarse-
graining chromonic systems, the balance of entropy and enthalpy shifts as degrees of
freedom are removed from the system. Coarse-grained models at DPD and bead-spring
level have both proved successful in visualising the chromonic N and M phases.

This last decade has seen the modelling of liquid crystalline systems mature consid-
erably. The decade ahead promises much in terms of developments in modelling. For
liquid crystals, machine learning methods are likely to further improve molecular force
fields. Moreover, such methods are likely to lead to a new generation of coarse-grained
models. Better connection of models across time and lengths scales may well lead to truly
multi-scale modelling approaches for understanding liquid crystal systems.
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Abstract: Deliberate manipulation of topological defects is of particular interest for liquid crystal
applications. For example, surface bistability occurs in the grating aligned Zenithal Bistable Device
due to the stabilisation of ± 1

2 defects at the points of high surface curvature. Conventional latching
between continuous and defect states has previously been simulated satisfactorily using Q-tensor
models that include the effect of weak-anchoring and flexoelectricity. However, experimental studies
show that some arrangements lead to anomalous latching regimes. The Q-tensor model is used to
show that such effects occur when the defects become detached from the surface and have more
complex paths in the bulk of the sample.

Keywords: topological defects; nematic liquid crystals; gratings; defect dynamics; bistability;
LCD; ZBD

1. Introduction

Topological defects are phenomenologically important for a range of physical sci-
ences, [1] from condensed matter to cosmology [2]. As birefringent soft matter materials,
nematic liquid crystals are an ideal medium for the study of topological defects, readily
forming them in confined systems at standard temperatures and pressures, and easily
visualised using polarised light microscopy. For example, they have been used as a model
system for the study of cosmic strings [3]. However, topological defects in nematics are also
used deliberately and advantageously in commercially available display devices [4–7]. The
Zenithal Bistable Display, or ZBD, uses a sub-micron surface relief grating to support two
mutually stable alignment states of the nematic director. In one state, termed the Defect
or D state, defects of strength ± 1

2 are formed at the points of high surface curvature at
the grating peaks and troughs, whereas the other Continuous C state is devoid of such
defects [4,5]. Since this invention was made, and the realisation that the self-assembly of col-
loidal materials can be controlled through the interaction of nematic topological defects [8]
in the mid-1990s, the interest in the effect of defects on liquid crystal systems has grown
considerably, in nematic colloids [9–11], in display devices [12,13], and for fundamental
understanding [14–17]. In this current work, the dynamics of flexo-electrically driven + 1

2
and − 1

2 defects moving between C and D states are considered using a Q-tensor simulation
and the results are compared to experiment for both conventional behaviour, as reported
previously, and anomalous switching of a ZBD device is reported for the first time. Such
anomalous switching is avoided in commercial displays through an empirical optimization
of the device design. However, the analysis reported here shows the route to controlling
the switching behaviour and thereby has the potential to lead to novel device modes.

The application of liquid crystals in display, and other electro-optic and optical mod-
ulators, requires uniform alignment of the liquid crystal director in both the quiescent
and switched states. Insufficient care in device design leads to unwanted defects between
domains with different director profiles, causing scattering and unnecessary variations [18].
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For example, a 90◦ twisted nematic display potentially has topologically distinct director
profiles with opposite senses of twist and tilt: either state cannot be transformed to the
other without the formation of a defect wall [18,19], as illustrated schematically in Figure 1a.
Doping the nematic with a chiral material to give a preferred sense of twist, coupled with
surface pretilts that favour that same sense of twist allows one sign of twist and splay/bend
to form on removal of the applied field. Without these measures, the contrast ratio of a
TN device would be too low and variable for display purposes due to scattering. Even so,
unwanted defects can still form at pixel edges [20], a factor that decreases the maximum
resolution possible for nematic displays and spatial light modulators.

Figure 1. Defect loops of strength + 1
2 in homotopically inequivalent states with equivalent boundary

conditions: (a) Left- and right-handed twist; (b) Parallel-aligned surfaces with 45◦ pretilt giving
horizontal and vertical states. Shown in (c) is a defect loop caused by a surface alignment transition,
such as would occur with a zenithally bistable surface, indicated in red. Here, the upper surface has a
significant pretilt so that one sign of tilt is maintained throughout the device. Without the pretilt on
the upper surface, the central HAN state could also form a homotopically inequivalent state with
opposing sign of tilt separated by a + 1

2 defect loop in the bulk of the cell.
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Rather than consider the defects as unwanted artefacts of poor device design, Bigelow
and Kashnow [19] considered the deliberate use of energetically equivalent but homo-
topically distinct twist states to form a bistable device. At that time, bistability showed
substantial promise for highly multiplexed displays [21] with more than a score of rows
to be addressed because of the inherent non-linearity of the liquid crystal arrangement,
and without the use of an additional semiconductor element such as a thin-film-transistor
(TFT). In addition to showing the usual transient switching response to an applied electric
field, bistable devices can also be latched between at least two optically distinct states.
Latching occurs with some appropriate signal that provides sufficient impulse to overcome
the activation energy that separates the bistable states. After the impulse, the new state
is retained, and the device is said to be latched. Thus, an image is built up row by row; a
scanning impulse is applied to the addressed row that is at, or near, the threshold value
whilst a data signal of information is synchronously applied on the columns that either
increases the impulse (latching) or decrease (non-latching, where the previous state is
retained). In the work of [19], surface inhomogeneities were used to pin the π/2 twist wall
between states of opposing twist sense, and the states were selected electrically with fields
applied using orthogonal interdigitated electrodes on the opposing surfaces. Although
these initial attempts proved impractical, the use of topological defects to separate bistable
states with different director profiles was a subject of much interest for several decades:
the defect-mediated transition between states of different homotopy created a threshold
voltage, and hence promised unlimited addressing without TFT. This drive stimulated
attempts to use defects to induce vertical and horizontal bistable states in a nematic liquid
crystal [21,22], such as those that form in parallel-aligned high pretilt nematic devices
shown in Figure 1b. Such devices were the first to show zenithal bistability, where the
term zenithal refers to the out of plane angle that the director makes with respect to the
device plane in the two bistable states. They did not receive any commercial development,
due to the complexities of construction and latching mechanism. Following the successful
commercialisation of low-cost TFT over large areas at high yield, the focus of bistable
nematic display research moved to ultra-low power devices with image storage [21].

ZBD is a commercially successful bistable nematic display invented in the UK [4]
and used in electronic shelf edge labels for the retail sector [6,7]. The technology has
recently been acquired by New Vision Displays Ltd. [23], and it continues to operate
from its Malvern laboratories in the UK. Unlike the earlier zenithal bistable devices that
relied on containment from the two opposing surfaces, the ZBD uses a single zenithally
bistable surface, where the alignment surface itself has two different but stable pretilt
states. Figure 1c shows an example arrangement where a bistable surface that is either
planar or homeotropic creates surface defects at the boundary between the states. In
ZBD, the zenithally bistable surface is provided by a (sub)optical homeotropic grating
that can stabilise − 1

2 strength defects at the grating ridges and + 1
2 defects at the grat-

ing troughs. Arranging the grating pitch P to be approximately equal to its amplitude
a (a/P ≈ 1.0 ± 0.3) leads to both a defect-free (continuous, C) state and a defect (or D) state
being stable and separated by an activation energy typically of the order 10−5 J/m2. An
example of the grating used in a commercial device [23] is shown in Figure 2, wherein
a/P ≈ 1.3.

Close to a homeotropic grating surface with sufficiently strong anchoring, an elastic
distortion of the director field is induced if that field is to be continuous. In this contin-
uous C state, the distortion dies down after a few hundred nanometres from the grating
peaks, and the director is uniformly normal to the plane of the grating. Alternatively, the
elastic distortion can be reduced by inducing the half-strength defects stabilised by the
surface curvature, leading to a uniform and low tilt at a small distance from the grating
plane. Examples of the C and D states are shown for a typical grating in Figure 2a. This
grating surface may be placed opposite either a homeotropic or planar homogeneous
surface aligned perpendicular to the grating vector to give vertical-aligned to hybrid
aligned nematic (VAN/HAN) or hybrid aligned to 90◦ twisted nematic (HAN/TN) display
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modes, respectively [24], or opposing a second zenithally bistable grating surface to give
VAN/HAN/TN [25].

Figure 2. Schematic view of nematic director alignments around a homeotropic grating. (a) The
continuous and defect state. Two defects are indicated as dots in the latter image: + 1

2 defect at the
base of the grating and = 1

2 at the peak. Line segments indicate average director alignment at specific
points. (b) Fits to the threefold hyperbolic and one-fold parabolic functions for the director normal
surrounding the − 1

2 and + 1
2 defects for an elastically isotropic nematic. (c) SEM and Q-tensor model

from [26], illustrating the positive hyperbolic and negative parabolic surface curvatures at the top
and bottom of the grating grooves, respectively.
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2. Surface Stabilised Topological Defects

The director profiles surrounding half-strength defects are illustrated in Figure 2a,
where an elastically isotropic nematic (K11 = K33) confined to the plane of the paper is
assumed. In actuality, the defects are not points but lines that run perpendicular to the
plane shown. The core is approximately a 50 nm diameter cylinder with uniaxial symmetry
for the local director around the − 1

2 defect and with biaxial symmetry around the + 1
2 defect.

These defects form loops that terminate at the boundary between D and C regions. Away
from the core, the n-director of an elastically isotropic nematic is a simple parabola for the
+ 1

2 defect and hyperbolic with three-fold symmetry for the − 1
2 defect. For an infinitely

bound homeotropic surface with negative parabolic local surface curvature, the + 1
2 defect

will be at centered at the focal point fp, as illustrated in Figure 2b and given by:

y = 1
fp

( x
2
)2 − fp (1)

where x and y are the orthogonal spatial coordinates with y parallel to the defect axis.
Similarly, the three-fold hyperbolic − 1

2 defect has a focus at fh for a positive hyperbolic
surface with locus

y = 1
2
√

3

√(
3 fh

2 + 4x2
)

, (2)

and the defect is centered at fh. Thus, for infinitely bound homeotropic surfaces, the
topological defects sit near to the surface at a distance that is related to the degree of surface
curvature. Figure 2c shows a typical grating that can give zenithal bistability, together with
the Q-tensor modelling from reference [26]. If the grating were to have infinite anchoring,
the + 1

2 and − 1
2 defects would sit at 35 nm and 24 nm, respectively. In the model, zenithal

anchoring of Wθ ≈ 2 × 10−4 Jm−2, which is realistic of actual devices [27], and the defects
then sit at the grating surface (as indicated by the grey spots in Figure 2c. The relationship
between surface curvature and anchoring energy plays a critical role in these devices, and
as shown in the current work, can lead to unusual switching and latching mechanisms.

Conventional voltage-dependent switching of the dielectrically anisotropic nematic
will occur. For example, for a positive Δε material, the bulk director will increase its tilt
angle to lie (anti) parallel to the applied field. Although this can lead to unwanted latching
to the continuous C state, it will only act in one direction and cannot be used to give
discrimination between the high tilt C and low tilt D states. Instead, polar switching from
the flexoelectric polarisation is utilised to latch between these bistable states, where the
term latching is used to denote a switching impulse that is sufficiently high to overcome
some threshold value and the new state be retained after removal of the impulse [28]. In the
ZBD, the elastic distortion is most strongly localised close to the topological defects, as il-
lustrated in Figure 3a [29]. The sum of the flexoelectric components is small, being typically
(e11 + e33) = 0.035 nC/m for the conventional twisted nematic mixture E7 [30], and 0.2 nC/m
for novel bent dimers specifically designed for flexoelectric applications [31]. For com-
parison, a typical ferroelectric liquid crystal would have a spontaneous polarisation of
100 nC/cm2. However, the elastic distortions in both the C and D states are concentrated
to within ≈100 nm of the grating surface, from which we can estimate that the local po-
larisation is around 35–200 nC/cm2 and the latching electro-optics of the ZBD is similar
to that of an FLC (albeit with the slower optical response time associated with the much
larger cell gaps used). This polarity may lead to forces and torques on the defects with
an applied electric field. In the bulk liquid crystal, a − 1

2 defect has three-fold symmetry
and only a rotational electric torque, whereas the unipolar + 1

2 defect has directionality and
also undergoes a translational electric force [32]. Thus, in the bulk of a nematic sample,
electric field-induced movement of the defects is largely due to the + 1

2 defects. However,
these symmetries are broken when the defects are in proximity to a surface, as shown in
Figure 3b. Here, both defects have a net translational force that tends to move the defects
along the surfaces to the points of maximum curvature, and then into the bulk of the device
in the direction roughly parallel to the surface normal.
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Figure 3. Schematic representations of the flexoelectric polarity associated with + 1
2 (LHS) and − 1

2
(RHS) defects (adapted from [17]). In the bulk (a), the + 1

2 defect has polar symmetry and can be
moved with an applied electric field, but the − 1

2 defect has tripolar symmetry and will not translate
under the influence of an applied electric field. When stabilised by surface curvature (b), the defects
both can be propelled either parallel or antiparallel to the surface normal by the applied field. Bend
distortions characterised by e33 are shown in orange, whereas the splay distortions and e11 shown
in blue.

3. Conventional and Anomalous Latching between Bistable States

In practice, selective discrimination of either of the states is done using a bipolar
electric pulse, wherein the polarity of the trailing pulse determines the final state. This
helps ensure that there is no DC offset that may damage the liquid crystal compounds
or lead to unwanted latching from the data applied to adjacent rows in a passive matrix
addressing scheme [28]. Moreover, the leading pulse of the opposite polarity to that of
the latched state will elastically stress the director closer to the grating surface due to the
switching effect of ε0ΔεE2. This in turn increases the flexoelectric polarisation and reduces
the electrical impulse needed for latching [28,33]. When viewed on a microscopic level, the
latching process occurs between an onset impulse (τV, where minimal domains of the new
state are retained) to the fully latched state. The partial latching region is typically 1–2 V
between the initial and full latch; this dictates the minimum data voltage required in the
addressing schemes to give complete discrimination [28].

Latching is a complex, three-dimensional process. The C-D transition involves nucle-
ation of a defect pair at a discontinuity on the grating surface, usually deliberately defined
using “slips” in the grating structure [6,7]. The defects form a loop that initially moves
vertically across the grating surface to the apices of the structure, and then spreads in
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the direction of the grating peaks and troughs until joining with other loops on the same
trajectory or another discontinuity. The full dynamics of this transition have not been
simulated. Instead, literature studies [26,34–37] use a two-dimensional Q-tensor model of
the plane containing the normals to the device surfaces and the surface relief grating. Of
these, reference [26] is the only one that compares the predictions with experimental results.
However, that work also shows that a simple, one-dimensional (1D) model proposed by
Davidson and Mottram [38] describes the behaviour adequately. That simple model uses
a digital anchoring condition at the lower surface of Figure 1c, wherein application of a
torque sufficient to break the surface anchoring energy Wθ causes latching. The threshold
pulse duration τ and voltage V are related though [26]:

τ = γ1lsd′
(e11+e33)(|V−Vth |) =

A
|V−Vth | , (3)

where γ1 is the rotational viscosity of the liquid crystal, ls is the liquid slip length at
the bistable surface, d′ is the cell gap adjusted to include the dielectric contribution of
the grating, (e11 + e33) is the flexoelectric sum, V is the applied voltage, and Vth is the
threshold voltage:

|Vth| = 2Wθ d′
(e11+e33)+

√
ε0ΔεK33

, (4)

ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Δε is the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal, and K33 is
the bend elastic constant. Visualisation of fits is improved by rearranging Equation (3) to
the linear form:

|V| = A
τ + |Vth|. (5)

Figure 4 shows typical fits for the experimental latching thresholds for a ZBD test
device to Equations (3)–(5) where the fitting parameters are given in Table 1. All results in
this work were taken using devices constructed by embossing an ITO-coated glass plate
with a homeotropic photopolymer using proprietary grating film provided by Displaydata
Ltd. The surface anchoring energy Wθ was controlled through mixing of weak and strong
photopolymers, also provided by Displaydata Ltd., as described in [27]. The grating
is spaced from a second ITO-coated glass plate, onto which the commercially available
homeotropic polyimide SE1211 had been deposited, using 7 μm plastic spacer beads. This
arrangement gives the VAN director profile for the C state and the HAN profile for the D
state; when oriented with the grating at 45◦ to crossed polarisers, these states are dark and
transmissive, respectively. Electrical waveforms were provided to the electrodes using an
arbitrary waveform generator (WFG500 from FLC Electronics). Other than at short pulse
widths, where unaccounted electrode losses begin to play a role, the simple (V − Vth)−1

behaviour of the latching pulse width is evident in Figure 4. It should be noted that Vth is
similar for both the C-D and D-C transitions, as expected. However, the large difference
in A between the two transitions suggests different routes are taken by the defects in
either case.

Table 1. Fitting parameters for Figure 4.

Transition 103 × A (Vs) Vth (V)

DC
Onset 2.8 −4.3
Full 4.7 −4.2

CD
Onset 0.89 +4.5
Full 0.88 +4.9
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Figure 4. Experimental latching curves for the high flexoelectric liquid crystal nematic mixture
MLC6204-000 in a 5.0 μm ZBD cell at 30 ◦C showing (a) applied pulse width (2τ) versus the amplitude
of pulse required to latch and (b) the (2t)−1 V plot for the same data. Both the onset of latch and
the total latch are indicated, by empty for mainly D and filled markers for mainly C, respectively.
Positive pulses indicate the latch from continuous to defect state and negative pulses indicate the
latch from defect to continuous. Error bars in voltage are taken as ±3% and the temporal errors are
not visible at this scale. The best fits to Equation (5) are shown as continuous lines, with the fitted
parameters listed in Table 1.

Various grating designs have been studied using this model, and the results were
successfully compared with the experimental findings [39,40]. However, in studying
different liquid crystal materials and surface anchoring energies as part of this study, it was
found that the form of the latching deviates occasionally from this expected behaviour. For
example, Figure 5b is the C to D latch curve for single compound pentyl-cyanobiphenyl
(5CB) at 30 ◦C in a 7 μm cell constructed with a high anchoring strength photopolymer
grating. Instead of diverging at a threshold voltage Vth, latching at the longer times requires
a higher voltage, not lower. This leads to degenerate behaviour at a particular voltage,
wherein pulses of three different durations all lead to full latching.

(a) D-C (b) C-D 

 

Figure 5. Experimental τV of the (a) defect to continuous state (D-C) latching and (b) continuous
to defect state (C-D) latching for the compound 5CB in a 7 μm ZBD cell (HAN mode) at 30 ◦C.
Strong anchoring of 2.4 ± 0.5 × 10−4 N/m was obtained using the method of reference [27]. Markers
indicate the threshold for a full latching. Error bars indicate the uncertainty in the pulse amplitude
for latch. Also shown in magenta are the results for D-C latching for MLC6204-000 for comparison.

Understanding the dynamics that leads to this behaviour required 2D finite element
modelling, which is reviewed in the following sections.
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4. Q-Tensor Modelling

A 2D finite element discretisation of the Landau-de Gennes free energy is performed
to examine the dynamics of the device. A finite element solution to the Qian and Sheng
formalism [41] was found using the program Q-LCSolver, as described in [35,36]. For a
complete treatment of the software, the interested reader is referred to [37], but a simple
review of the approach is included below. Although the program solved in 3D, the third (y-)
dimension was disregarded for most of the simulations, to save computational time and
a 2D model used. Time saving measures were particularly important to find the latching
thresholds and defect dynamics both above and below the threshold. Sub-microsecond
time steps were used to allow for the defect dynamics, but applied over sufficient time
following the applied fields to allow the bulk director reorientation to complete (usually
tens of milliseconds). Moreover, many simulations of both time and voltage are done for
each point plotted to allow the onset and completion of latching to be calculated. It should
be noted that the model has previously been used to investigate the behaviour of defect
loops [42], and in particular the path of the defects at phase shifts deliberately added to the
grating structure in commercial devices [6]. For the qualitative description of the current
work, the 2D model was found to be sufficient.

The program uses the Q-tensor representation for liquid crystals, which accounts for
the head–tail symmetry of the nematic director and changes to the order parameter, such
as those that occur close to defects and surfaces. In the uniaxial case, this is written:

Qij =
S
2
(
3ninj − δij

)
, (6)

where i and j are integers from 1 to 3, S is the scalar order parameter, n is the director, and
δij is the Kronecker delta. The total free energy Ftot of the system in a device of volume Ω
with surfaces Γ is taken as:

Ftot =
∫

Ω( fb + fd − fE)dΩ +
∫

Γ fsdΓ. (7)

This equation includes the thermotropic bulk free energy density fb, the elastic dis-
tortion energy density fd, the electric energy density fE, and the surface elastic energy
contribution fs. The thermotropic energy density is written as:

fb = 1
2 a Tr

(
Q2

)
+ 1

3 b Tr
(

Q3
)
+ 1

4 c Tr
(

Q4
)

, (8)

and the Landau de Gennes critical coefficients a, b, and c were taken from [26]. Elastic
distortion energy density takes the form:

fd = 1
2 L1Qij,kQij,k +

1
2 L2Qij,jQik,k, (9)

where L1 and L2 are constants related to the Frank elastic constants K11, K22, and K33 and
the splay-bend and chiral terms have been omitted.

The electrical free energy density includes the flexoelectric term:

fE = ε0
2
(
E·εij·E

)
+ P·E, (10)

Here, the flexoelectric polarisation vector P can be written in terms of the director as:

P = e11(n∇.n)− e33((∇× n)× n), (11)

with e11 and e33 representing the flexoelectric coefficients for splay and bend deformations of
the director, respectively. In the limit of constant uniaxial order parameter, the polarisation
can be written in terms of the Q tensor [43]:

Pi =
2

9S0
(e11 + 2e33)Qij,j +

4
9S0

2 (e11 − e33)QijQjk,k (12)
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The relative dielectric tensor εij in Equation (11) is:

εij = ε⊥δij + Δε
(

2
3S0

Qij +
1
3 δij

)
(13)

where Δε is the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal material and S0 is the equilibrium
scalar order parameter (approximately S0 ≈ 0.6 in this instance). The electric field was
found from the potential φ, which satisfies the Poisson equation:

ε0∇·(εij·∇φ
)
= −ρ (14)

where the charge density ρ is considered solely due to the flexoelectric polarisation, ∇.P
from Equation (11). For the surface aspect of the free energy, the model includes the
possibility of weak anchoring at the cell walls. In this case, the surface elastic energy
contribution takes the form:

fS
(
Qij

)
= A STr

(
Q2

)
+ Wθ

(
ξ̂1·Q·ξ̂1

)
+ Wϕ

(
ξ̂2·Q·ξ̂2

)
(15)

where ξ̂1 and ξ̂2 are orthogonal unit vectors perpendicular to the alignment direction.
Anchoring is then controlled through three parameters: AS and the anchoring strengths
Wθ and Wϕ, which are associated with the surface tilt and twist deformations.

The dynamic behaviour of Q is determined by the frictional losses in a Raleigh dissi-
pation equation:

δ
.
Ftot + δD = 0 (16)

following the approach of [44], where δ represents infinitesimal changes in the power
.
Ftot and the frictional losses D. Equation (16) represents a conservation condition where
changes in total energy are balanced by the dissipation effects. The dissipation function D is
a function of Q,

.
Q, and the flow velocity of the liquid crystal and represents the dissipation

effects due to rotational and translational flow [37]. In the current work, the effects of flow
were not included and only the rotational viscosity γ1 used.

The modelling volume is that of a single pitch of the grating surface at the base of a
5 μm device, Figure 6. It is assumed to be infinitely repeating through periodic boundaries
in x and y where a 1 μm depth is modelled in the y direction. Both the top surface (in z)
and the grating surface are given homeotropic boundary conditions, thereby matching
the configuration of the experimental cells. The top surface anchoring is assumed infinite,
whereas the grating surface anchoring was varied between weak 5.0 × 10−5 J/m2 and
strong 2.8 × 10−4 J/m2, as determined in [27]. Note, the term strong is often used to mean
infinite anchoring in the prior literature, whereas here it denotes a relative magnitude.
Unlike [26], which used the spline of the grating surface from an experimental SEM of
the commercial device shown in Figure 2c, a simple but representative blazed sinusoidal
surface was used with an 800 nm pitch and 1.0 μm amplitude. The blaze was high enough
to induce pretilts of 25◦ and 89.5◦ in the D and C states, respectively. These were sufficient
to prevent any degeneracy induced by the fixed top surface. To save on computational
time, an adaptive mesh was used, wherein the initial density of mesh points was high close
to the grating surface. Results of the simulations were analysed in two dimensions using
slices of the x-z plane. The simulations were set to output data on every tenth iteration,
giving a clear view of the defect behaviour while reducing data handling. Results were
evaluated in the data analysis and visualisation program ParaView. The surface slip values
were estimated by a linear extrapolation of the near surface director over several frames
using ImageJ, with an error calculated according to the variation found at different parts of
the surface.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. The simulation geometry. (a) Schematic of the modelling volume of a 5 μm ZBD device.
Boundaries in x and y were periodic, giving an infinite grating surface. In z, both the top cell boundary
and the grating surface were given homeotropic anchoring conditions. (b) The bulk geometry of the
device with vertically aligned nematic (VAN) for the C state and hybrid aligned nematic (HAN) for
the D state.

Liquid crystal parameters were chosen to coincide with that of previous modelling [26]
and measurements [39] and are listed in Table 2. Although the parameters have not all been
determined for the commercial nematic mixture MLC6204-000, but rather a bespoke formu-
lation made to give low voltage and fast flexoelectric latching (mixture B from [45]), they
are expected to be typical of the highly positive Δε nematics used in commercial devices.
This enables a qualitative study at least of the latching behaviour and the corresponding
defect dynamics.

Table 2. Liquid crystal parameters used in the simulations [26].

Viscoelastic Coefficients

K11 12.5 pN K33 17.9 pN
γ1 0.155 kg m−1 s−1

Electrical Coefficients

ε‖ 62.5 e11 69 pC m−1

ε⊥ 23.5 e33 45 pC m−1

Δε +39

Landau- de Gennes Critical Coefficients

a 65,000 J m−3 K−1

b 530,000 J m−3

c 980,000 J m−3

For each anchoring energy, the two equilibrium profiles were first found for the
continuous and defect states. For the C state, the director was initially set to vertical
throughout the bulk of the cell and allowed to reorient over 5 ms. An analogous process
was used for the D state, allocating a horizontal planar bulk orientation, and allowing
50 ms for the reorientation. This required a longer time due to the hybrid alignment of the
D state and the elastic distortion throughout the bulk of the device. The resulting director
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profiles for a given anchoring condition were used as the starting conditions for the subse-
quent runs. For example, Figure 7 shows the resultant quiescent director profiles for the
Wθ = 2.8 × 10−4 J/m2.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Modelled director alignments near the grating surface for continuous (a) and defect
(b) states at equilibrium. The grating profile was added in the graphics software Inkscape to aid
visibility. The director orientations are produced by the modelling software. Indicated on the defect
state are the + 1

2 defect (circle) and the − 1
2 defect (cross).

Electrically induced latching between the states was studied for bipolar pulses of the
form shown in Figure 8. The polarity of the trailing pulse determines the selected state,
with the trailing pulse being positive on the grating surface tending to give the D state. For
instance, to latch from continuous to defect state, first a negative pulse is applied, followed
by a positive pulse of equal magnitude, followed by a period of between 10 ms and 20 ms
with no field applied, to allow the bulk director profile to relax to its final state. For each
voltage and time, the final state is determined, and the process repeated for a new impulse
τV until the change of state is found. Latching may be either successful or unsuccessful,
depending on the impulse of the trailing pulse. For a given time, the threshold pulse height
is then recorded as the midpoint between the highest-voltage unsuccessful latch and the
lowest-voltage successful latch. The error bars are then set as the width between those
two values.

 

Figure 8. Schematic of the waveforms applied to latch between states, from D to C and from C to D.
Shading indicates the latching pulse.
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5. Simulations of Anomalous Bistable Latching

Latching from C-D and D-C was investigated for anchoring energies ranging from
1 × 10−5 N/m ≤ Wθ ≤ 2.8 × 10−4 N/m. For anchoring at and below 5 × 10−5 N/m,
the continuous state did not stabilise, and the device was monostable. The defects were
submerged into the surface and the director profile was uniformly at the 25◦ pretilt defined
by the grating blaze. Experimental observations agree that the bistable states are lost
for weak anchoring of this magnitude. However, unlike the 2D simulation, the director
orients into the xy plane to have a higher component parallel to the grooves. That is, when
the defects are significantly below the surface, the director tends towards the continuous
state for a planar-aligned grating. However, it is instructive to note that the failure to
give the D state in the 2D simulation occurs at a similar anchoring strength to that found
experimentally, which adds some confidence to the validity of the model and (static)
parameters used.

The τV characteristics were modelled for a d = 5 μm ZBD using the liquid crystal
properties of Table 2, for weak (Wθ = 1.0 × 10−4 N/m) and strong (Wθ = 2.8 × 10−4 N/m)
anchoring conditions. The results are summarised in Table 3, and the full characteristics
for the strong anchoring case shown in Figure 9. Table 3 includes the fits of the simulated
data to Equation (5), using the surface slips found in the simulations. For the weak
anchoring, the reciprocal behaviour was followed for both D-C and C-D transitions across
the whole range, but the quality of fit to the form of Equation (5) was poor. For example,
the threshold voltages from the fits were consistently higher than that indicated by the low
voltage latching. Moreover, inputting the liquid crystal parameters used for the simulations
into Equations (3) and (4) also gave substantial differences. The simulated behaviour
of the CD latching characteristic for the strong anchoring deviated from the reciprocal
form of Equation (5) quite dramatically, as evident in Figure 9b. Here, the reciprocal
fit was satisfactory for short pulse widths and high voltages, but at lower voltages, the
threshold swapped to higher voltages than expected. This type of behaviour is reminiscent
of the anomalous latching seen in some experimental results, such as those shown in
Figure 5. Hence, we investigate the latching mechanisms in more detail, in particular the
defects trajectories during the switching process at five points shown in Figure 9: two
of conventional latching behaviour (1 and 2) and three in the region of anomalous C-D
latching (3, 4, and 5).

Table 3. Summary of the fits of the 2D Q-tensor simulation to Equation (5), compared with the
anticipated values for weak and strong anchoring conditions.

Wθ (104 N/s)

Results from 2D Q-Tensor Simulation
Predicted Values from

1D Model
(Equations (3) and (4))

Surface
Slip (nm)

A (103

Nms/C)
Vth (V)

Correlation
R2

A (103

Nms/C)
|Vth| (V)

1.0
DC

178 ± 10
0.8 −1.3 0.94

1.19 ± 0.07 5.1CD 1.6 +6.5 0.97

2.8
DC

56 ± 15
1.1 −3.7 0.96

0.38 ± 0.1 14.5CD 0.7 +11.0 0.99
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Figure 9. Modelling τV data for a 5 μm cell with strong anchoring, Wθ = 2.8 × 10−4 N/m for
(a) the D-C transition and (b) the C-D transition. The error bars indicate the difference from the
lowest magnitude voltage tested which latched and the highest magnitude voltage that did not latch.
Each data point represents halfway between these values calculated. The blue lines represent the
best fits to Equation (5) with the parameters listed in Table 3. The fit for the C-D latching threshold
includes the point at (11.2 V, 3.2 ms) but the fit is shown as a dotted line in this region, since there
was no latching immediately above. The orange points at 1.6 ms, 2.5 ms, and 5 ms represent the
anomalous latching, with the orange lines guides for the eye only. The five points studied in more
detail are indicated by red crosses.

Figure 10 shows the typical trajectory of the defects when undergoing normal latching.
For these and the subsequent figures, only the near-grating regions are shown; the director
profile extends for a further 3 μm or so to the top surface. Where the order parameter S
is shown, variations in the range 0.2 to 0.4 are emphasised, to allow visualization of the
defect and surface distortion regions. For all cases, the liquid crystal undergoes the normal
ε0ΔεE2 response in the bulk of the liquid crystal when the electric field is applied.
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Figure 10. Pictorial summary of the defect dynamics in D-C latching (top) and C-D latching (bottom).
Each diagram shows the defect trajectories (if any) during the (a) leading (DC balancing) pulse; (b) the
trailing (latching pulse) pulse application; and C: the 0 V reorientation period. The pulse durations
and amplitudes are indicated for each figure. Defect locations are indicated with circles (− 1

2 defect)
and crosses (+ 1

2 defect) and their direction of travel with arrows. The symbol colours indicate whether
the field is positive (purple), negative (lime) or zero (blue). Pinched arrows indicate the location of
defect annihilation. Note, in the D-C latching most of the defect movement occurs during the applied
pulses, whereas for the C-D latching there is significant reorientation of the director, and hence defect
positions, after the pulse has ended but before the defects settle onto the grating surface.

Since the material is strongly positive (Δε = +39), the bulk director reorients towards
the vertical condition regardless of whether the initial state is C or D, and the response time
is expected to be between 1 ms (for ±4 V) and 0.2 ms (for 10 V). This RMS response serves
to both increase the local flexoelectric terms close to the surface, and to reorient the director
away from the grating more towards the vertical condition.

The D-C simulation shown in Figure 10b and in Video S1 corresponds the conditions
given by point 1 in Figure 9. The leading (positive) pulse pulls the − 1

2 defect away from
the grating peak to some distance within the bulk of the cell that depends on the impulse
τV. This initial field has minimal effect on the + 1

2 defect lying in the trough of the grating
groove. This is consistent for all results, wherein the + 1

2 defect moves towards the positive
electrode and the + 1

2 defect towards the negative electrode. On reversal of the field the
trailing (negative) latching pulse propels this + 1

2 defect up the grating sidewall, whilst the
− 1

2 defect returns to the grating surface and moved down the surface to meet it. The two
defects annihilate, either during the latch pulse or, if within critical proximity, during the
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subsequent reorientation time. Should the voltage be insufficient for latching, the defects
will resettle at their original positions on the grating following the reverse trajectories on
the side walls of the grating.

The initial response, where the − 1
2 defect moves into the bulk due to the leading pulse

means that the trajectory for annihilation in the trailing pulse is lengthened. This is likely
a cause for the breakdown of the simple 1D model and poor fits from Equation (5) since
the resulting increase in latching time will be directly related to the magnitude of the field.
Indeed, at low voltages (≤|10 V|), the − 1

2 defects do not leave the surface at all during the
positive pulses. In this regime, the + 1

2 defects also remain quite static at the bottom of the
groove during the trailing negative pulse of the D-C latching sequence.

Similarly, the defect trajectories for C-D latching at point 2 of Figure 9 are shown
in Figure 10b and Video S2. During the first (positive) pulse, no defects are observed;
refraction of the electric field caused by the grating will cause a divergence at the point of
inflexion on the side walls, but defects are prevented from forming by the surface curvature.
Once the field is reversed in the trailing pulse, the field causes the nucleated defects to
separate and move in the directions where the grating curvature stabilises each defect. In
the instance shown, the + 1

2 defect only moves part of the way towards the grating groove,
but the − 1

2 defect passes the top of the grating and begins to move into the bulk. On
removal of the field, the + 1

2 defect travels down the sidewall to the base of the groove
and the − 1

2 defect returns to the grating peak. Note, in this instance the D state forms
during the relaxation process after the pulses have ended. If the pulse impulse is too small
then either no defect nucleation occurs during the positive pulse or there is insufficient
separation of the defects at the pulse end, leading to mutual annihilation; neither instance
leads to latching.

The impulses at points 3 and 4 in Figure 9b are immediately below and above the
latching threshold, respectively, in the range where the latching is anomalous and re-
quires a significantly higher impulse than that expected from the reciprocal relationship
of Equation (5). Figure 11 shows the position of the two defects at the end of the trailing
pulse for both point 3 and point 4, together with the corresponding defect trajectories (also
given in Video S3. The − 1

2 defect follows similar trajectories in either case, moving from
the initial nucleation point on the grating to deep within the bulk of the cell at the end of
the pulse sequence. However, the + 1

2 defect shows considerable differences in behaviour.
For the lower voltage of point 3, the + 1

2 defect detaches from the surface and enters the
space between the grating grooves. After the pulse, the two opposing defects in the bulk of
the liquid crystal move to mutually annihilate and the director profile relaxes to the C- state.
Thus, despite a large impulse with the correct sign of trailing pulse to latch to the D state,
latching does not occur and the C state is retained. Raising the voltage slightly to 13.0 V
(point 4) then prevents the + 1

2 defect from detaching from the surface and its movement is
suppressed until the field is removed, when it again slides down the grating towards the
groove where it remains, and the D state is latched.

The cause of such a dramatic change in behaviour is due to differences in the local
director profile and defect orientations at the start of the trailing pulse. Reference [32] has
shown quite substantial differences in defect trajectories on their paths to spontaneous
annihilation due to their relative starting orientations. In particular, the + 1

2 defect follows a
path parallel to the local director. In this work, the situation is further complicated by the
effect of the surface, the electric field, and its refraction. At the lower voltage, the director
has reoriented less in the bulk of the sample and forms a path into the space between the
grooves into which the + 1

2 defect can move. With the higher field, the director is vertical
closer to the defect, and the + 1

2 defect movement into the bulk is impeded. As described in
Section 1, defects on a strongly anchored surface will sit slightly further into the bulk than
for weakly anchored, thereby are more likely to detach from the surface and move into the
bulk of the liquid crystal.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 11. The anomalous latching mechanism either side of the threshold value. (a) Director and
order profiles for the final frame of the trailing (positive) pulse. (b) Defect trajectories for point 3,
below the latching threshold. (c) Defect trajectories for point 4 above the latching threshold.

Latching at point 5 in Figure 9 was also studied, as shown in Figure 12 and Video S4.
Here, the 3.2 ms pulse is sufficiently long that the two defects move far into the bulk during
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the trailing (positive) pulse application. The director distortion around the grating surface
also increases and supports the nucleation of a second pair of defects. As the original pair
annihilate each other, this second generation behaves in the same fashion as the defects
for shorter pulse widths, and thus are similar to the conventional latching mechanism. For
voltages higher than the latching threshold at point 5, eventually this second-generation
defect pair will enter the bulk together as the first pair did, which suppresses latching once
more. Similarly, with even longer pulse widths, such as the data at 5 ms pulse widths in
Figure 9, the second-generation pair also annihilates in the bulk. With successively longer
pulse widths we see further generations of defects created in much the same way.

Figure 12. Modelling data of the continuous to defect latch highlighting the region near the grating
during nucleation of a second latching defect pair. The average director orientations are shown on
the left, and the simulated order parameter is given as a colourmap on the right. The scale for order
parameter in the plot is shown to the right. The original defect pair are seen in the bulk near the top
of the images and the second-generation pair are newly separated near the grating surface.

The simulation times for pulses longer than 5 ms were excessive, for which the
maximum number of defect pairs was third generation (indicated by the upper orange loop
in Figure 9b). However, up to seven generation have been found for very high anchoring
energies of Wθ = 5 × 10−4 N/m. The formation of higher-generation defects may also
occur above the latching threshold, for the short pulse widths. It is clear from Figure 11 that
the defects at point 5 are injected into the bulk of the cell and remain there until the field
is removed, when they relax to the respective low energy states at the regions of highest
surface curvature. However, at voltages above the threshold, further defect pairs can be
formed at the top of the grating and propelled into the bulk. When the field is removed, the
defects closest to the grating follow a similar path to those shown for point 4 in Figure 11,
whereas the earlier defects move towards each other and mutually annihilate following
similar paths as that of point 5 in Figure 11.

This behaviour of multiple defect pairs being propelled into the bulk of the sample
will be strongly related to grating shape. For example, the gratings studied in reference [26]
were more symmetrical and with less blaze than that used in the simulations here (see
Figure 2c). In that case, further defect pairs were detected that were nucleated on the
opposing sidewall of the grating, whereas here the multiple defect generation is being
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nucleated from the same point. It should also be recognised that, in the experimental
studies of reference [45], reverse latching occurred at impulses above those for latching.
That is, a negative-positive train would latch to D but increasing the voltage beyond a
second threshold led to latching back to the C state. This transition was ascribed to the
ionic content in the mixtures, causing a similar reverse latching to that in ferroelectric liquid
crystals [46]. In this instance, ions diffuse to reduce the applied DC field, creating a reverse
field. After the field is removed, the reverse field is retained briefly and before the ions have
time to redistribute, which can be sufficient to cause latching from the desired state back to
the opposite state. Instead of this explanation, it is possible that reverse latching might be
due to forcing the defect pairs into the bulk where they annihilate (as found in this work).
However, this would apply to C-D latching only, whereas reverse latching was observed
for both C-D and D-C latching. Hence, the ionic viewpoint remains more likely because
and was removed using commercially pure STN materials with typical room temperature
conductivities of 10−11 Ω−1 cm−11 to reduce the ionic content [45]. However, the current
work suggests that various types of behaviour are possible when including both multiple
defects and ionic effects.

6. Conclusions

The ZBD device is an example of producing increased functionality through judicial
use of topological defects in the nematic phase. In commercial devices, the shape and
anchoring energy of the grating surface is designed to give bistable pretilts that can be
addressed with wide operating windows using passive matrix addressing. That is achieved
by having relatively weak anchoring, though sufficient to give bistability, and ensuring that
the defects remain close to the surface throughout the electrical addressing. However, it
has been shown here that there is a range of behaviour outside of these design constraints.
The combination of grating shape and higher homeotropic anchoring has allowed defects
to detach from the surface and migrate into the bulk of the nematic. Here, the defect
trajectories are strongly influenced by the local director orientation. Multiple sets of defects
have been induced, each interfering with each other and potentially leading to quite
complex behaviour. Clearly, this behaviour is rich in possibilities. For example, defect pairs
can be injected into the bulk of a liquid crystal sample, where they could interact with
colloidal particles, micro-inclusions (such as droplets, bubbles, and microparticles), or the
opposing interface.
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τ = 1.6 ms. Point 4 = −13.0 V, +13.0 V; τ = 1.6 ms); Video S4: Simulation of second-generation defects
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Abstract: Direct laser writing (DLW) in liquid crystals (LCs) enables a range of new stimuli-responsive
functionality to be realized. Here, a method of fabricating mechanically tunable diffraction gratings
in stretchable LC gels is demonstrated using a combination of two-photon polymerization direct
laser writing (TPP-DLW) and ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Results are presented that demonstrate
the fabrication of a diffraction grating that is written using TPP-DLW in the presence of an electric
field in order to align and lock-in the LC director in a homeotropic configuration. The electric field is
subsequently removed and the surrounding regions of the LC layer are then exposed to UV light
to freeze-in a different alignment so as to ensure that there is a phase difference between the laser
written and UV illuminated polymerized regions. It is found that there is a change in the period
of the diffraction grating when observed on a polarizing optical microscope as well as a change in
the far-field diffraction pattern when the film is stretched or contracted. These experimental results
are then compared with the results from simulations. The paper concludes with a demonstration of
tuning of the far-field diffraction pattern of a 2-dimensional diffraction grating.

Keywords: direct laser writing; diffraction gratings; stretchability; liquid crystals

1. Introduction

Diffraction gratings are optical components with precisely defined periodic structures
that are designed to manipulate the spatial distribution of light [1]. For example, they can
split a beam of light into a number of diffracted beams or direct a beam into one specific
order. Diffraction gratings play an important role in a number of applications including
monochromators, spectrometers, augmented reality (AR)/virtual reality (VR) displays,
wavefront measurements, beam steering, structured light and optical encoders for high
precision motion control [2–8]. The development of switchable and tunable diffraction
gratings is also of considerable interest for potential future wearable technologies [9].

Tuning a diffraction grating often relies on applying some form of external stimuli
to alter the optical properties of the material or the architecture of the grating. This
external stimulus might be, for example, in the form of an electric field, a change in the
temperature, or a change in the humidity conditions [10,11]. With the advent of wearable
and conformable photonics technologies, there is a particular interest in using strain or
mechanical deformation to tune photonic devices [9,12–17]. Towards this end, there are
a range of materials that exhibit a reversible elastic response to mechanical strain [18–33],
such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyimide and
Parylene-C, which would potentially enable the grating to be deformed by introducing
external tensile strain leading to tuning of the optical diffraction pattern [16,34–39].

Two-photon direct laser writing (TPP-DLW) is a popular microfabrication technique
as it enables small structures (of the order of microns and less) to be fabricated in a range of
materials and has proved to be a particularly powerful fabrication tool for the development
of a range of different metamaterial and nanophotonic platforms [40–42]. Liquid crystal
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(LC) gels are a material that exhibit both elasticity and long range orientational order of the
molecules (characterized by a unit vector referred to as the director). Using laser writing
to structure and impart new functionality in polymerizable LC gels and elastomers has
also attracted considerable interest in recent years [7,9,43–45]. For example, combining
TPP-DLW with LC gels has enabled the development of a wide range of tunable stimuli-
responsive components whose optical properties change when the material is subjected to
an external stimulus, for example, LC microactuators, micro-soft robotic systems and LC
sensors [46–49].

An advantage of using an LC gel compared with isotropic materials, such as pho-
tocurable polymer resins, is that these materials combine birefringence with the mechanical
stretchability. Polymer-stabilized LCs also have the advantage of being able to lock-in
and maintain any desired phase profile with the use of an external electric field and/or
surface alignment [50]. By applying a voltage during fabrication, TPP-DLW can be used to
lock-in different alignments of the director through photopolymerization so as to create
a sculptured polymer network. After removing the voltage, and depending upon the
relative lengthscales involved, the LCs in the non-polymerized regions tend to relax back
to the initial alignment conditions leading to a spatially varying phase profile across the
device [43]. Furthermore, compared with Si photolithography, TPP-DLW has the capability
to build structures in three dimensions leading to more sophisticated architectures and
multi-functional optical components [51–54]. Figure 1 shows examples of the functionality
that can be unlocked using TPP-DLW in LC devices when an electric field is applied during
fabrication. This includes the ability to hide features such as quick response codes [55],
transport microparticles and generate microfluidics-inspired flow of boundaries between
different topologically distinct states [56], fabricate tuneable diffractive optics elements
in the form of diffraction gratings and computer-generated holograms [43,57], and the
development of stretchable optical elements, which is the subject of this paper.

Figure 1. The range of functionality that our group has demonstrated using TPP-DLW in LC devices
when an electric field is applied during fabrication [43,55–57]. This includes the development of
switchable QR codes [55], microparticle transport and microfluidics inspired flow of defect walls [56],
and diffractive optic elements in the form of one-dimensional diffraction gratings, Dammann gratings,
and computer-generated holograms [43,57]. The focus of this paper is to demonstrate how this
technique can be used to develop mechanically tuneable diffractive optic elements.
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In this paper, we present a strategy to fabricate a mechanically tunable phase grating
using a combination of laser writing and ultraviolet (UV) illumination to trigger polymer-
ization in a photopolymerizable LC gel. After describing the laser writing process and
demonstrating how the laser writing conditions influence the morphology of the polymer-
ized structures, the fabrication process employed to manufacture stretchable diffraction
gratings in LC gels is demonstrated. Results are then presented that show tuning of the
period of the diffraction grating and it is shown how the diffraction pattern in the far-field is
changed when the LC gel is extended or contracted. The degree of tuning is discussed and,
where possible, results from simulations are presented to compare with our experimental
findings. To conclude, a mechanically tunable 2-dimensional phase grating is demonstrated,
and the pros and cons of the approach presented herein are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Laser Writing Conditions

In both this work and our previous work on TPP-DLW laser writing in LCs, we
have used a custom-built system which is shown in Supplementary Materials, Figure S1.
The laser source was a Titanium: Sapphire femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics Tsunami)
emitting at λ = 780 nm that was excited by a diode-pumped solid-state CW laser (Spectra-
Physics Millennia V) emitting at λ = 532 nm. The laser pulse width was 100 fs by mode-
locking at a repetition of 80 MHz.

Before fabricating the gratings into the LC gels, we considered the impact of the
laser writing conditions (i.e., power, scan speed, and fabrication voltage) on the resulting
polymerized structures. Results from these characterizations are presented in Figure 2
(different fabrication voltages and laser intensity) and Figure 3 (different laser powers and
scanning speeds for different orientations of the laser polarization relative to the rubbing
direction of the LC device). The LC mixture that was used consisted of three elements:
69 wt.% of the nematic LC mixture, E7 (Synthon Chemicals Ltd.), 30 wt.% of the reactive
mesogen RM257 (1,4-Bis-[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (Syn-
thon Chemicals Ltd.)), and 1 wt.% of the Photoinitiator Irgacure 819 (Ciba-Geigy). The
components were then added to an empty vial and left in an oven at 70–75 ◦C overnight to
mix the components via thermal diffusion. In both characterization tests, the structures
were fabricated in a glass cell with anti-parallel rubbed polyimide alignment layers and
indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes on the inner surfaces of both substrates (Instec-LC5.0).
The cell gap was measured to be 4.9 μm from the interference fringes recorded on a UV-Vis
spectrometer (Agilent 8454). The ITO transparent electrodes enable a uniform electric
field to be applied to the sample during laser microfabrication and the rubbed polyimide
alignment layers ensure that, in the absence of an external electric field, the LC director
would be homogeneously (planar) aligned in the plane of the device with a pre-tilt angle
of approximately 4◦. The filled glass cells were then loaded into the TPP-DLW system
for fabrication.

In the laser writing process, a high energy ultrafast pulse train was focused into the
bulk of LC sample through an objective lens with a 0.45 NA so that two-photon absorption
only occurred within a relatively small volume (voxel size: 1 μm in the lateral dimension
and 7 μm in the axial direction) in order to cross-link the reactive mesogens via a free-radical
polymerization reaction that freezes-in the LC alignment permanently. By moving the
translation stage with respect to the laser focus, a 3-dimensional polymer network structure
can be constructed in the LC film [32,33]. Diffusion of the polymer network means that the
resulting polymer structures are often slightly larger than the voxel sizes quoted above.
Our experience is that if there is overlap between the focal volume and the substrate, the
polymer walls are strongly tethered to the substrate.
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Figure 2. Laser written polymer walls in a polymerizable LC mixture for different fabrication laser
powers and voltages applied to the LC during fabrication. The scale bar in the figure is 200 μm. The
laser polarization was set to be perpendicular to the rubbing direction of the LC device. Images were
recorded on a polarizing optical microscope when the rubbing direction was aligned at 45◦ to the
transmission axes of the polarizer and analyzer pair, and with the aid of a narrow bandpass filter to
remove all wavelengths beyond 640 nm–660 nm to avoid any further polymerization post-fabrication.

For the laser written polymerized structures shown in Figure 2, the voltage applied
during the fabrication was varied (left to right on each subfigure) as was the laser power
while the polarization was kept at an orientation that was perpendicular to the rubbing
direction. Applying a voltage during fabrication causes a rotation out-of-plane of the LC
director towards a homeotropic alignment at high voltages. Writing in the presence of
a fabrication voltage causes the LC director alignment to be preserved at the moment of
exposure to the laser writer. If, for example, the laser writing takes place with a large
voltage applied, this results in a homeotropic alignment of the nematic LC being retained.
The sample was translated at 100 μm/second during the fabrication process. Polarizing
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optical microscope (POM) images of the structure were then taken with the device between
a pair of crossed polarizers and the rubbing direction of the cell oriented at 45◦ to the
transmission axes of the polarizers. Between each of the subfigures, the voltage applied
during imaging (the read voltage) was varied. In the case when the read voltage is V = 0,
there is a clear increase in the thickness of the lines as the writing voltage was increased.
This is due to the elastic distortion of the LC. Away from the polymerized region, the
director orientation is dictated by the alignment layers; within the polymerized region,
the director orientation is determined by the writing voltage. The distance over which the
director profile relaxes from the polymerized to the surface aligned orientation is dictated
by the elastic constant of the LC and the orientation in the polymerized region. Hence,
while changing the writing voltage does not impact the width of the polymerized lines,
the lines appear wider due to the additional relaxation distance. Considering again the
case where the read voltage was zero, we see that changing the writing voltage changes
the intensity in the centre of the lines; this is a result of the retardance being fixed to a
given value in the polymerized region. Increasing the writing power increased the contrast
when the read voltage matched the write voltage. It also caused a slight increase in the line
thickness when the read voltage did not match the write voltage.

Figure 3. Laser written polymer walls in a polymerizable LC mixture for different fabrication laser
powers and fabrication stage speeds when no voltage was applied to the LC during fabrication.
Images were recorded on a polarizing optical microscope with an illumination source at 650 nm when
the polarization of the writing laser was aligned at 90◦ (top), 45◦ (middle), or 0◦ (bottom) relative to
the rubbing direction of the LC device. For these images, the rubbing direction was aligned at 45◦ to
the transmission axes of the polarizer and analyzer pair and the scale bar in each image represents a
length of 200 μm.
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In Figure 3, the voltage applied during the writing process was fixed at 30 Vrms to
ensure the LC was homeotropically aligned. Within each subfigure, the writing speed
was then varied, and the laser power increased. The polarization of the writing laser
relative to the rubbing direction was varied between each of the subfigures. The images
were all taken with the LC glass cell between crossed polarizers, with a narrow bandpass
filter at 650 nm after the illumination source to avoid any unwanted polymerization post-
fabrication and with no voltage applied during inspection. Theoretically, if the laser is
polarized perpendicular to the director, it only encounters the ordinary component of the
refractive index. Otherwise, the laser should encounter a combination of the ordinary
and extraordinary indices, which can cause a serious focal splitting aberration at a high
numerical aperture [58]. However, according to the comparison in Figure 3, the polymer
walls fabricated with different writing polarizations look qualitatively similar, primarily
because the device is switched at a high voltage so it is effectively homeotropic and the
aberration should be the same for all incident orientations of the laser linear polarizations.
Furthermore, as the device here is quite thin (4.9 μm), the birefringent medium is contained
purely within the laser focal intensity distribution, reducing the effect of the aberration.
There is a noticeable increase in the linewidth when the laser power was increased, and
when the writing speed was reduced, as both cause a greater exposure of the laser to the
LC, which results in more polymerization. As the writing speed increases, we first see a
reduction in the linewidth and then a breakup of the lines into discrete dots. These dots are
smaller and more circular when the polarization is perpendicular to the rubbing direction
which is again a result of the optical aberrations.

In practice, we tend to fabricate polymer structures at the maximum voltage that can
safely be applied to the cell, as this always results in almost no in-plane retardance and
hence shows some contrast at any voltage below this. We use a write speed of 0.1 mm/s
as this is slow enough to allow smooth lines even at low powers, while not being so slow
that the resolution suffers. Laser powers are typically chosen to be around 50 mW as this
ensures that the polymer structures are fabricated consistently while again not causing
a significant loss in resolution. These parameters are used herein for the fabrication of
the diffractive optic elements in the stretchable LC gels. In the following, we describe the
strategy employed in this work to fabricate phase gratings in LC gels using TPP-DLW
and describe the steps taken to form a transparent stretchable free-standing film that
preserves the phase grating once the LC film has been delaminated from glass substrates.
Finally, the two experimental methods used in this work to characterize and analyze
the stretchable gratings in the LC gel are discussed. Specifically, these two methods are:
(1) direct observation of the grating on a POM and (2) observation of the diffraction pattern
in the far-field.

2.2. Design and Fabrication of the Phase Grating

The configuration of our one-dimensional diffraction grating is illustrated in Figure 4.
In this case, the low refractive index regions are defined by polymer walls of nematic
LC that are homeotropically aligned and that have been frozen-in using the laser writing
process in the presence of an electric field. The high refractive index regions, on the other
hand, are defined by nematic LC regions between the homeotropic polymer walls that are
then locked-in by subjecting the sample to UV illumination. To ensure that there is a phase
difference between the high and low refractive index regions, the transmission as a function
of voltage for the LC mixture was recorded (see Supplementary Figure S2) where it was
found that the transmission reaches saturation at around 60 Vrms. Therefore, 100 Vrms was
deemed more than sufficient to align the LC director homeotropically. After locking-in the
low refractive index regions with the laser written localized polymer walls at 100 Vrms, the
remaining LC-polymer mixture was then polymerized with UV light without a voltage to
ensure that the polymer walls have a phase difference with the non-laser written regions.
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Figure 4. The one-dimensional phase grating fabricated using a combination of laser writing and
ultraviolet (UV) illumination. (a) The nematic LC was homogeneously aligned such that the director
lay in the plane of the glass cell with a pre-tilt at the substrate surfaces of 4◦; (b) The illustration
of the LC director switching to a homeotropic alignment with a voltage amplitude of 100 Vrms;
(c) The laser writer scanned across the LC sample to form thin walls of polymer network along the
x-direction that locked-in the homeotropic state; (d) After laser fabrication, the voltage was then
removed and the sample was exposed to UV illumination to polymerize the remaining LC so as to
freeze-in the alignment of the director between the polymer walls after the electric field had been
removed. (a–c) show a side view of the LC between glass substrates while (d) shows a top view
after UV polymerization where the pink regions correspond to the polymer walls for which the LC
director was homeotropically aligned whereas the blue regions correspond to the bulk regions that
have been polymerized using UV illumination and that consist of an LC director that was gradually
relaxed from homeotropic alignment. The gratings were polarization dependent, which means that a
diffraction pattern was only observed when the polarization of the incident light source was aligned
parallel to the rubbing direction.

For the stretchable films, a 20 μm-thick glass cell (Instec-LC20.0) was used because
the diffusion in the axial direction is sufficient to tether the polymer walls to the glass
substrate. Here, the airgap represents not just the thickness of the LC layer between the
glass substrates but also represents an approximate thickness for the free-standing film
after the photopolymerization and delamination processes. The other properties of the
glass cell (e.g., ITO layers, alignment layers etc.) were the same as that used in the previous
section. The fabrication process for the stretchable phase gratings is illustrated in Figure 5.
After capillary filling of the LC mixture (Figure 5a(ii)), the glass cells were then placed on a
hotplate at 70 ◦C for several minutes to ensure that the LC mixture filled the cell uniformly.
Finally, wires were attached to the glass cells using indium shot so that an electric field
could be applied to the LC layer.

For this work, the TPP-DLW system was used to write a phase grating consisting of
65 parallel polymer walls with a 12 μm spacing between each polymer wall. Here, the
laser written region was defined to be within the bulk of the LC layer, which then results
in a polymer network that is denser in the center of the layer, but weaker close to the
glass substrates. This leads to polymer structures that are tethered to the substrates and
ensures that they do not drift or move even when the LC layer is subjected to an applied
voltage. The fabrication accuracy in the x-y plane is less than 100 nm. Each polymer wall
was written in the presence of a relatively high voltage (100 Vrms) with a power of 48 mW
(Figure 5a(iii)) to ensure that a homeotropic alignment of the nematic LC had been obtained.
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The reason why these parameters were chosen was that 65 polymer walls that are spaced
at 12 μm intervals results in a grating with a total width of 768 μm, which is slightly larger
than the laser diode spot diameter used to generate and inspect the diffraction patterns. A
power of 48 mW was used for the laser writing process as this had been demonstrated to
result in high fidelity polymer structures. A full list of the fabrication parameters used in
this study is provided in Table S1 in the Supplementary Information.

Figure 5. A stretchable one-dimensional diffraction grating in a liquid crystal (LC) gel. (a) Illustration
of the fabrication and measurement process used to construct and characterize the mechanically
stretchable grating: (i) mixture preparation, (ii) capillary filling of glass cell, (iii) fabrication of a
1-D diffraction grating with a voltage applied to the LC cell, (iv) bulk photo-polymerization of
the film using ultraviolet illumination, (v) delamination of the cell to form a free-standing LC
film that is approximately 20 μm thick, (vi) extraction of the flexible film, (vii) polarising optical
microscope (POM) observation of the film, (viii) far (Replay) field observation of the diffraction
pattern. (b) The POM (top) and far (replay)-field (bottom) images of the phase grating before (i) and
after (ii) delamination. (c) Photographs of the LC free-standing film: (i) after delamination and
(ii) mounted on an adjustable slit for stretchability and reversibility measurements.

After the formation of the phase grating, the samples were then illuminated with
UV light to trigger polymerization in the remaining unreacted regions of the sample
(Figure 5a(iv)). The samples were photopolymerized with UV light (peak wavelength
of λ = 365 nm) with a power density of 10 mWcm−2 for 10 min. Once the film had been
fully cross-linked, a scalpel was used to detach one of the four corners of the sample
(Figure 5a(v)). After removing the top glass substrate of the sample, the free-standing
film was then extracted from the bottom glass layer with a razor blade and tweezers.
An example of a free-standing film is presented in Figure 5a(vi). Figure 5c(i) shows a
photograph of the LC free-standing film captured with a digital single lens reflex (SLR)
camera. The films were first attached to a glass substrate for an initial observation on
a POM before being removed and then transferred to a mechanically adjustable slit for
further characterization.

2.3. Characterization of the Stretchable Phase Gratings

To observe the phase gratings directly, the patterned free-standing film was positioned
on a glass substrate (Figure 5a(vii)) and placed on a POM. An image of the phase grating
can be seen in Figure 5b. Figure 5b(i),(ii) show the grating before and after the delimitation,
respectively. It can be seen that the overall width of each grating shrinks a little bit from
the initial value (768 μm), which indicates that the film contracts during the delamination
process and therefore might be slightly thicker than 20 μm. The reason for this is that the
detachment of the film decreases the internal pressure within the LC gel forcing it to shrink
and become thicker to compensate for this pressure decrease.
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In order to determine the mechanical tunability of the stretchable phase grating after
bulk UV curing and delamination, the patterned film was placed across an adjustable
mechanical slit consisting of two metallic plates whose separation could be altered using a
micrometer (Thorlabs), as shown in Figure 5c(ii). By adjusting the micrometer setting, the
separation between the metallic plates could be varied resulting in either an extension or
relaxation of the LC film. The slit was initially set to have a separation of 1.30 mm, which
was then increased in step sizes of 0.05 mm until the film was eventually broken so that
the full tunable range could be determined [59,60]. To test the reversibility in terms of
successive extensions and contractions of the film, the free-standing films were stretched
to an extent that would not lead to the films being broken. By comparing the tunable
characteristics of the film before and after relaxation, the reversibility could be determined.

To complement the direct observations of the grating on a POM, measurements of the
diffraction patterns observed in the far-field were also recorded in replay imaging system,
which is shown in Supplementary Figures S3 and S4. In this case, the separation of the
metallic plates on which the film was placed was varied and a laser diode operating at
λ = 635 nm was incident on the diffraction grating. A white screen placed at 23 cm from
the sample in the far-field allowed us to observe the diffraction pattern and a full-color
Thorlabs CCD camera (DCC1240C) was used to record images of the diffraction pattern
in order to determine the relative intensities in each diffraction order. By measuring the
spatial separation between the zeroth and 1st order spots, r, the grating period, d, can be
estimated from

d =
aλ

r
(1)

where a represents the distance between the diffraction grating and the screen in the replay
field. Here, we have used the standard grating equation, d sin θm = mλ, (m is an integer
representing the diffraction order of interest) and employed the small angle approximation,
sin θ ≈ tan θ = r

a ). By tracking the change in the separation r as the film is either extended
or contracted, we can determine the change in the grating period and compare this with
our observations on the microscope.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Demonstration of a Laser-Written Diffraction Grating in a Free-Standing LC Gel

As mentioned previously, the grating contains 65 polymer walls spaced at 12 μm,
which results in a total grating width of 768 μm after the laser writing process. However, a
film formulation of 30 wt.%-RM257 would typically shrink to around 94% of the original
size after delamination, as can be seen in Figure 6a, which shows that the grating is now
723 μm in length. From the enlarged image, the dark stripes show the laser written polymer
walls which have locked-in a homeotropic alignment of the LC director. The remaining
non-laser written regions, on the other hand, have been exposed to UV illumination for
bulk polymerization. Figure 6b represents the corresponding diffraction pattern of the
phase grating in the far field. Results for the intensities in the different diffraction orders
are shown in Figure 6c.

Simulations were conducted to predict the intensity profile of the different orders in
the diffraction pattern and to compare the results from simulations with the results from
the experiments [55,61–63]. To model the phase grating, the tilt angle of the LC director
was determined from simulations for both the laser written regions that have frozen-
in a homeotropic alignment due to the application of a high voltage (100 Vrms) during
fabrication and the regions in between the laser written walls that have been stabilized by
UV illumination with no voltage applied (0 Vrms). For the simulations, we have assumed
that the thickness of the film was 20 μm, the initial pre-tilt angle to be 40, the grating
period to be 12 μm, and the birefringence of the LC mixture to be Δn = 0.17 (ne = 1.71,
no = 1.54). We also applied the one-constant approximation for the elastic constants (i.e.,
K11 = K22 = K33 = K = 11.6 pN). By determining the director orientation in both the laser
written and UV aligned regions this enables the periodic optical phase difference after the
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grating to be simulated so that the diffraction pattern in the far-field can be determined
using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) as shown in Figure 6d.

 

Figure 6. Characteristics of a laser-written diffraction grating in a free-standing LC film. (a) Polarizing
optical microscope (POM) and (b) replay field images after delamination of the film. The white
arrows labelled P and A refer to the orientations of the polarizer and analyzer, respectively, and
the red arrow labelled R represents the rubbing direction of the alignment layers in the glass cell.
(c) Experimental results of the intensity profile for the different diffraction orders. The results have
been normalized to the value of the intensity of the zeroth order. (d) Simulated normalized intensity
distribution for the free-standing film in the replay field after delamination.

For the phase grating in the free-standing film, the intensity profile predicted by simu-
lation does agree, to some extent, qualitatively with the experimental intensity distribution
recorded by the CCD camera as shown in Figure 6c. However, the experimental intensity
distribution shows some degree of asymmetry that is not replicated in the simulations.
One potential reason for this is that the LC director is biased in one direction because of
the pre-tilt at the substrate surfaces. This biasing of the LC director could result in the
asymmetry observed in the intensities recorded in the far-field diffraction pattern. In the
experiments, the sample is relatively thick (20 μm); however, for the simulations, the sample
is considered to be thin in accordance with Raman-Nath diffraction, which assumes that
the propagation path is straight across the bulk of the film and any variation in direction is
ignored. Supplementary Figure S5a shows the director tilt as a function of both the position
throughout the bulk and the position within each grating period, while (b) represents the
retardance distribution induced by the laser written grating with a period of 12 μm without
and with a voltage of 100 Vrms applied, respectively. It confirms the LC phase grating can
be fabricated by the TPP-DLW system not only from the perspective of simulations but also
from that of polarization measurements. The images in Figure S5b were captured using a
Mueller matrix microscope [64–66].
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3.2. Tuning the Grating Period

Figure 7a shows POM images of the two extreme cases in terms of stretching: the
initial unperturbed grating and the grating when the film was stretched. The film was
stretched from a length of 724 ± 3 μm to 825 ± 3 μm, resulting in a change in grating period
from 11.31 ± 0.05 μm to 12.89 ± 0.05 μm, which indicates that the film can be stretched
by 114% of its initial length. Figure 7b shows the change in the diffraction pattern in the
far-field as the film is stretched resulting in a decrease in the spacing between successive
orders. From these images, the intensities of each diffraction order were tracked by the
CCD camera and are shown in the plot presented in Figure 7c as the film was stretched.
During the stretching process, the separation between the zeroth order and either of the
first orders decreases from 13.0 mm to 11.4 mm, which corresponds to a change in the
grating period from 11.3 ± 0.2 μm to 12.9 ± 0.2 μm. This result is in very good agreement
with the results obtained from the POM images for the change in grating period for the
same extension of the film. It was found that as the film was extended, the intensity in the
zeroth order decreased dramatically while the intensity in the first order increased.

 

Figure 7. Mechanically tuning the 1D diffraction grating. (a) Polarization optical microscope (POM)
images which show the grating in the undistorted state and the grating after the film has been
extended by the maximum amount. (b) Replay field images which show the change in the diffraction
pattern observed in the far-field as the grating is extended and contracted. (c) Intensity of each
diffraction order as a function of slit separation. The dashed lines between the measured values
are to guide the eye only and the estimated error in these relative intensity measurements is ±4%.
(d) Grating period as a function of the separation between the metal plates (the slit) on which the
samples were placed and which triggered either an extension or contraction of the film. The values
for the grating period were obtained from POM images. Solid squares represent an extension of the
film while open circles indicate a contraction of the film.

The film was stretched by varying the opening of the slit in step sizes of 0.05 mm upon
increasing the separation and step sizes of 0.02 mm upon decreasing the separation of the
slit. This process was repeated three times until the film was stretched to the point that it
was broken. Figure 7d presents results of the grating period determined from the POM
images as a function of the separation of the slit on the adjustable mount (which in turn
causes an extension of the film). The results show that the grating period can be returned
to its original size before being stretched again, demonstrating the elastic behavior and
reversibility of the free-standing film. Specifically, the grating period returns to the same
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value (between 11.10 μm and 11.30 μm). As shown in Supplementary Figure S6, the results
for the stretchability and reversibility obtained from the far-field measurements appear to
be in good agreement with the results obtained from the POM images.

The dependence of the grating period on the slit separation follows a roughly linear
dependence. In Figure 7d, the gradients for each of these lines of best fit appear to be
approximately the same, which means the film can contract back to its previous size for the
same slit separation as before. Therefore, it indicates that the film did not slide too much
during the stretching and contraction processes. According to the experimental data, the
film only slid on the slit by 0.05 mm during the whole process. The replay field images ob-
tained for the stretching and contraction process can be found in Supplementary Figure S6.
Supplementary Figure S7 shows two extremes in terms of stretching.

3.3. Comparison of the Laser Written and UV Polymerization Regions

In order to investigate the difference in the mechanical stretchability between the laser
written diffraction grating and the surrounding UV-polymerized regions that had not been
subjected to laser writing, the locations of the 20-micron spacer beads trapped in the film
were tracked during the stretching process. It was noticed that whenever the film was
contracted, the gratings appeared to shrink more than the regions of the polymerized LC
that did not consist of laser written gratings. This indicated that the polymer network
formed in the laser-written regions appeared to be more rigid than those in the non-written
UV-illuminated regions. By tracking the positions of the spacer beads at various locations in
the film during the stretching process, the different ‘stretchability’ for the different regions
could be evaluated.

Figure 8 presents the results obtained when six spacer beads randomly distributed
through the film were monitored during the stretching process. A–F represent the six spacer
beads (Figure 8a) that were tracked with image processing while the film was subjected
to a mechanical strain to elongate the film in a direction parallel to the grating period.
Since the gradient of the straight line fit in Figure 8b is smaller than unity, under the same
force, the strain of AB is larger than that of EF, which verifies the assumption that the pure
polymer film is ‘softer’ than the high-voltage laser written region. Therefore, the stiffness of
polymer network fabricated with the laser writing at a high voltage is a bit larger than that
observed for UV bulk curing, which indicates that the elasticity of the film in the different
regions is not the same. In Figure 8c, the distance between C and D remains the same
while the film was subjected to a mechanical stress. This means that the film does not show
any deformation along an axis perpendicular to the direction in which the film is being
extended. Therefore, the stretchable LC film only elongates in the direction parallel to the
applied force. This would allow one to deform the sample in two dimensions separately,
providing a potential route to the development of sophisticated 2D-gratings that exhibit
different tuning characteristics if elongated along different directions. In order to ensure
that the volume remain unchanged, the film thickness must reduce.

3.4. A Stretchable 2D Diffraction Grating

To conclude, we also demonstrate the feasibility of mechanically tuning more complex
2-dimensional diffraction gratings. Dammann gratings play a key role as optical array gen-
erators as they can uniformly distribute the optical energy among the designed diffraction
orders. Conventional Dammann gratings are binary-phase gratings that generate equal-
intensity spot arrays. Generally speaking, they cannot be tuned continuously. However,
the mechano-optical approach presented here could potentially lead to analogue tuning of
the grating. As an example, the laser written pattern in Figure 9a was designed to have a
specific phase profile such that it leads to a diffraction pattern consisting of a 2-d array of
6 × 6 spots in the form of a rhombus shape. Based upon the stretchability achieved demon-
strated herein, the initial angles of the rhombus in Figure 9a were set to be 84◦ and 96◦.
When the film was subjected to a mechanical stress, the rhombus shape in Figure 9a then
gradually transformed into a square with angles of 90◦ and 90◦, respectively, at maximum
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strain. Similarly, the diffraction pattern altered from a diamond shape to a square array
during stretching (Figure 9b shows the diffraction pattern before and after stretching). It
can be seen that the separation between each laser spot in the horizontal direction contracts
resulting in the array of spots forming a square arrangement. The repeatability of this
specific device was not investigated in detail. However, we believe that as the formulation
and the fabrication process are the same as that used for the film presented in Figure 7d
(with the exception that this one is a more sophisticated grating) we would expect this 2-D
stretchable grating film to display a similar level of repeatability in terms of an extension
and contraction of the film. Mechanically tuning complex 2D diffraction elements is of
potential importance for tunable AR/VR devices, tunable multiple imaging processes,
mechanical beam steering and next generation optical sensors.

Figure 8. Comparison of the stiffness of the polymer network in either the laser written or UV
polymerized regions in the stretchable films. (a) Photograph of the stretchable film when illuminated
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with a 635 nm laser diode and captured with the CCD camera. The six spacer beads are labelled
A–F. By tracking the separation between A & B and E & F as the film is stretched, the relationship
between the strain for the region occupied by the (laser written) grating and that of the surrounding
(UV polymerized) film can be determined. (b) The strain for the region between E and F as a function
of the strain experienced for the region between A and B. The red line represents a line of best fit.
(c) Separation between spacer beads C and D as a function of the slit separation. The red line is to
guide the eye.

 
Figure 9. Demonstration of mechanical stretching of a free-standing laser written film with a 2D
diffraction pattern in the far-field. (a) a POM image of a film (20 μm) with a laser written 6 × 6 2D
Dammann grating in a rhombus shape. The dark regions correspond to the homeotropic aligned
director locked-in using TPP-DLW at a voltage of 100 Vrms, while the bright regions correspond to the
domains of the LC gel photopolymierzed using UV exposure without an electric field; (b) Far-field
images of the change in the diffraction pattern in the replay field before stretching and when the film
was stretched.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated tunable one- and two-dimensional
phase gratings written in thin (20 μm-thick) LC gels that have been patterned with a combi-
nation of TPP-DLW and bulk UV illumination. These phase gratings can be mechanically
tuned by subjecting the gels to an external tensile strain along the grating period. Results
are also presented that show the mechanical tuning of the far-field diffraction pattern of a
2D Dammann grating which gradually changes from a rhombus shape to a square shape.
These results confirm that the mechanical tunability could be applied to other tunable
diffractive optical elements; for example, continuously tunable holograms. It was shown
that a patterned free-standing LC gel consisting of a mixture of 30 wt.% RM257 and the
nematic LC E7 can be stretched by 14% of its initial size leading to a change in the grating
period of approximately 2 microns. This tuning of the grating period was verified both
by observing changes in the diffraction grating directly on a POM and by tracking the
change in the separation of the diffraction orders in the far-field. In addition, results were
obtained that indicated there was a difference in the mechanical strength between the laser
written and non-written regions by tracking the movement of the spacer beads that were
trapped in the LC gel. The results indicated that the UV-illuminated polymerized regions
were softer than the laser-written regions within the gratings, and that the film did not
deform along an axis orthogonal to the direction in which the films were stretched. These
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results demonstrate the important potential of mechano-optical diffractive optic elements
that have been fabricated in LC gels using both laser writing and UV to form polymer
networks. Improvements in the mixture formulation will ensure that larger tuning ranges
can be achieved in the future.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12101340/s1, Figure S1. Schematic of the optical layout of
the two-photon polymerisation direct laser writing system. The main subsystems are highlighted by
dashed rectangular frames. The red lines refer to the path of excitation for the two-photon absorption
(TPA) process at λ = 780 nm as the beam from the Ti:Sapphire laser propagates to the LC samples.
The yellow path represents the illumination of the sample and image capture with the CCD camera.
Figure S2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used to record the transmission of monochromatic
light through the polymerizable LC when sandwiched between crossed polarisers. ND: neutral
density filter; PD: photodiode. The light from the laser first travels through a polarizer used to
provide linear polarised light before the beam is attenuated by a variable neutral density (ND) filter
(Thorlabs NDC-50C-4). The beam then propagates to the LC sample and through an analyzer that is
crossed with respect to the first polariser before the intensity is then recorded by a photodiode. The
LC sample was positioned at 45◦ respect to each one of the polarizers. (b) Normalized transmission
as a function of voltage for the LC mixture. The transmission decreases to zero when the sample is
subjected to a voltage amplitude of 100 Vrms corresponding to a homeotropic alignment of the LC
director. Figure S3. Schematic of the optical setup for characterizing the diffractive optical elements.
The red solid line in the optical path represents the emission from the laser diode (λ = 635 nm),
while the purple dashed line indicates the illumination path from the LED light source with a central
wavelength of λ = 660 nm. Figure S4. (a) An example photograph showing the diffraction gratings
in the LC when observed using the system presented in Figure S3 with the LED source turned on.
(b) An example photograph of the sample when the LED was switched off and the laser diode (used
to observe the diffraction pattern) was turned on. (c) An example photograph showing the LC sample
when both the LED and the laser diode were switched on. This enables the position of the laser beam
relative to the laser-written diffraction grating to be determined. (d) A photograph of the experiment
whereby the far-field diffraction pattern can be seen on a white screen. Figure S5. (a) The tilt in the LC
director as a function of position within the cross section of a grating period. This shows that the LC
director is tilted at π/2 within the laser written regions but relaxes to a non-homeotropic alignment
within the regions intended to be polymerized using UV illumination. (b) The retardance distribution
of a laser written grating in an LC sample before UV polymerization and delamination. The image
on the left represents the phase retardance induced by the grating with a period of 12 μm without an
applied voltage while the image on the right shows the retardance when a voltage of 100 Vrms is
applied to the LC. According to the comparison of the retardance distribution without and with a
voltage, it’s notable that the laser writing process locked-in a periodic phase profile which functions
as a phase grating when no voltage is applied but that the grating vanishes when a large voltage was
applied. Figure S6. Photographs of the polarizing optical microscope (a) and the replay field (b) for
all the extremes in terms of stretching and contracting the film for the three separate cycles. In (a), the
fourth order spots are linked by solid white lines to highlight the tuning and reversibility of the film.
(b) represents the polarizing optical microscope images which are correspond to relevant far field
images. In both methods, it can be observed that the diffraction grating is stretched further after each
contraction. Figure S7. Comparison between the initial diffraction pattern and the final extreme in
terms of stretching. Table S1. Fabrication parameters in the laser written gratings test.
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